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Section 2 Questionnaire Study of Users of Accounts

In this section we present the results of the second major
empirical research in the study: the questionnaire study of users
of accounts in the five churches. There are six chapterti in the
section with chapter 9 giving an outline of the questionnaire
including its design, testing of results for bias and statistics
used. The following four chapters give the results from the
questionnaire in related groups: who are the users (chapter 10),
background beliefs of users (chapter 11), users understanding of
accounts (chapter 12) and changes recommended in the accounts
(chapter 13). The conclusions from the questionnaire are
summarised in chapter 14.
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Chapter 9.1 Introduction and overview of questionnaire design
A major part of the study has been to discover who are the users
of the final accounts of the churches involved in the study, what
uses they make of the accounts and what opinions they have about
the accounts they receive. This information was sought from
actual users of the accounts rather than potential users. Most of
the information on this area was obtained from a mail
questionnaire distributed to the five organisations under study.
This chapter describes the way in which the questionnaire was
designed and distributed, the detailed questions asked and the
statistical tests used in analysing the results. A copy of each
of the five questionnaires is included in appendix Q.

The questions in the questionnaire were designed according to
criteria discussed in the next section (9.2). As there were five
different organisations, the questions in each questionnaire had
to be adapted to the differing organisational structures and
accounting statements. Although each questionnaire contained the
same basic core of questions, there were several questions added
to each questionnaire to investigate specific aspects of
reporting practices in a particular church. All the basic core
questions were developed for the questionnaire distributed to
recipients of GGO accounts and this was used as a pilot survey.
The design of the other four questionnaires took account of
problems encountered in this pilot study. Details of,the
questions and these changes are discussed in the next section
(9.2). In each case the questionnaires were prepared in draft
form and distributed for comment to a number of individualS
connected with the church concerned and with some knowledge of
the respective organisation and accounts.

Having prepared a questionnaire for each church it was necessary
to decide who was to receive the questionnaire; what channel of
distribution would be used; whether follow up letters should be
used and by what means responses were to be returned. For each of
these questions it was necessary to take into account the
available resources, in particular time, financial, and results
processing availability, and the nature of the questionnaire
itself.



Chapter 9.1

The target population was all those who received the published
accounts of the particular churches. The approximate target
population was intimated by the accountants in the churches as
part of the questionnaire discussed in chapter 5.1. These were as
follows:

Glasgow Diocese
Representative Church Council
Liverpool Diocese
.Methodi at Church
Church of Scotland

(GGO)
(RCC)
(LPL)
(MET)
(COS)

200
750
500
500

1400

Various sources indicated that the likely response rate for a
mail questionnaire of the sort envisaged would be between 20% and
40%. In addition it was anticipated that about 100 respondents
would be needed to give a reasonable response on all questions
for statistical purposes, particularly for the chi-square test
where small expected values make statistics unreliable (see
chapter 9.3). Based on the worst estimate for responses of 20% of
the population and a minimum required response of 100 per church
about 500 people in each church would be need to be approached in
order to be sure to get reasonably significant results.

With this as a starting point it was decided that if time and
resources permitted, questionnaires should be sent to ~
recipients of accounts in GGO, LPL, and MET and to a 50% sample
of recipients of accounts in COS. For RCC, the questionnaire was
to be sent to all recipients of accounts if resources permitted.

The ideal distribution method for the questionnaire would have
been along with the accounts themselves and this was the method
followed in the pilot study. In order to do this it would have
been necessary to gain the cooperation of the organisation
Concerned and only one further organisation (LPt) felt that they
could do this. The others indicated that they would incur
administrative costs and add official 'weight' to the
questionnaire, both of which they felt unable to do. The LPL and
~O questionnaires were therefore distributed along with the
accounts, in each case by post. The acc questionnaires were
distributed partly by hand at the AGM (the researcher being
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Chapter 9.1

present as a delegate) and the balance by post, in neither case
along with the accounts. The other two questionnaires were
distributed entirely by post and separately from the accounts.

Where questionnaires were distributed by post it was necessary to
obtain an address list. This was freely available for RCC in the
form of a yearbook and this was used to obtain addresses. COS
have a yearbook but this does not include a list of members of
the church who attend the AGM (accounts are not distributed to
all AGM commissioners but are available at the AGM). It was
however possible to procure a copy of the Roll of Members of the
General Assembly. This contained the names of some 1300 members
of Assembly including Commissioners and visitors. As only a
sample of these were required for the survey two random samples
were selected, one of the Ministers and one of the Laity.
Addresses for these were extracted from the Roll of the Assembly
(which was changed into computer readable form using a Kurzweil
optical character reading device) together with the 1982 Year
Book for information not included in the Roll.

A final complication arose with MET because addresses were not
easily avail~ble fo the lay members of Conference. It was
therefore decided to send the lay members questionnaires' for
each Methodist District to the District Secretary for him to
distribute (questionnaires for lay members appointed by
Conference were sent to the Secretary of the Methodist Conference
asking him to distribute them).

From the outset it was decided that the questionnaire needed to
be kept confidential because of the personal questions it
contained and it was felt that certain other questions might be
more fully answered under confidential cover. It was decided that
this confidentiality needed to be made very clear and so follow
up codes were omitted from four of the five questionnaires. In
the fifth (RCC) codes were inserted but used only to check that
duplicates were avoided in the distribution list. This could have
been achieved in other ways and possibly an increase in response
might have been achieved thereby. Three (IX) of the respondents to
this questionnaire crossed out the code.
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Chapter 9.1

In addition to this, district codes were added to the reply
envelopes of MET in order to check returns by areas and four (1%)
of these numbers were crossed out. The presence of these codes
does not seem to have reduced the MET response rate which was
over 50%.

Though no formal reminders were sent out, in the case of
GGO and acc the researcher was present at the AGMs and was able
to give a verbal reminder.

Timing
Timing of the distribution of questionnaires was largely dictated
by the availability of financial resources for payment of postage
and duplicating. The most appropriate time for distributing the
questionnaires would have been along with or shortly after the
issue of the annual accounts but in the case of COS and MET
distribution was some months after the accounts themselves were
issued. The effect of this is difficult to interpret as the MET
response was higher and the COS response lower than for the
questionnaires distributed along with the accounts. It seems as
that in the case of COS the accounts, may have been passed on to
other people by the time the questionnaire arrived, something
which is not mentioned at all by respondents to the MET
questionnaire.

Usable responses
Figure 9.1.1 gives details of the total questionnaires sent aout
and received back. This indicates that the rate of usable
responses to total questionnaires sent out was within the
expected limits except in the case of MET where the response rate
was considerably higher. This indicates that perhaps there is a
good deal of interest in accounts in MET.
Summary
Tbis section has discussed how tbe questionnaires were designed,
tested and distributed and the level of expected and actual usable
reponses. The rate of return of usable responses was at least as
good as had been anticipated in the design of the questionnaire
and in one case much better. In the next section we shall move on
to discuss the design of questions in detail.
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Chapter 9.1

Table 9.1.1 Analysis of Questionnaires distributed and returned
GGO RCC LPL COS MET

Total Questionnaires sent out 190 672 415 612 530
Total Received back 80 222 123 200 297
Less Blanks and Refusals 2 6 1 7 10

Incomplete 2 7 2 3
Too Late 1 2 3

Total Unusable 4 13 4 12 13---
Usable Questionnaires 76 209 119 188 274
Percentage Usable Response 40.0% 31.1% 28.7% . 30.7% 51.7%-----
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Chapter 9.2 Detailed design of the Questionnaires
The five questionnaires which were used to collect data about
external users of accounts of the five churches are given in
appendix B. This section describes the questionnaire's overall
structure and presentation and indicates the differences between
them. Each questionnaire was accompanied by a covering letter.
which is also given in appendix B.

9.2.1 Overall Structure
All the questionnaires are basically similar. having four
distinct sections. The first three sections are the core of the
questionnaire with the last section. D. being additional for
those respondents who were also committee members. Section A
contains factual questions about the respondents. section B
mainly factual questions about the reading. understanding and use
of accounts and section C questions to elicit opinions about
accounts and other reports. This sectional structure has been
adhered to except in the pilot study (see below) and in COS.

It was discovered that in COS there were a number of respondent s
who did not receive a copy of the accounts for various reasons
and so all but the first two questions in section B of the COS
questionnaire were intended only for those respondents who
received accounts whereas those questions in section C were for
all respondents. Section C of the COS questionnaire thus included
one or two factual questions eg "did your local church make use
of accounts••" included in section B of the other questionnaires.

The order of the questions in each section was kept as far as
possible similar (partly to ease the computer data input work to
follow) but in the interests of economy some.questions were
juxtaposed to enable the questions to be kept to 6 sides of paper
(8 in the case of the pilot study).

9.2.2 An detailed overview of the guestiops
In this sub-section the general nature of the questions will be
described. Table 9.2.1 gives a list of the questions asked in the
five questionnaires and the numbers of the questions in each
questionnaire. For the actual questions asked it is necessary to
refer to the questionnaires in appendix B.
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Chapter 9.2

The aim of the first section of the questionnaire was to gather
Some personal details about respondents. The information was
required for two distinct purposes: drawing up a profile of
respondents who are likely to receive accounts of churches and
for use in analysing answers to questions in sections Band C.
'Age' and 'Qualifications' may for example have an effect on
levels of understanding and reading of accounts,

The questions in section A are in two distinct groups, those
giving merely personal details such as age, qualifications and
interests in the church and those which give an indication of the
general level of commitment of respondents to the church such as
level of giving, hours worked for the church, committee
membership etc.

The 'level of commitment' questions were the hardest to design
and test, especially as the number of possible officers is
immense and this is potentially the most sensitive area,
particularly with the inclusion of a question on giving. Such
questions were however very necessary to see whether respondents
had a small or a large' stake' in the organisat ion, an area
difficult to measure where there are no shares held as would be
the case in a company.

Inevitably there must be some doubt as to how accurately the
questions about personal details have been answered, particularly
in relation to giving and hours worked. Unfortunately there is no
easy way to test the accuracy of the answers generally though
overall the answers reflect what personal knowledge the
researcher and various interviewees have of organisation members.
Where comparative statistics and other evidence are available for
individual questions these are noted in the text.

The second section of the questionnaire (apart from in COS as
explained below) was aimed at discovering 'factual' information
about the use, reading and understanding of accounts. This
section of the questionnaire was on the whole leeking objective
answers to questions, though no doubt thil was not achieved
completely. The questions included enquiry about the length of
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Chapter 9.2

Table 9.2.1 List of Questions in each of the five questionnaires
Subject Question Number

GGO RCC LPL COS MET Note
Section A
Diocese a member of Al ...
Age Al A2 Al Al Al
Work A2 AJ A2 A2 A2
Qualifications AJ A4 AJ AJ A3
Professional Qualifications A4 AS A4 A4 A4
Accounting Qualifications AS A6 AS AS A5
Interests A6 A7 Al3 A6 A6 *(11"' ... be. o~ se(.~io...I.) (10) (11) (11) (11) (11)
Giving to the church A7 AB A6 A7 A7
Hours Spent working for church AB A9 A7 AB AB *Full/Part/Spare Time (A8) A9 A7 AB A8 *Congregation offices held A9 AlO AS A9 A9
Area Offices held A9 A9 @
District offices Held A9 @
Regional Committee Membership Ala All Ala @
Regional officer? All A12 A9 @
Central Committee Membership A12 All All Ala AlO
Central Officer? Al3 A14 A12 All All
Section B
Does receive accounts? B1 ...
If do not receive. why not? B2 ...
Number of Years accts received B1 B1 B1 B3 B1
Detailed Accounts received? B2 ...
How many others see accts B2 B2 B2 B5 B3
What use is made of accounts? B3 D3 D3 B6 D4
Affect of accounts on giving B4 B4 B4 B7 B5
Main Factor influencing giving B5 B5 B5 Cl B6
Reading of Accounts B6 B7 B7 B4 B9 ...

(number of sections) (17) (13) (24) (37) (33)
Amount of information B7 B8 B8 B8 B7
How often Refer to? B8 B9 B9 C2 B8 *(number of sections) (1) (4) (4) (4) (5)
Local Church use of accounts? B9 BlO B13 C3 BlO
If reduce size which cancel? BlO *Amount of Information in

Details in Annual Report B11 ...
Use/Interest in Summary Bll (CIa) B10 B9 B12 1.
Ease of Understanding B12 B6 B11 BlO B13
Source of information B12 B6 C4 B14 *(number of sections) (-) ( 5) ( 5) (6) (7)
Source & application of Funds B12 ...
Which stmt is balance sheet? B11 ...
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Table 9.2.1 Continued
Subject Questiop Number

Section C
Understand basis for accounts Cla) Cla) Cla) B12a) Cla)
Which basis should be used Clb) Clb) Clb) Bl2b) cis)
What is Balance sheet C2 C2 C2 Bl3 C2
Source and Appn Funds Stmnts C3 +
What level of accuracy needed Cl +
Who is property held for C4 Cl Cl CS C6
Who are accounts for CS C4 C4 C6 C4
Why are accounts prepared e6 es CS e7 CS
Should Stipend quota be

reportedl C6 +
Is information sensitive C7 C6 C9 cs C7
Budget figures reading e7 +
What if no accounts? cs *Use/Interest for budget C9 CB C7 C9 CB

ditto detailed budget CIO +
Use/Interest for Hlf year accts ClO C9 CS Cll C9
Comments about accounts Cll Cll ClO Cl2 CIOChanges in accounts el2 el2 ell ell e1l
Notes:

I.The Rce question is the reverse of that in the other
columns (see chapter 15.2) in asking about detailed
rather than summary accounts.

2.Questions where the pilot study and subsequent
questionnaires differ are asterisked (*).

3.Questions specific to a particular organisation are
given the symbol '+'.

4.Questions related to a type of organisation are given
the symbol '@'.

II
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Chapter 9.2

time accounts have been received, personal and other uses to
which accounts are put, level of reading of accounts and main
sources of finanial and accounting informatio~ Two further
questions about giving: the affect of accounts on giving and the
main factor influencing giving; and questions about level of
understanding and amount of information in the accounts probably
received somewhat more subjective responses but were included in
this section as they were not as subjective as most questions in
section C.

The questions on giving in this section were separated from those
in section A for two reasons: they were logically connected
closely to the usage of accounts (ie do accounts affect giving?)
and it was helpful to separate two groups of personal questions.

In section B the questions fall into three groups: questions
concerning the use made of accounts, questions about reading of
accounts and questions about understanding and quantity of
information in the accounts. All these questions were
deliberately geared to present rather than potential use in order
to accord with the descriptive (vs prescriptive) aims of the
research as a whole. This 'present day use boundary' meant that
questions about potential uses of accounting information were not
asked though the 'changes' question and certain other questions
in section C were included to allow comments about present needs
not met by the account s.

It was not expected that the questions in Section C would be
answered as objectively as those in sections A and B as they are
concerned much more with opinions than facts. The questions
relate to the present accounting information produced (accounts
and budgets) and possible additional reports and they cover a
number of topics. Again the questions fall into three groups:
those about level of understanding of certain items in the
accounts; those concerning background beliefs about who accounts
are prepared for and why and finally questions about potential
changes in present financial reports.

Tbe level of understanding questions could have been included in
section B but were placed here because at least par~ of the
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Chapter 9.2

question (on measurement bssis) was an opinion statement.
Question C2 (B13 in COS) about what is a balance sheet was the
only one which had in any sense a 'correct' answer and was
included here to keep the technical questions together.

The questions about background beliefs were included to explore
respondents ideas about four areas: who uses accounts, why they
are prepared, who the property is held for and how sensitive to
disclosure they feel the information in the accounts is.

At least three specific additions to the accounting information
were proposed in each of the questionnaires: budgets, summary
accounts and half-year accounts. In addition an open-ended
question was included about changes. Where the present form of
the accounts suggested other changes (eg in LFL where the
addition of information about stipend quota was possible)
questions about this were also asked. The question about
summaries was place in section B as there was such a summary in
GGO accounts and the question was left in section B in the other
questionnaires.

The final section of the questionnaire, section D, was for
completion by respondents who were also committee members of the
organisation concerned. The separate section was included to
collect opinions about respondents as committee members so that
questions in sections A and B could be confined as far as
possible to recipients' uses and opinions of accounts as members
of the AGM or ordinary church members and questions in all
sections were worded accordingly. Section D was subject to some
change between questionnaires as the 'relevance' section was
included in the.GCO, RCC and LFL questionnaires but excluded from
COS and MET due to the length of the accounts in the latter
questionnaires. Significant rewording of questions about budgets,
detailed and half-year accounts was necessary in COS and MET due
to the range of accounting information presented in the COS and
MET committees. Except for the relevance question, section D
contained only questions found in other sections of the
questionnaire but redirected to respondents as committee members.
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9.2.3 Differences in Question Wording between Churches
The meaning of the questions was kept virtually the same in each
church but this meant careful selection of words so as to fit the
differing terminology, organisation and accounts structure of the
five organisations. The terms for ministers/clergy, officials and
levels in the organisation vary considerably from church to
church and this called for changes in the wording of questions
about positions of responsibility in section A. ENen the
questions about interests in church had to be reworded slightly
so that for example ''Home Mission" for RCC. GGO. MET and COS
became "Mission in the U.K." in LPL.

There are significant differences in organisation between the
churches and so no overall results for questions relating to
positions of responsibility held by respondents at different
organisational levels have been prepared. Where questions include
reference to organisational level they have been adjusted to be
organisation specific so that the church's own names for the
Annual General Meeting (AGM) and local church were used instead
of a general name. Examples of this are "Did your Uocal church)
(congregation) (vestry) (PCC) consider the accounts of the
(Diocese) (Central Church) before deciding on how much (quota)
(contibution) to pay 7"

Similar adjustments to names of organisational accounts were also
made eg "accounts" were ."BlueBook" in RCC and ''Diocesan
Accounts" in LPL. The varying accounts structure necessitated
different presentation in some questions. The main one of these
is the question about reading which related to specific sections
of the organisation's accounts ranging from 13 sections (RCC
accounts) to 37 sections (COS accounts). Even this was only an
approximation to the difference in accounts sections as is
discussed in chapter 10.5.

In a similar way the questions about basis of accounts
preparation were varied depending on which basis (Income and
Expenditure or Receipts and Payments) was used. The only area
where a significant difference of meaning was induced because of
accounts. structure was the question about use of and interest in
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summary accounts where the RCC accounts are already summary
accounts. In this case the RCC question (CIO) asked about
detailed accounts rather than summary accounts and the results
are discussed accordingly.

9.2.4 Differences in Questions asked between Churches
The above differences between questionnaires are relatively
minor. There are however two more prominent differences between
the questionnaires. The first of these is that certain changes to
questions have been made in the light of the pilot study. The
five main changes between pilot and other questionnaires are:

1. The exclusion of questions about non-publication of accounts
(Questions BIO and CS in GCO). These were excluded due to
the difficulty found in analysing responses and the reported
ill-feeling which was generated by the question among
respondents.

2. The addition of 'Worship' to the list of interests in
section A, this on the advice of a number of respondents.

3. The expansion of the question asking about referring to
accounts (BB in GCO), this again suggested by respondents.

4. The question on hours worked was altered so that answers
were split into full-time, part-time and spare-time. This
change was due to difficulty in analysing results.

5. One question on source of information was added to
questionnaires as it was a clear omission from the pilot
study.

Secondly each questionnaire has some questions which are specific
to a particular church. These questions were included either at
the request of the church concerned (eg the CGO C3 question on
level of accuracy and tPt question C6 on the inclusion of stipend
quota) or because there were specific featurel in the accounts
which could be explored further eg reading of RCC budget figures
(C7) and reading of source and application of fund statement
(tPt: B12).

Summary
This section has described the overall structure of the
questionnaire and given details of the questions asked. The
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section has also explained how and why the five questionnaires
differed from each other. Attention was drawn to the specific aim
of the questionnaire being to investigate present uses of
accounts rather than potential uses although a number of
questions about possible changes in accounts were nevertheless
included.
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Chapter 9.3 Statistical Tests used in the Questionnaire results
Most of the data from the questionnaire bas been presented in
tables in the chapters which follow. To reduce comment on
statistics in the text to a minimum this section discusses the
statistics which have been prepared for the tables.

9.3.1 The Chi-Square test
In many of the tables it has been possible to apply a chi-square
test to identify whether any systematic relationship exists
between the two variables reported in the table. Such tests do
not measure the strength or direction of any relationship
displayed in the tables but rather whether a systematic
relationship exists in the total popUlation ie they are
statistics of inference (Somers 1962). The chi-square test is
effectively testing the hypothesis that the variables are related
in the total population against the null hypothesis that the
variables occur by chance.

There is a significant problem of validity with the chi-square test
when there are small expected values occurring in individual cells.
Statisticians have differing opinions as to what constitutes an
acceptable minimum level of expected value but a general rule of
thumb suggested by Everitt (1977) {after Cochran (1954) and
Lewontin and Felaenstein (1965» is that for a 2x2 table, which has
one degree of freedom, the expected value in each cell must be
greater than 5. Where there are more degrees of freedom than this
the minimum expected value may be as low as 1 (or even 0.5)
provided that no more than 20% of expected cell values are less
than 5.Where it is not possible to meet these criteria it has been the
habit of statisticians to combine cells in order to produce
expected values above the limits but this should only be done if
there is no loss of information and no major effect on
randomness. As Everitt (1977) points out (p40), pooling may
affect randomness and the manner of pooling may influence the
results. Despite this, pooling has taken place in several tables
in tbis study eg in table 10.2.1 detailing 'age' by 'church' the
lower age groups of 'under 25' and '25-35' in tbe questionnaire
have been combined in the results. This pooling has only been
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used where there is no significant loss of information and the
pooling is logical.

9.3.2 Multiple response tables and the chi-square test
The chi-square test is based on a number of important assumptions.
One of these assumptions, that each observation reported in
contingency tables must produce only oue entry in each row and each
column of the table, is invalidated in tables which display
mUltiple responses for an individual respondent. An example of such
a table is table 10.3.2 'Main factors influencing personal giving
by church'. In this table respondents may have responses in a
single column (church) but in more than one row. In these cases
chi-square statistics for the wbole table have not been computed.

Although it is not possible to calculate a statistic for the
whole table it may be possible to calculate a statistic for an
individual row of the table provided each respondent has answers
in only a single column. Table 10.3.2 satisfies this criteria. In
the table each row represents a possible response to the question
"what is the main factor that influences how much you give to the
work of (the church)" thus the first row:

INCOME
GGO
51

sss
127

m
96

~
119

m.
169

TOTAL
562

represents those respondents replying positively to 'income'. It
is possible to construct a 2xS contingency table from this row so
that the first row represents a positive response and the second
row a null response to
influencing giving':
MAIN FACTOR? GGO
INCOME IS 5167.1%
INCOME ISN'T 26

32.9%

TOTAL 76

,. , being a 'main factor inincome as

RCC LPL COS MET TOTAl.
127 96 119 169 56260.8% 80.7% 63.3% 61.7% 6lr. ~,.
82 23 69 105 30439.2% 19.3% 36.7% 38.3% ' ~S".I~.

209 119 188 274 866

This table satisfies the independence criteria for a cbi-square
test and suggests a relationship between positive reponses to
'income' and church which is significant with a probability of
error of less than 0.5% (p<O.OOS).
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In all tables where multiple responses affect only either rows or
columns then these row by row (or column by column) statistics are
given in the table. In each case the results should be interpreted
as identifying for an individual row (or column) whether
differences in values in columns (rows) are statistically
significant. If multiple responses are possible in both rows and
columns then no statistics have been produced.

9.3.3 Statistics giving measures of association
The chi-square test is able to give an indication of the level of
certainty that a relationship exists between two variables in the
total population. The test does not however give any clue as to the
nature or strength of the relationship. There are several
cases in the tables which follow eg table 10.3.1 "Reported effect
of accounting information on personal giving" where the chi-square
test indicates with a high degree of certainty that the two
variables (In this case 'church' and 'effect on giving') are related.
An examination of the table can identify the broad nature of the
relationship so that in table 10.3.1 the accounts of MET are
reported to have a greater effect on reported giving of MET
church members than do the accounts of other churches on their
own members.

9.3.3.1 Intuitive identification of association
In all the tables an examination of the tables has been made to
identify intuitively any relationship present and in most of the
tables the use of the chi-square statistic and the intuitive
identification of the relationship has been found adequate to
describe the relationship for the purposes of the discussion. The
chi-square test is testing that the relationship portrayed in the
table is significantly different from a chance relationship. The
intuitive relationship may also be tested statistically for
strength and direction but the tests which can be used are
dependent on the level of data present.

9.3.3.2 Statistical tests for nominal level variables
A number of different statistics can be used to identify the
strength of the relationship between two variables in tables
where one or both of the variables is nominal level. These
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statistics fall into two groups: those based on the chi-square
statistic and the Lambda measures of Goodman and Kruskal (1954).

Cbi-square based measures of association. The simplest chi-square
based measure is the mean square contingency coefficient
calculated by dividing the X2 statistic by the number of
observations, N:

11- X2/N

This statistic is only really suitable for 2x2 tables where its
maximum value is between 0 and 1. For larger tables its value may
exceed 1 and it is less suitable to use.

Pearson's (1904) Coefficient of Contingency can be used with a
table of any size but the maximum value it takes depends on the
size of the table. For a 2x2 table this maximum is 0.107 and
clearly this variation in maximum value makes the statistic
difficult to use.

Cramer's V (1946) is one of the modifications suggested to the ~
statistic to overcome these difficulties and is:

v- ( X2/N )1/2
( min (r-l,c-1) )

The value of this statistic lies between 0 and 1 for all values
of c and r and may attain a value of 1 for all values of c and r.

In chapter 10, table 10.4.1 relates the reported effect of
accounting information on respondents' giving to the local church
and is a 4 row by 5 column table. For this table, Cramer's V is
0.1443 indicating only a moderate relationship. Without the
information already gleaned from an examination of the table
itself, this statistic is probably only of passing interest. With
the insight gained from examining the table the statistic adds
little to what we already know but has been calculated for some
of the relevant tables under consideration.

Lambda measures of Goodmap and Kryskal. Goodman and Kruskal's
Lambda measures attempt to answer the underlying question of IIhow
much does a knowledge of the classication of one of the variables
improve our ability to predict the classification of the other
variable". The Lambda statistic calculates the percentage
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improvement in our ability to predict the value of the dependent
variable when we know the value of the independent variable.
There are therefore two Lambda statistics, one for predicting
each variable from the other. A composite Lambda is also produced
which is a combination of the two indices (see table 9.3.1 for
formulae). All the Lambda statistics can take on values from 0 to
1. As an example, the Lambda values for the table 10.4.1 cited
above are as follows:

La • 0 Lb • 0.123 L - 0.088
La is the relative decrease in probability of an error in
predicting the effect of accounting information on giving of a
respondent as between church known and unknown, in this case zero
probability and Lb is the relative decrease in probability of an
error in predicting the church of a respondent as between the
effect of accounting information being known and unknown. The
combined variable L gives the relative reduction in probability
of an error in predicting the category of either variable on
between knowing and not knowing the category of the other variable.

Lambda can produce "misleadingly low" values when the marginal
distributions are far from uniform (Everitt). Another problem
with Lambda is that it is calculated using the maximum values in
each column and each row and so is concerned with the relative
positions or rankings in the data. Where the rankings between
different columns (or rows) are the same, as in the case of table
10.4.1 the La statistic (or Lb statistic) is zero. This is
somewhat counter-intuitive in table 10.4.1 where the data in the
table seems to have an obvious interpretation.

Statistics Used for nominal level yaribles. The Lambda statistic
therefore has a meaning related to reduction in prediction error
but it has not been used in this study as this has not been an
itt~ of particular interest in description of data. For most of
the tables where only nominal level data are available for one or
more of the variables, the only statistic which has been used in
the text is the chi-square statistic though Cramer's V and the
relevant Lambda statistic are also be reported. Inference about
magnitude and direction of the relationships has been derived
from a scrutiny of the tables and is not on the whole supported
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by statistics

9.3.3.l Statistics where both variables are ordinal
Further measures of association are possible where .l2.Q1h. variables
consist of ordered data. Contingency tables containing this sort
of data appear in the study and an example is table 12.2.l in
chapter 12 which compares the number of years for which accounts
have been received with perceived understanding. The statistics
commonly produced to measure association of ordered data are the
Tau statistics (Kendall. 1961) Gamma (Goodman and Kruskal. 1954)
and Somer's d (Somers 1962).

All these statistics are based on measuring the number of
concordant pairs of observations, ie those with rankings in the
same direction, the number of discordant pairs of observations
where rankings are in opposite directions and the number of ~
observations. The formuale for these statistics (after Everitt
pp62-l) .ar e shown in table 9.l.1.

Tau(a) is a statistic which includes concordant and discordant
pairs but ignores tied variables. It is therefore only useful for
rank correlation of 2xr or rx2 tables. The other two tau
statistics include tied pairs and may be used to measure
association. Tau(b) is designed for square tables where its value
may reach +1 (Kendall and Stuart V2 Chll. 1961). Tau(c) on the
other hand cannot reach +1 with square tables but is designed to
do so with non-square tables where the number of rows does not
equal the number of columns. Each tau statistic therefore has a
specific area of use.

Although the Tau measures have no obvious probabilistic
interpretation. they do indicat e a level of association. For
example for table 12.2.3. a 4x4 table. t aufb) is the appropriate
statistic and gives a value of -0.209. This indicates a
moderately negative relationship betwe~ understanding and the
number of years accounts are received ie as years received
increases so understanding becomes moderately easier. A glance at
the table itself indicates that this is also intuitively the case
and the statistic does add a measure to the intuitive
interpretation of the table. The appropriate tau statistic has
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been calculated in appropriate tables.

Unlike Tau, Goodman and Kruskal's Gamma has a direct
probabilistic interpretation. It takes on the value +1 when data
are in the upper left to lower right diagonal and a value of zero
in the case of independence. The probab1istic interpretation is
that it is the difference in probability of like rather than
unlike orders for the two variables when two individuals are
chosen at random. The value of gamma for table 12.2.3 is -0.1603
giving a similar level of association to tau(b). The additional
level of probabilistic interpretation is not of interest in this
study and so, although gamma is reported for appropriate tables,
there is no further discussion of the measure in the text.

Finally another measure of association is Somers d. There are
two versions of d: asymmetric which assumes that one or other
variable is dependent and the other independent and symmetric
which does not consider which variable is dependent. Somers d has
a similar interpretation to gamma though without the probablistic
properties. The symmetric version of d may however be regarded as
analogous to the ordinary regression coefficient (EWeritt p64)
and so d had been calculated for all relevant tables alongside
gamma and the relevant tau statistic.

9.3.4 Conclusion
This section has analysed the statistical measures which may be
used with the contingency tables produced in the study. Tests
discussed include the chi-square test for independence, in both
single and mUltiple response situations, and measures of
association for nominal and ordinal level variables.

It was concluded that where possible the chi-equare statistic
would be calculated for all tables where responses produced an
entry in only one row and column and the statistic would also be
calculated for each row or column where tables contained multiple
responseL Where tables have more than one response in both a
single row and a sing1e.co1umn then the basic assumptions of the
chi-square test are invalidated and no statistics are calculated.

In considering measures of association for both nominal and
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ordinal level data certain measures were rejected as being not
useful in this study due to difficulties in interpretation of the
results. Some measures were also excluded due to non-suitability
to tables produced. It was concluded that for nominal level
tables the Cramers V and Lambda' statistics might assist in
interpreting tables and so there will be reported where relevant.
For ordinal varibles the relevant tau. gamma and d statistics are
reported in tables and discussed as appropriate. A summary of the
statistics used in the study is given in table 9.3.2.

Of the statistics calculated Lambda (for nominal level data) and
gamma (for ordinal level data) are probability or proportional
reduction of error statistics. These are the only ones which may
be compared across tables (SPSS. 1979) though as this sort of
comparsion is not made in the ensuing chapters this is of little
consequence to this study.
Table 9.3.2 SUmm8[I of stitistics Qf AssQciiti2n
Statistic ReEresentation Recommend~dU8~ConditioniLevel of 4ftpe of Ruction in Used inVariable able prediction study?erro[ ?
Mean Square

tJConti~en~ Nominal 2x2 No NoCoefficien
Cramers V V Nominal rxc No Yes
Coefficientof r Nominal 2x2 No NoContingency
Lambda L Nominal rxc Yes Yes
Tau(a) Ta Ordered 2xr(raold No )

Tau(b) rxc(t-c) I Relev8lltTb Ordered No one
Tau(c) rxc(ric) UsedTc Ordered No
G8DIIIa G Ordered rxc Yes Yes
Saners d d Ordered rxc No Yes
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Chapter 9.4 Tests of questionnaire results for bias
For statistical purposes each of the five questionnaires is
assumed to be a random sample of the population of recipients of
accounts. This section discusses briefly the few tests which have
been made on the data to explore the randomness of the results.

In four of the studies, questionnaires were sent to all known
recipients of the accounts either by mail or with the accounts.
In these cases we need to know whether respondents are randomly
located throughout the population or whether there is a
systematic bias in the responses.

In the COS case questionnaires were sent to a random sample of
half the total known members of the AGM. The sample was based on
separate random samples of ministers and lay members. Each random
sample was selected by using a computer pseudo-random number
generator (in Microsoft's HBASIC program), reseeded between
samples. The lists used for sample selection were in alphabetical
order by Presbytery and the lists were in the order of the COS
yearbook. The only possible bias in the procedure was to
separately sample 50% ministers and 50% laity. With this random
sample as the basis we need to know whether respondents are
randomly located throughout the population or whether there is a
bias in responses.

In order to test both these situations, two groups of tests have
been made: one to test results from the questionnaire against
known factors in the population, the other to test the results
themselves to see whether early results show significant

,differences from later ones. As far as the first group of tests
is concerned very few population parameters are known. The only
parameter known with certainty for all populations is the
percentage of clergy in the population and this has been tested
in all questionnaires using a response of 'clergyman' to the
question 'What work do you do' as a surrogat e for
'clergyman/minister'. This slightly underestimates the number of
clergy in the sample as some clergy may be retired and yet be
regarded as clergy by the administratio~ The number of clergy in
the popUlation are compared with the number of clergy found among
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respondents in table 9.4.1.This table shows a wide difference
between expected and actual percentages in the case of LPL but
elsewhere the figures are very much in line with those expected.

Table 9.4.1 Percentage of cle:;v in total population and in sample
!?__ church

GGO RCC ~ COS m
Clergy in Population 43.0% 43.5% 50.0% )49.8% 50.0%(approx
Clergy in Sample 35.5% 41.1% 77 .3% 51.6% 51.5%

In RCC and MET a further population wide statistic was availabl e:
the region from which the respondent came. In each of these cases
a 2xr contingency table was constructed with on each row a
different region and in the first column the number returning
the questionnaire and in the second column those not returning the
questionnaire. Chi square tests on both tables indicated with
less than 5% chance of error that the respondents were not
randomly distributed by region. As an example. the results of
this test for the RCC are shown in table 9.4.2. Here we see that
the maximum percentage of respondents is from Brechin (38.6%)
with the minimum from Aberdeen (18.4%).There seems to be little
obviously systematic about these variations. In the MET case
there are 32 regions and the table for this has not been
reproduced. These MET results show a slightly higher chance of
error than in Rce but equally there seems little systematic in
the variation in regional responses from 100% in Scotland
(possibly due to small sample size) to 25% in London and Cymru
districts.
Table 9.4.2 Replies to the RCC Questionnaire by region (Diocese)
Diocese Replies No Replies Total sent
Aberdeen 14 18.4% 62 81.6% 16
St Andrews 23 22.1% 81 11.9% 104
Argyll 14 29.2% 34 10.8% 48
Moray 19 30.2% 44 69.8% 63
Glasgow 51 34.1% 96 65.3% 147
Edinburgh 60 37.3% 101 62.7% 161
Brechin 27 38.6% 43 61.4% 70
No Diocese 1 33.3% 2 66.7% 3

1.Q.2. 3111; 463 68.9% 672
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These known population factors suggest that the samples are not
completely unbiased at least as far as the percentage of
clergy/~inisters and regional reply patterns are concerned but it
is unlikely this bias has affected the results in any significant
way. except in LPL where the percentage of clergy responding is
very high.

The other main way in which randomness was tested was in the
results themselves. If early responses consisted of certain types
of respondents (eg those very interested) whilst later ones the
opposite (ie those less interested) then this may indicate that
those members of the population not replying would be more like
the later responses than the earlier ones. Randomness of
response distribution over time of reply would tend to suggest
that non-replying members of the popUlation would be little
different from the sample responding. To test this. responses in
each church's group of respondents were broken down into four
parts depending on whether the respondents replied in the first,
second. third or fourth quarter of the responses returned. Chi-
suare tests were performed for each variable in each church
separately to test the hypothesis hI that :

HI '~esponses to this question show a significant
relationship between time response was received and
response mad." .

against Ho '~here is no relationship between time response was
received and response made."

The 835 test results have not been tabulated here due to the very
small numbers of significant results and the high proportion of
unreliable results where contingency tables have small expected
values. In all there were only 11 reliable results indicating
significant relationships with a probability of error of less
than 10%. These are listed in table 9.4.3 and seem to display no
overall pattern. There are only two monotonic relationships: in
LPL the number of people reporting no use is higher than in later
rather than earlier responses and in MET there are less committee
members in later rathe~ than earlier responses. Neither of these
results suggests any systematic bias in the overall results.
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These tests therefore present no evidence that there are
significant differences between early and late responses to the
questionnaires.

In summary, the tests which have been conducted cannot rule out
entirely the possibility that the responses are biased in some
way but there is no evidence as to the direction of any bias from
the tests made. The possibility of bias is referred to in later
chapters in the discussion of results of a number of questions.

Table 9.4.3 Variables showing a systematic relationship between
response and time of receipt of questionnaire which
are significant with a probability of error of less
than 10% (p<O.1)

Church Variable ~ MonotQni,c?
LPL No Use for accounts reported 0.02 Increasing
COS Interest in Overseas Mission 0.05 No
COS Interest in Christian Educn. 0.05 No
COS Interest in Education 0.10 No
COS Read General Admin Accounts 0.07 No
COS Opinion on Reserves 0.07 No
MET Professional Qualifications 0.01 No
MET Interest in Home Mission 0.07 No
MET Read Division of Ministry Aces 0.08 No
MET Use accounts for Central Cttees 0.03 Decreasing
MET Users are anyone interested 0.02 No
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9.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have seen an overview of the questionnaire,
its questions. target group. distribution and statistical
testing. The questionnaire was designed to be sent to those
members of churches who received the accounts and this, on the
whole, meant those members who attended the AGM of the
organisation except in LPL, where some recipients of accounts
were not members of the AGM. and COS where some members of the
AGM did not collect accounts, usually by choice.

In discussing the design of the questionnaire we noted that there
were four sections in each of the five questionnaires and these
were intended to gather information about: personal background of
respondents; factual use; reading and understanding of accounts
and opinions about accounting information produced. The final
section contained questions. mainly about opinions. directed
specifically at committee members. We also saw that this outline
was not followed strictly in all the questionnaires •

. The chapter gave the reasons for the inclusion of particular
questions and we see that these related more to a descriptive
than to a hypothesis testing approach. The chapter also explained
how the questionnaires varied between churches and identified
that the major variations resulted from differences in
organisation structure. in the form of accounts and in the
management practices of the organisations in relation to budgets,
regular accounts etc.

In the chapter we drew particular attention to the fact that the
questionnaire is targeted at present users of present accounts in
pursuance of the basic descriptive nature of the study. This
meant in particular that no questions were asked about potential
uses of present accounts though a limited number of questions
were asked about potential usefulness of budgets, of detailed
accounts and of more regular accounts.

A central part of the chapter. discussed the statistical tests
applicable to the data collected by the questionnaire. Particular
attentiop was focussed on the chi-square test in multiple
response questions where it was found to be only of limited
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value. The use of measures of association for nominal and ordinal
level variables was also discussed and illustrated. It was
concluded that where appropriate the chi-square test would give
useful indications of association but that the few measures of
association possible with the data to hand would be used
sparingly as most of the description of data could be done with
simple inspection of the data in the tables.

The final section of the chapter discussed the testing of the
results for bias. The perceived need for confidentiality had
restricted the amount of bias-testing that could be undertake~
However, from the tests which were undertaken it was discovered
that there was some bias in the results. There were definite
signs of regional bias in the respondents of acc and MET and bias
in LPL in the number of clergy in the sample. It was concluded
however that only in LPL was the bias likely to have identifiable
features in the results. In addition it was found that there was
overall little significant difference between the answers of
early and late responses to the questionnaire.

It was noted that the questions themselves were designed to
cross-check answers in certain areas. though these cases were not
discussed in the chapter. The next four chapters will go on to
discuss the results from the questionnaire study.
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Chapter 10 The users of Accounting Reports
This chapter describes who the users of accounting reports of the
churches are, what uses they report making of the accounting
reports and the extent of their reading. An understanding of
these areas is necessary if we are to appreciate the way in which
present account s serve users,

The first section of the chapter discusses direct and indirect
financial information in churches, how the users captured by the
questionnaire relate to all possible users and how the users use
of annual reports relates to other sources of financial
information. Later sections of the chapter go on to discuss the
uses which users make of the accounts (sections 10.3 and 10.4)
and how much they read the accounts (section 10.5) with a number
of special uses being discussed in section 10.6. Section 10.2
gives a brief profile of users for general information.

10.1 Direct and Indirect Use of Financial Information in Churches
Users of accounting reports may be classified into two basic
types, direct users and indirect users. Direct users are those
who have access to accounting reports issued ~ an organisation
and use these directly. Indirect users are those who use reports
about accounting reports eg press reports, descriptive leaflets,
verbal reports, appeal communications. Users having access to
accounts may be both direct and indirect users whilst those not
having access to accounts can only be indirect users. Table
10.1.1 sets up these conditions showing that an indirect user has
no access to accounts directly whereas the direct user does. Both
direct and indirect users may have access to other accounting
information.

This study is looking at the role of accounting information
generally in the churches concerned and is interested in both
indirect and direct users. In practice the study was limited to
direct users who had direct access to accounts ie those in boxes
1 and 3 of figure 10.1.1. Users in box 4 were not contacted
through the questionnaire. It is possible that the design of
certain press and committee reports (and possibly abbreviated
veraions' of the accounts) is specifically aimed at this group of
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Table 10.1.1 Access of Direct and Indirect Users to account ing
information

Has access to accounts Has Access to other accts
directly information directly

1-----------------------1------------------------11 1. 1 3. 1
Direct User? 1 YES 1 YES 11-----------------------1------------------------1

I 2. I 4. I
Indirect User? 1 NO 1 YES 1

1-----------------------1------------------------1
indirect users. There may be significant numbers of people
in receipt of limited financial information in this indirect
mode but it is unlikely that such users are major users of financial
information. In any case all churches effectively allow interested
indirect users direct access to accounts if they require it.

As far as the users who have access to the accounts are
concerned, there are two further conditions possible: that the
accounts are received firsthand eg by virtue of membership of an
AGM, or that the accounts seen had been received by someone else
first. We have no evidence to suggest that users having secondary
access to accounts are more likely to be direct users than
indirect users but it is probable that anyone aaking to see
Someone elses accounts will be at least as interested as the
prime recipient.

The group of potential users who received accounts secondhand
were not contacted by the survey. It was recognised that although
responses for this group could have been obtained, the cost of
solving the practical difficulty of collecting this information
outweighed the expected increase in the value of the informatio~
It was however possible to gauge the size of this reader group
and to do this respondents were asked to indicate how many people
would be likely to see their copy of the accounts including
themselves. The results are shown in table 10.1.2.This indicates
that for the 810 users of the accounts there is a potential
second~ry readership of accounts approximately 950, that is at
least as many people as receive the accounts first hand.
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Table 10.1.2 NYmQgr of E~oEl~ likely to read accounts of the Earticular
organisation including respondents (by church).

Number of People GGO RCC LPL COS HEr TarAL Estimated
likely to Read Extra Users
None 1 3 0 12 12 28

1.3% 1.5% .0% 8.3% 4.5% 3.5%
1. 29 III 55 71 180 446

38.2% 54.1% 47.0% 49.0% 67.4% 55.1%
2. 23 46 21 38 39 167 167

30.3% 22.4% 17.9% 26.2% 14.6% 20.6%
3. 5 16 15 12 19 67 134

6.6% 7.8% 12.8% 8.3% 7.1% 8.3%
4. 2 8 12 4 8 34 102

2.6% 3.9% 10.3% 2.8% 3.0% 4.2%
5. 6 6 4 3 2 21 84

7.9% 2.9% 3.4% 2.1% .7% 2.6%
6-10. 4 10 6 4 7 31 190

5.3% 4.9% 5.1% 2.8% 2.6% 3.8%
11-50. 6 5 4 1 0 16 269

7.9% 2.4% 3.4% .7% .0% 2.0%
Total replies 76 205 117 145 267 810 946
No Reply 0 4 2 lU 7 56

Total respondents 76 209 119 188 274 866

Note: As over 25% of the cells have an expected frequency of under 5, the
chi-square statistic for the full table (which indicates a
relationship significant at a level of p<o.OOl) is unreliable.
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Respondents indicating a large potential secondary readership are
p~obably indicating that accounts are passed around local
committees and so it is likely that the potential secondary
readership is in fact less that indicated above. but it is still
a significant figure.

Overall it can be seen from table 10.1.2 that about 58% of
accounts' received by respondents were not passed on to anyone
else for reading. Only a very small percentage (5.8%) said that
more than six people were likely to read their copy of the
accounts and perhaps this should be interpreted as this
percentage made their accounts available for others to read
rather than that others actually read the accounts. The answers
to this question indicate a rather higher potential readership of
Liverpool Diocesan accounts than other organisations possibly
because accounts were passed on to the officers of each
congregation/parish rather more than in other churches.

As we have therefore excluded those not having direct or first
access to accounting reports we are left with the questionnaire
survey looking at the first recipients of accounts. We saw above
that these recipients might use accounts in two distinct ways:
directly or indirectly. In order to identify into which area
individual respondents were likely to come they were asked to
identify their major source of information about church finances
(note this question was not asked in the GGO pilot study).

The replies to the source of information question are summarised
in table 10.1.3 where it can be seen that only 35% of respondents
reported using the accounts as their main source of information.
It should be noted that in this table the total number of replies
is greater than the number of respondents due to some respondents
selecting more than one main source of informatio~

Despite this overall finding it must be stressed that the
variation between churches is very marked. This is emphasised by
the levels of significance of the chi-square test shown in the
first three lines of table 10.1.3 where the differences between
columns are significant with very little chance of error. Only
8.5% of respondents in cos use accounts as their main source of
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Table 10.1.3 Prime source of information on church finances for
respondents (by church)

Information from: RCC LPL COS MET TOTAL Sig. p<
CHURCH PUBLICATIONS 16 36 112 90 254 0.000

1.1% 30.3% 60.0% 33.0% 32.2%
ANNUAL ACCOUNTS 141 63 16 56 276 0.000

67.5% 52.9% 8.5% 20.5% 35.0%
VERBAL REPORTS 33 26 30 87 176 0.000

15.8% 21.8% 16.0% 31.9% 22.3%
COMMITTEE REPORtS 20 9 1 19 55 0.151

9.6% 1.6% 3.1% 1.0% 7.0%
DIVISIONAL ACCOUNTS 0 0 0 25 25 s/s

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 9.2% 3.2%
INFORHAXION LEAFLETS 0 0 0 48 48 s/s

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 11.6% 6.1%
ACCS IN AGENDA 0 0 25 0 25 s/s

0.0% 0.0% 13.3% 0.0% 3.2%
arHER SOURCE 8 2 9 5 24 0.212

3.8% 1.7% 4.8% 1.8% 3.0%
---- --

Total responses 218 136 199 330 883.. a;;_. ----- ----- ----- ___a.
NO REPLY 4 0 4 2 10

--- ---- ----
Total respondent s 209 119 188 213 189

----- ----- ----- -----
Note: 1. In Glasgow Diocese the question was not asked.

2. Percentages refer to total respondents.
3. As mUltiple responses are reported in this table, it has

not been possible to calculate an overall chi-square
test. Instead chi-square test significance levels have
been calculated for each row of the table (see chapter
9.2). These significance levels are indicated in the
final column of each row. 'sIs' indicates that the
sample size is too small for chi-square statistics to be
calculated.
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information as against 67.5% in RCe. The main explanation for
this may be that in RCC there is virtually no alternative source
of financial information other than a small amount in the church
magazine 'Scan' and what is available in reports at meetings.
This contrasts strongly with the position in COS where financial
results are made available in church publications and in certain
parts of the AGM agenda. MET has some financial information
published in the weekly 'Methodist Recorder' and in addition
issues a number of information leaflets and separate divisional
accounts for people interested.

If the variations in main source of information are due to
availability of accounts in other forms then a hypothesis may be
suggested for further testing that:

"when accounting information is produced in forms other than
the annual accounts eg information leaflets and press reports
there is a significant reduction in the recipients of annual
accounts using the annual accounts as their main source of
financial information"

This evidence should not be interpreted as "35% of respondents
are direct and 65% indirect users" as the question in table
10.1.3 only elicited the main source of financial information.
The crosstabulation of reading score and main source of
information (table 10.1.4) suggests that even where the financial
accounts are not regarded by users as their main source of
financial information the accounts may still be read quite
extensively.

In Lee and Tweedie's (1979) study of private shareholders of
companies they discovered that many of the receivers of accounts
also read other sources of financial information, with press
reports being the source read most followed by merger report sand
half yearly financial reports (op cit, chapter 7). They also
found that those reading financial reports thoroughly tended to
be those reading other sources of financial information
thoroughly as well.

The current study did not ask the extent to which users read
other reports as did the Lee and Tweedie study and therefore the
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results cannot be used to support or deny that Lee and Tweedie's
finding, that thorough readers of accounts are also thorough
readers of other financial information, also applies to church
account users. However the results shown in table 10.1.4 suggest
that those using, as their main source of information, sources
other than annual accounts and committee reports are not amongst
the most thorough readers of accounts. It is also clear from
table 10.1.4 that even where accounts are not the major source of
financial information they are still read to some extent.

Table 10.1.4 contains mean reading scores which are discussed in
detail in chapter 10.5. The score is a representation of the
level of overall reading of accounts by each recipient. The
higher the score the higher the average level of reading with +10
indicating that all sections of accounts are read thoroughly and
-10 that no sections of accounts are read. A score of 0 (scheme
5) indicates that accounts are read on average at a 'glance at'
level.

Thus the table shows that those respondents using committee
reports as their main source of information (score 2.85}tend to
read accounts more than those using verbal reports (mean score -
0.57).

Source of Information and Committee membership
One interesting comparison which was made was to see if the
source of information varied as between committee and non-
committee members. The results of this are shown in table 10.1.5.
It is not surprising that virtually the only users using
committee reports as their main information source are the
appropriate organisation's committee members. However committee
members mayor may not use annual accounts more as a main .ource
than non-committee members and this depends on the church with
LPL and MET more and acc and COS less. This may be due to the
presence or absence of additional internal accounts and other
financial information for the use of committee members. On the
whole the percentage of committee members using church
publications as a main source is less than non-committee members,
but considerable numbers do uae them aa a main source in all but
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Table 10.1.4 Mean reading score <according to scheme 5) by main
source of information of users

Main source of Mean Reading No of
Information Score Replies
COMMITTEE REPORTS
ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
DIVISIONAL ACCOUNTS
INFORMATION LEAFLETS
VERBAL REPORTS
CHURCH PUBLICATIONS
ACCS IN AG mDA
NO REPLY
arHER SOORCE
OVERALL

2.85 55
2.56 276
0.60 25

-0.33 48
-0.57 176
-1.46 254
-1.64 25
-1.80 10
-3.46 24
----

0.24 866
Note:1. Overall figures include CCO where source of information

questions were not asked
2. There are multiple responses to Source of Information and

so the total number of replies is higher than the number
of respondents.

3. Chapter 10.5 gives details of the calculation of reading
scores.

Table 10.1.5 Percentages of res~Qndents using ~arious sOUIC~S Qf
financial information as their main SOu[C~ s~lit

between committee and non-cQmmitt~~ m~mb~[s il!ldby:chUICn
Information RCC LPL COS MET TWA!.
Source Ctte N.C Ctte N.C gu N.C £W. _li& .£tU N.C
Church
Publications 7.4 7.7 27.3 '34.0 54.5 61.7 31.5 34.0 30.5 33.2
Annual
Accounts' 51.9 12.9 59.1 45.3 5.5 9.8 29.1 12.9 35.4 34.6
Verbal
Reports 18.5 14.8 16.7 28.3 18.2 15.0 19.7 42.2 18.5 24.6
ColllDittee
Reports 29.6 2.6 12.1 1.9 10.9 0.8 14.2 0.7 15.9 1.4
Divisional
Accounts 15.0 4.1 6.3 1.2
Information
Leaflets 15.0 19.7 6.3 5.9
Accounts in
Agenda 18.2 11.3 3.3 3.1
Other
Reply 1.9 4.5 3.0 3.6 5.3 2.4 1.4 2.6 3.3-- -- -- -- --Total 109.3 102.5 118.2 109.5 110.9 103.9 126.9 115.0 118.8 107.3-- -- -- -- --No Reply 2.6 1.8 2.2 1.4 0.3 1.8
Note: in 000 the question was not asked
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the RCC indicating that probably many committee members have
little interest in financial matters.

Conclusions and Discussion
We see then that the questionnaire study addressed itself to
those who received the accounts firsthand and enquired only about
their direct use of the accounts. These recipients may of course
either use or not use the information they receive, a question
explored later in this chapter. Recipients in this category may
in addition be users of indirect information and a significant
proportion appear to use this indirect information as their main
source of financial information. We have noted that the
questionnaire study did not investigate these indirect sources in
depth but merely identified users not using the annual accounts
as their main financial information source.

In a situation in which there is both direct and indirect information
available to recipients and others we may postulate an information
dissemination model as shawn in figure 10.1.1.
Figure 10.1.1 Flow of information to direct and indirect recipients of

Accounts

1------------> Annual Accounts --------> Direct1 1-------<--------Recipients1 A

Information Source
11------------> v

Indirect Formulation
of accounting info.

I~-----)------
1

----I
v
Indirect
Recipients

The direct recipients of accounts would receive annual accounts
aDd any indirect accounting information on the accounts and so
would have a choice as to the source of information which they
would use. Among these direct recipients will be certain
interested individuals who would become further involved in
producing comment on the financial situation and together with
information direct from the information source would make up the
indirect or summary information which would be passed on to both
those receiving and not receiving the annual accounts.
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This model is similar to the two step flow hypothesis in
communication theory (Lin 1973 p204) but differs from that in
recognising that in this communication situation many direct
recipients of detailed financial information also have indirect
information and. as we see from the results above. may choose to
use it. This situation would provide two interesting research
areas: identifying the criteria which people use to select an
information source as their source of information and identifying
what criteria are used by editors to determine the information
which is extracted for the summary reports.

The model is only really applicable where indirect accounting
information is available in the organisation and although some
indirect information in the form of committee and verbal reports
appears to be available (and a main source of information to
about one third of respondents) other indirect information is not
available in Rce and GG~ It is partly for this reason that
questions concerning use of indirect information were not asked
in the GGO questionnaire.

Where comments are made on the accounts at AGMs and thus would
become indirect information. the commenting recipients might be
regarded as 'o?inion leaders. Though such people are difficult
to identify there is an indication that opinion leaders exist in
the churches in the study. We will comment below on a number of
respondents who feel that accounts are prepared for 'financial
experts' or who rely on financial experts to suggest changes in
the accounts. Both these references seem to be a reference to
opinion leaders who are relied upon to identify any important
points. comment on progress or simply to monitor what is going
on. Such opinion leaders are the only 'analysts' which the
churches have but the lack of any structure eg as advisors on
levels of giving. into which they fit makes them hard to
identify. Further research could usefully identify whether these
opinion leaders do in fact perform a role equivalent to the
fin~ncial analysts of the stock market and whether. if they do
act as such. they have any effect on accounting or management in
the absence of a primary or secondary capital market structure.
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Chapter 10.2 'A Brief Profile of Users
It was not the intention of the study to describe the users of
accounts in detail, but certain personal information was
collected to use in cross analysis with other variables and this
short section describes some of the information about users
collected in section A of the questionnaires. This gives a
sketchy but useful impression of who users are and the results
are reported in five sections: age, education, interest, giving
and involvement in church activities.
&
Table 10.2.1 gives a breakdown of age of respondent by church.
This table shows that there is little difference in age
distribution between the Scottish churches GGO, ace and COS but
that LPL and MET have respondents slightly younger. The majority
of respondents in all churches are between the ages of 36 and 65
with only the Scottish churches having more than 25% over 65.
There are few young people among the respondents except in LPL
(20% under 35) indicating that younger people tend not to be
chosen for high office in the church. This age spread probably
indicates that all members have a fairly long association with
the church concerned and, as most of these people would be
elected by their local church, a fairly high 'standing' with
their local church.

Education
Questions about education can be a very sensitive area and so
respondents were only asked about this in broad terms. Table
10.2.2 gives the highest level of qualifications reported as
being reached in each of the churches. The overwhelming
impression here is of a highly educated group of people with only
a few reporting having no qualifications. Most of thOle reporting
no qualifications are in the higher age groups who would not have
had the opportunity to obtain qualifications in their early
years. Of those with no qualifications, 56% are over 65 and only
4% under 45. Part of the reason for the high level of
qualifications is the number of clergy in the sample, about 50%
overall (see table 10.2.3), who would have degrees or diplomas.
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Table 10.2.1 Age of respondents by church

~ ~ RCC 111 COS m TOTAL
Under 35 7 23 24 23 20 97

9.5% 11.0% 20.3% 12.3% 7.4% 11.3%
36-45 10 41 27 24 58 160

13.5% 19.6% 22.9% 12.8% 21.3% 18.6%
46-55 20 48 35 48 81 232

27.0% 23.0% 29.7% 25.7% 29.8% 27.0%
56-65 12 44 26 45 75 202

16.2% 21.1% 22.0% 24.1% 27.6% 23.5%
Over 65 25 53 6 47 38 169

33.8% 25.4% 5.1% 25.1% 14.0% 19.7%
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -----

TOTAL 74 209 118 187 272 860
No Reply 2 0 1 1 2 6

------ --- ---- ------ ----- ---
Total 76 209 119 188 274 866

------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----
Note: The Chi-square test indicates that there is a difference in

reponses between churches significant at a level of p<O.OOl
(see chapter 9.2)

Table 10.2.2 Highest qualification level reported by respondents
by church

Highest
Qualification
NONE
'O'LEVELS
,A'LEVELS

DIPLOMA/HNC
DEGREES

NO REPLY
TOTAL

QQ.Q RCC 1Xk COS m. TarAL
14 19 0 8 10 51

18.4% 9.7% .0% 4.7% 4.3% 6.5%
5 11 10 4" 30 60

6.6% 5.6% 8.8% 2.4% 13.0% 7.6%
10 32 13 29 27 111

13.2% 16.4% 11.4% 17.1% 11.7% 14.1%
9 23 25 24 48 129

11.8% 11.8% 21.9% 14.1% 20.9% 16.4%
38 110 66 105 115 434

50.0% 56.4% 57.9% 61.8% 50.0% 55.3%
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ----

76 195 114 170 230 785
0 14 5 18 44 81

---- ---- --- ------ ----- -----
76 209 119 188 274 866------ ------ ------ ------ ---

Note: The Chi-square test indicates that there is a difference in
reponses between churches significant at a level of p<O.OOl
(see chapter 9.2)
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Table 10.2.3 Respondents who are Working Clergy, by church

Working Clergy
gQQ acc
27 8635.5% 41.1%

LPL COS m
92 97 14177.3% 51.6% 51.5%

TOTAL

44351.2%

Despite this high level of qualifications generally there is only
a minority (11.4%) of the sample who have accounting
qualifications of any sort. Table 10.2.4 gives a breakdown of
this group by church.
Table 10.2.4 N~u!.!:!m:!.!:b~e'-!:.r~o.!:..f--!:..~~~~~~~-J:...t.!!A~;:':_~~~L&.a.u..

Respondents
GGO acc 1fk COS m-
Il 19 9 19 4014.5% 9.2% 7.6% 10.2% 14.7%

TOTAL

9811.4%
These respondents are not all qualified accountants as some are
those who have accounting as part of their own professional
qualification or '(f or 'K level bookkeeping. This means that
despite a fairly high overall level of education few respondents
are trained accountants, which is not surprising in view of the
main objectives of the church.
Interests
Interest in church work is difficult to measure and the
questionnaire did not seek to measure depth of interest but
merely whether respondents were interested in particular sections
of church life. Table 10.2.5 gives the breakdown of areas of '
interest by church. Because respondents were able to indicate
more than one area of interest the total responses are in excess
of total respondents. This table indicates that the largest
percentage of respondents were interested in 'worship' (68.5%)

followed by 'home mission' (46.2%), 'christian education' (45%)
and 'administration' (41%). The other areas of interest are below
this with 'women's work' last at 9.5%. These results indicate a
wide range of interests of respondents which is to be expected in
AGMs of churches where agendas consist not merely of accounts but
many qualitative reports and matters of principle in a non-
financial area.

There are some differences in interest between churches
8ignific~nt at p<O.OOl notably the lower level of interest in
'administration in LPL and GGO (23.5% and 34.2% of recipients
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Table 10.2.5 Interests of respondents by church
lillRC

Interest GGO acc LPL COS HET TarAL Significance
I

('p' less than)
WORSHIP 0 lltl 85 112 198 541 0.025

69.9% 71.4% 59.6% 72.3% 68.5%HOME MISSICN 41 81 66 69 143 400 0.000
53.9% 38.8% 55.5% 36.7% 52.2% 46.2%

CHRISTIAN EWCAT 100 29 79 67 92 123 390 0.011
38.2% 37.8% 56.3% 48.9% 44.9% 45.0%

AI»1IN lSTRATION 26 93 28 88 120 355 0.000
34.2% 44.5% 23.5% 46.8% 43.8% 41.0%

eN ERSEAS MISSlCN 29 47 51 50 100 277 0.000
38.2% 22.5% 42.9% 26.6% 36.5% 32.0%

SICK vismsc 24 58 36 56 79 253 0.970
31.6% 27.8% 30.3% 29.7% 28.8% 29.2%

mrra WORK 13 42 28 53 98 234 0.000
17.1% 20.1% 23.5% 28.2% 35.8% 27.0%

&1NDAY SCHOOL 15 32 28 55 68 198 0.016
19.7% 15.3% 23.5% 29.3% 24.8% 22.9%

CHlJRQlMUSIC 17 38 19 43 49 166 0.497
22.4% 18.2% 16.0% 22.9% 17.9% 19.2%

WOMm'S WORK 11 13 9 13 36 82 0.026
14.5% 18.7% 7.6% 6.9% 13.1% 9.5%

arHER 16 39 29 43 112 239 0.000
21.1% 18.7% 24.4% 22.9% 40.9% 27.6%

Total Responses 221 668 446 674 1126 3135
Total Respondents 76 209 119 188 274 866

Note: 1. As multiple responses are reported in this table, it has
not been possible to calculate an overall chi-square
test. Instead chi-square test significance levels have
been calculated for each row of the table (see chapter
9.2). These significance levels are indicated in the
final column of each row.

2. Percentages are based on respondents.
3. Bold percentages represent significant differences from

average.
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respectively against 45% in other churches) and lower levels of
interest in 'worship' in COS (59.6% cIf 70% elsewhere) and 'home
mission' and 'overseas mission' in acc and COS.

Giying
The statistics for giving are discussed further in chapter 10
where giving is related to individuals use of accounts for
deciding on level of giving. The overall giving statistics for
the five churches are shown in table 10.2.6 and these indicat e

that giving levels are very similar in all churches except LPL
where giving is significantly higher. In all cases the level of
giving is higher among respondents than that reported as average
glVlng for the church as a whole, indicating that respondents are
more committed to supporting the church than the average member.
Despite this, it can be seen that giving overall varies widely
between under f.2a week to over £.14a week. The minimum level of
giving is probably little more than the average subscription to a
professional association but the maximum is considerably more. It
should be noted that the giving here is probably donated to the
local church and only a small part of this (between 15 and 25%)
will go forward to the central or regional church organisation
concerned.

Involyement in the church
There were a number of questions which tried to explore
involvement: a question about how many hours were worked for the
church, and up to four questions about offices held at local,
district, regional and central church levels. The 'hours'
question was split into three groups so that full-time, part-time
and spare-time work would be separated. The full-time work has
not been analysed as many of the 406 full-time church workers are
clergy or ministers regard themselves as being on 24 hour duty
and this produced a crop of answers difficult to classify. There
were only 31 part-time workers showing a very wide spread of work
from 8 to 200 hours a month. As far as spare-time workers are
concerned, the mean bours worked is 18.1 with spare-time work in
MET having a higher average (25.2 hours). This clearly indicates
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Table 10.2.6 DJilclan:d§nnual giving of res~ondent s
(and families) by church

Declared Giying ~ RCC ill COS MET TOTAL
UNDER £100 6 21 8 12 16 63

8.5% 10.4% 6.8% 6.5% 6.1% 7.5%
£101-250 31 91 35 92 125 374

43.7% 45.3% 29.9% 49.5% 47.7% 44.7%
f.251-500 28 63 53 60 95 299

39.4% 31.3% 45.3% 32.3% 36.3% 35.7%
f.501-750 6 14 15 14 14 63

8.5% 7.0% 12.8% 7.5% 5.3% 7.5%
OVER f.750 0 12 6 8 12 38

.0% 6.0% 5.1% 4.3% 4.6% 4.5%
---- ----- ------- ------- ------- -------

Total Responses ·71 201 117 186 262 837
No Reply 5 8 2 2 12 29

----- ---- ------- ------- ------- ------
Total, Respondents 76 209 119 188 274 866--- ---- ----- ----- -------- -------
Note: The Chi-square test indicates that there is a difference in

reponses between churches significant at a level ofp<0.0053 (see chapter 9.2). If the results for LPL are
removed then there is no significant difference in
responses between churches.

Table 10.2.7 DJil~ll,~dHours work~d ~~r month for the church
by s~ue-time workers in the five churches

Hours Worked .QQQ RCC LPL COS MET TOTAL
Up to 10 22 56 4 36 23 141

57.9% 57.7% 20.0% 47.4% 23.7% 43.0%
11 to 20 11 22 9 26 26 94

28.9% 22.7% 45.0% 34.2% 26.8% 28.7%
21 to 30 2 7 4 7 14 34

5.3% 7.2% 20.0% 9.2% 14.4% 10.4%
31 to 40 3 8 3 5 17 36

7.9% 8.2% 15.0% 6.6% 17.5% 11.0%
Over 40 0 4 0 2 17 23

0.0% 4.1% 0.0% ·2.6% 17.5% 21.0%--- ----- ----- --- ----- ------
Total Responses 38 97 20 76 97 328
Missing 0 7 0 1 13 21

------ ------ --- ------- ---~-------Total Spare-time
workers 38 104 20 77 110 349

----- ----- ----- ----- ------ ----Mean Hours 12.7 14.2 20.6 15.4 25.2 18.1
----- ------- ----~ ------- ------- ------

Note: The Chi-square test indicates that there is a difference in
reponses between churches significant at a level of p<O.OOl
(see chapter 9.2)
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that on average many respondents are heavily committed to their
church in their spare time with over 40% giving more than 10
hours a month. The results relating to 'spare-time work' are
shown in tabl e 10.2.7.

Involvement of respondents as committee members is at a number of
different levels in the church. Though it would be possible to
analyse this involvement in detail, it is felt that no useful
purpose would be served by it in the present context although a
respondents' membership of appropriate regional and central
committees is used in later analysis.

Conclusion
We have seen in this section a short profile of the respondents
and noted that users are larely well qualified with only a small
percentage with any training in accounting. Respondents have very
wide interests in church life and are on the whole quite
committed in giving both time and money to the church. About half
the respondents are clergy and ministers working full-time in the
church and there are quite a number of retired people serving on
the church's AGHs in three of the five church organisations.
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Chapter 10.3 Uses made of accounting reports by users
10.3.1. Introduction
One of the main motivations behind the study of churches was to
identify and describe the uses to which financial reports are
put. We saw in chapter 2 that the literature postulates a large
number of potential users and uses these potential users make of
account~ng reports. In this study the questions of who are users
and of what uses they have for the accounts was tackled from
three difference perspectives: the questionnaire study of those
people who received accounts; interviews of known internal users
and informal interviews with certain known external users.

The questionnaire survey was distributed as far as possible to
all those who received the accounts of the five churches.
It was however recognised from initial interviews that
there are a number of users who would be extensive users of
accounts by virtue of their management position in the
organisatio~ It was accordingly decided that as a second line of
approach a sample of these users/recipients of accounts would be
interviewed with a view to discovering more about their use of
the accounts. These interviews are discussed in Section 3.

Finally a further group of external users which had been
identified as recipients of accounts but not included among
the two groups above was omitted from the formal study.
Users in this group include the Inland Revenue, the Charity
Commissioners and Banks. In these three cases interviews were not
sought due to the confidential nature of the relationships
between users and churches. It was however possible to arrange a
number of informal interviews with personnel in these user areas
and some general points about these users are made in section 10.6.

The rest of this chapter gives the results derived from the
questionnaire study about the uses to which church accounts are
put and the extent to which accounts are read by users. This
section describes the results of the open-ended questions asked
about use of accounts and the next section, chapter 10.4
discusses answers to specific questions about use of accounts.
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10.3.2. The Questionnaire Survey
The main questionnaire survey was one in which it was hoped to
detect users of accounts amongst those who received accounting
reports, recognising that a greater use may be made by some
internal users which would be subject to further investigation
(see Section 3).

The attempt to discover what uses respondents have for the
accounts was approached in the questionnaire from three angles: a
question about what use was made of the accounts received
(chapter 10.3); a number of questions about specific areas of use
suggested in the literature (chapter 10.4); and a question on the
reading of the accounts themselves (chapter 10.5). From this it
was anticipated that an approximate picture of use of accounts
use could be drawn. There are a number of limitations to this
section of the research and these are very important in relation
to the conclusions reached later. The first limitation is that
the questions related to the actual use of actual accounting
reports presented and not to potential use of the present or
possible future accounting reports. It would have been possible
to include further questions about potential uses of accounts but
it was decided that results of such questions would be very
speculative and liable to misinterpretation, particularly from a
questionnaire survey. These issues may be worth exploring further
in an interview situation.

The second limitation of this area is that respondents may be
unaware of the uses which they make of the accounts or they may
be unable or unwilling to articulate them. This section may
therefore be deficient in detecting any symbolic or signalling
effect (see Feldman and March, 1981) which the accounts may have
an individual recipient. In the pilot questionnaire two questions
were included in an attempt to explore part of this area ("What
would your reaction be if no accounts were produced?" and "If the
Diocese were to wish to reduce the size of the accounts would
you••• agree or disagree to the removal of the following items
from the accounts?") The answers to these questions proved very
difficult to analyse and neither these nor similar questions were
asked in the other questionnaires.
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The third limitation with this section is that it did not explore
the effects of the accounting reports on recipients except in the
area of the effect on personal and local church giving to the
organisation.

10.3.3 Introduction to the question about Use of accounts
The question discussed in the rest of the chapter is the 'Use'
question: ''Whatuse Cif any) do you make of the annual accounts".
Answers to the question were obtained as open-ended responses and
a summary of the results are given in table 10.3.1. These
responses were categorised into eight major groups some of which
were further subdivided into finer categories.

Because the responses were open-ended there was a likelihood of
more than one response per respondent and so the column totals do
not equal the total number of respondents. In the case of COS the
question was only asked of those respondents who said they
received the accounts (see chapter 9.2). Most respondents gave
only a single response however with about one in seven of those
who answered the question giving more than one response.

10.3.4 General Overview of Uses
Any analysis of open-ended questions such as that undertaken in
this section is subjective and no less so the results displayed
in table 10~.1. The analysis was based on content analysis of
replies by isolating key ideas in the responses, if possible by
finding the key words which were used as group identifiers.
Detailed analysis of each section is given below.

Overall it can be seen from table 10~.1 that there was a high
percentage of users who reported having no use for accounts or
did not reply to the question. Only a small percentage (l.2%)of
users responded that they made any sort of decision based on the
accounts and surprisingly only in the Methodist Church was there
any significant use of accounts for fund raising. These two
latter groups mentioned by a total of 3.3% of respondents would
correspond roughly to the decision users implied in the literature.
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Table 10.3.1 Respondents declared use of accounts by church

Uses Made: CHURCH

Main groups of Uses GGO RCC LPL fQ.§ .!!§1 .m& .ui

NWE 16 55 35 54 101 261 0.014
21.1% 26.3% 29.4% 37.2% 36.9% 31.7%

INFORMATION 39 114 54 48 84 339 0.000
51.3% 54.5% 45.4% 33.1% 30.7% 41.2%

PASSeN TO arHERS 11 22 18 29 30 110 0.068
14.5% 10.5% 15.1% 20.0% 10.9% 13.4%

COMMITTEEWORK 10 17 19 12 41 99 sIs
13.2% 8.1% 16.0% 8.3% 15.0% 12.0%

DECrs100 USE 2 2 1 0 5 10 sIs
2.6% 1.0% 0.8% 1.8% 1.2%

FORIIGM 3 14 7 10 19 53 sIs
3.9% 6.7% 5.9% 6.9% 6.9% 6.4%

FUND RAIS ING 0 1 0 1 15 17 s/s
0.5% 0.7% 5.5% 2.1%

arHER. 4 1 3 2 5 15 s/s
5.3% 0.5% 2.5% 1.4% 1.8% 1.8%

Total Responses 85· 226 137 156 300 904
111.8% 108.1% 115.1% 107.6% 109.5% 109.8%

Total Respondents 76 209 119 145*1 274 823
Note: 1. The 43 Missing Cases were respondents not collecting

accounts in the Church of Scotland
2. Percentages are based on total respondents not responses·
3. As multiple responses are reported in this table, it has

not been possible to calculate an overall chi-square
test. Instead chi-square test significance levels have
been calculated for each row of the table (see chapter
9~). These significance levels are indicated in the
final column of each row. 'sIs' indicates that the
sample size is too small for chi-square statistics to be
calculated.
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Input to a wider decision making context would be implied from a
use of accounts for committee work and the AGM. This would cover
a further 18.4% of respondents' replies. In total then probably
only about 20% of the respondents used accounts in any specific
decision making context. This is not to say th~t information in
the accounts did not affect any decisions but that there is no
evidence here of direct use of accounts in making decisions for
the majority of recipients. The significance of this for
preparers of accounts is that it may not be possible to identify
any key decision situation which these accounts address.

If there is little direct decision use for accounts then there
are four possible explanations:

1. The accounting information is not relevant to.AB:L
decisions made by users. This is a very remote possibility
as it is possible to visualise some situations such as
insolvency in which the users would be forced to take
account of financial information. If however this
situation occurred then the implications would be that
there would be no possible use for accounting information.

2. Accounting information is not a major input to the
decisions users have to make. This is quit e a likely
possibility for many users eg in their giving decision.
The use of accounting information in these circumstances
may be more a monitoring use to identify that there are no
adverse circumstances to be taken into account. In this
situation the implication would be that the accounting
information would be used only sporadically.

3. Accounting information is a major input to decisions but
either there are few decisions (eg limited to a particular
area of church work) or th~ are decisions made only
infrequently. This again is a likely possibility for many
users eg the decision to employ an additional worker needs
information about long term fund availability.

4. Accounting information is a major input to many decisions
but only for a few users eg at committee or management
level. This is also a very likely possibility but it is
also probable that the accounting information in use would
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be provided internally by the organisation. Such use of
'internal' information might well lead to a lack of use of
'external' accounts.

In the case of the second and third postulates, it is conceivable
that the external accounts take on some of the characteristics of
a data base, being made available for such decision questions as
may arise. If this were so then we would expect that information
for a wide variety of decisions might be made available in the
reports but in a structured way which was fairly consistent over
time. As new decision situations are encountered which could not
be assisted by existing information there may be amendment of the
reports accordingly. An investigation of the historical
development of accounting reports in these organisations may
throw some light on this though this is beyond the present remit
of this study.

10.3.5 The Declared Uses in Detail
We will now go on to look at the declared uses in more detail.
10.l.S.1 Information Use
The largest classification of 'Use' was information or reference
(41.2% of cases). In this group was included any response where
the key idea expressed was information, reference or interest.
The total 'information' category was broken down into four sub-
categories: 'rare reference'; 'general information; 'stronger
reference' and 'specific tasks'. the latter group being further
subdivided into 'general' and 'congregational statistics'. The
breakdown of responses between these categories is given in table
10.3.2. where we see that in all churches most of the responses
fall within the general 'reference' group with smaller numbers of
responses coming within the rare or stronger reference
categories. There was little indication in the replies of exactly
what the information was used for, particularly in the general
categories, which may be taken as an indication either that
information was an end use in itself or that the end use waS not
specified.

The 'rare reference' sub-group includes replies such as "very
little" and "occasional use" but some comments may give a clue as
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to what rare use is for example:
I~ot auch use aade of accounts but Blue Book interestiog in
it.elf informiD& one of happeniD&s in the Province" RCC *

This reply indicates that the accounts are seen as part of a
total report to church members whilst:

"Occasional reference and check query" GGO
indicates that accounts may be a reference source even though
perhaps only rarely. Both of these points are illustrated again
Lat er s ,

A larger proportion of the replies included in the 'information
group have been coded as sub-group 'reference' and are those
where the key ideas are reference, information and interest. Many
responses are simply these key words giving no further clue that
there may be an end purpose eg:

"ror w.y ovn inforaation"
"Interest only"
"Ileadfor general inforaation"
"Reference only"
"I read them"
"lor reference fro. time to time"

cos
cos
GGO
LPL
HET
RCC

There are some responses in this sub-group which do give a clue
to a specific end-use, though not strongly enough to be included
as a specific end-use:

'''10 try to get a picture of the work. of the whole
diocese" GGO

''UsefulinfoOlation on church affairs" COS
"General understaading ofthe Diocese" LPL
"lnfoOlation about eliocesanboarels" LPL

Here we see that accounts are apparently used as part of the
overall information gathering of respondents. The previous
quotations show this articulated in a general sense but other
respondents indicated a far more specific financial context:

"'10 find the financial atate of the Diocese" GGO
"'or background inforaation in order to obtain a
general indication of Methodiat 'inanee." ME'!'

'~eep copy against enquiry or elebateari.ing about
u.e of the Kirk'. funela" COS

"Obtain brief idea of expeaditure - allocation of
reaources and adminiatrative cost." ME'!'---------------------------------------------------------------* NorE The source church of the response is given in each case.
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Table 10.3.2 BI~Akdol!n of.the 'Information' &rouE of resEonses
t Q tbe 'use' 9U~ s~ion

Church
Sub Groups GGO RCC LPL COS MET TOTAL
1. RARE REFEREECE 7 24 13 9 13 66

10.9% 11.5% 9.2% 6.2% 4.7% 8.0%
2. REFEREECE 22 48 25 29 35 159

28.9% 23.0% 21.0% 20.0% 12.8% 19.3%
3. STRONG REFERENCE 6 12 10 4 11 43

7.9% 5.7% 8.4% 2.8% 4.0% 5.2%
4a.SPECIFIC TASKS 3 13 4 4 25 49

3.9% 6.2% 3.4% 2.8% 9.1% 5.6%
4b.CONG STATISTICS 1 17 2 2 0 22

1.3% 8.1% 1.7% 1.4% 2.7%
----- ---- ----- ---- --- -------

Total 'Information' 39 114 54 48 84 339
51.3% 54.5% 45.4% 33.1% 30.7% 41.2%._--_. ...._. •• a••• ..._-- __-c•• _••• sa..

No Reply in this
category 37 95 65 97 190 484

----- ---- ---- ----- --- ------
Total Respondents 76 209 119 145 274 823--- ---- ----- ---- --- -------
Note: 1. The Chi-square test indicates that there is a difference

in reponses between churches significant at a level of
p<O.OOl (see chapter 9.3)

2. There were 43 Missing Cases who were respondents not
collecting accounts in the Church of Scotland •

3. Percentages refer to Total Respondents.
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Perhaps then, this illustrates that accounts in these
organisations meet the need for an information base to be used
either in a general information gathering context or in a general
or specific monitoring context (monitoring what is going on).
Both of these are part of our everyday communication activities
in the non-accounting field.

A number of responses included within this general 'information'
group indicated a more detailed reference than these first two
sub-categories and have been grouped as 'stronger reference'.
Examples of this are:

'~o look up accounts of different Boards I aa
interested in and to learn of (their) concerns" LPL

"Checkiua quota. (and) gleaniua infonaation fro.
Board. etc" GGO

".one except a. a check on the work and progress of
Diocesan Co•• ittees" LPL

"Study in relation to Stewardship and Boae Mission" GGO
"Attemptiua to relate the budget of the Division to
the Hission and Service Fund" MET

"Study tbe accounts rather than use - we use Diocesan
Itatistics to help UI in diaculsiua stewardship" RCC

"Continual referral and compari.on" RCC
In these easel, despite a much more specific use being indicated,
there is Itill little insight into why the information is
requi~ed. In the final sub-groups, specific tasks, however there
is specific indication that reference is for a particular
purpose. The percentage of responses in this sub-group is only
8.7% of total responses. Of these about one third are
specifically related to identifying congregational statistics of
contributions eg:

"Check cODlregatioual giviDl vith ., OVD church
level" COS

"See vhat Quota figure. paid" LPL
"lIainlycbeckiua information and atatistics directly
affectiDl charge." RCC

"To check tbe entries of our own cODlregatiou" ace
As the table shows, most of these replies are in the RCC where
the most comprehensive tables of all the churches' reports are
given as part of the accounts. As far as other reponses in this
group a few examples are:
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"To check 011 any unnecea.ary expenditure.""A. a guideline in a.aea.iaa prioritiea in the
Church Budget"

"Use it to put coaaregational giving into context"
"Extract .tatistica"
"lIonitori.D&that., special interests are .upported"
"It help. to indicate the need. of the church and
priority of .pendiaa"

"Doing graph. and atatistics for., Bishop"

MEl' (1)

MEr (2)
COSceo
LPL

RCC
RCe

Only in the very occaaional response, eg MET (2) above, is
there any indication that a direct decision which might underlie '
the use of accounts. There appear to be three underlying ideas in
this 'information' group of responses:
1. The use of accounting information as part of a total

information base about the church which may be particularly
necessary for the group of people who receive the accounts.
Each of this group is a representative from a 'lower' to a
'higher' body in the church and so each may be asked questions
about the workings of the 'higher' body.

2. The information may be used in assessing the officers and
committees' stewardship. A few respondents, eg MEr (1) above,
mention this specifically, others by implication. Assessment
of stewardship in the church situation, as in other NPOs is
unlikely to be based solely on finance but also on reporting
of achievements and work done.

3. Finally this group of responses is consistant with the idea
that many people simply monitor what is going on. This
monitoring may be at several levels: the fact that accounts
are produced may satisfy some, the fact that they are audited
may be sufficient for others and a few users such as those in
sub-groups 3 and 4 above will seek more detailed assusrance
and want to delve deeper. The fact that this final group of
monitors exists may be sufficient to reassure some members who
report not looking at the accounts at all.
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10.3.5.2 Use for passing on of accounts or information
About 13% of respondents reported that they pa.sed on either the
accounts or information from the accounts to others. In view of
the fact that a large majority of recipients of accounts were
representatives of some church or group of churches to a 'higher'
body this may appear quite a low percentage. There may be several
explanations for this: many respondents perhaps do not understand
sufficient about the accounts to enable them to pass on the
information in the form of a report; respondents perhaps felt
that the accounting information was of no particular value to
their 'audience' or they simply forgot to mention in the
questionnaire that they passed on the information.

As table 10.3.3 shows it was possible to classify those who
reported passing on accounting information into two distinct
groups: those who actively passed the information on and those
who simply handed on the accounts to someone else (Passive
passing on). Active passers-on were more numerous than passive in
all churches except COS. In MET there were only two respondent s
passing on accounts but 28 passing on information in the
accounts.

Some examples of these responses are:
"Present to aahers of Vestry" GGO
I~en discussiDg fiaaoce I explaiD finaDcial
poaitioD" COS

"Put a brief digest of tbe salient poiDts iD our
parisb 1I&&aziDe" LPL

"aefereu.ce for aD8VeriDg questioDs - usually at
circuit level" MET

"To infor. people illlocal cburcbe. of wbat bappeDs
to tbeir 1I00ey" MET

"Eu.courag_ent of awareDe.s aDd respoDsibility" MET
"~eep tbe cOD&reaatioD infor.ad." RCC

We see here the attempt to explain finance within a broad context
of stewardship and information. This is consistent with the users
who reported that they use information within a broad information
gathering context.

The group of passive responses indicates that the recipient
merely passes on accounts to further secondary users eg:
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Table 10.3.3 Breakdown of the 'Pass on' group of responses
to the 'use' question

Sub Groups
ACTIVE 6

7.9%
5

6.6%
PASSIVE

11
14.5%

17
8.1%

5
2.4%
22

10.5%

15
12.6%

3
2.5%
18

15.1%

5
3.4%
24

16.6%

28
10.2%

2
.7%

29 30
20.0% 10.9%------ ------ ---... ...--- --_._.

No reply in
this category 65

Total Respondents 76
---- ---- ---- --- -----

274

187
209

101
119

116

145
244

TaIAL
71

8.6%
39

4.7%
------

110
13.3%

•••••••

113-------
823-------

Note: 1. The Chi-square test indicates that there is a difference
in reponses between churches significant at a level of
p<O.OOl (see chapter 9.3)

2. There were 43 missing cases who were respondents not
collecting accounts in the Church of Scotland

3. Percentages refer to total respondents.
Table 10.3.4 Breakdown of the 'Committee' group of responses to

the 'use' question
Committee
Sub-Groups
LOCAL 7

9.2%
2

2.6%
1

1.3%

ORG LEVEL *
NONE SPECIFIED

-----
Total Committee 10

13.2%

5
2.4%
10

4.8%
2

1.0%
17

8.1%

12
10.1%

5
4.2%

2
1.7%

19
16.0%

9
6.2%

3
2.1%

o
.0%
12

8.3%

30
10.9%

6
2.2%

5
1.8%
41

15.0%
••• E_ ••••• ••••_ ..... •••••

No reply in
this category 66 192 100 133 233

TaIAL
63

7.7%
26

3.2%
10

1.2%

99
12.0%....-
724

Total respondents 76
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------

823209 119 145 274------ ------ --~ ------ ------ ------
Note: * This refers to the particular management level of the

church concerned.
1. As over 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of

under 5 the chi-square statistic for the full table is
unreliabl e.

2. There were 43 missing cases who were respondents not collecting
accounts in the Church of Scotland

3. Percentages refer to total respondents.
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"Band to treaaurer"
"Paaa on to secretary
"Display Copy"
"Hake thea available to any .eaber of congregation
asking for them (thia done through pariah magazine
but no-one haa yet aaked!)"

"Leave in church for anyone intereated to read"

COS
treaaurer , 1IiI8Iberaof Veatry" GGO

LPL

GGO
COS

As can be seen from table 10.3.3, most of the responses in cos in
this group indicated that accounts were passively passed on,
possibly an indication of the complexity of the statements for
many respondents and their independence from the rest of the
reports.

In all only 4.7% of respondents passed on the whole accounts to
others, seemingly permanently. A large majority therefore
appeared to keep the accounts possibly partly because they were
normally bound with other, perhaps more useful, reports. The
highest number of people passing on accounts was in cos where the
accounts are a separate document.

10.3.~.3 Use for Committee Work
The figures in table 10~.4 show that 12% of respondents included
a reference to using accounts for committee work of some sort.
The majority of committees specifically referred to were local
committees (PCC, Deanery, Kirk Session etc) though a number of
central or regional committees were also included (see table
10.3.4).As with the 'information' group very few end uses are
specified other than working out budgets and assessments.
Examples of the responses grouped under 'local committees' are:

"I'ordiacusaion at Presbytery and Kirk Seasions" cos
"Guide to lliaaion and General Finance budgetiug in
local coagregation" COS

"At Veatry and Congregational Heetings in relation
to church giving and covenanta" GGO

"PCC for iuforution" LPL
"aeter to aay particular financial Deeda aa they
arise: uae lliasioD and Service FUDd budget in
conaultation with court stewarda when vorkin&
out aaaea..enta" MET

"aeterence at Veatry Heetinga" acc
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At organisational committee level there is little additional
detail given about the end use of information eg:

"On the Joint Board" GGO
"As ae.ber of Budget ec-ittee to a..es. Divi.ional
finance"

"Constantly in use as (Official of Co.mittees)" RCC
"Checking of .pending of clergy Training Co..u.ttee
and the Board of Ministry and preparation
of Budget" LPL

''Tosee wbetber co•• ittee etc on wbich I serve are
solvent. To see wbere appropriate there i•• oney
for .issio~' MET

In each of these areas there are again the ideas of background
information needs, preparation for meetings and accounts as an
information bas~ Some decisions are specifically referred to in
the responses eg budgeting, and more decision uses are implied by
the idea of 'constant use'. Decisions made by committees are
discussed in more detail in the sections covering interviews in
part 3 below but in anticipation of this discussion it should be
noted that in many decisions at committees, finance appears to be
a potential constraining factor in a decision and becomes a key
factor only when this constraint is neared.

10.3,5,4 Use at Annual General Meetings
Closely related to the 'committee work' group of responses is the
'AGM' group. Responses within this category indicate that
reference to accounts for some respondents was chiefly connected
with attendance at the AGM as background reading along with other
papers circulated before the meeting. Examples of this are:

"Only referred to at General As.ably" COS
"To put .,sel£ in the picture of current financial
position before attendiq Diocesan Council" GGO

"And as a duty as a .ember of Conference" MET
"In order to vote responsibly and to ask inforaed
questions wben necessary" MET

"Conference Agenda accounts - IISedfor ..otiaa
decisions duriDg Conference" MET

•

Though included as a separate section here this is almost
certainly a form of monitoring already alluded to in section
10~.1. Monitoring would have a definite decision purpose
particularly in the AGM environment where accounting information
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may influence overall decisions eg to vote for a program or
comment on some matter. There is however little evidence in the
minutes of the AGM's that such information is openly referred to.

10.3.5.5 Use for Decisiop Purposes and Appeals
The two groups of responses coded 'decision purposes' and
'appeals' are discussed together in this section. With only ten
responses coming into the 'Decision purpose' category it is
really possible to say only a little. There were clearly two
sorts of decisions in these responses: how people may help the
church eg:

"Study vith a view to decidon on aethoda of
a.aesamenta for quota etc" LPL

'~o aee if funda are used viaely and apportion
personal givill8 accordill8ly" MET

and to see what funds might be available (only two respondents):
"'1'0 aee vhat granta are available" RCC

The first area of 'how we might help' overlaps somewhat with the
group of responses in this section coded 'appeals' and indeed
some responses might be included in either category. Examples of
the type of reference to 'appeal' or 'fund-raising' use are:

"I make very little uae of the accounts except in
respect of any appeal ..de." MET

"Purely aa inforaation for fund raisiug" MET
"For prepariug exhortationa to JIItf parishioDners to
give as generously as possible to the vhole vork
of the church" acc

Some of the reasons why there is so little reference to any
decision purpose, and particularly fund raising. have been
discussed above in section 10.3.4. Perhaps a major reason why
accounts are not used for fund raising is that it is the current
practice in all the churches for the amount of contibution by
local churches to funds to be determined in the main by an
assessment which is fixed by ei.therthe central. regional or
district level. Though individual congregations are free to
contribute more than the assessment, most simply pay what is
requested. In practice this system limits the decision the amount
to be given by each congregation to either not paying, paYing
what is asked and paying more than is asked. In MET this
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assessment system does not cover all central actitives of the
church and there are still a number of appeals made. It is
probably for this reason that 'appeals' occur almost only in the
responses of this church (see table 10.3.1).

10.3.6 Uses of Accounts - Conclusions and Discussion
This section has described the results of the question which
asked about respondents use of accounts. We have seen that most
responses could be grouped into a small number of major
categories. Of these categories, the main four were: None,
representing no reply or no use (31.7% or respondents);
Information, indicating a general, usually non-specific,
ref erence use (41.2%); Pass to Others, where accounts or the
information they contain is passed on to others (13.4%) and
committee work, indicating use for local or organisational level
committees (12.0%).

We saw that only a minority of responses could be directly
regarded as uses for decision purposes (committee work, decision
use, fund raising and AGM) totalling 20% of replies. This has led
to a hypothesis that many users, per haps including those using
the accounts for decisions, actually use the accounts as a data
base, only seeking information from the accounts as they need it.
The accounts do have some of the characteristics of a data base
with plenty of information provided in a reasonably systematic
way and changing little from year to year~ If enquiries of the
accounting reports are made then it may be that they are in,
response to infrequent or long term decisions, eg general level
of support for the church, which might not have been reported in
this section.

Over 40% of the respondent. indicated a u.e of accounts
classified as 'information' use. These respondents seemed to be
suggesting that they used the information as part of their
overall information about the organisations' affairs. Thi. could
be in order to learn about what the church wal doing or to
undertake a monitoring role of events to ensure that nothing
untoward was happening. Thia whole area of use of church and
other NPO account. does not appear to have been explored in the
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accounting literature, though there has been a related sugg.estion
there may be a signalling and symbolic use for accounting
information (Feldman and March, 1981).

If preparers of accounts simply prepare accounts to meet needs
for information for perceived decision uses then they are
implying either that this reference use of accounts is minor;
that those who use accounts 'for reference' are indifferent to
the form and content of accounting statements or that the
referencing needs be met by accounts prepared on a decision
-oriented basis. Though probably a relatively minor issue
perhaps it is one ought to be explored by policymakera,
particularly if they wish to reduce the amount of information in
accounts.

The other significant finding from this question was that 30% of
respondents did not use the accounts at all. Though this is
unsurprising in view of the number of non-accountants in the
study and the relative non-importance of finance in church life,
it suggests that there is a good deal of paper wasted in
providing information that is not usedl A word of caution is
needed however because though many people say they did not use
the accounts there is evidence that they did read some of the
accounts. These results are discussed in section 10.5 in detail
but suggest that only about 4% of respondents (13% of those
declaring no use for the accounts i.~non-users) did not read any
of the accounts. Even these declared non-users may therefore have
read accounts for monitoring or information purposes.

It should be noted again that the question did not approach the
area of potential use. This is a remaining research question as
is the suggestion that users of information for background
reference'are indifferent to the information which is produced.

Finally it should be noted that two specific hypotheses have been
advanced: that information is very largely used for monitoring
purposes and that the information produced displays several of
the characteristics of a data base and is used as such by users.
Both these hypotheses require further testing.
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10.4.1 Introduction
We have seen in chapter 2 that the literature suggests accounting
information is useful to users in deciding on the allocation of
resources to an organisatio~ In church organisations, the main
sources of financial resources have been shown to be donations,
obligatory contributions, entrepreneurial receipts and interest
income (chapter 8). Two of these three areas: donations and
obligatory contributions, involve the respondents to the
questionnaire and so specific questions about these areas were
asked of respondents.

The structure of financing in all the churches in the study is
that individuals give to the local church which then passes on a
proportion of this to the regional and central church
organd eatLon, Though there is some direct personal giving to the
regional and central church organisations, particularly in MET,
most of the funds of the organisations in the study are obtained
by obligatory contributions on the part of the congregation
rather than direct giving. Contributions are normally assessed by
either the area, regional or central organisation of the church
and though there is often room for negotiation, these assessments
are regarded as obligations.

With this background we shall, in this part of the chapter,
discuss the results of two questions from the questionnaire:
"Does the information in the accounts affect the amount of money
you personally give to the church?" (section 10.4.2) and ''Did
your local church last year consider any of the accounts (of the
church) before deciding on how much (contribution) to pay to
(central church) funds" (section 10.4.3).

10.4.2 Effect of Accounts on Personal Giving
The results of the first question, the effect of accounts on
personal giving, are given in table 10.4.1 and indicate that in
four of the five churches over 70% of respondents reported that
the information in the accounts had no effect on their personal
giving. However in MET the percentage reporting accounts having
no effect on giving was only 53.8% with 32.6% reporting that
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Table 10.4.1 Reported effect of Accounting Information in the
annual aCCQunts on Personal Giying by church

GGO RCC LPL COS

NO EFFECT 56 156 101 116
73.7% 75.4% 84.9% 81.1%

LITTLE EFFECT 14 40 14 19
18.4% 19.3% 11 ..8% 13.3%

QUITE AN EFFECT 3 9 3 7
3.9% 4.3% 2.5% 4.9%

GREATEFFECT 3 2 1 1
3.9% 1.0% .8% .7%------ ------ ------ ------

Total Responses
NO REPLY

119
o

143
45

76
o

207
2

147
53.8%

89
32.6%

34
12.5%

3
1.1%
273
1

TOTAL

576
70.4%
176

21.5%
56

6.8%
10

1.2%
818
48

Total Respondents ·76 209 119 188
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -------

866274
--- ---- --- ----- --~- ------

Note : As over 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of
under 5, the chi-square statistic for the full table
(which indicates a relationship significant at a level of
p<O.OOl) is unreliabl e. Combining 'great effect' and quite
an effect' eliminates the small expected frequency
problems and results in a relationship significant at the
p<O.OOl level.

Table 10.4.2 Main FiCH~d§2 igtlu~nci:gg p~UQ!lIl giyigg tQ tb~
church by cburch

GGO !££ 1fb. COS m IQl& ~

INCOME 51 127 96 119 169 562 0.003
67.1% 60.8% 80.7% 63.3% 61.7% 64.9%

LOCALCHURCHNEEDS 19 43 6 39 68 175 0.000
25.0% 20.6% 5.0% 20.7% 24.8% 20.2%

SPARECASH 10 31 6 22 18 87 0.009
13.2% 14.8% 5.at 11.7% 6.6% 10.0%

SpmDINGASLIKED 3 10 4 5 19 41 0.254
3.9% 4.8% 3.4% 2.7% 6.9% 4.7%

orasa INFLUENCE 5 15 19 14 38 91 0.013
6.6% 7.2% 16.0% 7.4% 13.9% 10.5%

NO IUPLY 2 2 0 3 1 8 s/s
2.6% 1.0% .0% 1.6% .4% .9%

Total Respondents 76 209 119 188 274 866

Note: As multiple responses are reported in this table, it haa
not been possible to calculate an overall chi-square test.
Instead chi-square test significance levels have been
calculated for each row of the table (see chapter 9.3).
These significance levels are indicated in the finsl column
of each row. 'sIs' indicates that the sample size is too
small for cbi-square statistics to be calculated.·
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accounts had little effect and 12.5% quite an effect. There are
two possible reasons for this lower 'no effect' response: the
form of the question in MET may have been a little ambiguous in
that it asked about the effect of "church accounts" whereas other
questionnaires made clear the accounts in question were of the
appropriate regional or central church or that MET have in the
past raised funds from local churches by appeal. part of which
may have included some sort of accounting information. The
present respondents may therefore still use some of this
information to decide on personal levels of giving to the church.

Despite these problems it is clear that the results show overall
that information in the accounts has no effect on the giving of
the majority of respondents. However the information was reported
to have an effect on giving of about 25-30% of respondents. a
significant minority. If these 25-30% of respondents. or in
particular the 8% reporting accounting information had more than
a little effect. are also the opinion leaders. then the accounts
might be anticipated to have a greater effect on personal giving
than these figures would at first indicate.

As an additional check on the results. a further question was
asked: ''whatis the .ain factor that influences the amount you
give to the (church)lI.Though a single answer was requested. many
respondents gave more than one answer to the question and the
results. shown in table 10.4.2. give the total responses as it
was not possible to identify which of several mUltiple responses
was the main one.

The responses to this 'influence' question. indicate that in all
churches over 60% of respondents reported that (the respondents')
income was the main factor influencing their giving. In fact this
percentage may be understated as the 'other influence' responses
included Comments such as 'stewardship' which could in some areas
of church teaching indicate the basing of giving on income. The
larger 'income percentage in LPL is probably the result of the
large number of clergy in the sample who would be expected to
follow biblical tithing principles more closely than their lay
colleagues.
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After income the next major influence on giving is 'local
congregational needs' (20.2% or respondents) and following this
'spare cash' (l0.0%). In no cases were the accounts of the
appropriate central or regional organisation quoted as the main
factor in determining the amount of giving.

These results suggest very strongly then that the major
influences on personal giving levels are the amount of income and
local congregational needs. Though the results seem to conflict
with those in table 10.4.1, that accounts may have some effect on
giving, they may be complementary in that whilst financial
information may not be the major factor influencing how much a
person gives it may nevertheless be a partial influence, eg a
special appeal based on financial information may attract
contibutions in excess of the initial level of giving. Table
10.4.3 crosstabulates the main influence on giving and reported
effect of accounts on giving and demonstrates that about 22% of
those respondents whose main influence on giving is income still
see the accounts as having at least a little effect on giving.
This table also demonstrates that even where the main effect on
giving is not income a majority of respondents see the accounts
as having little or no effect on the level of giving.

Basing giving on income is very much in line with church teaching
on tithing (giving one tenth of one's income) but as these
results show, not all respondents follow this exactly. Table
10.4.4 compares level of giving with the major influence on :
giving and suggests that those who give most to the church are
likely to base their giving on income rather than on any other
factor. This indicates that possibly the volu •• of giving to
church based on income is higher than figure 10.4.2 would
suggest.

10.4.2 Local Congregational use of accounts
Not all respondents were members of the local congregational
management committee and in Some cases eg GGO and RCC it is
possibl e that two respondents come from the same congregation.
For these reasons percentages quoted in this section relate to
positive'replies instead of respondents. The results are given in
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Table 10.4.3 R~EQ[ted main influence on giving comEared with
I~EQned eft~ct of iCCOU!!tS on giIigg

Quite
Main Influence No Little an Great No Total p<
on giving: Effect Effect Effect Effect RWly

INCOME 410 89 28 6 29 562 0.005
73.0% 15.8% 5.0% 1.1% 5.2% 100.0%

LOCALCHURCHNEEDS 95 56 14 2 8 175 0.005
54.3% 32.0% 8.0% 1.1% 4.6% 100.0%

SPARECASH 54 20 6 2 5 87 s/s
62.1% 23.0% 6.9% 2.3% 2.3% 100.0%

spmDtNG AS LIKED 19 15 5 0 2 41 a/s
46.3% 36.6% 12.2% 0.0% 4.9% 100.0%

0THm INELUmCE 51 27 6 2 5 91 a/s
56.0% 29.7% 6.6% 2.2% 5.5% 100.0%

NO aRY 4 0 1 0 3 8 sIs
50.0% 0.0% 12.5% 0.0% 37.5% 100.0%

TOrAL aEPLlIS 633 207 60 12 52 964
65.7% 21.5% 6.2% 1.2% 5.4% 100.0%

Total aespondents 576 176 56 10 48 866

Table 10.4.4 Com2arison of rf!EQrted l~d Qf giying ~i:~b
r!mQrted main influ~nc~ sa giving

Giying
Influence on Under f.lOl- £251- £.501- Over No
Giving £.100 250 500 750 £.750 Reply Total p<

Income 35 220 218 48 22 19 562 0.000
55.6% 58.8% 72.9% 76.2% 57.9% 65.5% 64.9%

Local Church Needs 10 96 52 8 7 2 175 0.025
15.9% 25.7% 17.4% 12.7% 18.4% 6.9% 20.2%

Spare Cash 15 51 17 0 2 5 87 0.000
23.8% 13.4% 5.0% .0% 5.3% 17.2% 10.0%

Spending as Liked 6 18 11 1 3 2 41 s/s
9.5% 4.8% 3.7% 1.6% 7.9% 6.9% 4.7%

Other Influence 4 32 31 12 9 3 91 0.006
6.3% 8.6% 10.4% 19.0% 23.7% 10.3% 10.5%

No aeply 0 1 4 0 I 2 8 s/s
.0% .3% 1.3% .0% 2.6% 6.9% .9%

Taw. R1!S~DFHrS 63 374 299 63 38 29 866

Notes for both tables:
1. Percentages are based on respondents
2. As multiple responses are reported in this table. it has

not been possible to calculate an overall chi-square test.
Instead chi-square test significance levels have been
calculated for each row of the table (see chapter 9.3). These
significance levels are indicated in the final column of each
row. 'sIs' indicates that the sample size is too small for
~hi-square statistics to be calculated.
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table 10.4.5 and show that a large majority of congregations do
not consider the accounts of the appropriate regional or central
church before paying what they are asked in contribution.

As with the personal giving section. MET is an exception to the
general rule. probably for reasons similar to those stated above
that historically appeals had been financially based and the
tradition of looking at accounts is continuing. LPL and GGO also
had quite large percentages of replies (25.4% and 17.9%
respectively) indicating that their diocesan (regional) accounts
were looked at a little before payment of contribut ion. This is

almost certainly due to the organisations being regional and so
with work more closely linked to the congregations.

In addition to the replies to the question on local church use of
accounts. a number of unsolicited comments reinforced that
respondents regarded assessments as fixed and not optional
payments:

"local contributions to Mission and Service Fund are
fixed by Circuit and district assess.eDt" HET

"we are obliged to pay the Mission and Service Fund
aa part of the breakdown/building of
Circuit/District aases ••ent" MET

"not applicable - amounts determined by Pre.bytery" COS
In each of the local churches contributions to central funds in
excess of that asked for (or assessed) could have been made but
there are indications that even when other contributions are made
they are based on appeals rather than accounting information.

Replies to this question therefore indicate that central or
regional accounting information i. not widely considered by local
congregations before any decision is made about giving to central
funds.

Copclusions
This section of the chapter has summarised the results of two
basic questions about specific uses of accounting information as
inputs to decisions about personal giving on the one hand and
congregational contributions on the other. The evi~ence suggests
that the majority of individual users do not use accounts in
deciding the amount to give to the local church and that the
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local church does not use accounts to determine how much to give
to the regional or central church organisation.

The evidence further suggests that as far as personal giving is
concerned the major influences on giving relate to personal
circumstances. mainly income. and as far as local churches are
concerned the major influence is the amount requested by the
central, regional or area organisation as appropriate.

The main implication of this evidence for this study is that
resource allocation to the organisation, one of the main
decisions which has been postulated in the literature as a
decision purpose for non-profit accounts user~does not in fact
seem to be a decision influenced by accounting information for a
large majority of users in churches. We must however note that
Some users did see that there was a use of information in their
giving decision.
Table 10.4.5 Did the loed cbUICh u§~ th~ IccQunts b~{QI~

deciding on how much to pay in contibution - by church
GGO !£Q 1!h COS ~ TOTAL

NOT AT ALL 43 148 81 154 146 572
72.9% 86.0% 76.4% 89.0% 67.0% 78.6%A LITTLE 15 15 19 11 40 100
25.4% 8.7% 17.9% 6.4% 18.3% 13.7%IN SOME DETAIL 1 9 5 6 29 501.7% 5.2% 4.7% 3.5% 13.3% 6.9%

IN DETAIL 0 0 1 2 3 6
.0% .0% .9% 1.2% 1.4% .8%------ ----- --- ---- --- -----TOTAL REPL IES 59 172 106 173 218 728

DON'T KN<1W 13 33 8 11 44 109
NO REPLY 4 4 5 4 12 29------ ----- ---- ----- --- -------TOTAL RESPONDmTS 76 209 119 188 274 866------ -_.._- ------ ------ ------ --------
Note As over 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of

under 5, the chi-square statistic for the full table
(which indicates a relationship significant at a level of
p<O.OOl) is unreliable. Combining 'in detail' and 'in some
detail' eliminates the small expected frequency problems
and results in a relationship significant at the p<O.OOl
level.
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Chapter 10.5 The Reading of Accounts of the Churches in the Study
10.5.1 Introduction
Another area which was explored by the questionnaire was
respondents' reported reading of the accounting reports. It was
recognised that there need not necessarily be a relationship
between the level of use of accounts and,the reading of accounts
and that use for a purpose such as monitoring may require a quite
extensive reading of accounts. This section therefore describes
the reading question and analyses the results of reading overall.
reading by section of the accounts and total reading. For the
latter analysis it was necessary to develop scales of reading. a
procedure which is discussed in some detail. In addition the
reading results were compared between committee and non-committee
members and across declared uses of accounts. These results are
discussed in the last two parts of the chapter.

It was felt that a question merely about overall reading would be
insensitive in identifying which parts of accounts were read and
would be difficult for respondents to anawer. Accordingly a
question was designed to enquire about the level of reading of
each individual section of the accounts. As the accounts of
churches differed in length considerably it was necessary to ask
questions of different length in each church. Splitting the
reading question down to individual sections of the accounts
enabled results to be analysed in two ways: an analysis of how
much individual sections (however defined) were read (a row by
row analysis) and an analysis of total reading computed by adding
together an individual's reading score for each line. The latter
analysis entailed developing a scaling system for the different
levels of reading and this is discussed below.
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The basic reading question was:
"Below is a list of all the sections of the (church's)
accounts. Would you indicate how thoroughly you read each
section? (tick one box on each line)
Accounts sections Do not Glance Read Read

Read At Briefly Thoroughly
Section 1 [ ] [ ] [ ] []
Section 2 [ ] [] [] [ ]

etc."
(see appendix questionnaires: GGO Question B6. Rce B7. LPL B7.
COS B4, MET B9).
In the pilot study the responses allowed were:
'Do not read', 'Glance At or Read Brief ly' and 'Read Thoroughly'
these made up a three point scale for each section of the
accounts. On analysing the replies to this question it was felt
that a breakdown of the middle category 'Glance at or Read
Briefly' would give more sensitive results and so in the other
four questionnaires four points on the reading scale were
specified: 'Do not Read', 'Glance At', 'Read Briefly', and 'Read
Thoroughly'.

As with any scale each individual's perception of what each
response category represents will vary to some extent
particularly with the middle points on the scale. but the scales
nevertheless give some indication of reading extent.

The way in which the accounts were broken down into sections for
this question was similar for the first three questionnaires.
GGO, RCC and LPL. slightly different for the COS and more
different still for the MET. The standard method for defining
sections which was set in the pilot study was to identify each
individual accounting stateaent in the accounting report (see
chapter 7) and define this as a section for this question.

This type of breakdown worked well for 000, RCC and LPL where
accounting reports were relatively short and comprised of only
one or two balance sheets with supporting movement statements.'
However application of the same sort of breakdown in the case of
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COS and MET would have identified over a hundred individual
statements in each case (see chapter 7).Such a large number of
statements would have produced an intolerably long question and
so for these latter questionnaires it was decided to identify the
aajor account. statement groupings and use these as the reading
sections. For the COS questionnaire these groupings tended to be
all the fund accounts at a committee or function level whereas
for the MEr questionnaire this tended to be at the level of the
individual group of accounts representing all the accounting
statements for either a committee or a board function.

In general, the majority of sections in all the churches'
questionnaires roughly correspond to functional areas. There are
in addition Balance Sheets, Income and Expenditure accounts and
other general statements relating to mUltiple functional areas.
In MET however each section has its own self contained set of
accounts eg Social Responsibility has balance sheet, source and
application of funds statement and fund accounts, and there are
no church-wide accounting statements.

Whilst the defined sections vary somewhat across questionnaires
they are still a reasonably fragmented level on which to measure
level of reading. If NPO account s followed a more common pattern
then this sort of reading score would be simpler to analys~ In
summary the questionnaire asked about reading of between 13 and
37 sections of accounts as shown in table 10.5.1.

Table 10.5.1 S~c£LQDs Q{ Ac£ounts u8~d in leading gu~stion
GGO 17 sections based on accounting statements
RCC 13 sections based on accounting statements
LPL 24 sections based on accounting statements
COS 37 sections based on account groupings
MET 33 sections based on groups of accounts

Analysing the data from this type of question presents a number
of operational difficulties. The results are in interval form and
as the response to each line is an independent event the
summation of either total responses per line or total lines per
response will not necessarily give a meaningful result. This is
because it is not possible to be sure either that different
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respondents perceive a particular score as the same level of
reading nor that a single respondent replying 'read briefly' to
two individual lines means the same thing in both cases. Despite
these two areas of doubt this analysis assumes that summations
are meaningful and summations have been made although the results
must be interpreted in the light of these assumptions.

10.5.2 Standard Reading Score
This section discusses the development of an overall weighted
reading score for each respondent so that levels of reading could
be compared across churches. The raw results of the reading
question were in the form of a score for each line, representing
a section of the accounts. For each respondent these line scores
could be summed so that a frequency distr1bution of scores is
obtained for each respondent (see figure 10.5.1). These
respondents' frequency distributions cannot easily be compared
across different churches as they are distributions and not point
estimates and their spread is dependent on the number of sections
in the accounts. It was therefore decided to reduce each
respondent's distribution to a single point score representing a
weighted average level of reading of the accounts. This point
score would be standardised to allow cross church comparison by
dividing the score by the number of sections in the accounts.
Figure 10.5.1 Example of frequency distributions of scores for

two resPQndents
Respondent ~ nQt Glance Read Read TQtal

Read At Briefly ThQrQughly
COS-l 5 12 3 16 37
COS-2 37 37
etc
The main prQblem in arriving at a mean SCQre was tQ decide Qn a
weighting for each level of reading: how should 'read briefly be
compared with 'glance at' in a weighting Qr scoring scheme? DQes
'read briefly' imply twice as much reading as 'glance at'? A
number of different scoring systems were experimented with by
giving a number tQ each level of reading response. The ideal
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system would be one which ranked individuals as to their total
reading and which retained in the final score an indication of
the total number of sections read in each score category. This
would have been relatively easy with ratio data where
relationships between scores would be defined but was very
difficult with interval data. Tbe five schemes which were looked
at most closely are shown in table 10.5.2.

Scheme 1 closely followed the actual coding scheme used to record
the results and was therefore easiest to operationalise. It
entail ed scoring 'Do not read' and 'No Reply' as I, 'Glance at'
a. 2 'Read Briefly' as 3 and 'Read 'Ihoroughly' as 4. 'Ihi. scheme
was however discarded as it gave a score to 'thoroughly read' of
four times that of 'do not read' and this is not intuitively
correct as it would equate a respondent not reading the accounts
with a respondent who read a quarter of the accounts thoroughly.
Table 10.5.2 Possible scoring or weighting schemes

Score given to each reply
Category Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 Scheme 4 Scheme 5

Do Not Read 1 0 0 -1 -1
Glance At 2 1 1 -1 0
Read Briefly 3 2 n 0 +1
Read Thoroughly 4 3 n2 +1 +1
No Reply 1 0 0 -1 -1

Note: 1. For Glasgow 'Glance At' and 'Read Briefly' were one
response category and the schemes were revised by
combining these categories.

2. 'n represents the number of sections in the accounts
(see tabl e 10.5.1 above)

Scheme 2 was better than Scheme 1 in this respect as it valued
'Do not Read' and 'No Reply' as zero (and 'Glance at', 'Read
Briefly' and 'Read Thoroughly' as 1,2 and 3 respectively). 'Ihe
scheme still suffered from the problem that a respondent
reporting reading 8 out of 24 sections thoroughly and no other
sections would be ranked equal to another respondent glancing at
the whole of the accounts. This implies a ratio scale which the
data does not support.
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Scheme 3 entailed scoring 'Do not read' and 'No Reply' as 0,
'Glance at' as 1 and then 'Read Briefly' as the number of
sections in the accounts (eg 13 in the case of RCC) and 'Read
Thoroughly' as the square of the number of sections in'the
accounts (eg 269 in the case of RCe). This scheme was even worse
in over-valuing the effect of a few thoroughly read sections
although it did have the advantage that by factoring out the
total scores it is possible for a frequency distribution of
reading levels to be drawn up enabling the total number of
sections read at particular levels of reading to be computed and
thus overall patterns of reading established.

In the light of the problems encountered with each of these three
scoring schemes it was decided to adopt two schemes embodying a
dichotomous scoring scheme. These are called 'scheme 4' and its
variant "'scheme 5'. Using these schemes, one level of reading was
selected in each case as a 'pivot' level and then reported'
reading of any section above this level is scored at +1 and
reading of a section at below this level is scored at -1. Under
both schemes no replies are scored as -I, assuming that no reply
equals no reading.

The level chosen as the pivot in scheme 4 is "'readbriefly' and
in scheme 5 "'glanceat....thus is scheme 4 any section of accounts
which was 'Read Thoroughly' would be score '+1'. any 'Read
Brief ly' at zero and any 'Glanced at'. 'Do not read'"or 'No
reply' would score '-1'. For scheme 5 a zero score would be
attached to 'Glance at' and a '+1' score to 'Read briefly'" with
other scores the same.

Both schemes 4 and 5 are intuitively appealing in that they
measure the extent to which the overall reading of each.
respondent is more or less than the pivot level. In both schemes
'Read throughly' is scored '+1' and 'Do not read' and 'No Reply'
as '-1' thus these points on the scale are treated as equal and
opposite rather than 'Read thoroughly' being worth more than 'Do
not read' (by 4:1 under scheme 1 and 3:0 in scheme 2).

Although each scale by itself does not allow us to identify
unambiguously all combinations of scores in the system, together
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the acalea allow ua at least as much measurement as scales 1 and
2 in that total non-reading (and no replies) can be identified as
can complete reading of accounts thoroughly. Intermediate scores
also give us an approximate indication of the spread of reading
across the scale with scheme 4 giving a better picture of the
number of respondents reading accounts thoroughly and scheme 5 of
the number of respondents not reading accounts.

Each of these scoring schemes allows the calculation of a
different total reading score for each respondent. The range of
the total score depends on the number of sections in the accounts
eg for MET this will be from -33 (no sections of the accounts
reported read) to +33 (all sections read thoroughly). In order to
produce a standardised score for comparison across churches each
respondent's total score is standardised by dividing it by the
number of sections in the accounts of the organisation and
multiplying by ten. The resulting standardised scores (one for
each respondent under each scheme) can thus range from -10 to +10
and have been defined as Scheme 4 score (with a pivot on 'Read
Briefly') and Scheme 5 score (with a pivot on 'Glance At'). The
calculation of each score would be from the following formula:

[ sum of individual section scores]
Scheme n Score - Rounded result of [ ]X 10

[ number of sections in accounts 1
Where n-4 or 5
The results of the overall reading scores are discussed below in
chapter 10.5.6.

10.5.3 Overall commments on replies
The question seemed to be answered carefully overall with boxes
being ticked at different levels on different lines. Only in the
Case of a few older people (identified from the AGE question in
section 1) was there any difficulty in interpreting the answers
as it was not always clear which line was being ticked. In
several cases replies to this reading question were answered by
giving responses for only ~ of the sections of the accounts.
In these cases the missing responses were coded as 'No Reply' and
treated as 'Do not read'.
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22% of respondents receiving accounts answered the question by
simply ticking a whole column of boxes eg all 'Read Briefly', but
the majority of respondents took the trouble to indicate
individual reading levels for each section of the accounts. The
number of respondents ticking a whole column of boxes is
indicated in table 10.5.3. This shows that most respondents
recognise that they read different sections at different levels
though some either were not prepared or not able to identify the
different reading.

Table 10.5.3 Respondents answering reading question by ticking
a whole column of boxes

000 ace I.R. CCS I£r Total
~idjusted~*

6 2.9% 2 1.7% 8 5.st 8 2.9% 24 2.9%
Glance at ) 15 19.7% 8 3.8% 7 5.9% 11 7.iJ% 12 41+%) 95 11.5%Bead Briefly ) 18 8.6% 6 5.0% 9 6.2% 9 3.3%)
Read thoroughly 8 10.5% 12 5.7% 4 3.4% 2 1.4% 3 1.1% 29 3.5%
lb reply 2 2.6% 6 2.9% 4 3.4% 9 6.2% 9 3.3% 30 3.6%
Total 25 50 23 39 41 178

% of All Res~nses 32.9% 23.9% 193% 26.9% 15.0% 21.6%

* ~e that 43 em res{X)ndeDtsdid noc receivecq>iesof
accoonts. These have bem excludedfrom the tabla.
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10.5.4 Oyeral1 results of reading question
The objectives of looking at the reading of accounts were
threefold: an attempt to investigate the depth of reading of the
accounts of particular churches in general, an attempt to see
which sections of the accounts of each church were most read and
a comparison of overall reading between churches. The first two
of these aims can be met by a two-way analysis of the total
respondents reporting reading in each of the four categories. In
tables constructed for each church showing total replies in each
category by section of accounts, figures in rows indicate reading
levels of particular sections of accounts and column totals give
overall reading of all sections of accounts in the churches.
Overall reading is discussed in section 10.5.5.

The results of reading levels of particular sections of the
accounts by church are summarised in tables 10.5.4 to 10.5.8. In
each row of these tables an abbreviated name of the section of
the accounts is given along with the number of respondents
indicating a reading score at each of the four scale points
(three in the case of GGO) together with the total not replying.
The rows have been ranked with the highest 'Read Thoroughly'
scores at the top and the lowest at the bottom to enable the
reader to identify the 'most popular' accounts. There are a
number of other ways of ranking the accounts each of which gives
a slightly different ranking eg by combining 'read thoroughly'
and 'read briefly'. These do not give rankings significantly
different from the 'Read thoroughly' scores. The five tables also
indicate three other 'orders'. Each of these represents a
different ordering of the accounts with order 2 representing the
order in which the sections appear in the accounting reports,

(
order 3 the ranking of the 'read thoroughly' replies for
committee members and order 4 the ranking of replies for non-
committee members. Each of these is discussed further below.

10.5.5 Oyeral1 reading
In all the churches, the accounts are read thoroughly in all
sections by only a small minority of respondents (see table
10.5.3), .although tables 10.5.4 to 10.5.8 indicate all sections
of all accounts are read thoroughly by some respondents. There
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Table 10.5.4 Dioc~s~ of Gl§sg~ m!I GallowClI Readimt of Accounts
!§~ ot [eadilul;

Ckder Do tht Glance Read No
1 2 3 4 Read At Troroughly Reply

1 17 2 1 List of Cong. Contribs. 2 34 36 4
2 6 6 2 lbne Missicn Fund 5 33 32 6
3 5 5 8 Clergy StipeIXl FuM 6 35 31 4
4 3 1 5 Balance sheet 0 IiJ 30 6
5 2 4 4 Notes to Accounts 3 35 30 8
6 9 3 5 Bishopric Inc. & Res. Fund 8 32 30 6
7 1 7 5 FUlldsUllllllI'Y 4 38 28 6
8 497 GEIleral F\Ul 3 41 26 6
913 811 Sit es and Church EKtn. Fum 5 38 25 8

10 1513 8 Retired Clergy Res. Fund 7 41 23 5
11 1411 11 Loans Fund 6 38 23 9
12 10 10 13 ~ency Repairs FUlld 3 46 22 5
13 7 1210 Diocesan EKpEl1Bes Fund 4 44 22 6
14 121417 Social Workers Fund 7 44 18 7
15 8 15 14 Bursary Fund 7 '45 17 7
16 16 17 15 Assets held for Funds 9 44 15 8
17 11 16 16 Chaplains F\Ul 4 52 14 6

83 600 422 107
6.4: 52.6% 32.7% 8.3%

Table 10.5.5 ReDr~sUAti~~ C1i!!l:ch Co.mcil Reading of Accounts
!§d: ot readilul;

<4'der Do tht Glance Read Bead No
1 2 3 4 Read At Briefly TOOroughly Reply

111 1 1 &mm. stats own Dioc. 7 25 62 109 6
2 5 4 2 Qwta Contribs ~ Di.oc.(Apx 3) 15 35 69 75 15
3 12 2 4 &mm. stats other Dioceses 14 47 76 61 11
413 3 3 Abstract of Statistics 18 42 73 61 15
5 1 5 5 Provincial RevEllUeAccount 28 55 66 I(J 20
6 3 6 6 PtoviD:ial Balance sheet 30 60 61 37 21
7 2 8 7 PEI1BionFund 35 75 53 29 17
8 10 7 9 Scan Accwnts 34 74 53 27 21
9 9 9 11 Unit Trust Pool Valuation 53 62 53 24 17

10 7 10 8 Unit 'Irust Pool Ire & Exp Acct 54 62 52 23 18
11 6 10 10 Unit Trust Pool Balance Sheet ~ 65 53 22 19
12 412 12 Ptovincial Auditccs' report 46 77 42 18 26
13 8 13 13 Unit Trust Pool Audit Report 64 64 45 17 19

'Iotal Scores 448 71i3 7~ 5Ii3 225
16.5% Xl.3% Xl.9% 20.0% 8.3%

Note for both tables:

Order I represents rank in reading overall
Order 2 represents order in accomting report
Order 3 represents rank. in reading for carmittee meui>ers
Ord,er 4 represents rank in reading for non-caxmittee meui>ers
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Table 10.5.6 DiQ£ese of Liveroool Readina of Accounts
~el of readi.J:Ig

~er Do tbt Glance Read Read No
1 2 3 4 Read At Briefly TOOrwghly Reply

123 2 1 Qwta Payments and Qffer~s 9 26 28 49 7
2 20 1 3 StipelXls Fund 9 27 29 44 10
3 2 4 2 Iwlne and EKpenditure Act 5 43 33 29 9
417 3 6 Board of Ministry 12 41 28 29 9
516 5 7 Balrd of Education 14 35 35 25 10
621 6 4 Thmksgiv~ Fund Acets 14 32 35 25 13
718 8 5 Brd of Missicn & Social Reap 14 39 34 22 10
8 9 7 11 Parsooages Repairs Accwnt 18 42 28 22 9
9 8 10 10 Parsonages Admin Account 20 41 28 20 10
10 4 9 19 Im' Balance Sheet 13 44 31 18 13
11 10 11 14 Pastoral Accowt 20 41 29 18 11
12 19 12 8 Board for Social Welfare 19 43 27 17 13
13 24 13 9 Clrurch &use Accounts 20 42 31 16 10
14 11412 DBFAudit Report 21 47 23 15 13
152215 13 Buil~ Account 18 /t) 25 14 16
16 5 17 15 Srurce & Ap{Xl of Funds StlIIlt 27 38 31 12 11
17 3 16 20 tbtes on Acct~ Policies 34 41 22 12 10
18 13 19 18 Accredited Lay Ministry Acct 35 IIJ 23 10 11
19 7 18 24 Other Boords Account s HOCes II 47 21 9 15
20 6 20 23 Other Boards Balance Sheet 24 46 28 8 13
21 11 21 21 Publicaticns Account 26 /t) II 8 12
22 12 23 15 LaurEDCelhlse Operating Acct 35 42 23 8 11
23 15 22 22 Wi.da.isand Depen:iant' s Fund 34 47 19 8 11
24 14 24 17 Retired Clergy etc Account 33 46 23 7 10

Total Scores 501 ~ 661 445 267
17.5% 34.4% 23.1% 15.6% 9.3%

HOCe:Otder 1 represEllts rank in reading w~al1
Otder 2 represents order in accwntiog report
ceder 3 represents rank in reading for cam:d.ttee melbers
Otder 4 represents ralk in reading for nw-cou:mittee 11ltJIbers
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Table 10.5.7 Orurch of Scot land Readinz of Accoonts
L~d Qi [=diDg

Order Do !bt Glance Read Read No
1 2 3 4 Read At Briefly Troroughly Reply

1 2 1 1 MaintBlallCe of the Ministry 13 30 52 37 ss
221 3 2 StEWardship and Budget 19 32 41 31 65
320 2 3 General Finance 21 38 36 28 65
431 5 4Abstract of Cong Contribs 22 30 43 25 68
530 9 5 Abstract of Coug Income 23 28 ~ 23 64
6 1 8 6 Notes on the Accounts 24 35 47 23 59
7 33 10 7 Analysis of Idnin &ps 32 33 31 22 70
8 19 9 9 General Admini.stratioo 24 38 39 21 66
9 29 12 8 Consolidated SlIIII8IY 33 30 31 21 73

10 32 7 12 Swrce of E'uBis 29 32 38 19 70
11 4 13 10 Retiranent SchBE 28 IIJ 34 19 67
12 14 6 18 Fducation for the Ministry 30 31 38 17 72
13 3 15 13 Ministry ~ Section 30 38 29 17 74
14 37 14 15 Dept of Publicity fa Pubn 29 45 26 17 71
15 12 21 11 <hristian Aid 23 39 IIJ 16 70
16 13 10 19 Board of Fducation 31 30 39 16 72
17 6 17 16 Ibme Mission 20 35 49 15 69
18 28 22 17 Congregational E'uBis 31 39 38 14 66
19 24 XI 13 Education 31 39 33 13 72
20 8 16 22 Foceign Mission 25 36 39 12 76
21 7 23 21 National Church ~ easion 31 37 33 12 75
22 5 24 20 Hsng fa Ln Fni Retd ~rs 28 44 32 12 72
23 36 18 25 Cttee on Soc Responsiblity 32 37 37 11 71
2435 25 24 Ch of S General Trustees 37 42 26 11 72
25 9 19 27 Colonial fa ContinE!ltal Chs 49 31 23 10 75
26 23 30 23 Personnel 43 37 27 9 72
XI 34 20 30 Ch of S Trust AIcs 41 45 20 8 74
28 16 29 26 Worship fa Aids to Devotioo 42 38 28 7 73
29 10 28 31 JEWish Mission 51 33 23 5 76
30 11 26 35 Scots Maoorial 52 33 22 5 76
31 15 30 32 se Colm's 39 44 23 4 78
32 22 34 29 Law ~ 35 23 4 76
33 25 36 28 Wclnsl's Guild 43 44 20 4 77
34 17 32 33 Diaconat e Board 47 41 20 4 76
35 18 33 33 <l1aplains to lIMForces IiJ IIJ 22 3 77
36 27 3536 Special Trusts 52 38 20 2 76
37 26 37 36 College aId Bursary Funds ~ IIJ 18 2 78

Total Scores 1251 1357 1l~ 519 2639
18.0% 19.5% 17.1% 7.5% 37.9%

lbte: . Order 1 represents rank in reading OITerall
Order 2 rq>resents order in accounting rf¥l['t
Order 3 represents rank in reading for camri.ttee meubers
Order 4 representa rank in reading far nm-COlIllittee matbers
'!b Reply' figures include 43 people not receiving accounts
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Table 10.5.8 Methodist CluJrch Readim of Accowts
Lev~l of IEIldim

~er Do tbt Glance Read Read No
1 2 3 4 Read .At;. Briefly TOOroughlyReply

1 16 1 1 CNerseas Division 25 63 100 75 11
2 7 3 3 Hane Mission FU11d 27 84 87 61 15
3Zl 2 4 Ministries Divisional Accts 36 74 85 61 18
4 5 9 2 Methodist Relief FuM 30 73 99 54 18
529 5 3 General Purposes FuM 47 71 87 48 21
6 22 4 12 MMRetirElDfllt Fund-I 54 84 71 48 17
7 4 14 6 Relief Fund 35 75 97 45 22
8 23 6 14 MMRetiranEllt Fund-2 55 M 65 45 29
9 3218 5 National Olildrm's Ibne 43 82 85 43 21

10 17 8 13 Property Division Accoonts 57 88 69 43 17
11 10 7 16 &Juc. & Youth Divn. Acets 45 97 74 ta 16
12 III 11 Divisional Accounts 42 102 71 ~ 17
13 6 17 7 Fum for lbnan Need 48 83 81 ItJ. 21
14 2 16 8 Ibnes for the Aged 44 93 75 ItJ. 21
15 2413 15 Finance Divisional Accounts 58 86 64 4) 26
16 30 10 17 Connexional Advance Fund 47 75 89 39 24
17 3 15 10 Wid Devt Action Fum 43 SO 88 39 24
18 26 12 18 Methodist Publishing Hse 63 83 67 38 23
19 2B 20 19 Wesley Deaconesses (kder ~ so iii 24 23
20 8 19 20 lonion Mission FuM 81 92 54 22 25
21 20 21 22 Ms:hodi.st Church Purposes 96 89 43 20 26
22 15 25 23 International lblses 71 III 53 16 23
23 33 Zl 21 F.c\llle11ica1 Ccmnittee 81 100 53 16 24
24 14 22 14 Ms:h Residential Schools 98 94 42 16 24
25 25 24 2BWid Meth oei British Ctte 103 ID 47 14 30
26 923 30 Methodist Press Se:tVice 101 92 44 14 23
27 11 2B 25 Kmaging Trustees AccOUllt 98 94 45 13 24
28 21 29 26 Archives aDd Histcry 105 87 43 13 26
29 31 30 Zl JiJropean Relatioos Q:tee 102 96 36 13 27
30 19 26 31 Methodism in Scotland 137 67 30 13 27
31 18 31 33 QImru District No 30 146 64 27 10 27
32 13 32 29 SruthlaDds CollEge Estate 105 94 /jj 9 26
33 12 33 32 Westminster csn Estate 112 91 39 7 25

Total Scores 2325 2814 2097 . 1<l>5 71tJ.
25.7% 31.7% 23.2% 11.8% 8.1%

Note ~er 1 represEllts radt in re~ O'Ierall
Order 2 represEllts order in aCCClllltingreport
Order 3 repreaEllt& raDk in reading for camd.ttee lIlSlbers
Order 4 represeDt& rmlk. in reading for nm-caanittee lIlSlbera
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appears to be a great deal of selective thorough reading with
some sections of some churches' accounts being read thoroughly by
up to 50% of respondents (eg RCC 'Summary of Statistics for own
Diocese'). The respondents who report that they are prepared to
leave the accounts to those interested appear to be correct in
assuming that there are some people who read all sections of the
accounts. This does not mean to say however that these are either
the most competent people to do this or the people with an
interest in critically evaluating the accounts as for example may
be some committee members responsible for controlling spending.
Table 10.5.13 summarises the average percentage levels of reading

broken down between committee members and non-committee
members and this indicates that accounts are read thoroughly by
some non-committee members in each church.

There are a number of features of these reading results which may
throw further light on the information in the uses section
(Chapter 10.2). First of all note that certain sections of the
accounts (where they appear) are amongst the highest reading
scores in each of the organisations (see table 10.5.9). These
are:
1. A statement of congregational income and/or contributions.

This could suggest the importance of stewardship to users and
it might also be instrumental in helping users with
understanding accounts as it may establish a reference point
such as the relationship between a person's congregational
giving and the total church giving.

2. Accounts relating to the maintenance or support of the ministry.
These could indicate an additional stewardship interest as in
some organisations this is a very large element in the
contributions from local churches. Alternatively it could
indicate an interest of clergy in their future remunerationl

3. A balance sheet or statement of funds.
We might hypothesise that this statement can give an
indication of the total funds held by the church and be of
interest for this reason.

4. An overall income and expenditure accoupt or sUmmary of fundmovements statement.
It is not certain why this is in a high position. The sections
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·'Fund Summary' (GCO) 'Provincial Revenue Account' (RCC) and
'Income and Expenditure Account' (LPL) are not exactly similar
and COS and MET do not have any overall movement of funds
summary (though respondents from both these churches felt that
a summary would be useful (see chapter 13». It is also
possible that this overall summary, when present, is used as
an indication of total spending and a guide to further
reading.

Without further evidence it is possible only to speculate on the
reasons why the reading of certain sections is higher than
others. The evidence of these relative reading scores could be
consistent with the following hypothesis:

That the procesl of reading accounting reports involves a
selection of items for reading and that the items selected
are:
1. some reference point which can be used for orientation

and/or an accuracy check. This would in many cases be the
amount contributed to the organisation by a church or
individual.

2. Some overall statement(s) which might give an impression
of what is included in the accounts. This might be an
income and expenditure account/summary of funds
statement or a balance sheet or both. Possibly an index
or overall summary may serve a similar purpose.

3. Statements which relate either to areas of particular
interest for an individual or which a person might be led
to following the initial reading of overall statements.

This hypothesis is not intended to make any assumption about why
accounts are read. This sort of selection process may be involved
in reading of accounts for either a specific decision purpose or
for general monitoring, which may in itself be a wider decision
situation, or for general information about an organisation.

The question set was not designed to test a hypothesis about the
reading process but simply to see how much of a church's accounts
are read. Further research in this area specifically designed to
investigate this or related hypotheses would be beneficial as an
understanding of how items are selected for reading outside the
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profit seeking accounting context would assist preparers of
accounting reports in structuring the reports. For example the
order in which information is presented in accounting reports
might improve the readability of reports for both expert and lay
readers.

In this connection it is very clear that the ranking of the
reading of the accounts does not correlate with t~e order in
which they are printed in the accounting report (these orders are
reported in tables 10.5.4 to table 10.5.8). Table 10.5.9 shows
the rank order correlation between ranking of reports according
to overall level of reading and the order of reports in the
accounts. In no case is the correlation higher than 0.5 and in
most cases it is considerably lower. This suggests that
respondents do seek out information from individual sections
despite the positioning of accounts. One still wonders however
whether more would be read if accounts were either more clearly
presented or better referenced.

It should also be noted in this context that in the accounting
reports, apart from the Methodist Church, there was no index to
guide the reader to particular statements or areas of interest
although a contents page in the Church of Scotland accounts is of
some assistance in discovering the whereabouts of particular
statements.
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Table 10.5.9 Showing. by church. Tank order correlations of
ranking of reading of sections of accounts by
order of sections in the accounting reports

~o Rce coo

Correlation between ranking
of reading of accounts by
co~ttee members and order
b~~~s 0.422 -0.355 -0.263 0.068 0.049
Correlation between ranking
of reading of accounts by
non-committee members and
order in the accounts 0.402 -0.192 -0.480 0.047 0.178
Correlation between ranking
of reading of accounts by
total respondents and order
in the accounts 0.355 -0.231 -0.269 0.057 0.083
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10.5.6 Reading score by respondent
This section analyses the results of comparing the weighted
average scores for respondents (developed in section 10.5.2
above) across the different churches. The percentage distribution
of standard reading scores for respondents in each church was
plotted in two ways: as frequency distributions (figures 10.5.4
and 10.5.5) and as cumulative freq-uency distribution (figures
10.5.6 and 10.5.7).

Each of the four figures contains the distributions for all five
churches and though the curve GGO has been included in each of
these graphs it is not strictly comparable with the other curves
as the basis of calculation of the standard reading scores is
different (the GGO curve is exactly the same under both scheme 4
and scheme 5). In addition the COS scores have been computed by
excluding the 43 missing cases where accounts were not collected.
If these 43 cases are included then the curves for COS show
considerable additional skew to the left. ie a decrease in
overall reading.

The percentage frequency distribution of figures 10.5.4 and
10.5.5 indicate, for each church, the spread of reading about the
pivots 'read briefly' and 'glance at' respectively. There is
little value in investigating the various minor peaks in these
plots but it can be seen that a large number of the points lie
around and to the right of the pivot point in scheme 5 (figure
10.5.5) and around and to the left of the pivot point in scheme 4
(figure 10.5.4). About 45% of the observations are in this area,
indicating that just under half of the respondents read the
accounts on average between the 'glance at' and 'read briefly'
points. Scheme 5 frequency distribution reveals that between 5%
and 10% of recipients (other than the COS cases omitted) report
not reading the accounts at all whilst scheme 4 shows a lower
percentage, between 3% and 11%. report reading all the accounts
thoroughly.

The cumulative plots. shown in figures 10.5.6 and 10.5.7.
indicate at each point on each curve the total percentage of
respondents reading ~~ the particular score. Therefore the
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lowest curve in each scheme represents the high eat overall
reading level as it signifies that fever people have a low
overall reading score. The highest curve represents the loweat
overall reading level as it signifies more people have a low
overall reading score. We can see that (excluding GGO) there is a
gap between the top and bottom curves (COS and RCC) representing
about 25% of respondents at the scheme 5 pivot and 15% or
respondents at the scheme 4 pivot. This means that about 25% more
respondents from RCC than from COS on average 'glance at' their
accounts and similarly about 15% more respondents from RCC on
average 'read briefly' the accounts. Apart from in the lowest
ranges of scheme 5 there is evidence in figures 10.5.6 and 10.5.7
to show that the order of overall reading of the accounting
reports is negatively related to the number of sections into
which the accounts were split and the length of the accounting
reports. This means that the church with the largest number of
sections has the lowest overall reading score and that with the
smallest number has the highest reading score. This is shown in
table 10.5.10.

This is a significant finding about overall reading and raises a
number of issues about the length and complexity of reports.
There are a number of possible explanations for the result, four
of which are discussed here: differences in numbers of unanswered
questions (sampling errors); differences in the mix of
respondents between questionnaires; limited capacity for reading
of accounting information and, finally, simply lack of interest
in long reports.
Table 10.5.10 Ranking of case study accounting reports by number

of sections
Ranking of Reading Case study No of sections M~in I~idLng SCQI~

in accounts Scheme 4 Scheme 5
Highest RCC 13 -3.20 2.30

I LPL 24 -4.60 1.20
MET 33 -5.31 0.14

Lowest COS 37 -5.86 -0.10
If the differences were induced by the questionnaire, for
instance because of an unwillingness to fill in a long question
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with many sections as against a short question with fewer
sections, then we might expect that the main influence on the
data would be a leftward shift in the curve indicating less
reading than would have been the case had the questionnaire been
completed fully. Such a shift would present itself by producing a
higher 'No Reply' result in the longer questionnaires. In order
to check this the percentage of 'No Reply' answers for each line
of the 'reading' question was ascertained for each questionnaire
and an average produced for each questionnaire. The results are
shown in table 10.5.11 with the cases in the order of the number
of sections in the accounts.
Table 10.5.11 Number or respondents in each questionnaire not

replying to any section of the 'Read' question
Case study No of sections Mean percentage of

in accounts 'No Replies' per
line of the 'Read'

question

Standard
Deviation

of replies

RCC
GGO
LPL
MET
COS

13 8.3%
17 8.3%
24 9.3%
33 8.2%
37 19.0%

1.5901
1.7075
2.3506
1.8249
3.5863

This table indicates that there is a significant difference in
level of mean percentage of 'no replies' only in the COS
questionnaires and this excess of 'No Replies' explains a large
part of the variation between the MET and COS questionniares.
Part of the reason for this large nu~er of 'No Replies' is that
a small number of COS respondents reported they had passed on
their accounts to others by the time the questionnaire reached
them and accordingly could not remember. Even if this is adjusted
for the mean percent of 'no replies' is still 16.7%. We may
conclude therefore that this higher 'no reply' situation has
produced a bias in the COS responses. If the 'no reply' responses
are eliminated from the results (eg in figure 10.5.6 and 10.5.7),
then the curves for MET and COS come much closer together - but
still to the left of the RCC and LPL questionnaires.

In view of the generally small differences in 'no replies' we
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must conclude therefore that some of the difference between the
curves results from different respondent mix. limited capacity
for reading information or lack of interest in long reports.
There are few pointers in the results as to which of these is the
more likely cause but it is possible to suggest one or two
possible hypotheses.

As far as respondent mix it is possible that some groups eg
committee members. might out of necessity read more sections of
the accounts than non-committee members. If in this case more
committee members respond to the questionnnaire than non-
committee members then the sample would display a higher overall
reading score by reason of committee membership alone.

The percentage of respondents in the sample who are committee
members or the organisation in question differs between the five
churches as shown in table 10.5.12.
Table 10.5.12 eQmmitt~~ And n2n-committee membe[s in five churches

GGO RCe LPL COS MET
Committee Members 36 53 66 55 127 .

47.4% 25.4% 55.5% 29.3% 46.3%
Non Committe e Hemb s 40 156 53 133 147

76 209 119 188 274

LPL shows the highest percentage at 55.5%iwith RCC the lowest at
25.4%. Overall reading of committee members was measured in two
ways: summarising the number of sections read at each reading
level and by comparing total reading scores under each scoring
system. The first of these approaches indicates that a higher
percentage of sections of accounts are 'read thoroughly' or 'read
briefly' by committee members than non-committee members but as
table 10.5.13 shows. this varies between churches with little
difference between committee and non-committee members in COS and
LPL but marked differences in RCC and MET.

The second approach. measuring total reading scores. indicates
that the mean reading of committee members is higher than non-
committee members except in the COS where the mean score for non-
committee members is higher than for committee members. These
results are shown in table 10.5.14. Here too the largest
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Table 10.5.13 Percentages of total number of sections of
financial reports reporting as being read in each

church broken down by level of reading and
committee membership.

Level of cx;o ~ LPL COO I£r
Reading ~ N.C ~ J!& ~ J!& ~ N.C ~ N.C
No Reply 1.3% 14.6% 3.8% 9.8% 9.8% 8.8% 32.9% ~."' 1.5% 8.8%

Don't Read 8.7% 4.4: 13.1% 17.7% 15.0% 3».7% 17.4% 18.2% 22.6% 28A

GlanceAt ) 22.1% 7B.9% 30.5% 39.2% 27.1% 16.4't 30.4: 31.8%
) 54.2% 51.2%

Read Briefly ) 26.3% 28.1tZ 26.5118.9% 14.2% 18.3% 24.3% 22.2%

Read
Thoroughly 35.8% 29.9% 33.8% 15.1% 18.2% 12.3% 8.51 7.0% 15.2% 8.8%

Note: 1. The Chi-square test indicatesthat for all churches
there is a differencein reponsesbetwem ccmuitteeand
non-ccmn:ittee1IISIberssignificantat a levelof p<.O.OOl
(see chapter9.3)

2. In em 8 coomi.tteeJDSJbersan:! 35 non-caxmi.tteematbers
did DOt receive a set of accounts.

Table 10.5.14 Mean reading scores (scheme 5) for committee and
non-committee members, by church

Mean I~§ding §cQI~
000

Committee Members 2.583
Non-Committee Members 1.100

RCC·
Committee Members 4.296
Non-Committee Members 1.606

LPL
Committee Members 2.015
Non-Committee Members 0.189

COS
Committee Members -1.489
Non-Committee Members -0.908

MET
Committee Members 0.969
Non-Committee Members -0.585
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differences between committee and non-committee members are in
acc and tPt with MET and GGO further behind. Both these groups of
results indicate that except in COS committee members tend to
read more of the accounts and more sections in detail than non-
committee members. The COS results probably imply that a number
of committee members either restrict their reading to their
particular committee's work or they receive additional
information which limits their need to use the Abstract.

Another hypothesis which can be put forward is that readers of
accounts actually have an upper limit to the amount of reading of
accounts they are prepared to undertake. This might mean that a
reader would only read a certain number of accounts thoroughly
and glance at the rest. The extent of thorough reading would be
independent of the total number of sections in the accounts,
resulting in a higher average score for shorter reports than for
longer ones. If this hypothesis were correct then it would
suggest that there may be an upper limit for the length of report
which a producer might expect a 'normal' reader to read.

A similar though different explanation could be that longer
accounting reports contain more accounts which are of limited
interest eg Welsh and Scottish sections of the Methodist Church,
than shorter reports. These minority interest reports are not
widely read by a large number of receivers of accounts and so
appear far down in the tables showing reading level and thus
resulting in a depression of the overall reading score.

If this latter hypothesis is valid then it raises a policy
question relating whether lengthy reports containing minority
interest areas should be reduced in length by removing the
minority reports. If account. are to be prepared for user needs
and a minority area is clearly part of an overall stewardship
reporting need eg because the funds are held, but it is only read
by a small section of the audience. should it nevertheless be
included? In these churches in the study there are a number of
such areas of minority interest which may eventually either be
absorbed into the overall organisation or grow into general
interest· areas.
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10.5.7 Reading and interests
An important consideration when looking at reading is to see if
we might relate reading of particular sections of accounting
reports to interests of respondents in areas of church life. The
basic hypothesis here is that a particular section of the
accounts is more likely to be read by people expressing interest
in a particular aspect of church work than people not interested
in that aspect of church work.

In order to test this hypothesis for each church, declared
interests in church matters were cross-tabulated against levels
of reading of the various sections of the accounts. For each
cross-tabulation a chi-square test was performed and a
significance level for the result obtained. In the chi-square
calculations a number of statistics were regarded as unreliable
as there were very 8mal1 expected frequencies in some of the
cells. (see chapter 9.3). The significance levels of these tests
are reported in tables 10.5.15 to 10.5.19 at the end of this
chapter. Where statistics were unreliable no significance level
has been given in these tables.

The results demonstrate that there are very few relationships
between reported level of interest and reported reading of
accounts which are significant with a probability of error of
less than 1% although there are a few more significant at the 5%
level. Those which are significant at the 5% level are shown in
the tables in bold type and fall into two groups of
relationships:
1. There is a significant relationship between level of reading

of accounts and interest in administration in RCC, MET and to
a lesser extent in COS. There are nO correlations of these two
variables significant at the 5% level in GGO and only one in
LPL. This could be due to either the different organisational
style eg GGO does not, apart from in one case, produce
accounting information which relates directly to boards or
committees, or to the irrelevance of the accounts to those
with administrative responsibilities in these two churches eg

administrative interest may be at a local or district level in
the church.
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2. There are, overall. 53 other correlations significant at the
·5% level where for instance interest in 'overseas mission' has
a significant correlation with reading of Overseas Division
(MET) accounts. There are a number of relationships between
interest in 'sick visiting' and various sections of the
accounts, particularly in MET. It may be that this interest in
'sick visiting' (and to a lesser extent in 'worship' and
'education') is closely related to clergymen who would
certainly have an interest in many of the areas where
significant relationships are shown. A small number of these
relationships eg COS interest in 'sick visiting' and European
Relations Committee accounts, seem spurious but the other
relationships seem to relate specific areas of interest with
specific sections of the accounts.

In conclusion there is evidence that respondents interested in
administration read accounts more than those not interested and
those interested in specific areas of church work read the sections
of the accounts relevant to their interest. However, apart from this
small number of relationships it appears that there are no
oyerall significant relationships between the level of reading of
specific sections of accounts and a respondent's interest in the
church. We cannot therefore conclude that an interest declared in
a particular part of church work will automatically mean
respondents will read those parts of the accounts thoroughly.
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10.5.7 Reading and Use
The final group of tests undertaken with reading scores was to
relate reading score to use of accounts in order to see whether
the declared use of accounts related to the reading scores.

In table 10.5.20 each row relates to a particular declared use
and in each row figures represent the percentage of respondents
with "scores less than or equal to the score that its column
represents. Thus on the 'Information' row, which relates to the
reading scores of respondents giving an 'information' answer to
the use question, 40.4% of respondents had a reading score of less
than or equal to zero meaning 40.4% read the accounts on average
less than or equal to a level of 'glance at' (scheme 5).

As would be expected, overall reading scores tended to be higher
for those respondents having a use for the accounts than those
with no use for the accounts. What is surprising however is that
there is a considerable amount of reading of accounts even by
respondents declaring no use for accounts with only 12.6% of this
category of respondents saying they did not read the accounts.
There are two possible explanations for this: that those giving
'no use' were unable or unwilling to articulate their uses of
accounts or that they did not perceive that they made any use of
the accounts despite reading. The latter situation may also be
the case if respondents were asked if they had used a newspaper
when many would respond that they did not use it despite reading
it.

Although the results show that 12.6% of respondents reporting not
using accounts do not read accounts, it is also surprising that
there are at least some respondents reporting use of accounts but
indicating no level of readingl. Undoubtedly part of the reason
for this may be that these respondents have not bothered to
record reading and so appear to have no reading but generally
this indicates no reading for at least Some users.

At the opposite end of the scale, the accounts were most read by
those respondents declaring a committee use for accounts. These
are closely followed by those using accounts for 'decision' and
'passing on information'. These results seem intuitively correct.
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Table 10.5.20 CQm~i[1ng [~idLng sCQI~ ~scheme 5~ with re20rted
us~s of intQrmation

Reading SCQre (accQrding to scheme 5)
-10 ~-5 ,0 <:+5 4.+10 Number Mean Score

Average
All responses 6.9% 21.2% 48.6% 77.5% 100.0% 823* 0.241

No Use 12.6% 31.8% 63.6% 83.9% 100.0% 261 -1.123

Uses
Committee Work 5.1% 11.1% 27.3% 66.7%'100.0% 99 2.899
PasIOn 7.3% 19.1% 39.1% 73.6% 100.0% 110 1.736

Information 2.9% 16.2% 40.4% 73.7% 100.0% 339 1.903
At AGM 7.5% 24.5% 47.2% 73.6% 100.0% 53 1.094
Fund raiaing 5.9% 11.8% 41.2% 76.5% 100.0%, 17 0.882

Decision 10.0% 20.0% 50.0% 70.0% 100.0% 10 0.500
Not grouped 20.0% 60.0% 100.0% 100.0% 15 -1.070-----------------------------------------Average Users 4.5% 16.5% 39.0% 72.6% 100.0% 643 1.842-----------------------------------------
Note: 1. The 'Average Users' mean is based on the total number of

responses reporting use (643) this is higher than the
number of repondents reporting a use for accounts due to
mUltiple reponses.

2. The 'average all responses' includes 43 COS responses
not receiving accounts. These have been excluded from
the 'No Use' category. If the 43 responses are excluded
from the 'average all responses' then the mean score
becomes 0.7764
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10.5.8 Conclusions about reading
This fairly long section has discussed the results of the reading
question. Results have been analysed in two ways: by identifying
which sections of accounts are read most and by computing two
versions of an overall reading score.

The identification of reading of sections of accounts is
essentially a church by church analysis because as we have seen
in chapter 7 there is no common approach to the form and
presentation of accounts. We were however able to identify that
there were certain types of account which were more 'popular' in
all churches: statements of congregational contributio~
accounts relating to the support of the Ministry, a balance sheet
or ,equivalent and an overall movement of funds statement.

The presence of these accounts sections in the 'popular' category
led to an hypothesis about the order in which accounts are read
by users. Testing of such a hypothesis could be important in
helping preparers of accounting information to understand how to
structure the way reports, particularly with significant amounts
of data, are prepared. This may be a problem which begins to face
companies as the amount of information being disclosed in annual
reports increases.

The results were also used to demonstrate that the sections of
accounts which were most read were not correlated to the order
that sections were presented in the reports and this suggests
that users select the information they need from the accounts and
do not read the accounts as an e~tire document. Recognising that
users do not read the entire document led to an attempt to see
whether there is any relationship between a person's
declared interests in the church and the accounts he reads. These
tests demonstrated that in the case of some interests, eg
overseas mission, the chi-square test indicated a significant
relationship between reading and interest but in most cases no
significant relationship existed. One significant relationship
found in a number of churches is that between interest in
administration and reading of a wide selection of accounts. The
study therefore provides limited evidence to support a hypothesis
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that reading of accounts r'e1ates in part to interest in the
church work covered by the accounts but this can by no means
explain all reading level differences.

Turning to reading scores, the most significant finding is that
the overall reading of accounts appears to be related to the
length of the accounting report. It was recognised that this
difference could have been the result of a number of different
factors including the number of nil responses, difference in
respondent mix (particularly committee members), limited capacity
for reading and lack of interest in reports. The first of these
factors is an experimental difference and was shown to contribute
something to the differences between churches. Commdttee members
were shown to read accounts more than non-committee members,
except in cos. However these two differences did not explain all
the difference in reading between churches and we are left to
hypothesise that much of the difference in reading must be due to
users either not being interested in long reports, which may be
long because they include many interest groups, or they have
limited capacity for reading long accounts reports. Further
research might usefully determine which of these is the case as
preparers wishing to increase reading of accounts might be able
to use education to improve 'limited capacity' but would ~e hard
pressed to ensure that minority interest accounts were more read.
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10.6 Special Uses of accounts
In addition to the uses of respondents related in the previous
sections of this chapter, several other users have been
identified. It has been possible to obtain interviews with some
of these users but these are in no. sense representative of all
possible users in these groups. The groups discussed here were
identified from the initial survey of recipients of church
accounts and are: banks, the Inland Revenue, Central headquarters
of regional churches and Charity Commissioners.

10.6.1 Banks
The accounts of church organisations are sent to banks and
informal interviews with bankers indicated that the accounts of
churches are rarely used and usually only when loans are being
asked for are they ever looked at. In the lending decision,
criteria other than financial eg knowledge of organisation
personnel, securities offered and repayment methods, are usually
paramount in churches and so there is no pressure for accounting
information to be presented to bankers. This is of course not
necessarily the case in other NPO areas.

10.6.2 Inland Reyenue
In the case of the Inland Revenue accounts are normally submitted
in support of reclaims of tax under deeds of covenant, repayment
of tax deducted at source and income tax exemption. In these
cases tbe inspectors do use the accounts as they are seeking to
ensure that the charity is operating in accordance with 8360 of
the Income and Corporation Tax Act. There is no published
information about how far the Inland Revenue inspectors examine
the accounts.
10.6.3 Charity Commissioners
Although it may be popularly believed that the Charity
Commissioners receive copies of accounts of all charities in
England and Wales, in practice there are a number of exemptions
including almost all religious charities. In addition there are
no follow up procedures to ensure accounts of non-exempt
charities are submitted. Therefore the Commissioners rarely see
the accounts of charities except where there is a complaint which
includes ref erence to the charity's accounts. The Charity
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Commissioners would only look at accounts to determine if
activities of the charity still come within the boundary of
'charitable' as per the 1960 Charities Act.

It should be noted that the Charity Commissioners are not
operational in Scotland, the domicile for three of the churches
in the study. The Charity Commissioners have no accountants on
their staff to look at accounts should this be necessary. This
has been the subject of press comment from time to time.

10.6.4 Headquarters of Regional Churches
The headquarters of regional churches do ask for copies of
accounts of the regions but in the cases reviewed it was apparent
that no serious use of the accounts was made. The Anglican

.Consultative Council ,a consultative body for the worldwide
Anglican Church has attempted to use accounts of dioceses to
prepare an ad hoc overall statistical summary for the Anglican
Communion but has been unable to produce meaningful figures due
to lack of comparability. One result of the attempt was that it
was found most efficient to ask for statistical information
directly rather than to obtain it from the accounts. One obvious
consequence of this lack of central use of accounts is that there
is no pressure for conformity.

10.6.5 Conclusion
The above discussion clearly shows that there is very little use
made by the various special users identified. In the case of the
Inland Revenue there may be some use but this is largely in terms
of checking that the objects of expenditure are within the terms
of the Act. None of the churches noted serious use of accounts by
these special user groups.
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Chapter 11 The Purposes and Users of Accounts - User Perceptions
11.1 Introduction
The limitations of a study of users which tries to discover only
actual use of actual accounts has been discussed in chapter 10. A
further limitation of simply asking a group of respondents what
they use the accounts for is that this does not identify the
prior perceptions and assumptions they have about the accounts.
We can only begin to understand the behaviour, in this case
reported behaviour, about the use of accounts if we are able to
understand the background against which that behaviour takes
place.

Once again the questionnaire approach does not allow very
extensive investigation of this background but it did allow
exploration of two areas: level of involvement of respondents in
the organisation on the one hand and prior beliefs about the
accounts themselves. The level of involvement of respondents in
the organisation has been discussed already in section 10.2
describing the respondents themselves. This section will discuss
the results of questions included in the questionnaire to explore
prior beliefs of respondents about the purposes and users of the
accounts themselves.

The length of the questionnaire precluded the asking of extensive
questions and so the study concentrated on four issues: beliefs
about the purpose of the accounts, beliefs about the main target
audience for accounts; beliefs about sensitivity of information
and beliefs about direction of ownership. These four areas could
have been supplemented with others (such as beliefs about the
role of officers and committee members and about the need for
efficiency) had time and space allowed.

The questions in the questionnaire relating to these areas of
interest are as follows:
the PURPOSB Que.tion
"For what· reasons or purposes do you think annual accounts are
prepared in (your) church? (give as many answers as you like)."
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The USER question
"For whom do you think the annual (church) accounts are mainly
prepared? (give as many answers as you like)."
The SEISITIVE question
"Do you think that any of the financial information about (your)
church is so sensitive that it should not be disclosed to I.Board
2.Church Members 3.General Public."
The PROPERlY question
"The property of the church is held be trustees. For whom do you
believe the property is held in trust? I.Donors 2.Present Church
Members 3.God 4.Future Church Members 5.Non Church members
6.0thers (Please Specify)."
These questions were repeated in the same form for all five
questionnaires. The PURPOSE and USER questions were both open
ended and the procedure for coding these was exactly the same as
the USE question (see chapter 10.3). Preliminary coding was
assigned on initial data input to the computer and this adjusted
after analysis of all questionnaires ensuring as much uniformity
as possible between the different studies. The SENSITIVE and
PROPERTY questions were precoded with an open-ended section for
those wanting to say more. A few people availed, themselves of
these comment sections and these results were analysed
separately. The following four sections discuss the results of
each of these four questions and the conclusions about background
beliefs of users are discussed in chapter 14
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11.2 User Perception of Purpose of Church Accounts
The object of this question was to explore users beliefs about
the purpose for which accounts. are prepared. The responses to
this question are categorised into broad response groups shown in
table 11.2.1. The coding system used on this open-ended question
allowed for eight different purposes with additional codes
allocated for no responses and other replies. As with the 'usE"
questions the coding is subjective and is based on content
analysis of the responses. Key ideas or phrases in the replies
were used as a basis for the coding and where there was more than
one idea evident the ideas were reported as two or more separate
ideas, resulting in more responses than respondents. The
subjective nature of coding means that certain responses might
have been included in different categories by different
researchers but there are relatively few responses of this type,
most responses fitting one category quite clearly.

The following sections describe and illustrate each of the groups
of answers to the 'purpose' question. The ideas expressed in the
responses to this question fall into five major categories:
general information, similar it seems to the category with the
same name in the Use question; Stewardship and Audit covering the

•answer groups 'Stewardship', 'Audit' and 'Check Abuses'; 'Legal
Reasons'; 'Management' covering 'Planning' and 'Control' groups
and finally 'Fund Raising'.

The level of responses in each of these answer groups varies
across churches but with only four outstanding features. In GGO
there were very few respondents who mentioned legal reasons as a
purpose for accounts preparation. This compares with much higher
percentage of respondents in LFL & MET who mentioned legal
reasons. Possibly the explanation of these features is that LPL
and MET are wholly or mainly English bodies where there is a
Charity Commission which respondents believe has oversight of the
affairs of charities whereas GGO (and the RCC and COS) are
Scottish organizations where no charity commission exists, a fact
presumably respondents are aware of. This difference between
churches in responses of 'legal reasons' is statistically
significant (at a level of p<O.OOl).
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Table 11.2.1 Responses to the Purpose question
Answer Group GGO RCC LPL COS MET Total C.
INFORMATION 31 79 44 73 101 328 0.973

40.8% 37.8% 37.0% 38.8% 36.9% 37.9%
ST&JARDSHIP 25 56 36 56 123 296 0.000

32.9% 26.8% 30.3% 29.8% 44.9% 34.2%
LEXiAL REASONS 4 37 39 30 77 187 0.000

5.3% 17.7% 32.8% 16.0% 28.1% 21.6%
NONE 12 27 14 24 15 92 0.017

15.8% 12.9% 11.8% 12.8% 5.5% 10.6%
PLANNING 7 9 15 11 23 65 0.063

9.2% 4.3% 12.6% 5.9% 8.4% 7.5%
CONTROL 6 14 6 11 14 51 0.869

7.9% 6.7% 5.0% 5.9% 5.1% 5.9%
FUND BAISING 4 2 7 4 31 48 0.000

5.3% 1.0% 5.9% 2.1% 11.3% 5.5%
AUDIT 1 5 0 5 12 23 s/s

1.3% 2.4% 0.0% 2.7% 4.4% 2.7%
IDENTIFY NEEDS 3 3 1 1 8 16 s/s

3.9% 1.4% 0.8% 0.5% 2.9% 1.8%
CHECK ABUS ES 3 5 0 1 4 13 s/s

3.9% 2.4% 0.0% 0.5% 1.5% 1.5%
OTHER REPLY 8 23 17 22 42 ll2

6.6% 10.6% 13.4% 11.2% 12.4% 12.9%
----------------------------~-----------Total Responses 101 257 178 237 442 1215-----------------------------------------Total respondents 76 209 119 188 274 866-----------------------------------------

Note: As multiple responses are reported in this table, it has
not been possible to calculate an overall chi-square test.
Instead chi-square test significance levels have been
calculated for each row of the table (see chapter 9.3).
These significance levels are indicated in the final column
of each row. 's/s' indicates that the sample size is too
small for chi-square statistics to be calculated.
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The second interesting feature is that HEr has two differences
from the other churches: the percentage of responses in the
'stewardship'. 'audit' and 'fund raising' areas is higher than in
other churches and there are significantly less 'no replies'.
Each of these features is the major factor in making the
differences between all churches statistically significant at a
level of probability of p<O.OOl. The fund raising emphasis in the
use question has already been discussed and the emphasis on
stewardship will be discussed later. Finally the chi-square test
indicates that there is no statistically significant difference
between the churches in the number of respondents indicating an
'information' purpose for the accounts. This 'information'
response therefore appears to be independent of the church
organisation. The rest of this section will describe in detail
the responses included in individual groups of purposes
identified in the responses.

11.2.1 Stewardship group of responses
In discussing stewardship we need to note first that in church
circles the term 'stewardship' carries two specific meanings and
care has to be taken as to which meaning is being used in a
specific context. The first meaning of stewardship is the normal
accountants' meaning of the word. that relating to the management
of property. The second meaning of stewardship has arisen out of
the use of stewardship of a person'. 'time. talent and treasure'
in connection with increased giving campaigns. In this sense
stewardship has become closely equated to a giving campaign and
we may see the term used in this sense. There are a number of
related shades of meaning and for the purpose of this section
'stewardship' is taken to include only those replies relating to
management of property. Any responses where stewardship clearly
relates to giving have been placed in the giving category.

It was possible to break down the replies in this general section
into three broad areas: general stewardship. stewardship linked
with effectiveness and stewardship linked with 'approval. As table
11.2.2 indicates there were very few replies in these latter two
areas compared with the general area. The small number of replies
in these latter areas makes statistics unreliable.
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In this stewardship section the main ideas identified were those
of 'Stewardship' and 'Accountability'. These two words were
taken as the key words of analysis into this section. The
section therefore includes all those replies which have these
keywords used in their ordinary sense and examples of these
replies are given below. There are many short replies such as:

"To check on Stewardship"
"Accountability, Stewardship"
"Expresaion of Stewardahip"
"Accountability to Conference, Diatrict. Circuit.
Church"

cos *cos
LPL

MET
and then a number of replies a little longer than this eg:

"To give public accounting of all moniea handled by
varioua funda .Boards and bodiea" MET
"and responsible to ita members for atewardahip of
reaourcea in the naae of Christ" cos

Even though the majority of replies included in this category
explicitly mentioned stewardship it is an idea only implied in
some responses eg:

"So that all tranaactions are open" cos
"To aatisfy congregations" cos
"To allov the feara of the __ era of General
Aaaembly" COS

"Public honeaty" GGO
"to ahow that the accounta are accurate" MET
"se that justice (or whatever) ia aeen to be done" RCC

and in some cases this is expressed quite bluntly.:
''Vewant to know how IIOniea are apent" LPL

Just as in the case of the uses made of accounts we saw that
accounts may be an 'information base' so this comes through in a
few of the responses to this question eg:

"because it ia correct to put the 'Financial carda'
oa the table" RCC

"to give a full account of the financea held by the
Church of Scotland" COS

* Note that the code given here refers to the church which is the.
source of the comment.
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Some responses to this section also indicate understanding of why
stewardship might be needed. There is the effect of stewardship
reports on fund raising:

"That .are .aney ..y be given with confidence that
it would be rightly handled". LPL

"To .afeguard the financial board in the eyes of the
giver. to church cause." COS

"To ensure correct adaini.tration of funds and
properties of the Diocese" GGO

"To ensure treasurers/Division. give account of
their .t_ard.hip" MET

There is in addition a group of replies which indicates that
people may see the need for stewardship reporting but would not
use the accounts themselves:

"The COS like aDY other bu.inea. auat publish an
abstract to give public account of how it ateward.
it. finance and those who understand figure. soon
pas. on the implications to other. like .,self to
whoa figure•• ean or convey relatively little" COS
"To enaure that an accurate .tateaent of accounts i.
available at aDy tae for aDy interested party" GGO

"To .how that .aney ha. been honeltly dealt with -
how it ha. been spent- where it ha. coae frca. It
i. important that this .hould be open to general
inlpection" MET

We can see in table 11.2.2 that within t~e stewardship group have
been included two specific sub-groups. The first sub-group
contains 14 replies which have some emphasis on effectivenes8 or
efficiency. Examples of these are:

"See .aney i. .pent vi.ely" LPL
"and that (the finances) are being u.ed properly" LPL
"Church aake. best use of the a.set. without aaking
a profit" RCC
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There are very few replies of this nature and this perhaps
indicates that generally in the church there is either very
little understanding of efficency and effectiveness or that these
problems are thought to be dealt with 'automatically'.

The second sub-group is that concerning with approval. These
twelve responsea imply stewardship or accountability but see it
specifically aa related to the approval of the organizations
handling of finances. There are implications of this aspect in
other responses classified as stewardship some examples of this
sub group are:

"For the scrutiny anelapproval or questioniua of
the Conference" MET

"ancl approval or elisapproval" LPL

This formal acceptance of accounts is an item on the agenda of
most organizations and is probably a symbolic aspect of
stewardship accounting.

Except for MET there is very little difference between churches
in the percentage of responses which came with this category
indicating widespread recognition of the importance of
stewardship - even though, as we saw from the USE responses, the
accounts are not explicitly used for this purpose. Stewardship
did not occur at all in the responses to the question on USE made
of accounts

11.2.2 Check Abuses
Closely related to the 'stewardship' answer group is a small
group of thirteen responses grouped together as "Check Abuses".
It was decided not to group these together with the stewardship
replies as there is a definite idea here of preventing fraud and
abuses rather than simply accounting to someone. Some examples
are:

"'1'0 elimate fraud"
"As a check against misappropiation of fund."
"'1'0 .. tif, accountants that the (naaeclofficers)
not aabe&&ellecl the fund.

MET
GGO

have
RCC
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This fraud elimination involves the agency relationships in the
churches and whilst it is clear that this may be a purpose of the
accounts. particularly audited accounts. it is surprising is that
there are only thirteen responses in this vein.

11.2.3 Audit group of responses
Again related to the stewardship group is another small group of
twenty three responses which simply mention audit as a purpose.
Once again it is surprising that there are so few responses in
this vein. Perhaps the reason for the few responses is that it is
so obvious that it need not be restated? Only two examples of
this need be given:

""or the auditor"
".net to .ati.f7 auditor."

cos
MET

Though it is quite possible to see this purpose simply as an
extension of the stewardship purpose it may also be indicative of
an underlying idea that the audit is the satisfaction of
stewardship and thus an end-purpose in itself. In the next
section of the chapter we shall look at the perceived users of
accounts where Auditors are mentioned fifty times. an indication
that this is perhaps a more significant belief than responses to
this question seem to indicate.
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11.2.4 General Information group of responses
In total 37.9% of respondents gave a reply in this category with
the distribution between churches being extremely similar (this
being confirmed by a chi-square test, see above). In an attempt
to break down this group of responses into smaller units the
replies were placed in one of three categories depending on the
content of that information. The categories are: information
about State of Funds (Balance sheet, how much have we got);
information about Movement of Funds (Movement statement, how have
we received or spent funds) and finally a group for the other
responses ('General'). The breakdown of the responses into these
groups is shown in table 11.2.3

The key words in this group of responses are 'Information' and
'Reference' similar to the 'Uses' question and many responses
consist basically of these key words eg:

"for iDforlUltioa" COS
"ror refereace purposes" COS
"An iDfonaation aource" tFt
"To give ashers iDfonaation contained therein" cos
"Inforaation to Check" MET
"ror sharing inforaation" MET
"ror reference vhen required" RCC
"A concise report for reference purposes" Rce

A number of respondents included in this group gave an indication
of who the information was for even though this information had
been asked for in a question immediately prior to the current
question under discussion. Within the 'general' sub group it was
also possible to identify a few subjects in which respondents
felt interest would be concerned with. On the whole however this
'general' sub-group of responses included more general replies
such as:

"And through Conference to infont Methodist People" MET
"To infont those interested in the state of affairs" tFt
"To give ashers a stateaent on the finance. of
the church" COS

" Information to ashers of synod, pec etc" tFt
" So that ve have soae idea of vhat is going on inthe Diocese" GGO
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Table 11.2.2 BI~ikdol!!nof the 'Stewardshi2' res20nse to the
PUIPose question

GGO RCC LPL COS MET TaI'AL
STEWARDSHIP 25 49 30 54 112 270

32.9% 23.4% 25.2% 28.7% 40.9% 31.2%
AND EFFECTIVENESS 0 4 5 0 5 14

.0% 1.9% 4.2% .0% 1.8% 1.6%
AND APPROVAL 0 3 1 2 6 12

.0% 1.4% .8% 1.1% 2.2% 1.4%------ ------ ------ ---- -------
25 56 36 56 123 296

32.9% 26.8% 30.3% 29.8% 44.9% 34.2%_.-.. •~I:.am .....- -=._ •• a •••••• •••••••
No Reply in this

Category 51 153 83 132 151 570
---- ---- ---- ---- ------ -------

Total Respondents 76 209 119 188 274 866
----- ---- ------ ------ ------ ------

Note: As over 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of
under 5. the chi-square statistic for the table is
unreliable.

Table 11.2.3 Breakdown of the 'Information' I~sPQns~s tQ tb~
Pur2Qse Question

GGO RCC LPL cos MET TOTAL
GENERAL 14 65 31 52 61 223

18.4% 31.1% 26.1% 27.1% 22.3% 25.8%
STATE OF FUNDS 6 8 5 12 11 48

7.9% 3.8% 4.2% 6.4% 6.2% 5.5%
MOVEMENT OF FUNDS 11 6 8 9 23 57

14.5% 2.9% 6.7% 4.8% 8.4% 6.6%------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -------31 19 44 13 101 328
40.8% 31.8% 31.0% 38.8% 36.9% 31.9%_..... ••••• m •••••• _._.-. ------ _._-._.

No Reply in this 45 130 15 115 113 538
Category 59.2% 62.2 63.0% 61.2% 63.1% 62.1------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -------Total Respondents 16 209 119 188 214 866

----- ---- ---- --- ---- -------
Note: 1. The Chi-square test indicates that there is a difference

in reponses between churcbes significant at a level of
p<O.OOl (see chapter 9.3)

2. This table contains only nominal data and so only the
Lambda statistic has been calculated. The Lambda
statistic is 0.073 (see chapter 9.3)
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Examples of responses where subjects of interest are given are:
"To ahow fiDaDcial stability of church" COS
"And the general liDea of DiocesaD Financial
poaitioD" GGO

"Coaparability with other denomiDatioDa" MET
"To ahow viability" MET
"To give informatioD OD the fiaaacial atate of the
church eg draw atteDtioD to thoae calls which are
underfinaDced or which require further finaace." RCC

Finally in this sub group a number of responses indicated that
the accounts are seen as a sort of data base eg:

"To enable geDuiDe que.tioD. at 'graaa roota' level
to be aDavered without the Deed of too .uch
reference to General Aaseably',' COS

"To give authoritative informatioD OD the finaDcial
atate aa wide a circulation aa possible" GGO

"Aa aD earth for criticis." LPL
"To provide a written data bank of data rather thaD
expect people to becoae walkina booka of recorda" RCC

The 'State of Funds' sub group includes responses where the
purpose of the accounts is seen as provision of information about
the state of the funds. Again the actual emphasis varies from
one reply to another but generally could be regarded as a balance
sheet emphasis. Responses include:

"To infont the abOve (receipient8) aDd to make
public, aa is required, the finaDcial atate of the
church" COS

"To see that ve are Bolvent" MET
"To give a true picture of the state of all funds" GGO
"To see that ve are Dot iD debt" MET

Not all responses are as clear as this eg:
" To infora the Diocese of ita finaDcial positioD" GGO
" To .how the atate of Finaacial Health" MET

It is possible of course to regard this and the following sub-
group as implying a stewardship purpose for the accounts but the
responses in these groups only imply stewardship whereas they
explicitly contain the information idea. In fact. as with the
information responses give the reason for the information being
provided.
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The final sub group is that where 'Movement of Funds' is the
subject of the information. In this group the dividing line
between simple information purpose and stewardship is very
difficult to establish and has been done almost exclusively on
the basis of whether the keyword or idea is stewardship (or
accountability) or information (or reference or knowledge). the
latter only being included in this group. Some examples of
responses in this group are :

"Infora church how .oney is spent" cos
"Information to all church .embers on the use and
desposition of central funds" COS

"To illustrate to individual churches the di.posal
of their giving" GGO

"To explain where cash goes" LPL
"To enable church ._ers to know what we are doiog
with their IIOney" MET

"To give information about lIOYeJIlentof .oney into or
out of the hands of the church" R.CC

The information groups of replies to the purpose question contain
about the same percentage of responses (40%) in all churches and
the chi-square test indicates there is no statistically
significant difference between churches (see table 11.2.1 above).
This therefore indicates a fairly wide distribution of this
underlying belief about purpose. In addition the information
group contains about the same percentage for each USE response
group (except Fund Raising use and Other use) indicating again
that this level of belief about purpose is fairly widely held
across individual uses for accounts.

We can conclude therefore that about 40% of respondents believe
that accounts are prepared for information purposes though, as
with the 41% who use accounts for information, it is not clear
exactly what this information is used for.

11.2.5 Legal Reasops group of respopses
There were three levels of information in the group of replies
classified as Legal Reasons those where the phrase "Legal
reasons" "Matter of Law" etc. were the Key phrase, those where
the main idea was following the organization's constitution and
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finally those containing the idea of moral duty or necessity. The
breakdown of these responses is given in Table 11.1.4.

The majority of responses classified with the general sub section
comprise of little more than the Key phrases eg:

" To satify the Law"
" Legal purposes"
..Legal requireaent."
" To keep up with the L.. "

Although a few responses were more specific:
" To .atisfy requireaent8 of charity law"
" Required for a limited company"
" Because the ~irk is a registered charity"
" To .eet taxation (requireaent8)"

coscos
tPt
MET

MET
tPt
COS
RCC

These clearly indicate an awareness of the legal framework which
the organization works under and as can be seen from table 11.2.4
this is a much more widely reported response in English based
organizations (tPL & MET and Scottish ones GGO, RCC, & COS). As
was explained in chapter 2 there is charity law in both England &
Scotland which determines charitable activity but in Englandmost

*charities must register with the Charity Commissioners to obtain
charitable status whilst in Scotland charitable status for tax
and rating purposes is obtained without registration (despite
the cos reply abovel).

Only one of the organizations under study, .tPt, is a registered
company and so only this organization has to comply with the
Companies Act. It seems therefore that the number of respondents
giving a reply with this general legal sub-section quite clearly
reflects the perceived underlying legal report constraints under
which the organization operates with the highest level of
responses being tPt subject to company, charity and tax law
followed by MET subject to charity & tax law followed·by the RCC
COS & GGO subject only to tax law.

In fact we saw in our discussion of users that for all the
organizations under study the ~axation reporting requirements are
approximately similar for all the organizations - they need to
demonstrate that expenditure was all for charitable purposes

't See Chapter 10.6.3
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whereas the Charity Commissioners requirements only may require
lodgement of accounts. which are very loosely policed. with no
reporting requirements. Company Law did not at the time of this
study produce any severe constraints (though whether this will
continue to be the case under the 1981 Companies Act is not yet
clear) •

The second sub-section of the ;legal requirements' replies is a
group of respondents who believed there was an organisation's
constitutional requirement to produce accounts. Perhaps
suprisingly there were only 18% of respondents overall (16
Persons) who replied in this category. Examples of replies in
this group are:

..To .eet ataa.cliugorders" MET

.1 Decree of General Assembly" COS

..Constitution requires the production of accounts" RCC

The few responses in this section is perhaps indicative not of
the lack of understanding of constitutional matters but that this
purpose is taken as read by respondents and the preponderence of
other than 'legal' replies to the question indicates respondents
attempting to identify the reason for the constitution
requirements.

The final general sub-group of responses in this section. 'moral
purposes'. is very close to the stewardship idea eg:

..Account. of public bodiea IlUst be published" cos
" I.equired to do so" MET
" To fulfil aDDul obligation of accountiug" COS

But it does contain some responses which indicate that accounts
are somehow part of our culture and as such merely part of the
tradition of management eg:

"If one has .asets one IIUstkeep aeceunt a" Rce
"All organiaations have aDDual accounts. Thi. is not
peculiar to the Methodist church" MET

"It has to be done irrespective of who neeclathis-for
obvious purpo.ea. ¥bat • ailly question" MET

These replies indicate that there may be an underlying cultural
belief that accounts should be kept and an implication that the
keeping of those accounts is itself a valid action. perhaps even
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if they are not used. This fits into the symbolic model
suggested by March and Feldman (1981).

11.2.6 The 'Management' group of responses
Although the question was particularly addressed to annual
accounts, 5.9% of respondents gave replies related to control of
the organization and 7.5% replies related to planning, both of
these areas which perhaps one would associate more with more
detailed and more frequent accounts than the annual accounts.
The responses included in the control section are similar to

"To info111lboards"
"Control of expenditure"
"For effient financing of acc"
"For control of budgets by boards"
"lnfo111l8the cowaittee8"

MEr
LPL
RCC
GGO
MET

There are a number of responses which are not quite so specific
such as the 'good housekeeping' or 'business' variety eg:

"Adainistrative Decessity" MET
"For good housekeepiog - or aid debts' user Deeds" MET
"Aa a business procedure" cos

The related group of 'planning' responses includes the three
ideas of forecasting, planning and budgeting, though the emphasis
is very much on budgeting.

"Forecasting • budgetiog" LPL
liTo show where the aaoney coaes from and goes to so
thst future a.eeds.ight be aS8essed" MET

"To help cOIIIIlittee8to budget" cos
"Fairly basic for budgeting' cos
"Analysis and planning" LPL

Whether these responses are based on factual use of accounts for
control and budgeting is not at issue. What these replies
indicate is that some respondents believe that they are and so
expect in the accounts the sort of information which would be
used for planning and control. The responses may also indicate
that however much intended information is used the respondents
indicated that they believe that the basis for planning and
control is the annual results.
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11.2.7 'Fund Raising' and 'Identification of Need' responses
The final category of responses to be discussed is those
comprises two groups, fund raising and identification of need,
classitied as "Fund Raising". For reasons already explained. fund
raising as a use of accounts is most prevalent in MET and we see
this as a relatively large group in this question. Some examples
of responses are:

"Respond to the need of greater stewardship
(newardship used here in its giving context)" COS

"ADd help in raising fuods for Central fundsll GGO
"Appeala for support" MET
"To enable officers of divisions to seeur e adequate
resource. for their work." MET

"Ba.is of Circuit/District a88ets" MET
"To .tiaulate congregation. giving" RCC

The small overall percentages (5.5% of respondents) seeing the
purpose of accounts as related to fund raising is perhaps as
indication that there is not much fund raising done directly by
the church organizations under study as they raise a good deal of
their finance by assessment.

There are 16 replies where the tenor of the responses is the
identification of needs. These have been grouped with the fund
raising purposes as they cover a similar area eg:

"Identification of priorities and probl_s" COS
"Bighlight specific points of need" MET
"To highlight any deficiency of aoney. Where the
work. of the church i. being impaired for lack.
of fuod." MET

11.2.8 Other Replies
There were a number of other replies which could not be assigned
easily to any of the above categories but some of which are
worthy of note. These were grouped into several small categories
and the numbers of replies in each category is given in table
11.2.5 below.
Several respondents saw that accounts were prepared for the
record or:

" lor historical record." COS
This is another group of responses which indicates accounts have
a symbolic role, in this case as part of the the historical process.
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GmERAL

CONST ITUTION
NECESSITY

No Reply in thisCategory
TarAL

Chapt er 11.2

Breakdown of the Legal Reasons res~onses to tEe
Purpose guestion

GGO zss LPL cos m TOTAl:
4 25 36 17 67 149

5.3% 12.0% 30.3% 9.0% 24.5% 17.2%0 4 1 7 4 16
.0% 1.9% .8% 3.7% 1.5% 1.8%
0 8 2 6 6 22
.0% 3.8% 1.7% 3.2% 2.2% 2.5%------ ---- ---- ---- ----- -----
4 37 39 30 77 187

5.3% 17.7% 32.8% 16.0% 28.1% 21.6%._--.- --.... __ DK_ • •• am__ ._._-- _._Kcm •

72 172 80 158 197 67994.7% 82.3% 67.2% 84.0% 71.9% 78.4------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -------76 209 119 188 274 866------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
Note As over 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of

under 5, the chi-square statistic for the full tableis unreliable.
Table 11.2.5 B[~!kdo~n Qf th~ 'Other R~eli~s' tQ the PU[eQs~

gu~stion
GGO RCC LPL cos MET TarA:b

UNCLASSIFIED 1 6 4 4 11 26
1.3% 2.9% 3.4% 2.1% 4.0% 3.0%FOR THE RECORD 1 3 1 3 4 121.3% 1.4% .8% 1.6% 1.5% 1.4%FOR AGMS 0 6 1 3 3 13
.0% 2.9% .8% 1.6% 1.1% 1.5%COMMUNICAtION 0 0 3 3 6 12.0% .0% 2.5% 1.6% 2.2% 1.4%FLIPPANT REPLIES 2 1 4 2 1 10

2.6% .5% 3.4% 1.1% .4% 1.2%UNCLEAR 1 2 2 4 7 16
1.3% 1.0% 1.7% 2.1% 2.6% 1.8%DON't KNW 0 2 1 2 2 7.0% 1.0% .8% 1.1% .7% .8%------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------

5 20 16 21 34 966.6% 10.6% 13.4% 11.2% 12.4% 12.9%------ ._.--- ...._- ------ __-c._ .....--
No Reply in this 71 189 103 167 240 770

Category 93.4% 90.4% 86.6% 88.8% 87.6% 88.9%------ ------ ------ ~--p ------ -------TOTAL 76 209 119 188 274 866------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -------
Note As over 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of

under 5. the chi-square statistic for the full table
is unreliabl e.
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A second group of responses is that accounts are prepared:
" For annual aeetioa" acc

These responses could perhaps be included in the legal. or
information control and the comments in each of these sections
may apply here.

Another group is communications eg:
"Public relationa"
"Co.aunication"
"Propaganda"

LPL
LPL
MET

Finally there are a number of responses which perhaps indicate
interesting attitudes held by at least a minority of respondents:

" People who love figurea lik.e to see th_ ill print" MET
" Laughter iD BeaveD" GGO

11.2.9 Conclusion
The object of this section was to identify the background beliefs
of respondents about the purpose of the accounting reports. The
responses related here closely match the purposes of accounts
given in the literature with two or three important differences.
The accounting literature suggests that accounts should be
prepared to assist decisions of users whereas this does not seem
to be an underlying belief of the users of accounts except for
relatively few responses in the areas of fund raising and
management. There is also little emphasis in the literature
about stewardship reporting. yet this is a widely held belief
about the reasons for the preparation of accounts here. Finally
the literature does not consider. in any detail. the general
information requirements of users.

These discrepancies between the emphasis given in the literature
and the study results have two possible implications: first that
the literature emphasis on decision making as the main purpose
for accounts is incorrect and the 'information base' or
'stewardship' reporting would be at least as useful and.
secondly, that these responses to the purpose question are
deficient in that they fail to identify the decision purpose
present in beliefs about the purposes of accounts. Tbis second
implication would suggest that a decision purpose is nevertheless
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present in these accounts and should still be the main purpose in
the mind of preparers. The first of these implications will be
discussed in a later section (chapter 14) but the second
implication is discussed further here.

Clearly the respondents to the question do make descisions about
Ithe organizations in the study. Decisions may be as varied as to

whether to belong to the organization, whether to support it
financially or in other ways, whether to remain an officer,
whether to vote one way or another etc. In these organizations
these decisions are very rarely based soley on financial
criteria. As we saw in chapter 10, the amount of money given to
the church for most people depends on their income rather than
the church's needs. Similarly decisions about whether to dispose
of a particular church property may be constrained as much by the
donors conditions as by financial consideration. Decisions may
however need a significant amount of financial data input which
is considered with much other non-financial data. The very fact
that it is only one element of a decision means that though not
ignored it is rarely emphasised. In such a decision situation
many properties besides financial information may be relevant.
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11.3 Background Beliefs about those who use church aCCQunts
11.3.1 Introduction
Closely related to the question exploring respondents
understanding of why accounts are prepared is the question of
whom they believe the accounts are prepared for. Replies to this

.User question were placed into sixteen main groups with
additional groups for 'don't know', 'no reply' and other replies.
The analysis of these groups is shown in table 11.3.1.

There were no limits placed on the respondents as to the number
of answers to be given and the average number of users identified
was 1.76 with a maximum of seven. In looking at the responses,
detail of individual responses will not be given as there is very
little ambiguity in the replies in each group and little value in
illustrating a group where all responses are virtually the same.

It is possible to describe the users in two ways: we may simply
describe them in isolation or we may relate them to a model. Both
approaches will be used here beginning with a broad description
of the perceived users and going on later to relate them to the
model of participants postulated in chapter 2.3.

11.3.2 General description of perceived userS
The group with the highest percentage of responses is the Annual
General Meeting (AGM) group where respondents indicated aCCQunts
were prepared mainly for either the AGM itself or for members of
that meeting. Slightly more of the Episcopal church (GGO & RCC)
respondents felt this was the case than in the other churches
(the differences were statistically significant at a level of
p<l%). It is probable that one reason for this overall level of
response is that accounts were distributed with other AGM papers
and most respondents would be members of the AGM.

Given this high level of responses in the AGM group coupled with
the low rate of passing on information declared from the 'Use' and
'number of readers' questions it is a little surprising that
respondents gave the next highest number of responses in the
Church Members group - where few accounting reports appear to go
directly or indirectly unless the church member is also a member
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"

Table 11.3.1 Rt§~nses to the User guestion
GGO RCC LPL COS ~ I2til. ~

AGMS 32 91 37 52 89 301 0.006
42.1% 43.5% 31.1% 27.7% 32.5% 34.8%

CHlJRQIMEl>ti ERS 26 62 20 33 88 229 0.000
34.2% 29.7% 16.8% 17.6% 32.1% 26.4%

CmrRAL C'lTE~ 6 31 4 24. 83 148 0.000
7.9% 14.8% 3.4% 12.8% 30.3% 17.1%

LEGAL RFIlUIREMmI 2 8 10 5 64 89 0.000
2.6% 3.8% 8.4% 2.7% 23.4% 10.3%

CONGBGA!N OFFICERS 10 23 12 27 15 87 0.024
13.2% 11.0% 10.1% 14.4% 5.5% 10.0%

Ra; lOOAL C'lTE~ 9 15 37 2 13 76 0.000
11.8% 7.2% 31.1% 1.1% 4.7% 8.8%

ANYWE INTERESTED 7 12 12 18 25 74 0.578
9.2% 5.7% 10.1% 9.6% 9.1% 8.5%

CENTRAL OFFICERS 1 22 0 21 29 73 0.000
1.3% 10.5% 0.0% 11.2% 10.6% 8.4%

RfGIONAL OFFICERS 7 13 21 8 13 62 0.000
~ 6.2% 17.6% 4.3% 4.7% 7.2%CLERGY 5 22 16 9 7 59 0.000
6.6% 10.5% 13.4% 4.8% 2.6% 6.8%

FINANCIAL EXPERTS .3 9 9 12 24 57 0.295
3.9% 4.3% 7.6% 6.4% 8.8% 6.6%

LOC CHCH BOARDS 10 17 14 11 3 55 0.000
13.2% 8.1% 11.8% 5.9% 1.1% 6.4%

AUDITOR 5 11 1 10 27 54 0.013
6.6% 5.3% 0.8% 5.3% 9.9% 6.2%

NO REPLY OR USE 6 17 11 12 7 53 0.040
7.9% 8.1% 9.2% 6.4% 2.6% 6.1%

AREA COHMrrrE~ 0 0 0 16 4 20 s/s
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 8.5% 1.5% 2.3%

G ENFlW..PUBLIC 1 3 4 2 6 16 s/s
1.3% 1.4% 3.4% 1.1% 2.2% 1.8%

FUNDS AND TRUSTS 1 1 2 0 6 10 s/s
1.3% 0.5% 1.7% 0.0% 2.2% 1.2%DOO'T lCNQi 1 1 1 4 2 9 s/s
1.3% 0.5% 0.8% 2.1% 0.7% 1.0%OTHER REPLY 1 12 7 15 16 51
1.3% 5.8% 5.9% 8.0% 5.8% 5.9%

Total Responses 133 370 218 281 521 1523
Total Respondents 76 209 119 188 274 866
Note: 1. As multiple responses are reported in this table, it has

not been possible to calculate an overall chi-square
test. Instead chi-square test significance levels have
been calculated for each row of the table (see chapter
9.3) and are shown in the final column of each row.
'sIs' indicates that the sample size is too small for
chi-square statistics to be calculated.

2. Coumittees in bold and officers underlined are those at
organisational level. This is explained below.
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of the AGM. This Church Members group is an amalgamation of
responses of three types: responses with the key words 'church
members'; responses with key words 'church' (or Diocese or
Connection where appropriate) and responses with the key word
'congregation'. In normal church use all three of these terms
imply church members and have thus been grouped together. The
relative proportions of these key word groups are shown in table
11.3.2 which also analyses out a number of responses where
further qualifications are made to the term 'church members'.

There are two of these groups of qualifications: 'members who are
interested' and 'members who understand'. Possibly these are
implying that there is a recognised group of 'observers' in the
church who understand the accounts, read them and monitor what is
going on.

The percentage of repondents giving church members as a reponse
varied from church to church with GGO RCC and MET being the
highest (around 30%) whilst LPL and COS were around half this
level (about 17%). This is a statistically significant difference
and is possibly an indication of the perceived relevance of the
accounts to members.

Next in order of level of responses are a group where replies
relate to committees. The organisational level of the committees
identified varies from church to church as was explained in
chapter 5. For GGO and LPL the committee level representing the
organisation under study is the regional co~ttee whilst for the
RCC, COS and MET it is the central committee. For GGO and LPL
central committees therefore represent a 'higher' authority
equivalent to a national headquarters of the church. The
percentage of respondents who saw accounts as being prepared for
the organisational committees was similar for eGO (11.8%), RCe
(14.8%) and COS (12.8%) (the Scottish churches) but significantly
higher for LPL (31.1%) and MEr (30.3%). It is possible that in
the LPL case this is largely due to the respondents having more
committee responsibilities than in other churches and in the MET
that the Divisional structure is seen as a large controlling
influence, possibly as a second AGM. The differences reported
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here between committees are significant with a probability of
error of less than 1%.

Area committees and local church boards are perceived as possible
users but to a much lesser extent than relevant organisational
committees and local boards were mentioned by only 3 respondents
(1.1%) in MET. Central committees are seen as being the objective
of accounts preparation by a few of the regional organisations'
(eGO and LPL) respondents and regional and area committees by a
few of the respondents of central organisations (RCC, COS and
MET).

Respondents also indicated that they felt accounts were prepared
for officers at the different levels, here analysed as Central,
regional and congregational with clergy being treated as a
separate group. Again the organisational officer level for GGO
and LPL is the regional officer and for the RCC, COS and MET it
is the Central Officer (underlined in table 10.3.1). Unlike the
responses classified as organisational committee above, these
organisational officer responses ~re quite similar in proportion
in each of the five churches with about 10-12% of respondents
identifying these as key targets for accounts. there is no
statistically significant difference in responses between the
five churches.

there is similarly little difference in congregational officer
emphasis between churches except in the case of MET where we see
only 5.5% of respondents replies as against 10-15% in other
churches. the Clergy emphasis however shows a remarkable
difference between churches with more respondents in the RCC and
LPL seeing clergy as targets for accounts than in COs, MET and
GGO. this can almost certainly be explained by the different
organisational structure which in the COS and MET emphasises that
ministers have a less authoritarian role that the clergy would
have in the RCC,and LPL. GGO actually fits into the same
organisational pattern as RCC and LPL and the discrepancy in the
percentage response between GGO and the acc and LPL is almost
certainly due to the difference in mix of respondents.

As we can see from table 11.3.1, a discussion of these users has
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virtually exhausted the responses to this 'target user' question.
The only major remaining group of users is that classified as
'legal requirement' and this contains responses with key ideas
such as 'Charity Commissioners', 'Inland Revenue' and 'legal
requirement'. The breakdown between these replies in the legal
requirement category is given in table 11.3.3.

As became clear in the previous section, the area of legal
requirements for accounts is much more noticed in English
churches than it is in Scottish churches and in this question the
MET has a significantly higher percentage of replies than LPL. It
is quite possible that this is because in LPL the major interest
is in legal responsibility to present accounts to the AGM (and
thus a response to prepare accounts for the AGM would be a
surrogate for legal requirements) whilst in MET the major legal
interest is to present accounts to the Charity Commissioners.
Another factor in this could be that for charity law reasons the
World Development Fund of the Methodist Church has had to be
split and now a non-charitable fund has been created. The
reporting of this item could well have influenced the large
number of 'Charity Commission' replies in the MET responses to
the question.

As in the purpose question a number of respondents seemed to see
the auditors as a group of people for whom the accounts were
prepared rather than seeing them as being part of the accounts
preparation process. Possibly the implication of this is that a
number of people see the auditors as performing a role of
stewardship checkers rather than being involved in commenting on
the way accounts have been prepared. LPL was the exception to
this with less than 1% giving this reply.

In a similar vein a number of people said the accounts were
prepared for financial experts, again indicating that perhaps
repondents see that there is a group of financially expert people
who perform the stewardship function. These responses and the
similar replies indicating that accounts were prepared for those
interested perhaps suggest that though there may be a lack of
immediate personal interest on the part of many respondents this
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Table 11.3.2 BI~ikdQlln o{ the Church Members reElies to the
User Question

Sub Category gQQ RCC LPL COS MET TOTAL

MEMBERS 17 28 15 21 54 135
22.4% 13.4% 12.6% 11.2% 19.7% 15.6%

CHURCH/DIOCESE ETC 3 8 3 2 15 31
3.9% 3.8% 2.5% 1.1% 5.5% 3.6%

CONGR&;ATION 4 6 2 3 1 16
5.3% 2.9% 1.7% 1.6% .4% 1.8%

MEMBERS WHO UNDERSTAND 0 4 0 1 2 7
.0% 1.9% .0% .5% .7% .8%

MEMBERS INTERESTED 2 16 0 6 16 40
2.6% 7.7% .0% 3.2% 5.8% 4.6%

------ ------ ------ ---- ----- ------
TOTAL MEMBERS 26 62 20 33 88 229

34.2% 29.7% 16.8% 17.6% 32.1% 26.4%
No Reply in

This Section 50 147 99 155 186 637
---- ---- ------ --- ----- -----

TOTAL 76 209 119 188 274 866
--- ----- ---- ----- ----- -------

Note: As over 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of
under 5. the chi-square test statistic for the full table
is unreliable.

Table 11.3.3 Breakdown o{ the Legal Requirement responses to
the User question

Sub Category GGO lli LPL COS .ME TOTAL
GENERAL LEGAL 1 5 9 4 13 32

1.3% 2.4% 7.6% 2.1% 4.7% 3.7%
CHARITY COMMISSIONERS 0 0 1 0 51 52

.0% .0% .8% .0% 18.6% 6.0%
INLAND REVENUE 1 3 0 1 0 5

1.3% 1.4% .0% .5% .0% .6%
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------

TaIAL L&;AL REPLIES 2 8 10 5 64 89
2.6% 3.8% 8.4% 2.7% 23.4% 10.3%

No Reply in
This Category 74 201 109 183 210 777

----- ---- ---- ----- ----- -------
TOTAL RESPONDENTS 76 209 119 188 274 866

----- ---- ----- ---- ----- ------
Note: As over 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of

under 5. the chi-square test statistic for the full table
is unreliable.
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lack of interest may to a large extent be the result of a belief
that there are expert. commentators looking at the accounts.

The 'other reply' responses contained a number of sensible and a
few rather whimsical replies. Three examples of these are given
below to round off this section:

"God" MET
"Certainly not God" cos
"and for ecclesiastical Statesaen in particular" cos

Before we finish discussing perceived users it would be helpful
to discuss which of the 'target users' identified are external
and which are internal to the organisation in question. Certain
users can be easily identified as part of the organisation i.e.
central or regional officers and central or regional committees.
The AGM is in most of the organisations the final executive
authority and, unlike in a.commercial organisation, may have
considerable power to direct policy if it so chooses and may be
asked to debate and advise on an extremely wide range of matters
relating to the running of the organisation. In view of this it
is probable that the AGM members ought really to be considered as
a part, albeit a distant part, of management and therefore quasi-
internal users.

The representative nature of the AGM membership in all churches
means' that many levels of the church may be involved in
decision-making or decision implementation. This is particularly
the case where membership of organisational committees is
deliberately shared out on a regional or area basis. Where this
happens it is quite possible that any area or regional boards ought
also to be considered fringe areas of the organisation and only
partly external, again possibly being regarded as quasi-external
u.ers.

Moving on to consider members of a church, even these may be
considered on the fringe of management because the representative
nature of the church means that their views on policy matters may
well be taken right into the centre of the organisation. In the
churches under study therefore we see a gradual increase in
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responsibility and power from members on the outside through to
the committees in the centre.

Therefore in certain circumstances many who are members of a
church, and certainly those who are members of the AGM and
certain regional committees, are actually internal to the
management of the church. This is of course distinctly different
from the situation in companies where the Board of Management and
the employees and officers answerable to it would be regarded as
internal and everyone else external.

The above discussion suggests that in the case of churches there
are a few truly external users such as the General Public, legal
bodies and maybe auditors. It also suggests however that there
are a whole range of users of accounts more or less within the
organisation each of whom has a moral and possibly also legal
right to a great deal of information on the detailed financial
workings of the church. It would be inaccurate to call all these
interaal users as many are not involved in the detailed day to
day workings of the organisation. Similarly it would be incorrect
to call them external users because they are clearly in some
sensea internal to the church. It is proposed therefore that we
give these users the term quasi-inter ..l users and that we
reserve the term internal user for the users concerned with the
day to day administration of the church. There are similarities
between this discussion and the discussion in chapter 1 on the
economics of NPOs where one of the preconditions of NPOs
continued existence was seen to be open-ness of information to
contributors and members.

11.3.3 Comparison of perceived users with target users
As a final part of this section we will briefly compare the
target users identified by respondents with those postulated in
the literature (and shown in table 2.3). An attempt at comparing
these has been made in table 11.3.4 below.

We can see here immediately four differences between the models.
Business is not included at all by respondents. Employees and
recipients of goods and services are not specifically mentioned. .'
but might be implied from the inclusion of clergy and local
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churches. These groups might be employees and recipients of goods
and services as well as being involved in the management of the
church. Auditors are not specifically included in the table 2.3

model as they would be included as parties to the preparation of
accounts. The model which underlies the respondents view of
target users does not however appear to be substantially
different from that developed in the literature.

Table 11.3.4 Comparison of the users identified in the study with
those suggested in the literature

Table 2.3
categories
(Consolidated)

'Target Users'
identified by
USER question

Group 1
---------------------------------------------------------------

Grantors
Members
Donors

Church Members
Local Church Bodies/Officers
Area Committees/Officers
Regional CommitteeS/Officers
Funds and Trusts

Group 2
---------------------------------------------------------------

Directors and
Operational .
Management

Regional Committees/Officers
Central Committees/Officers
AGMs

Group 3------------~-------------------------------------------------Business
Group 4
---------------------------------------------------------------

Government s Legal requirements

Group 5---------------------------------------------------------------
Employees (Clergy/Officers)

Group 6---------------------------------------------------------------(Clergy/Local Churches)Recipients of Goods
and services

Group 7---------------------------------------------------------------Society at large General Public
Financial Experts
Anyone interested

Group 8---------------------------------------------------------------~uditors---------------------------------------------------------------
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11.4 User Perceptions about beneficial owners of church property
NPOs, including churches in this study, are often organised, for
tax and legal reasons if for nothing else, in such a way that the
on dissolution of the organisation the assets do not accrue to
the organisation members or directors but to beneficiaries. It is
for this reason that 'residual beneficiaries' are identified as a
specific participant group in the model in table 2.3. The NPO
thus rarely had a clear group of owner. in the sense that
shareholders own a business. Instead the NPO is usually organised
as some form of trust with the purpose of carrying out some
particular purpose(s) and/or benefiting certain groups of
individuals.
In the face of the lack of an obvious owner beneficiary it was
felt important to try to understand who respondents believed
property was being held in trust for. If it was for themselves,
as present members, then this might imply a deeper interest in
how property was administered than if it was held for others
where they would be administering property as agents and where in
consequence agency theory might be an important consideration.

In order to investigate this then the 'Property' question was
asked. The results of this are given in table 11.4.1. From this
table we can see that overall about 65% of respondents felt that
property is held for·present members and this is a fairly
consistent response over the five churches (no significant
differences between churches). A lesser percentage, 48.2%
overall, felt that property is held for future members and
smaller percentages believed property is held for donors (9.1%
overall) and non-members (9.7% overall). Perhaps the most
interesting feature of these answers is that a fairly large
percentage of respondents, 39.8% overall. believed that property
is held in trust for God.

These answers cannot of course be interpreted very strictly and a
number of repondents pointed out that there may be different
answers to the question depending on whether the context were
theological, legal or moral. A number of respondents would not be
committed as to a specific group of persons in answer to the
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question preferring instead to state that the trust was for
church purpose •• One or two respondents wondered if the comment
that assets were held by trustees was in fact correct.

The results of this question indicate that respondents seem to
understand that the property is not simply held for themselves or
present church members but is also held in large part for future
members and to some extent for non-members. This may give rise to
two suggestions: firstly that they understand that the church,
and they as representatives of the church, stand in an agency
capacity with respect the property, aware that the funds and
property they manage are for third parties and secondly that in
view of the future benefits to be derived from the assets held,
the respondents have some notion that the organisation's property
can provide future benefits and will continue to exist.

The fairly substantial agreement that property is held in trust
for God would no doubt have some interesting theological
implications but this is not our concern here. At a non-
theological level it is possible to identify in this response
that many respondents have some high moral constraint on the way
in which they manage, or expect others to manage, the property of
the church and though this may not come out in their other
answers it may well be an underlying belief.

As this question was one in which respondents could give a number
of responses there are a number of possible combinations of
answers. The six most common patterns of answers are shown in
table 11.4.2. The most common pattern is pre.eDt .eaber. alone
which is given by 22% of respondents overall and this is followed
by present aDd future ..-hers (15.8% of respondents) with God
alone given by 13.3% of respondents.

11.5 Perceptions about sensitivity of accounts
The final question in the questionnaire related to background
views about the accounts is the 'Sensitive' question. The results
of the question are given in table 11.5.1. They indicate that very
few respondents think that any accounting information would be
too sensitive to release to board members but 6.4% of respondents
overall felt that some information was too sensitive for church
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Table 11.4.1 Analysis of the PROPERTY question results by church
QQ.Q. RCC LPL COS MET Total .~

PRESENT MEMBERS 47 122 70 124 185 548 0.280
65.3% 60.1% 60.3% 68.1% 68.3% 64.9%

FUTURE MEMB ERS 46 89 53 82 137 407 0.062
63.9% 43.8% 45.7% 45.1% 50.6% 48.2%

GOD 29 78 44 57 128 336 c.ou
40.3% 38.4% 37.9% 31.3% 47.2% 39.8%

NON-MEMB ERS 10 12 8 11 41 82 0.001
13.9% 5.9% 6.9% 6.0% 15.1% 9.7%

DONORS 7 22 17 12 19 77 0.094
9.7% 10.8% 14.7% 6.6% 7.0% 9.1%

OTHERS 6 13 9 11 50 89 0.000
8.3% 6.4% 7.8% 6.0% 18.5% 10.5%-----------------------------------------Total Responses 145 336 201 297 560 1569

201.4% 165.5% 173.3% 163.2% 206.6% 182.3%
Missing cases 4 6 3 6 3 22-----------------------------------------Total Respond ents 76 209 119 188 274 866-----------------------------------------
Note: 1. Percentages and totals based on respondents

2. As multiple responses are reported in this table, it has
not been possible to calculate an overall chi-square
test. Instead chi-square test significance levels have
been calculated for each row of the table (see chapter
9.3). These significance levels are indicated in the
final column of each row.

Table 11.4.2 Most Common P§tt~rns Qf I~s~Qng~s to PROPgRTY gU~8tiQn
(numbers of repondents in each church with each pattern)

Combination of Response . GCO !!££ LPL COS .m .m&
Present Manbers Alone 10 51 27 56 49 193

13.1% 24.4% 22.7% 29.8% 17.9% 22.2%
Present and Future Manbers 17 28 18 35 39 137

22.4: 13.4% 15.1% 18.6% 14.2% 15.8%
God Alone 8 35 16 26 30 .115

10.5% 16.7% 13.4: 13.8% 10.9% 13.3%
Future Members Alone 6 56 18 9 15 104

7.9% 26.8% 15.1% 4.8% 5.5% 12.0%
Presnt & Futre Membs & God 7 18 11 10 33 79

9.2% 8.6% 9.2% 5.3% 12.0% 9.1%
Other Reply 4 10 6 6 27 53

5.3% 4.5% 5.0% 3.2% 9.9% 6.1%
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members generally and about 12% overall felt there was some
infor~tion too sensitive to release to outsiders to the church.
The vast majority of respondents did not see any information as
being too sensitive to disclose to outsiders.

The table also illustrates that more respondents in LPL and MET
feel that there is sensitive information which should not be
diclosed to ordinary church members and outsiders than in the
other churches but this does not alter the overall conclusion
that most respondents even in these churches do not see the
infor~tion as sensitive.

The infor~tion which was felt sensitive falls into two
categories: firstly grants, donations and pension payments to
indiyiduals. which may presu~bly be embarrassing for the
individuals concerned, and secondly certain payments overseas
which might be politically sensitive.
Table 11.5.1 Number of respondents reporting information in accounts

Sensitive to distribution to various possible users
Possible Users !m RCC LPL COS MET TarAL ~Board Members 0 3 3 2 5 13 sIs

0.02: 1.4% 2.5% 1.0% 1.8% 1.5%
Ordinary Church Members 0 la la la 25 55 0.0330.0% 4.8% 8.4% 5.3% 9.1% 6.4%
Non-church members 9 18 18 16 43 104 0.059

11.8% 8.6% 15.1% 8.5% 15.7% 12.0%
Total Respondents 76 209 119 188 274 866

Note: As multiple responses are reported in this table, it has
not been possible to calculate an overall chi-square test.
Instead chi-square test significance levels have been
calculated for each row of the table (see chapter 9.3).
These significance levels are indicated in the final column
of each row. 's/s' indicates that the sample size is too
anall for chi-square statistics to be calculated.
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Chapter 12 Respopdents Understanding of Accounts
12.1 Introduction
We have seen in the preceding sections the uses which respondents
report making of accounts and some of their background
understanding of the reasons why accounts are produced. Alongside
these areas the questionnaire also explored respondents level of
understanding of accounts.

The variation in the form of accounts in the five churches made
it extremely difficult to formulate questions about understanding
which would be comparable across the five questionnaires. It was
accordingly decided to ask three questions, one asking a simple
question about general understanding of accounts and another two
asking about specific accounting terms used in the accounting
reports: 'what is a balance sheet' and 'do users understand the
difference between an Income and Expenditure and Receipts and
Payments account'. The answers to these questions were
cr08stabulated against each other and against other variables.
and the replies to all these questions are reported in this
chapter.

In two churches there were source and application of fund
statements and in one of these, MET, specific questions about
understanding of these statements were asked. A further
complication arose with the COS accounts is that the main
accounts do not really have a balance sheet, though the
Consolidated Summary of Funds statement is very near to being an
'investment balance sheet' and so respondents were asked which
statement was most like a balance sheet.

12.2 Overall understanding of accounts by users
The question about understanding of accounts generally was:
II On the whole do you find that the 1981 accounts in the (accounts

publication):
Very easy to understand
Quite easy to understand
Quite difficult to understand
Very difficult to understand

[]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]"

Exactly the same question was asked in all five questionnaires
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and the results are shown in table 12.2.1. This indicates that
overall 66.7% of those who replied said that they found the
accounts 'very easy' or 'quite easy' to'understand. Of the
remaining 33.3% who replied, only a small percentage admitted
finding the accounts 'very difficult' to understand, the majority
of this group finding understanding merely 'quite difficult'.

It is interesting that there is a large difference in those who
reported 'easy' and 'very easy' understanding between churches
from 77.8% of RCC respondents to only 56.3% of COS respondents.
The table has been arranged in an order different from that
adopted in the rest of the study so that the organisation with
the smallest number of sections in the accounts is on the left
and the one with the largest number of sections is on the right.
This indicates that there appears to be a progressive improvement
in understanding of the accounts as we move from churches with a
large to a small number of sections in the accounts. As was
stated in Chapter 7 there are in actual fact more subsections in
the Methodist church accounts than in the COS accounts but the
inter-relationships are simpler in the MET accounts and so the
accounts may well be regarded as simpler to understand because of
this.

There is one result here which does not fit the general pattern
and that is that in MET the accounts are found very difficult to
understand by a lesser percentage of respondents than any other
accounts. The reason for this may be either that there are plenty
of explanatory notes in most of the MET accounts or that more
explanation is given on presentation of the accounts at the
meeting. These few difficulties in interpreting the results must
not detract from the fact that a majority of respondents in all
churches reported the accounts very easy or quite easy to
understand. This is of course only perceived understanding but
can probably be taken to indicate that some of the information
gets to users despite the difficulties we have discussed in
earlier chapters.

Analysis of the results was undertaken to see if there is any
relationship between level of reading and understanding and table
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12.2.2 has been prepared to show the cumulative percentages of
respondents having up to a particular reading score for each of
the four levels of perceived understanding. The table
demonstrates that 78% of respondents finding accounts very
difficult to understand have a reading score of zero or less
(scheme 5) compared with only 29% of respondents finding accounts
very easy to understand. This demonstrates that respondents who
have easy understanding of the accounts also read more of the
accounts and conversely those finding difficulty understanding
read less of the accounts. The causality of this relationship is
not clear however.

Further analysis of the results indicated that there was no
significant relationship between the number of years the accounts
had been received and the reported level of understanding, except
that few people for whom this was their first year of receipt
found the accounts easy to understand. There also appeared to be
a slightly easier understanding for respondents who had received
accounts for over eight years. This suggests a hypothesis that
recipients make little progress in advancing their understanding,
of accounting information over the years. One respondent wrote:
"••of course if there is some crisis I do WI best to understand
it but ia general I leave the .oney side to those better
qualifecl than I"

-Rce respondent

The results which demonstrate this are reported in table 12.2.3
where it can be seen that percentages of respondents finding
accounts very easy to understand range from 3.6% of those
receiving them for the first time to.l1% of those receiving them
for over over eight years. Similarly there is a slight reduction
in those finding difficulty of understanding from 37.5%
(32.1%+5.4%) of those receiving accounts for the first time to
26.4% of those having received the accounts for over 8 years. The
Tau, Gamma and Somer's d statistic all demonstrate this fairly
weak relationship.

If the hypothesis, that little advancement is made in
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Table 12.1.1 Reported Overall Understanding of accounts by Church
Level of
Understanding ~ GGO LPL MEr COS m&

(Sections in accts 13 17 24 33 35)

VEltY EASY 30 10 5 20 4 69
15.2% 13.5% 4.3% 7.5% 3.0% 8.7%

QUITE EASY 124 47 69 147 72 459
62.6% 63.5% 59.0% 54.9% 53.3% 58.0%

Sub Total 154 57 74 167 76 528
77.8% 77.0% 63.3% 62.4% 56.3% 66.7%

QUlIE DIFFICULT 36 15 34 96 1.6 227
18.2% 20.3% 29.1% 35.8% 34.1% 28.7%

VERY DIFFICULT 8 2 9 5 13 37
4.0% 2.7% 7.7% 1.9% 9.6% 4.7%

SUB TarAL 198 74 117 268 135 792
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

D(J{'T l<N<ltl 1 0 0 13 3 7
NO lUPLY 10 2 2 3 50 67

Total respondents 209 76 119 274 188 866
Note: 1.The Chi-square test indicates that there is a difference

in reponses between churches significant at a level of
p<O.OOl (see chapter 9.3)

2.This table contains only nominal data and 80 only the
Lambda statistic bas been calculated. The Lambda
statistic for the overall table is 0.021 (see chapter 9.3)

Table 12.2.2 Cumulative Perceptages of respondents having up to given
reading sCores for each of the four levels of reported

understanding of accounts
Perceived Scores (scheme 5)
Understanding ::!Q. -=2. __Q, ..& !!Q. Number
Very Easy 5.8% 10.1% 29.0% 53.6% 100.0% 69
Quite Easy 3.7% 15.7% 41.2% 74.3% 100.0% 459
Quite Difficult 5.7% 26.0% 59.9% 86 .3% 100 .0% 227
Very Difficult 21.7% 54.1% 78.4% 97.3% 100.0% 37
Total Replies 5.3% 19.9% 47.2% 77.0% 100.0% 792
Total Respondents 6.9% 21.2% 48.6% 77.5% 100.0% 823

Note: Scheme 4 results have a similar pattern but bunched to the
'-10' end of the scale. These have not been produced.
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understanding for years accounts are received, is correct then it
has implications for the preparers of information: that
understanding can only be improved either by positive education
of recipients or by altering the reports to improve general
understandability for the people concerned. The results suggest
that we cannot expect that recipients will automatically learn
much more just by receiving accounts for a longer period of time.

Although number of years received did not have a very strong
relationship to reported understanding of accounts, the holding
of accounting qualifications did. Table 12.2.4 gives these
results which indicate that of those who had some accounting
qualifications 19.4% reported 'very easy understanding' against
7.4% of those with no accounting qualifications. Equally 19.4% of
those with accounting qualifications found accounts 'very
difficult' or 'quite difficult' to understand against 35.4% of
those who did not report having accounting qualifications. Whilst
this might have been foreseen, it is interesting that ~ 19.4%
of those holding some accounting qualifications found the
accounts 'very easy' to understand and a sizable minority found
the accounts 'very difficult' or 'quite difficult' to understand.
The explanation for this could be that the term 'accounting
qualifications' covers a breadth of possible qualifications from
'0' levels to fellowships of accounting bodies. It could also
indicate that even those more highly trained in accounting find
these accounts somewhat difficult to understand.

Difficulty in understanding accounts also appears to be related
to respondents finding that there is too much information in the
accounts. Table 12.2.5 gives these results and from the table we
can see that of those reporting that there is too much
information in the accounts 64.7% found the accounts 'quite
difficult' or 'very difficult' to understand against 20.5% of
those reporting that there is the right amount of information and
51.8% of those reporting that there is too little information.
This double peak in the results shows that difficulty in
understanding these accounts may be related to either too much or
too little information being present in the accounts but that
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Table 12.2.3 CQmIHlIlng number of xears accounts received with
unde[sunding

NuWer of Years <NE 2-4 5-8 (Nat 8 Total Not Ibn't No Total
Accoonts receiye:i YENl YF.Jru) YF1lRS YF1lRS ~!S!w~_

Uni!:[!!tim9i.!!&
Very Easy 6 17 15 30 68 0 0 1 69

3.Qt 8.1% 12.1% ll.~ 8.~
~iteEasy 99 114 65 170 448 1 1 9 459

58.94 54.~ 52.4% 62.~ 56.~
~ite Difficult 54 68 37 64 223 2 0 2 227

32.1% 32.~ 29.8% 23.~ 27.'1'10
Very Difficult 9 10 7 8 34 0 1 2 37

5.4% 4.8% 5.6% 2.9% 4.3%

Sub-Total 168 209 124 272 776 3 2 60 841.
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%100.0% 100.0%

&n't Know 2 4 0 1 7 0 0 0 7
No Rq>ly 2 7 6 5 20 1 0 IIJ 67-
Total 172 220 130 278 800 4 2 l<l> 866

Note: 1. 'lbe au.';'tquare test iIdicates that there is a difference in r~DBeS

between churches significant at a larel. of p<O.049(see chapt er 9.3)
2. This table contains ordiDal data and 80 the re1ar~ Tau, Gwml and

Saner's d statistics have been calculated. They are Tau (c) -O.O~,
Gaws -0.160 and Saner's d -0.103 (see ~er 9.3).

Table 12.2.4 CQmEAting UnderstAnding ~ith Holding of
AccQunting QualificAtions

Accounting Total No
Qualifications? None Some Replies . Reply Total

Very Easy 51 18 69 0 69
7.4% 19.4% 8.8%

Quite Easy 396 57 453 6 459
57.2% 61.3% 57.7%

Quite Difficult 209 17 226 1 227
30.2% 18.3% 28.8%

Very Difficult 36 1 37 0 37
5.2% 1.1% 4.7%
---- ----- ---- -----

Sub-total 692 93 785 7 792
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Don't Know 6 1 7 0 7
No Reply 63 4 67 0 67

---- ----- ----- ------
Total 761 98 859 7 866

---- --- ----- ------
Note: 1. The Chi-square test indicates that there is a difference in reponses

between churches significant at a level of p<O.OOl (see chapter 9.3)
2. This table contains ordinal data and so the relevant Tau, Gaounaand

Saner's d statistics have been calculated. They are Tau (c) -0.097
Gauma-0.401 and Somer's d -0.124 (see chapter 9.3)
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ditficulty in understanding is related more markedly to a
perception of too much information. We should beware of attaching
causality to these relationships but it is clear that the two
variables are related in some way. This is emphasised by the tau,
gamma and Somer's d statistics each of which indicate a moderate
relationship. The general result seems to suggest that the
difficulty in understanding is consistent with at least three
hypotheses one relating to each of the causalities:

I.That lack of overall understanding results from users being
faced with too much information, ie there is information
overload.

2.That difficulty in understanding is one of the major reasons
why accounts are seen to have too much information.

3.That difficulty of understanding may also be related to a
lack of certain information.

If as a policy matter preparers of financial information wish to
improve understanding of information in the accounts, an area of
particular concern to non-profit organisations, then these results
suggest that we may improve understanding by reducing the amount
of information in the accounting reports. However there is one other
possible solution, which was hinted at in chapter 7, that the
accounts could be improved by giving more details of the
structure and organisation of the accounts. This would accord
with the comments one or two respondents that the information in
the accounts is 'the wrong sort of information'.

This relationship between the perceived amount of information in
the accounts and perceived understanding seems to lend support to
the 'information overload' hypothesis above but we should note
that about half of the respondents found that there was both the
right amount of information and it was 'quite easy' or 'very
easy' to understand. In addition 63.3% of respondents felt that
there was either the right amount or too little information in
the accounts. These figures do not suggest that everyone who
receives the accounts of the organisations suffers from
information overload even though a substantial proportion may do
80.
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It may not be possible for understanding of the present reports
to be improved for a number of respondents who are 'figure blind'
and the results of those not understanding accounts may contain
at least some respondents for whom no amount of education or
change in the accounts would help. Again. comments of respondents
confirm this but there is no indication in the results of the
extent of this group.

Table 12.2.5

Auwnt of
Infogtion?

UOOerstanding

Very Difficult

~e Difficult

Sub Total

~e Easy

Very Easy

Total Responses

Ial't knarI
No~ly
Total Res~ndEtts

Comparing Understanding with
Perception of amount of information in accounts

Too Not Right Little Too Total tb Total
LittleQuite ltoount Too Mlch RepliesReply RespdEJlts

§loygh Mlch

2 0 7 6 19 34 3 37
7.ta O.at l.~ 6.3% 16.ta 4.~
12 14 89 39 ss 210 17 227

44.41: 25.9% 19.at 'D.6% 48.3% 27.6%-----------
14 14 96 45 75 244 20 264

51.8% 25.9% 20.5% 46.9% 64.7% 32.1%

11 32 321 47 37 448 11 459
11/).7% 59.3% 68.6% 49.0% 31.9% 58.9%

2 8 51 4 4 69 0 70
7.4% 14.8% 10.9% 4.2% 3.4% 9.1%
---------

27 54 468 96 116 761 31 792
lOO.OX lOO.OX lOO.at lOO.OX lOO.OX 100.m:--~------

1 0 3 0 1 5 2 7
0 0 7 1 3 11 ~ 67---------

28 54 478 97 l2D 777 89 866---------Note: 1. AB aver 20X of the cellshave an expected fr81ueIlCYof under 5. the
chi-squarestatisticfor the full table (which indicates a
relationship significant at a levelof p<O.OOl) is wreliable.

2. 'Ibis table contains ordinal data and 60 the relevant Tau. Gana and
Saner' 8 d statistics have bem calculated. They ateTau (b) 0.250
GSIIIl8 0.lD! SaDer's d 0.250 (see cha~er 9.3).
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12.3 Users understanding of specific accounting issues
The second way in which understanding was tested was in two
questions about specific accounting issues. During the
questionnaire design stage a good deal of time was spent in
trying to identify any common statements or accounting ideas
which might be found in all five sets of accounts. The only
common areas identified between the different accounting reports
were the balance sheet (and even that is not very obvious in the
COS accounts) and the receipts and payments vs income and
expenditure dichotomy. It was accordingly decided to ask the
respondents two questions: did they understand the difference
between the concepts of Receiptl and Payaentl and Incoae and
Expenditure (and if they did which did they think should be
adopted) and what is the Balance Sheet. Both questions were in a
very simple form but this was deemed necessary as it was
anticipated that many respondents would not be trained in
accounting. Responses to the balance sheet question are shown in
table 12.3.~ and to the R&P/I&E in table 12.3.~.

From the results in table 12.3.1 we can aee that 50.6% of the
respondents replying say that they understand or they think they
understand the difference between receipts and payments and
income and expenditure accounting bases (difference in bases)
whereas 49.4% don't understand or are not sure. The difference
between the churches (which is significant at a level of p<l%)
does not seem to be systematic in any way and particularly not
related to the basis on which the churches do their accounts
(GGO, RCC and COS use R&P whilst LPL and MET on the whole use
I&E).

When reported level of understanding is compared with reported
understanding of difference in bases as in table 12.3.2 it is
obvious that there is a significant relationship between ease of '
understanding and reported understanding of the difference in
bases. The exact form of the relationship cannot be defined but
it seems as if eale of understanding is related to under8tandina
of difference in bases and conversely difficulty in understanding
is related to DOD-under8tanding of the difference in basis. Once
again causality is not clear.
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Table 12.3.1 R~ROIted understanding of difference between ReceiEts and
Payments and Income and ExRenditure basis of accounting

Understand? GGO RCC LPL COS MEr TarAt

No 13 73 43 39 60 228
18.1% 36.7% 36.8% 27.5% 22.1% 28.4'>.

Not Sure 20 38 16 34 60 168
27.8% 19.1% 13.7% 23.9% 22.1% 20.9~.

Sub-Total 33 III 59 73 120 396
45.8% 55.8% 50.4% 51.4% 44.1% 49.4°,.

Think so 26 62 34 42 85 249
36.1% 31.2% 29.1% 29.6% 31.3% 31.0'"

Definitely 13 26 24 27 67 157
18.1% 13.1% 20.5% 19.0% 24.6% 19.6'}"--

'Iotal Responses 72 199 117 142 272 802
No reply 4 10 2 46 2 64

Total Respondents 76 209 119 188 214 866

Note: 1. The Chi-square test indicates that there is a difference in reponses
between churches significant at a level of p<O.OOl (see chapter 9.3)

2. This table contains only nominal data and so only the Lambda statistic
has been calculated. The Lambda statistic is 0.076 (see chapter 9.3)

'Iable 12.3.2 ComEaring Und~r8tinding ~ith
ReRQIted und~st~din& Qf Diffg[~nc~ ~n B§s~sPerceived Understanding

Understand Differ- Very Quite Quite Very Don't No
ence in Bases? Easy Easy Diffi Diffi Know Reply

cult cult
NO 9 96 84 28 2 9 217

13.4% 21.6% 37.2% 75.7% 28.0%
NOT SURE 6 86 64 2 2 8 158

9.0% 19.3% 28.3% 5.4% 20.4%
THINK SO 21 167 54 3 2 2 245

31.3% 37.5% 23.9% 8.1% 31.6%
DEFIN rrELY 31 96 24 4 1 1 155

46.3% 21.6% 10.6% 10.8% 20.0%

Total Replies 67 445 226 37 7 67 175
No Reply 2 14 1 0 0 47 64

'Iotal Respondents 69 459 221 37 7 114 839

Note: 1. 'IheChi-square test indicates that there is a difference in reponses
between churches significant at a level of p<O.OOl (see chapter 9.3)

2. This table contains ordinal data and so the relevant 'Iau,G8IIIIl8and
Somer's d statistics have been calculated. 'Ihey are Tau (b) -0.285
Gamma -0.430 Somer's d -0.283 (see chapter 9.3)
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In the questionnaire we were not able to test the level of
understanding of differences in bases and such a test may produce
responses significantly different from these. However about half
of respondents appear to understand the differences despite only
11.8% admitting to any accounting qualifications.

the difference between the I&E and R&P measurement bases probably
has little effect on the figures presented in the accounting
statements in the study. this is particularly the case in the
smaller organisations having no fixed or non-monetary current
assets and in any accounts without fixed assets as the
depreciation adjustment is the major difference between the two
bases in these organisations. Although the difference could be
quite significant a large percentage of respondents say they do
not understand the difference between the two bases.

Of those who say they understand the difference in bases, the
majority feel that an income and expenditure account basis is the
preferred one for the following year's accounts although in the
Episcopal Church (GGO and RCC) this is less clear (see table
12.3.3). this bias is found even in COS which prepares accounts
on a receipts and payments basis.

the second specific question asked of respondents was about
understanding of a balance sheet. Once again the lack of commonly
accepted methods of accounting in these organisations restricted
the way in which the question could be phrased. It was decided to
ask the.following question:

"... do you think the balance sheet is:
A summary of all the assets held by
and the funds they relate to

or Lists of Balances from the accounts books
or Something else (if so please specify)
or Don't Know

(tick one box)
the (church trustees)

[ ]
[ ]
[]
[ ]"

the answers to the question are summarised in table 12.3.4. this
is the only question which had a 'correct' answer in that the
balance sheet is a list of balances from the accounts. In certain
circumstances it may also be a list of ~ assets and
liabilities, but in all the churches in the study this was known
to not be the case. the results show that 39.2% of responses
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indicated 'don't know'. This is slightly lower than the 'no' and
'no reply' responses to the question on difference in bases but
is not dissimilar. 28.3% of responses were 'correct' and a few of
the respnses under 'other' could be regarded as correct as they
recognised that the balance sheet did not include all assets.

There are again significant differences between churches with the
highest percentage of don't knows in cos and the lowest in MET.
The highest percentage of 'all assets' replies was in GGO (45.7%)
where the researcher actually pointed out in his report to the
AGM that the balance sheet did not contain all assetsl

We can see therefore that there is only a minority of respondents
who seem to understand what a balance sheet contains and there
are at least as many people who admit to not knowing the answer.
Perhaps the most worrying aspect about this is that these users
do not know whether the balance sheet satisfies a very basic
information need about stewardship ie whether it includes all
assets of the organisation or just a selection. A large minority
believe that the balance sheet contains all assets and their
related funds even when they clearly do not eg in cos the audit
report notes the exclusion of fixed assets from the Consolidated
Summary.
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Table 12.3.3 BiSis of meiSuremgnt ~referred by res~ondents
I~~QIting thgy definitely or think they unders!and

~be difference in basis

Bgsis Prefm:ed @ RCC LPL COS MEr TarAL

Receipts and Payments 17 37 9 14 16 93
53.1% 48.1% 19.6% 25.0% 11.9% 26.9'.

Income and Expenditure 15 40 37 42 119 253
46.9% 51.9% 80.4% 75.0% 88.1% 73.1~.

Total positive replies 32 77 46 56 135 346

Don't Understand 33 113 61 74 120 401
Don't know 6 7 8 9 15 45
No reply 5 12 4 49 4 74

76 209 119 188 274 866

Note: 1. The Chi-square test indicates that there is a difference
in reponses between churches significant at a level of
p<O.OOl (see chapter 9.3)

2. This table contains only nominal data and so only the
Lambda statistic has been calculated. The Lambda
statistic is 0.076 (see chapter 9.3)

Table 12.3.4 Responses to the question 'Whatis a Balance Sheet?

Bglance Sheet is: GGO

32
45.7%

12
17.1%

3
4.3%
23

32.9%
70
6

All Assets
Accounts Balances
Something Else
Don't Know

Total Responses
No Reply
Total Respondents

RCC
47

24.1%
38

19.5%
8

4.1%
102

52.3%
195
14

76 209

LPL

32
28.6%

28
25.0%

1
.9%
51

45.5%
112

7

119

~.

15
11.5%

35
26.9%

7
5.4%
73

56.2%
130
58

188

~

82
30.6%
107

39.9%
24

9.0%
55

20.5%
268

6

274

TarAL

208
26 .8~0
220

28.4°,.
43

5.5°,.
304

39.2'p
175
91

866

Note: 1. The Chi-square test indicates that there is a difference
in reponses between churches significant at a level of
p<O.OOl (see chapter 9.3)

2. This table contains only nominal data and so only the
Lambda statistic haa been calculated. The Lambda
statistic is 0.110 (see chapter 9.3)
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Chapter 13 Changes recommended in the accounts
13.1 Introduction
We have seen in previous chapters the uses which respondents have
for accounts and something of their background beliefs about the
accounting reports produced. In this chapter we discuss the
results of some of the questions included in the questionnaire
about the changes which respondents would like to see in the
accounts. These questions are in two groups: one which asked
respondents what changes they would like in the accounts to
improve their understanding, usefulness and readability, another
group of questions asked about specific changes which have been
suggested in the literature about inclusion of summary accounts,
half year accounts and budgets. The results of first question
about general changes are reported in section 13.2 and the second
group of questions are reported in section 13.3. These results
are brought to a conclusion in section 13.4.

13.2 Reported needs for change
The question about changes was the final question in the third
section of the questionnaire invited comments from respondents on
any changes which they would like to see in the accounts "in
order to improve understandability, usefulness, readability
etc.". The question was open-ended and responses were analysed in
the same way as similar kinds of response reported in chapters
10,11 and 12.

The overall results of this 'changes' question are reported in
table 13.2.1. The first very striking feature about the results i8
that overall 48% of respondents did not reply to the question at
all. Tbe reasons for this might indicate a lack of interest in
the accounts, a lack of knowledge about what might be provided in
the accounts, satisfaction with the present accounts or simply a
lack of stamina to complete the questionnaire. It is not clear
which of these is most likely the case.

Multiple replies were possible in this question and 80 the totals
in the table do not add to 100%. It was very difficult to c~dify
many of the responses to this question and so there are a large
number of responses included in the 'other replies' category.
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Apart from this category there are however three major groupings
of responses: those replying that 'no change' was necessary,
19.9% of respondents; those suggesting 'more simple' accounts
were needed, 13.3% of respondents and those wanting'more detail'
or explanation, 11.0% of respondents.

13.2.1 Respondents indicating 'no change' in accounts needed
As far as the 'no change' category is concerned, more respondents
in GCO and RCC felt that no change was necessary than in LPL, COs
and MET. The replies in the 'no change' category have been broken
down into three sub-categories:'content', indicating that
respondents are happy with the accounts as they are, 'don't know'
and 'no comment'. Table 13.2.2 gives these breakdowns and
illustrates that there are similar levels of 'don't knows' in all
but GGO with more 'no comment' and 'content' in GGO and the RCC.
The higher percentage in the RCC may reflect the fact that RCC
accounts are in summary form at present.

Comments in the 'don't know' category illustrate three themes
which have appeared in other sections of the results. these are:
1. there are those who receive the accounts who don't feel

qualified to comment on the accounts. This simply reinforces
the idea that many users of the accounts are naive users eg
"Bot qualified to .ake positive 8uggeationa" LPL
"Beyond wy expertise" LPL
"I do not feel competent· to answer thia question" RCC
"Don't bow" COS

2. There is a learning problem for some people eg
".ot fuU, CODYeraant with the post ,et to co.Dent" GGO
"I .. jU8t beginnina to get uaed to finding ., wa,
round it" RCC

3. there is a felt need for experts to be involved in the
accounts production and interpretation and these experts are
trusted in most matters relating to accounts:
I~ot beina a financial person I .. prepared to trust
thoae appointed" cos

"Prefer to leaye such judg_ents to those who are
professiona1l, qualified" MET
"I feel we hne expert8 on the job to work out
changea. (I .. ) willina to trust thea" ME'1'
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Table 13.2.1 Showing the total of all changes recommended in the
Changes Question

~ RCC ~ COS MEr .IQ!&. ~

No Change 22
28.9%

More Simple 7
9.2%

More Explanation 6
7.9%

Other Replies 9
11.8%

Total Replies

53
25.3%

15
7.2%
12

5.8%
23

11.0%

21
17.6%

12
10.0%

21
17.7%

10
8.4%

33
17.7%

29
15.4%

23
12.2%

16
8.5%

41
15.7%

52
19.0%

33
12.0%

49
17.9%

44 103 64 101 175
57.9% 49.3% 53.8% 53.7% 64.6%

37 110 62 93 114
48.7% 52.6% 52.1% 49.5% 41.6%

No reply

Total Respondents 76 209 119 188 274

170
19.9%
115

13.3%
95

11.0%
107

12.2%
487

56.5%
416

48.0%
866

0.011
0.000
0.014
0.016

Note: 1. As mUltiple responses are reported in this table, it has
not been possible to calculate an overall chi-square
test. Instead chi-square test significance levels have
been approximated for each reM of the table (see chapter
9.3). These significance levels are indicated in the
final column of each row.

Table 13.2.2 Breakdown of the 'No Change' replies to the Change Question

Don't Know

No Camnent
Content with situation

2
2.6%
13

17.1%
7

9.2%
Total No Change Responses 22

28.9%
No Reply in this Section 54

71.1%
Total Respondents

19
9.1%
22

10.5%
12

5.7%
53

25.3%
156

74.6%
76 209

11
9.2%
8

6.7%
2

1.7%
21

17 .6%
98

82.4%
119

11
10.2%

8
4.3%

6
3.2.%

33
17.7%
163

86.7%
188

18
7.3%
18

6.6%
5

1.8%
41

15.7%
233

85.0%
274

61
8.2%
69

8.0%
32

3.7%
172

19.9%
704

81.3%
866

Note: As 20% of the cel1s have an expected frequency of
under 5, the chi-square statistic for the table
(which indicates a relationship significant at a level of
p<O.105) is unreliable.
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There were 3.7% of responses overall which expressed the view
that the accounts are all right as they are. Most responses in
this group simply stated this eg:

"I think it is a good clear precis"
"I ea perfectly satisfied"
"Quite happy a. at pre.ent"

LPL
RCC
COS

But other responses included here indicated that the accounts bad
to be produced in tbeir present form, even though they are not
fully understood:

"Tbe Ab.tract it. tbe Ab.tract. Other cburch public-
ation. cater for U.proveaents in understanding etc)" COS

liTheaccounts appear perfectly understandable (with a
...11 degree of explanation maybe)1I MET

8% of the responses did not give any comment about changes other
than saying 'no change' or 'none'. No examples of these are given
here.
13.2.2 Respopdents indicating 'more simple' accounts needed
In the 'more simple' category the responses were broken down into
two sub-groups: those where the response indicated the need for
simpler accounts and those where briefer accounts were requested.
The two requests are not necessarily the same as it may be
possible to simplify a set of accounts without actually reducing
their length.

Replies in the first category of 'simpler' accounts include:
"8iaplify fora and language" COS
" Simpler .ethod of co.DUnicating financial
information. Hany district rep. are ordinary church
-..ber. vho ..y have little or no experience of
accounts" MET

"Accounts should be presented using everyday la,..n'.
terminology ratber tban professional and often
legalistic tenaa" MET
"lIuiaua .iaplification while still giYina ba.ic and
e.sential information" MET

"I would need it simplified" RCC
In a few cases respondents said what they would like the accounts
to contain eg:

"A simple idea of vhether we are aaking ends .eet and
how much we need for future needs" COS

"A Bimple Btat_ent of our poaition eg ve have Ex but
ve need £y to ..intaiu the work" LPL
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"A brief 8tatement as to solvency of the organisation" cos
"I vant to know three things only: 1. Are ve 801vent
2.What ia likely to happen financially in the future
3.If there's a aurplus or a deficit vhat are ve going
to do about itt" MET

These are indications that the accounting reports are not meeting
users present needs but ~ that the information is not provided,
rather that it is not in a form that is simple enough to digest
by a number of respondents.

Some respondents were very clear as to how they wanted
"Lesa use of technical jargon"
"Simplicity of preaentation to improve readability"
"Lesa detail perhapa and JaOrereadable for the ordinary
laJ1UD"

simplification:
MET
MET
cos

and others on the effect that simplification would have:
"SimPlified veraions for U8e by church .ember8 vill
increase sense of 8hared responsibility both in
spending and vorking for outreach aiasion of the
church" MET

There is thus a felt need for generally more simplified accounts.

There were also a group of replies where though the suggestion
was 'simpler' accounts, there was specific mention of the need
for accounts to be briefer or shorter in length or with summaries
eg:

"Much'greater brevity" cos
"A .,re 8imple but ahort account of financial position
of the church aa • whole for thoae ~era of the
church vho have little knowledge of the affaira of the
church" COS

"A plain aheet aayiug jU8t what has co.e in and vhere
it haa gone - aimply or i. that impossible?" GGO

"Simple summarie8 to enable aituation to be taken in at
• glance" MET

There were several responses which indicated that simpler
accounts or summaries should be in addition to the present full
accounts but perhaps with a different circulation:
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"An easy to follow account for ordinary church members
in addition to the present full stateaent" tFt

"a greatly simplified .eries of accounts with the
opportunity for acces. to inforaation if reasonably
required" LFL

and some which implied that summaries would be a useful guide as
to where to look for further information in the accounts:

"popular su.l.8ries attached to each section of the
accounts in layaan's language" COS

These ideas expressed about simplification are consistent with a
number of possible hypotheses about information presentation. The
overall tenor of these responses seems to suggest an hypothesis
that a reader/recipient presented with a mass of accounting
information seeks first an abstract to see if that information is
relevant to his needs and that if a reading of the abstract
signals further investigation he will use either the abstract or
other guide (eg and index) to guide him as to where to
investigate. For many people in receipt of church accounts the
signal produced by the abstract would be sufficient to satisfy
their basic need - and the openness of the system to further
investigation would lend credibility to the reporting system.
This call for 'simpler' and 'summary' information presentation
would fit the need for an abstract in this information search
hypothesis. It would not however mean that more detailed accounts
should not be made available. We shall return to this discussion
later.
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13.2.3 Respondents indicating 'more detail' in accounts needed
Table 13.2.4 gives a breakdown of the responses grouped together
as wanting 'more detail or explanation'. These responses fall
into three groups: those where explanation is requested. 5.3% of
respondents; those where more details are requested. 3.7%. and
those where graphical presentation is requested. 2% of
respondents.

For COS and LPL together there are ten requests for more details
of congregational giving and income eg:

"Stipend quota payaent should he included in detail" LPL
"Ilestore the foraer Presbytery lists cut out nov for
the sake of econa.J. Previously 1 found thea .ost
interestina and useful" cos

The other detail requested is to do with various aspects of
expenditure or assets and is the direct opposite of the
simplification requested by those respondents above. Examples of
this are:

"Beritable Properties statalent" cos
(ie land and buildings in accounts)

"More detailed inforaation re expenditure of individual
boards" LPL

"Further breakdown of '.u.scellaneous' beads" MET
"More detailed accounts. 1 suspect that _ney is spent
on pet projects by forceful li.bops or soae pressure
group. but 1 can't prove it." RCC

In this 'more detail' section has been included responses
containing the idea of pictoral presentation. Though thi. might

have been include under the 'simplification' section. it has been "
included here because graphs and pictures can help explain the
items in the accounts without simplifying them and the idea
expressed in many of the responses is to ~ to the accounts
rather than present graphs/pictures instead of accountS.
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Table 13.2.3 BreakdCMl of the 'More Simple' replies to the Change Question
GGO ace ill Cos .Mt:!. TarA!.

SIMPLm 2 9 6 14 37 68
2.6% 4.3% 5.0% 7.4% 13.5% 7.9%

BRIEFm 5 6 6 15 15 47
6.6% 2.9% 5.0% 8.0% 5.5% 5.4%

Total More Simple 7 15 12 29 52 115
9.2% 7.2% 10.0% 15.4% 19.0% 13.3%

No Reply in this section 69 194 107 159 222 751
90.8% 92.8% 89.9% 84.6% 81.0% 86.7%

TOTAL 76 209 119 188 274 866

Note: As 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of under 5,
the chi-square statistic for the table (which indicates a
relationship significant at a level of p<0.15) is
unreliable.

Table 13.2.4 Breakdown of the 'More Detail' replies to the Change Question

.QQQ !££ Y1. ~ m TarAL
Explanation 4 5 7 10 20 46

5.3% 2.4% 5.9% 5.3% 7.3% 5.3%
More Details 0 5 12 10 5 32

.0% 2.4% 10.1% 5.3% 1.8% 3.7%
Graphs, fictoral etc 2 2 2 3 8 17

2.6% 1.0% 1.7% 1.6% 2.9% 2.0%

TarA!. FOR THIS SECTlOO 6 12 21 23 33 95
7.9% 5.8% 17.7% 12.2% 12.0% 11.0%

No Reply in this section 70 197 98 165 241 771
92.1% 94.3% 82.4% 87.8% 88.0% 89.0%

rorn, 76 209 119 188 274 866
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Suggestions here are for example:
"Presentation could be greatly improved by uae of
graphics and aore illustrations" cos

"Pie charts added" LPL
"In soae cases graphs and charts are better than
figures - ia .ost cases the treasurer who presents the
accounts is not a good apeaker and rarely clarifies or
explains accounts or anavers questions." MET

"Visual aids - diagrams etc popularise accounts but
these need to be in addition to, not instead of the
current presentation." MET

The majority of replies included in this section are however
those seeking more explanation in the accounts. The wide range of·
replies includes several key ideas:
1. There needs to be an overview commentary or directors report:

"Order should start with an overview them be followed
by section details." COS

"A simple commentary should highlight current trends in
the financing of the church" MET

2. There should be some sort of explanation of financial policy:
"Some explanation ought to be given about the need for
reserves" MET

"Also explanation of financial policies" RCC
3. There need to be an explanation of structure Qt accounts and

terminology:
"Purpose of various trusts" GGO
"Explain aU term.a in a glossary ie Quota, Eudowaeut
for new .esber.a" GGO

"Glo.sery of term." MET
4. An explanation is needed of particular aspects of the report:

"Note on various balance. ie consolidated sWllllU1ry,
would be useful but poslibly too expenlive to print in
cletail" cos

Apart from the comments where'more detail is requested, most of
the responses in this 'more detail' section seem to be suggesting
that what is needed is a better guide to the accounting report
and this would fit the information search hypothesis which was
posited above, that readers need to be able to discover their way
around the accounts and understand its various sections.
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13.2.4 Respondents giving 'other replies~. to change questi9~
The final group of responses are those 'other replies' where
Classification was quite difficult. Table 13.2.5 gives the
breakdown of these replies and they will be discussed only
briefly. In the general section are a number of individual
replies which range from:

"The Cyaru account_ in Wel_h.and Bn&lish" MET
to comments about financial policy:

"The Mi__ion and Sel"Yicelund _hould ellbraceall
divi~ioDal expenditure" MET

and about the availability of accounts:
"I only get the Abstract at the General As_embly by
a_king. It _hould be ..de available" COS

There few themes running through these replies but five are worth
mentioning:

1.Presentation is the subject of a number of responses and
suggestions are made to include precentages (COS), have
larger print (MET), publish an index (LFt) and make them more
attractive (MET).

2.Closely related to this is the call for a common format to
accounts in the Methodist Church where there are a large
number of differing structures. (Note this is a current aim
of the Finance Division of the church).

3.Some respondents felt that budget and budget/actual
information would be useful, but this was included as a
separate question as well (see chapter 13.3).

4.A few replies indicated that 5 or 10 year trends would be
useful.

5.Six responses indicated that a change in accounting
measurement basis would be helpful - some to a R&P basis and
Some to an I&E basisl

13.2.6 Conclusions
The results of the question asking about changes are therefore
quite varied. Only about half of the respondents replied to the
question though those that did often gave quite long answers with
several ideas included. There are three main groups of replies:
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respondents wanting no change, respondents wanting more simple
accounts and respondents wanting more expanation. These were a
further group of mixed other replies which contain many small
points.

Where positive changes are suggested, the answers do not really
help us to understand more about how users use accounts but they
give an indication of the problems which respondents might have
in reading and using the accounts. Some of these suggestions are
relevant to policy makers especially: the simplification comments
relating to the form of the accounts and technical jargon; the
replies asking for more explanation about financial policy,
purpose of trusts etc. and the requests for the provision of
simpler (probably additional) accounting reports for the average
layman. These comments accord with conclusions from the
description of the accounting reports in chapter 7. These users
comments, it should be noted, do not seem to suggest needing the
accounts for further uses but rather enabling users to understand
more easily the information which is already presented.

The replies on the whole do not indicate a need for major changes
in the accounts presented and particularly that there is no
need to increase the amount of information disclosed, even in the
more abbreviated accounts such as the RCC, though some would like
this in specific cases. A sizable minority (35%) of those giving
an answer to the question are actually content with the present
form of accounts and want little change. Many of this group of
respondents are not only happy with the information produced but
think that accountants do a very good job in producing the
accounts as they do.
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Table 13.2.5 Breakdown of the 'Other_~eply' replies to the Change Question
9QQ RCC LPL COS MEr W&

General Cooments 1 9 6 6 19 41
1.3% 4.3% 5.0% 3.2% 6.9% 4.7%

Improved Presentation 1 6 2 2 11 22
1.3% 2.9% 1.7% 1.1% 4.0% 2.5%

Ccmwn Layout 0 0 0 1 8 9
.0% .0% .0% .5% 2.9% 1.0%

Include Budgets 2 1 1 3 1 8
2.6% .5% .8% 1.6% .4% .9%

Include Trends 2 0 0 1 2 52.6% .0% .0% .5% .7% .6%
Change Basis 2 3 0 0 1 6

2.6% 1.4% .0% .0% .4% .7%Include Per capita figures 1 2 1 1 2 71.3% 1.0% .8% .5% .7% .8%
Unclear meaning 0 1 0 2 4 7.0% .5% .0% 1.1% 1.5% .8%Flippant 0 1 0 0 1 2.0% .5% .0% .0% .4% .2%
Other Replies 2 17 8 11 43 812.6% 8.2% 6.7% 5.9% 15.7% 9.2%
No Reply in this Section 74 192 111 177 231 78597.4% 91.9% 93.3% 94.1% 84.3% 90.6%
TOTAL 76 209 119 188 274 866
Note : As over 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of

under 5, the chi-square statistic for the full table is
, unreliable.
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13.3 Additional questions about possible chapges in accounts
13.3.1 Iptroduction
In addition to the open ended questions about the changes which
respondents would like to see in the accounts, three questions
were asked about specific changes which might be made to the
accounts. Two of these possible changes, summary accounts and
budgets, have been discussed in the literature reviewed in
chapter 3 whilst the third, half year accounts, is a practice in
existance in the profit-making sector. In all six questions were
asked of respondents: would a summary of the accounts be (a)
useful and (b) interesting (discussed in Ramanathan and Weis,
1981); would the addition of a budget statement be (a) useful and
(b) interesting (see for example CICA, 1980) and would half-
yearly accounts be (a) useful and (b) interesting. The results to
each of these questions are presented in this chapter in sections
13.3.2 to 13.3.4. In addition certain other questions about
changes in "specific church's accounts were asked and these are
reported in section 13.3.5.

We have already seen that the various differences in the
structure and content of accounting reports between churches make
designing a questionnaire about accounting reports difficult for
this sector. This lack of uniformity, most probably the result of
the separate development of each organisation with no need for
finance from a common source or trading of ownership rights,
meant that questions had to be adjusted for each questionnaire so
as to fit the differing reports in the study.

The form of the questions in the three areas was nevertheless
very similar across questionnaires. In three of the churches no
summaries of fund movements were produced, whilst in the RCC the
accounts were themselves summary accounts and in GGO an attempt·
at a summary of fund movements had been tried for the first time.
In the area of budgets GGO, COS and MET did not produce budgets
as part of the annual accounting reports. LPL had a one page
budget statement linked to the required contribution for the
following year and the RCC had budgets giving more detail than
the actual accounts. The half-year accounts questions were
identical for all five churches as none of the churches published
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half-year accounts for AGM members, though some did produce these
for committee members.

13.3.2 SUmmary Accounts
For the three churches not producing summary accounts, the
question about summary accounts was:

"The (l981 accounts) do not contain an overall summary (of
movements on the fund accounts) for (the church). Do you
think that an overall summary would be:

Very Useful Very Interesting
Useful Interesting
Not Useful Not interesting
Don't Know Don't Know " (see note below

re. Il.<::c.)
The question was slightly different in GGO as an overall
statement had been produced though the results are reported here.
In RCC a different question was asked as the accounts are summary
accounts and this is discussed at the end of this section. The
results of this question for all but RCC are summarised in tables
13.3.1 and 13.3.2.

Overall it can be seen from the responses to the 'usefulness'
part of the question shown in table 13.3.1 that, apart from in
LPL, a majority of respondents said that they would find a
summary of accounts either 'useful' or 'very useful' with
respondents in the COS and MET giving the largest number of 'very
useful' responses (26.2% and 19% respectively).·The reason that
LPL does not follow this pattern is that there are a very large
number of 'don't know's, possibly due to the fact that to the
casual reader it seems as if LPL accounts have a summary in them
in the form of the Income and Expenditure (I&E) account. As our
analysis of structure has shown. this I&E account is not the only
movement statement in the accounts and so an overall summary of
mOVements would still be possible and would give figures
including those in the I&E account. Another reason for the high
proportion of 'don't know's' in LPL could be the relatively
larger number of priests in the respondents though neither the
proportion of people with some accounting qualifications nor the
level of reported understanding is proportionately higher than in
other churches.
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Table 13.3.1 Usefulness of summary accounts by church

LPL COS m sns- GGO TarAL
~

Nor USEFUL 11 6 34 51 10 61
9.2% 4.1% 12.4% 9.5% 13.2% 9.9%

USEFUL 42 58 119 219 43 262
35.3% ItO.O% 43.4% ~.7% 56.6% 42.6%

VERYUSEFUL 8 38 52 98 8 106
6.7% 26.2% 19.0% 18.2% 10.5% 17.3%

DON'T l<NaJ 47 16 40 103 0 103
39.5% 11.0% 14.6% 19.1% .0% 16.7%

TarAL 108 118 245 471 61 532
NO REPLY 11 27* 29 67 15 82

9.2% 18.6% 10.6% 12.5% 19.7% 13.4%

119 145* 274 538 76 614

Note: 1. * In the case of 43 COS respondents who did not receive
accounts, the question was not asked.

2. Percentages relate to respondents
3. A number of chi-square tests have been performed for the table

and these indicate:
a) Test for columns 1-3 & 5 and rows 1-4 significant at p<l%
b) Test for columns 1-3 and rows 1-4 significant at p<l%
c) Test for columns 4 & 5 and rows 1-4 significant at p<l%

Table 13.3.2 Ipterest in summary accounts by church

LPL COS HEr SUB- GGO TarAL
Im&

Nar INraUST ING 15 6 24 45 6 51
12.6% 3.1% 8.8% B.4X 12.7% 8.3%

lNTFlUSTOO . 46 61 lOB 215 47 262
38.7% 32.4% 39.4% ~.O% 61.8% 42.7%

VERYINTEXFl)TING 6 25 41 72 3 75
5.0% 13.3% 15.0% 13.41 3.9% 12.2%

1)00'T l<NaJ 35 6 29 70 0 70
29.4% 3.2% 10.6% 13.0% .0% 11.4%

TarA!. 102 98 202 ~2 56 458
NO REPLY 17 90* 72 179 20 231

14.3% 32.4% 26.3% 33.3% 26.3% 25.4%

119 145* 214 S38 16 614

Note: 1. * In the case of 43 COS respondents who did not receive
accounts, the question was not asked.

2. Percentages relate to respondents
3. A number of chi-square tests have been performed for the table

and these indicate:
a) Test for columns 1-3 & 5 and rows 1-4 significant at p<l%
b) Test for columns 1-3 and rows 1-4 significant at p<1%
c) Test for columns 4 & 5 and rows 1-4 significant at p<l%
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Table 13.3.2 reports the results of the second part of the
question: whether respondents would find a summary interesting.
The acc results have again been excluded from this table. There
is very little difference between the answers to this interest
question and the previous usefulness question except that
more people report that they would find the summary interesting
than useful. Part of the difference in 'no replies' to these
questions may be partly due to some respondents not realising
that both interest and usefulness questions were to be an~ered.

We should note that in LPL. COS and MET the interest and
usefulness questions were hypothetical as it was not possible to
show an illustrative copy of a summary account for the church. In
GGO a form of summary account had been prepared for the first
time (and has been modified in the following year's accounts) and
so the question was less hypothetical and consequently a 'don't
know' response was not allowed for. The results and the
statistics indicate that there are significant differences
between GGO and the other churches with a probability of error of
less than 1% but the results also show that there are differences
significant at p<l% even between the churches LPL. COS and MET.
these being mainly due to the LPL results already 4iscussed
above.

Overall. approximately 60% of respondents thought that .a summary
statement either was or would be 'useful' or 'very useful' and
55% thought it would be 'interesting' or 'very interesting'. The
lowest percentages were in LPL (42% and 43.7%) with other
churches being remarkably similar as regards usefulness: GGO
67.1%, COS 66.2% and MET 62.4%. though slightly different as
regards interest: GGO 65.7%. cos 45.7% and MET 54.4%.

The larger proportion of 'very interested' and 'very useful'
responses in cos and MET probably indicates a greater felt need
for a summary in the more complex accounts of these churches.
Several MET respondents also noted that such a summary would be
difficult to produce and so expensive. a constraint which would
probably mean that it would not be produced (see interiview in
chapter 16).
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Although a majority of recipients do or would find summaries
useful and interesting. in such a general research question as
this it was not possible to test why this is the case or what
form a summary should take. Each of these questions would make an
interesting area for further research and would be areas which
would have direct benefits to users and producers of accounts. In
investigating each of these questions the two hypotheses about
the need for such a summary of funds which were first proposed in
the early part of this chapter ~ould be relevant ie firstly the
need for a summary account for the naive user for overall
monitoring of the financial position and to identify whether any
further investigations should be made and secondly the need for a
summary account to help identify where in the accounts further
investigations should take place.

RCC Results
As the main acc Accounts are themselves basically a summary the
question asked of acc respondents was in the form:

'''rbe1981 acc Blue Book accounts are a s~rJ of ..ov_ents on
tbe main fund accounts of tbe acc. Would you find tbe
reporting of the detailed fund .oveaent accounts which go
into this SUDllUlry to be (Useful) and (Interesting)"

The acc results thus represent an enquiry into potential
usefulness of and interest in detailed accounts rather than in
summary accounts and are an investigation almost exactly opposite
to the earlier part of the section.

The results of the acc question. which are reported in table
13.3.3. relate to whether respondents would like detailed
statements aa vell aa the Bummary accounting Btatements. The
results show that 21.7% of respondents would find detailed
accounts 'useful' or 'very useful' (though 33% would find them
'interesting' or 'very interesting') in addition to the presently
produced s~mmary accounts. However 44.5% of respondents felt that
detailed accounts were not useful (and 33% not interesting). It
8eems then that this very small sample is suggesting a
hypothesis that there are two groups of users. one of which would
be satisfied with merely summary accounts whilst another, smaller
though sizable minority would like to see detailed accounts as
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Table 13.3.3 Usefulness and interest of RCC respondents in
detailed accounts

NOT USEFUL 93 NOT INTERESTING 69
44.5% 33.0%

USEFUL 43 INTERESTING 61
20.6% 29.2%

VERY USEFUL 4 VERY INTERESTING 8
1.1% 3.8%

DON'T KNOW 38 DON'T KNOW 39
18.2% 18.7%
---- ---TOTAL 178 TOTAL 177

NO REPLY 31 NO REPLY 32
14.8% 15.3%
----- -------

TOTAL RESPONDENTS 209 TOTAL RESPONDENTS 209--- -------
well. Again the questionnaire was not designed to explore this
more fully and it must remain an area for future research.

These results support the first of the hypotheses noted above in
that they suggest that many people would not find additional
information interesting or useful and thus it may be concluded
that they are satisfied with the summary accounts they receive.
The results may also support the second hypothesis in that they
indicate that between 20 and 30% of respondents would be looking
for more information than is presented in the summary accounts.

Respondents may require further information in detailed accounts
for a number of reasons. One of these may be the need to
ascertain just which funds are included in the summary: facts
which are not available in the RCC accounts. Perhaps this area of
giving details of the funds included in summary accounts, either
balance sheets or movement statements, is one where a clear
accounting standard may be required?

The difference between the usefulness of detailed RCC accounts
and interest in them indicates that detailed accounts may be
interesting rather than useful. This lends support to the
hypothesis, identified in the user question, that there is a
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quite significant area of use of accounts for general background
information purposes as opposed to decision purposes.

In conclusion therefore a majority of recipients of accounting
statements in these churches reported that they would find a
summary of fund movements useful and a sizable minority would
also find it interesting. This is not to say that summaries are
kt themselves indicated to be useful or interesting. In the case
of the RCC where the accounts are themselves summaries we found
that about 20-30% of respondents would find detailed accounts
useful and interesting in addition to the present accounts.
Together these results suggest that in these churches there are
two groups of respondents, one for whom summary accounts by
themselves would provide adequate information about finances and
another for whom summary accounts by themselves would be
inadequate.

Further research in this area is indicated not only on the
different groups of people that summary and summary plus detailed
accounts would best serve but also on why summaries are needed by
these groups and what form of summary statements would be most
appropriate for users. Such research might usefully concentrate
on the two hypotheses. Firstly, that summaries are needed for the
naive user for overall monitoring and, secondly, the need to
identify where in the accounts further investigations should take
place. Any research in this area will take the investigator into
how users actually process information and will thus involve
general human information processing literature from outside the
NPO area and will need to take into account that users might not
use accounts for 'decision purposes' but possibly for background
knowledge.
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13.3.3 Budgets
The questions to general respondents about usefulness and
interest in budgets were very similar to questions about
summaries. Additional questions about use of and interest in
budgets were asked of respondent s who were also conarit tee members
and the results of these are reported at the end of this section.
As was indicated in chapter 7, only the RCC and LPL produced
budgets as part of their accounting report and so for these
groups of respondents the results relate to actual budgets
produced whilst for other respondents they relate to hypothetical
atatements.

The RCC budgets are more detailed than the accounts themselves
(see exhibit 7.3.3) and in the RCC questionnaire respondents were
additionally asked to report the extent to which the budgets were
read. This is discussed further below. In LPL a budget statement
was presented in the annual report and accounts where it preceded
the annual accounts. Respondents were not asked about their
reading of this budget.

The results of questions about the usefulness of and interest in
budgets are given in tables 13.3.4 and 13.3.5 respectively. Table
13.3.4 indicates that overall 66.7% of respondents felt that
budgets would be 'useful' or 'very useful' and that 64.4% of
respondents felt they would be 'interesting' or 'very
interesting'. There are differences between the churches in both
reported interest and usefulness which are statistically
significant mainly with less than a 1% chance of error.
Differences between churches do not seem to relate to whether the
budgets are actual or hypothetical (differences between both RCC
and LPL and GGO, cos and MET are significant at p<I%) and so we
must begin to look elsewhere for differences in perceived
usefulness and interest between churches.

Amongst the factors which might be responsible for this
difference between churches are the organisational level, style
of management, complexity of accounts and differences in
respondent mix. The responses of 'very useful' and 'useful' for
budgets appear to fit into three bands: GGO (78.9%) and LPL
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Table 13.3.4 Usefuln~ss of budget bI church
Actual Perceived

acc LPL SUB- 000 COS MEr SUB- TOIAL
TOUL TOUL

NOI USEFUL 29 15 44 8 34 69 III 155
13.9% 12.6% 13.4% 9.5% 18.1% 25.2% 20.6% 17.9%

USEFUL 126 68 194 41 84 121 246 440
60.3% 57.1% 59.1% 53.9% 44.7% 44.2% 45.7% 50.1%

VERY USEFUL 22 30 52 19 27 42 88 140
10.5% 25.2% 15.9% 25.0% 14.4% 15.3% 16.4% 16.6%

Dctr'TKN~ 0 0 0 0 26 22 48 48
0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 13.8% 8.0% 8.9% 5.5%

TOIAL 177 113 290 68 11l 254 493 783
NO REPLY 32 6 38 8 17 20 45 83

15.3% 5.0% 11.6% 10.5% 9.0% 7.3% 8.4% 9.6%
209 119 328 76 188 274 S38 866

Note: 1. Percentages relate to respondents
2. A number of chi-square tests have been performed for the table

and these indicate:
a} Test for columns 1-2 and 4--6 (rows 1-4) significant at p<l%
a) Test for columns 1-2 (rows 1-3) significant at p<l%
b) Test for columns 4-6 (rows 1-4) significant at p<l%
c) Test for columns 1&2 elf 4,5 & 6 (rows 1-4) significant at p<l%

Table 13.3.5 Re82Qnd~nts Int~~§t in budg~t ~ cbu[cb
Actual Pe[cd~edRCC LFL SO&- GGO cos MET SUB- TOTAL

rorAL TOIALNO INTEREST 32 14 46 2 19 52 73 11915.3% 11.8% 14.0% 2.6% 10.0% 19.0% 13.6% 13.7%lNTaUETING 128 57 185 42 92 117 251 43661.2% 41.9% 56.4% 55.3% 48.9% 42.7% 46.7% 50.3%VERY IN'IING 18 25 IU 14 22 43 79 1228.6% 21.0% 13.1% 18.4% 11.7% 15.7% 14.7% 14.1%DOO'T KN<ll 0 0 0 0 25 10 35 350.0% . 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 13.3% 3.6% 6.5% 4.0%
TOIAL 178 96 274 58 158 222 438 712 .
NO RIRY 31 23 54 18 30 52 100 15414.8% 19.3% 14.5% 23.7% 16.0% 19.0% 18.6% 17.8%-209 119 328 16 188 274 S38 866
Note: 1. Percentages relate to respondents

2. A number of chi-square testa have been performed for the table
and these indicate:'
a} Te~t for columna 1-2 and 4-6 (rowa 1-4) significant at p<l%
a} Test for columns 1-2 (rows 1-3) significant at p<l%
b} Test for columns 4-6 (rows 1-4) significant at p<l%
c} Test for columns 1&2 elf 4,5 & 6 (rows l-4) significant at p<l%
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(82.9%); COS (59.1%) and MEr (58.5%) and finally the RCC (70.8%).
Both GGO and LPL are regional organisations with an 'Anglican'
style of management. The RCC is a national organisation but also
of 'Anglican' tradition. All these three, and particularly the
first two, have activities with much local impact and therefore
much local interest in ongoing affairs. On the other hand, COS
and MEr have different management traditions and are central
organisations having a less immediate influence on local affairs.

We saw above in chapter 10 that the level of reading appeared to
be related directly to the number of sections in the accounts and
it is possible that use for and interest in budgets might be in
Some way related to complexity in the accounts. The churches with
longer accounts (COS and MET) do have respondents with less use
for and interest in budgets but this is a pattern not repeated
for the shorter accounts where LPL shows a higher interest than
GGO and RCC.

In chapter 10 we also saw that one of the key elements in
respondent mix was committee membership. The percentages of
committee members and the percentages of 'useful' and 'very
useful', interesting' and 'very interesting' responses are shown
in table 13.3.6 and indicate that there is no obvious
relationship between the variables. We must conclude therefore
that the differences between churches in answering this question
about budgets may include elements of each of these explanations
but there is little which is obvious from the data collected in
this study.

Table 13.3.6 Percentages of Committee members and perceived
interesk in and US! io~ byd~sL eGO \! MEr

% Committee members 55.5% 47.4% 25.4% 29.3% 46.3%
% Useful & V Useful replies 82.9% 18.9% 10.8% 59.1% 58.5%
% Interesting and V 1 replies 68.9% 73.7% 69.8% 60.6% 58.4%
The very strong overall interest in and use for budgets may be
ascribed to two possible causes: that the budgets are important
in affecting future decisions of members and their local churches
or that the budgets are an indication of implementation of future
policy of the church so providing information for church members.
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Both these observations are consistent with the hypothesis that
whilst past performance might be of interest for evaluation
purposes, the main financial decision-making taking place in
churches, whether at a local church, central church or a personal
level, is related to the allocation of future resources and this
takes place in the budgeting process rather than on the basis of
any past financial information.

We shall see later (in chapter 15) that budgeting is an important
activity in nearly all the churches in the study and as budgets
are the formal allocation plans of churches it is not difficult
to see that they might be of great interest to the respondents to
the questionnaire who, besides being users of financial
information, might also be regarded as the main policy-making body
of the various churches. We shall also see in chapter I! that the
budget is a key element in controlling the expenditure of the
church organisations in the study, especially where financial
resources are the main constraint on the way the organisation
operates.

The allocation of resources in the churches does not appear to be
done on the basis of any performance criteria but instead is
decided via a political process. This process has as its result
the budget which summarises and operationalises the outcome of
the political process.

acc Budget Reading
There are several detailed budgets shown in the RCC Blue Book, it
was decided to try to find out how many respondents to the acc
questionnaire were asked to indicate how much they read these
budgets in order to see how the results of the questions in the
first part of this section agreed with reported reading.

The results are shown in table 13.3.7 and these indicate that
over 50% of respondents reported reading the budgets in the RCC
Blue Book at least briefly with only around 11% not reading them
at all. Though these are quite high readership figures. they are
in fact similar to the overall reading scores for the RCC
accounts. though there was considerably less variation in
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reported reading between particular statement,s in the budgets
than in the accounts. Of the budgets. the ones most highly read
are those relating to the allocation of ccn-gr egat i.onal,
contributions (quota) between the various boards and the
allocation of quota to dioceses. The detailed budgets for the
spending funds are less well read than these but still read by
about 50% of respondents.

Table 13.3.7 Percent§g~8 of RCC resRondent8 reDortin~
reading budgets included in the Blue Book

Do not Glance Read Read No
Read at Briefly Thoroughly Reply

Quota Allocation 7.2% 18.2% 34.4% 35.4% 4.8%
1982 Diocesan Quotas 7.7% 17.7% 34.9% 34.0% 5.7%
Clergy Stipend Fund Grants u.oz 24.9% 33.0% 25.8% 5.3%
Home Mission Fund Grants 11.0% 26.3% 37.3% 18.2% 7.2%
Joint Board Budget 12.4% 30.6% 28.7% 18.2% 10.0%
Theological College Budget 11.5% 31.1% 32.1% 17.7% 7.7%
Board of Education Budget 9.6% 33.5% 32.1% 16.7% 8.1%
Overseas Mission Bd Budget 11.5% 29.7% 35.4% 16.3% 7.2%Social Service Bd Budget 11.5% 28.7% 36.8% 15.8% 7.2%

The RCC budget statements contain not only the budget information
for the next. current and previous years but also the actual
spending for the previous year and an estimate of spending for
the current year. It is possible therefore that these budgets may
be viewed as a surrogate for the detailed accounting information
not provided by the summary Provincial Revenue Account, although
it is not possible to reconcile the total estimated spending
shown on budgets with the Provincial Revenue account. One or two
respondents reported that the budgets should have actual figures
for the current year rather than the estimates they have at
present.

The reported reading of budgets reported here seems to agree with
the reported usefulness and interests in budgets. About 14% of
respondents reported finding the budgets not useful and a similar
percentage reported not reading them. This suggests at the very
least that the results in this questionnaire are consistent.
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Committee Use of Budgets
Section D of the questionnaire allowed the asking of questions
about use of and interest in budgets to be directed to committee
members in relation to their work as committee members. The form
of the questions used is exactly the same as that in the main
questionnaire but it was necessary to adjust the questions to
allow for respondents to comment on both actual budgets received
and hypothetical budgets as it was possible, certainly in COS and
LPL for different committees to have different practices about
providing budgets for members. In GGO no budgets were provided at
the time of the study and in the RCC budgets were provided for
each committee.

The results are shown in two tables 13.3.8 and 13.3.9. Table
13.3.8 is 'hypothetical' usefulness of budgets and 13.3.9 is
'actual' usefulness of budgets. The tables for 'interest' have
not been reproduced though as show similar patterns. In
commenting on the results, the first item of importance to note
is that there are significantly more 'no replies' in both these
tables than in the general tables above. Perhaps some of this is
related to respondents running out of patience to fill in the
last part of the questionnaire but it has also been possible to
isolate several other reasons for non-reply: that the respondent
is a member of a non-financial committee. that the respondent is
a new member of the committee and that the particular committee
does not produce a budget for table 13.3.9 or it does for table
13.3.8. The balance of 'no replies' is still extremely high for
table 13.3.8 and these results must be suspect. However in both
cases, of those who gave a reply, between 33% (table 13.3.8) and
48.8% (table 13.3.9) felt that budgets were 'very useful' and
46.2% and 48.8% respectively felt· they were 'useful'. This is not
of course unexpected but it does confirm that this sort of
accounting information is helpful to the committees in these
churches.
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Tabl e 13.3.8 R~oort~ Use of budgets for conmittee work
if lh!J: were I!roduce!

GCO LPL COS MET TarAL

Nor USEFUL 1 5 4 9 19
2.8% 7.6% 7.3% 7.1% 6.7%

USEFUL 11 6 5 20 42
30.6% 9.1% 9.1% 15.7% 14.8%

vmy USEFUL 15 2 2 11 30
41.7% 3.0% 3.6% 10.2% 6.3%

SUB-rorAL 27 13 11 ~ 91
NW-FINANCIAL CITEE 2 2 1 13 18

5.6% 3.0% 1.8% 10.2% 6.3%
N~ mmm (DON'T l<N<W) 0 3 3 0 6

0.0% 4.5% 5.5% 0.0% 2.1%
Nor APPLICABLE 0 2 8 27 37

0.0% 3.0% 14.5% 21.3% 13.0%
NO REPLY 7 46 32 47 132

19.4% 69.7% 58.2% 37.0% 46.5%

36 66 55 127 284

Note : As over 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of under 5, the
chi-square statistic for the full table (which indicates a
relationship significant at a level of p<o.OOl) is unreliable.

Table 13.3.9 Reported Use for actual budgets for Committee work

RCC m ~ m. TarA!.

N<1rUSEFUL 4 0 0 0 4
7.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.3%

USEFUL 17 16 20 31 84
32.1% 24.6% 36.4% 24.4% 27.9%

vmy USEFUL 14 16 11 43 84
26.4% 24.2% 20.0% 33.9% 27.9%

SIJB-'lmAL 35 32 31 14 112
NCti-FINANCW. CITEE 6 2 1 13 22

11.3% 3.0% 1.8% 10.2% 7.3%
N~ MEHBm (DON'T I<Nat) 3 4 3 0 10

5.7% 6.1% 5.5% 0.0% 3.3%
N<1rAPPLICABLE 0 15 12 23 50

0.0% 22.7% 21.8% 18.1% 16.6%
NOREfLY 9 13 8 17 47

17.0% 19.7% 14.5% 13.4% 15.6%

53 66 55 127 301

Note : As over 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of under 5, the
chi-square statistic for the full table (which indicates a
re~ationship significant at a level of p<O.OOl) is unreliable.
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13.3.4 Half-Year Accounts
Accounts for periods of less than one year (here generically
called 'half-year accounts') were not produced by any of the
churches in the study for 'external' consumption though they were
produced for internal use by boards, committees and managers
mainly for control purposes (see chapter 15). The results of the
questions about interest and usefulness of half-year accounts for
all respondents are shown in tables 13.3.10 and 13.3.11. In
addition a similar question was asked of committee members about
their use of half-year accounts for committee work and the
results of this are show at the end of this section.

The overall impression of the general results is that half-year
accounts would not be useful (65.4% of respondents) nor
interesting (43.1%). Though there are differences between
churches significant with a chance of error of less than 1% there
seems to be little pattern to these differences and it is not
proposed to investigate these here. Despite this general
impression there is a significant minority in all churches who
expressed interest in half-year accounts of the churches. The
church where perceived usefulness and interest is highest is GGO
(26.3% and 42.1%) and the lowest Rce (15.3% usefulness) and LPL
(23.5% interest).

In the questionnaires there were a number of unsolicited comments
added to the replies to these half-year accounts questions. These
were not analysed in detail but they indicate that the production
of half-year accounts was regarded by some respondents as a waste
of resources. As the respondents or their churches ultimatelyhave to pay for the cost of any accounts production this must be
taken as indicating that half-year accounts would have less value
to these respondents than the additional cost they would incur.

The reasons for lack of perceived usefulness of and interest in
half-year accounts may be related to a general lack of interest
in accounting matters but another explanation is that the
organisation's spending, resource allocation and resource
collection is meaningful, for most AGM members, primarily in an
annual context. Interim figures of both funds received and
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Table 13.3.10 Perceived Usefulness of half-year accounts by church

NOT USEFUL

USEFUL

VERY USEFUL

DON'T KN~

TOTAL

NO REPLY

GCO

1. 44
57.9%

18
23.7%

2
2.6%

o
.0%

RCC
154

73.7%
28

13.4%
4

1.9%
o
.0%

64 186

LPL

95
79.8%

15
12.6%

4
3.4%

o
.0%

114

119

COS
95

50.5%
37

19.7%
4

2.1%
29

15.4%
165

188

HET

178
65.0%

47
17.2%

8
2.9%
19

6.9%------ ------ ------ ------ ------

TOTAL

566
65.4%
145

16.7%
22

2.5%
48

5.5%
781
85

9.8%
866

Note As over 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of
under 5, the chi-square statistic for the full table
(which indicates a relationship significant at a level of
approximately p<O.Ol) is unreliable.

2.

3.
8.

252
12 23 5 23 22

15.8% 11.0% 4.2% 12.2% 8.0%
---- ----- --- ---- ----

76 209 274----- ----- ----- ---- ----

Table 13.3.11 Perceived Interest in half-year accounts by church

NO INTEREST
INTERESTING

VERY INTING

DON'T KN~

TOTAL

NO REPLY

GCO

1. 27
35.5%

30
39.5%

2
2.6%

o
.0%

RCC
97

46.4%
70

33.5%
5

2.4%
o
.0%

59 172

LPL

73
61.3%

25
21.0%

3
2.5%

o
.0%

101

COS
61

32.4%
46

24.5%
4

2.1%
31

16.5%
142

119 188

HET

115
42.0%

75
27.4%

10
3.6%
16

5.8%------ ------ ------ ------ ------

TOTAL

373
43.1%
246

28.4%
24

2.8%
47

5.4%
690
176

20.3%
866

Note As over 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of
under 5, the chi-square statistic for the full table
(which indicates a relationship significant at a level of
approximately p<O.Ol) is unreliable.

2.

3.

8.

216
17 37 18 46 58

22.4% 17.7% 15.1% 24.5% 21.2%
---- ---- ---- ----- ------

76 209 274------ ------ ------ ------ ------
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expended are not a reliable guide to annual figures without
considerable (and costly) interpretation and so such figures are
not generally seen as a need.

Nevertheless there is a sizable minority of AGM members who would
be interested in half-yearly reports of spending and it must be
concluded that these members are looking for some sort of
indicator of part year spending either for a general information
use or as a specific monitoring device for decision making.

In order to investigate this matter more thoroughly more research
would be needed probably with more information about the sort of
information that may be presented. Such research should be
undertaken before any general non-profit accounting policy is
made in this area. If half-year accounts are forced onto churches
by way of an accounting standard and the first of these
interpretations is correct then such a policy would lead to a
misallocation of the internal resources of the organisation.

It should be noted however that none of this implies that
internal accounts are not useful to assist the internal operation
of the organisation, a matter that is taken up in more detail in
chapter If. In the questionnaire a separate question about half
year accounts was directed to committee members and the results
are shown in tables 13.3.12 and 13.3.13. As with the similar
questions on budgets only the results of the 'usefulness'
question are reported here and the same comments apply to the 'no
reply' responses which are not repeated again.

In the three churches LPL, COS and MET, an average of 29% of
respondents report that their committees prepare some sort of·
interim accounts. Of these 72 respondents 90% felt that the half-
year accounts were 'useful' or 'very useful' with the highest
percentage of 'very useful' responses being in MET (53% of
respondents). This indicates that committee members see value in
the half-year accounts and this could be part of the explanation
for the minority of respondents in the general section who would
like half-year accounts.
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Table 13.3.12 Reported Use fpr h~lf:Y~~_~Q~t! for committee work
if thft!~m;:1 Droduc~

~ LPL COS MEr TarAL
NOr USEFUL 18 14 5 20 57

34.0% 21.2% 9.1% 15.7% 18.9%
USEFUL 11 12 3 10 36

20.8% 18.2% 5.5% 7.9% 12.0%
VERY USEFUL 5 1 1 5 12

9.4% 1.5% 1.8% 3.9% 4.0%
SDB-TmAL 34 27 9 35 105
NCti-FINANCIALCTTEE 6 2 1 13 22

11.3% 3.0% 1.8% 10.2% 7.3%
N~ MDmER (DON'T KNOW) 3 3 3 0 9

5.7% 4.5% 5.5% 0.0% 3.0%
NOr APPLICABLE 3 2 6 26 37

5.7% 3.0% 10.9% 20.5% 12.3%
NO REPLY 7 32 36 53 128

13.2% 48.5% 65.5% 41.7% 42.5%
53 66 55 127 301

Note:1. As over 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of
under 5, the chi-square statistic for the full table
(which indicates a relationship significant at a level of
p<O.OOl) is unreliable.

2. The question was not asked in GGO.
Table 13.3.13 Reported Use for actual half-year acco~s fQr committee work

ill COS MET TOTAL
NOT USEFUL 1 2 4

·1.5% 3.6% 3.U
6 6 18

9.1% 10.9% 14.2%
5 5 25

7.6% 9.1% 19.7%
------ ------ ------

USEFUL
VERY USEFUL

SUB-TalAL 12 13 47
NON-FINANCIAL CTTEE 2 1 13

3.0% 1.8% 10.2%
N~ MEMBER (DON'T KNOW) 3 3 0

4.5% 5.5% 0.0%
NOT APPLICABLE 35 32 47

53.0% 28.2% 37.0%
NO REPLY 14 6 20

21.2% 10.9% 15.7%--- ---- ----66 55 127
----- ---- --..___

7
2.8%
30

12.1%
35

14.1%
-------

72
16

6.5%
6

2.4%
114

46.0% .
40

16.1%
------

301-------
Note As over 20% of the cells have an expected frequency of

under 5. the chi-square statistic for the full table
(which indicates a relationship significant at a level of
p<O.OOl) is unreliabl e.
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Chapter 14 Conclusions from the Questionnaire study

14.1 Introduction

In the previous four chapters we have presented the results from
the questionnaire study. In this chapter we shall bring together
the major conclusions from these results and identify the major
findings. Each of the four preceding chapters will be summarised
first and the summary of findings will be given in the final
section.

As this questionnaire was set in the context of a descriptive
study, there was no serious attempt to test hypotheses, although.
as we saw in chapter 9, some of the questions were designed
around areas of interest from the literature eg the consolidation
issue. Rather, the questionnaire was designed to describe present
use and understanding of accounting statements by users, to
illustrate this and if possible identify hypotheses about the
users, their use and understanding of accounts and their
opinions.

The results were split into four categories: questions about
users and their use of accounts, questions about the background
beliefs of users about accounts (which may well influence their
own use of accounts), questions about the understanding of
accounts and finally questions about the changes, if any, which
users might like to see in the accounts. We summarise below the
results of each of these chapters.

14.2 Users and Uses of Accounts
Chapter 10 reported the questionnaire results concerning who are
the users of accounting reports and gave a brief profile of the
users. The chapter also gave the uses of accounting information
declared by users and the results of questions about specific
uses of accounts and about the reading of accounts by users. We
also noted in passing that there were a small group of users not
contacted by the questionnaire who are seen in the literature to
be potentially important users of accounts: banks and legal
oversight bodies. Some informal interviews were undertaken with
representatives from this group and were reported at the end of
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the chapter.

An important reservation in interpreting these results about
users is that the study only contacted the first hand users of
accounts. We saw that there was a potential use of accounts by at
least as many people as received them first hand. However
indications from comments in the questionnaire related to the
question of the number of people reading accounts suggested that
the 'second-hand' users tended to be those given access to a copy

.of the accounts (eg local churches) rather than seeking use of
them, and so the actual use made by this group is probably of
quite small proportions. The exception to this may be in cos
where several ministers attending the AGM reported passing on
their copy of the accounts to their local church treasurer(s).

A second reservation of the study is that it is only of the main
published accounts and not of any additional (secondary)
abbreviated accounts which may be produced. In the five churches
in the study secondary accounts were produced in three of the
churches but these were not produced for all sections of the
organisation. Where there was secondary information produced ie
in MET and COS, the information seemed to have a different target
user group than the main accounts, chiefly potential donors and
interested supporters. We might hypothesise that such secondary
information has a much more specific user orientation than the
general financial statements and it would provide an interesting
area for further research to discover where such secondary
accounts were produced, who are their users and what is their
orientation.

The users of accounts contacted in these case studies are
therefore mainly those who receive the primary financial
statements first hand. Chapter 10 gave a brief profile of these
users which showed that the users are mainly the members of the
relevant church AGM(s) and reflect the composition of those
bodies though in LPL accounts were also distributed to all church
treasurers and clergy whether or not they were AGM members.

The churc.hAGM's consist mainly of representatives from the local.
churches or areas and many of these people hold offices in their
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own local and area church organisations. The members of this user
group are well educated with over half having degrees and many
others with diplomas and professional qualifications. About half
the respondents were clergy, this being in line with the
composition of the various AGMS. Only 11% of respondents had any
sort of accounting qualifications and overall, the membership
tended to be in the over 45 age group with only 30% being under
45. This latter observation is probably consistent with the view
that respondents are 'respected' local church members elected to
represent the local church.

As might be expected in a cross-section of representatives from
churches, there were a number of interests in different aspects
of church life represented in the sample. Of the interests the
highest reported was 'worship' and the lowest 'women's work',
this latter probably indicating a small percentage of women in
the sample. A fairly large minority declared an interest in
administration. The respondents also reported making a
significant financial contribution to the local church with their
giving at local church level being significantly higher than the
average for the church concerned. They also made a significant
contribution of time to the church. The time contribution for
spare-time church workers in the study averages about 18 hours a
month.

The overall profile then is one of a group of people fairly well
committed to supporting the church in all aspects of church
life. This group of detailed users closely resembles the pattern
of users identified in the preliminary survey of churches
reported in chapter 5.1. However certain groups identified in the
literature eg creditors, external finance providers, oversight
bodies, are not found among users in the profile. We shall see in
chapter 15 that these groups are not perceived by information
preparers to significantly affect the way in which accounts are
prepared and, from informal interviews with potential users, seem
to make no use of the accounts.

The majority of the users in the profile may in some sense be
viewed a8 'internal' users of accounts because they are an
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integral part of the management of the church. albeit at a very
general policy level. In the literature. reviewed in chapter 2,
we saw that the users found in this profile would be separately
identified as four groups of users: donors, management, members
and beneficiaries. If we wish to reconcile the groups in the
literature with those in this profile we must make two important
qualifications: that the users of accounts in churches may be
playing two or more of the four user 'roles' at anyone time and
that the users may be at one time both actual donors,
beneficiaries,members and managers and representative donors,
beneficiaries and members.

The conclusion from this discussion is that the basic user groups
suggested in the literature may have to be modified in churches
as users appear to have multiple 'user roles'. In addition there
is in these organisations only a blurred dividing line between
internal and ext.erna I users of accounts especially in that
members, donors and beneficiaries may also be managers in some
sense. The small number of truly external users eg banks,
oversight bodies and researchers, make up only a very tiny
proportion of users and seem to have little influence on the form
of the accounting reports.

In chapter 2 we posited a situation in which the participant
groups may overlap and this discussion seems to suggest that this
is indeed the case in churches. We may of course want to separate
out these different 'user roles' for conceptual reasons but we
should realise that in reality users play multiple roles. We
should also note that this situation may not be entirely unique
to churches and particularly may be similar to trade unions and
other charit ies.

Having identified and profiled the users we then discussed in
detail the uses which these people reported making of the
accounts and their reading of the accounts. We noted that the
questionnaire clearly distinguished between use and reading and
we were able to contrast use with reading. We also saw that the
highest overall reading of accounts was by those respondents
using accounts for' committee work' and the lowest by those
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reporting 'no use' for the accounts. Whilst there is a definite
difference in average reading scores between the various uses
reported it is interesting to note that there is quite a wide
range of reading in each use group declared. In particular some
of those reporting 'no use' also reported reading the accounts
quite extensively and some using accounts for 'co~ttee work'
reported no reading.

We also noted that few respondents used the accounts as their
main source of financial information and that those using sources
other than annual accounts and committee reports are not amongst
the thorough readers of accounts.

The reported uses of accounts were given in some detail. The
overall impression is that over 70% of respondents found some use
for accounts with 30% either not replying or giving a 'no use'
response. The use which was mentioned by most respondents was
'information' and this, together with two other uses, 'passing on
information' and 'use at the AGM', have not previously been among
the uses suggested in the literature.

We saw that on the whole responses in each of these three areas
gave little clue as to why the information was required but that
three possible explanations seemed to be feasible: that the
responses included the general idea of 'monitoring' what was
going on in the church, either for 'stewardship' or 'management'
purposes; that the information was to add to personal knowledge
about the organisation's activities (as reading a newspaper might
add to an individual's global information base) and finally that
the information was needed to assist in the duties of
representing a local or area church, an item emphasised clearly
in the 'passing on of information' replies.

We should note in the context of this 'information' use that the
detail in nearly all the accounts is very much la preadtb detail
i.e. disclosing broad financial details about many different
aspects of work rather than in depth about a specific aspect of
work. As such the accounts give an impression of what the church
is involved with, perhaps in more detail, for those able to read
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accounts, than is given in the written annual reports.

Each of the remaining reported uses may in some sense be regarded
as uses with a 'decision' purpose but they only account for
replies by 15.3% of respondents. The major use in this area is
'committee use' (12% of respondents). If these are the major
identifed decision uses then the results of the study suggest
that decision use is not an important extant use for the accounts
of churches by the majority of users. It was realised however
that the 'information' responses, though not explicitly
identifying decision purposes, may nevertheless be consistent
with three 'decision' situations: that accounting information is
not used as a major input to decisions made by most users; that
accounting information is a major input to decisions but there
are very few of these for the average user and that accounting
information is a major input to decisions but only for a few
users. The questionnaire was unable to provide answers to which
of these situations is more likely to be the case.

One way in which the questionnaire did explore a little of the
problem area was to ask two further questions about the effect of
accounts on personal giving and on congregational giving. Though
the questions were designed as a cross check on whether
respondents omitted these potential uses it does yield some
insight into these decision areas. As we have seen these two
questions produced results indicating that, in overall terms,
accounting information was only an influence on giving in the
case of 29.6% of respondents and accounts were considered by only
21.4% of congregations before deciding on how much quota to pay.

The questionnaire also elicited that for many respondents the
main influence on personal giving was their income with local
church needs coming second. <Unsolicited comments suggested the
main influence on local church giving was the level of
contribution requested). This indicates that at least in this
area accounting information has little effect on the decision
making of a majority of users. This is not to say there are no
other decisions made which might be affected by accounts eg
whether to vote for a particular change in policy, but this
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giving area is one on which the literature has concentrated. It
is possible to suggest situations in which accounting information
may affect giving eg when a crisis of confidence in management
Occurs or when bankruptcy is faced but these appeared not to be
'normal' situations in churches.

In conclusion the users indicated that accounts were used for
some decision situations including use for input to a giving
decision (particularly in MET), use for committee work, in fund
raising and grant applications. However, there was a larger group
of respondents who used accounting reports for 'information' a
use not so far reported in the literature.

In the absence of a widely agreed decision use by users as is
suggested by these results, it seems that accounting policy
makers have two courses to follow if they believe that decision
purpose should direct the focus of accounting information:

1. The policymakers may concentrate on the decision uses which
are extant in the reports eg uses for committee members, and
simply give everyone else the same information. This would
probably oversupply the information needs of some users (see
section 14.5) but would keep the costs of production low.

2. The policymakers may hypothesise the decision uses which may
be made of the accounts by users and base future church accounts
preparation on these hypotheses until shown to be incorrect by
pressure from users. This seems to be the situation which has
been pursued to date and as we shall see is one which seems to
satisfy most of the users contacted.

The second major aspect of use considered in ch~pter 10 was the
reading of accounts by users. We have already summarised the
discussion about the relationship between reading and use earlier
in the chapter. Here we shall discuss the reading results as they
aimed firstly to discover which accounting statements were most
read and secondly to produce an overall reading score for each
respondent which could be used as a measure of his or her reading
of accounts in further tests.

The reading score system developed was one which identified
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reading about a given reading level. A score of zero indicates
reading on average at the chosen 'pivot' level (eg 'read
briefly') whereas a score of '-1' indicates average reading of
all sections of the accounts below the pivot level and '+1'
average reading of all sections above that pivot level. Scores
were developed for two different pivot levels, 'glance at' and
'read briefly' but the 'glance at' level is used for most tests.

Overall there were some interesting results, especially that very
few people reported not reading the accounts at all and equally
few people reported reading all accounts thoroughly. This former
finding is surprising in view of the lack of use reported
earlier, though it is accepted that part of the reason for this
could be that people did not wish to report reading nothingl It
is also possible that this 'reading without use' indicates that
there is an 'information use' where background information is
collected by users from accounting statements to a greater extent
than was indicated in responses to the use question.

The results of reading of individual sections of accounts were
difficult to compare across churches due to the lack of
uniformity in accounting presentation of accounting statements.
It was possible to identify that certain types of accounting
reports eg details of contributions, were more widely read than
others in all churches. In seeking a reason for this, it was
hypothesised that the reason for higher reading of these sections
was related to the way in which accounts were read ie that
reading involved finding a reference point (eg congregational
giving), a general overall statement of position (balance sheet)
and movement (Income and Expenditure account) and then detailed
statements these latter statements being for those interested in
these areas (especially the support of the Ministry).

It was suggested that an interesting area for future research
would be to investigate whether this search pattern really was
the case especially as it may have implications for the way we
present accounting information to users. The only tentative
findings from this research in this area are that respondents
seem to seek out for reading the reports they are interested in
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and do not read most say the early statements in the accounts.
Tests were carried out to see if accounts read related to
particular areas of interest in the church. The results of this
were somewhat inconclusive though clearly demonstrated in certain
instances that interest of respondents in an area of church work
was related to their reading of accounts in that area. From these
findings we cannot reject the hypothesis that reading is related
to interest though further research work would be needed to
identify the relationship possibly controlling for interests of
the representative constituency of users, ie areas in which they
know they will be asked questions.

One interesting result about from these tests of reading and
interest is that in several churches there is a significant chi-
square relationship between those expressing an interest in
administration and the reading of several sections of accounts.
This suggests that those interested in administration read the
accounts more widely than those without such an interest.

The final area of tests done here with reading was to compare
reading score of respondents across churches. Cumulative
frequency distributions of reading scores for each church were
built up using each scoring scheme. The main conclusion from this
is that in churches with a large nlltl'lhu' of sections in their
accounts, the accounts were less well read overall than in
churches with a small number of sections of accounts. This result
was independent of the scoring scheme used. Though the result was
demonstrated with cumulative frequency distributions it can also
be seen with respect to the mean reading scores.

Several hypotheses about the causes of this were suggested: that
the number of committee members in the sample varies, that the
readers have an upper limit to the amount of a document that they
will read and that longer sets of accounts have more special
accounts of interest to few users. Each of these hypotheses was
tested in some way against the questionnaire results but it was
not possible to firmly accept or reject any of them.
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14.3 User Perceptions of Purposes and Uses of Accounts
Chapter 11 reported on the questions asking about users
perception of the purpose of accounts. users of accounts.
sensitivity of information and about direction of ownership.
These are all questions from section C of the questionnaire.

In the 'purpose' question three major responses were received:
that accounts were intended for information (37.9% of
respondents). for stewardship (34.2%) and legal reasons (21.6%).
We saw that as far as the information group of responses were
concerned there are three main ideas in the responses: general
information is needed about the organisation. that information is
needed about the funds which the church holds and information is
needed about how the funds have been spent. The first of these
ideas follows closely the main use of information identified in
chapter 10.
Stewardship. the second area. was meant in the accounting sense
of the term: that accounts are needed to check what is going on.
The main idea in this area was that stewardship and
accountability reports are required by users - showing that
managers had expended the money 'properly'. There wer~ some
respondents noting that the stewardship reporting was important
from the point of view of officers in order that they may
demonstrate that they had used the money 'correctly'. Only a few
responses included any suggestion that accounts should also
demonstrate efficiency or effectiveness of spending.

Two other groups of responses are closely related to the
stewardship group. They are to 'check abuses' and 'audit' where
the main ideas are that accounts were prepared specifically to
control abuse and for audit purposes. Audit is seen here as an
end reason for preparing accounts rather than the audit being an
integral part of the presentation of information to users.

The other major purpose of accounts seen by users is 'legal
reasons' and although this was a more marked response in the two
English based churches. it was also found in Scottish based
churches. This indicates that at least some users are aware of
the legal obligatioDs which are placed on churches as charities.
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Outwith these main groups were a number of other perceived
purposes. One group felt that there was no purpose for the
accounts, another perceived that the accounts were used for
'planning' and 'contrOl', though this was only a small percentage
overall. Only 5.5% of respondents, chiefly in MET, saw accounts
as useful for 'fund raising'.

The purpose seen for the accounts by the vast majority of users
is not connected with fund raising or planning and control but
rather to provide information about what is going on and a check
on stewardship. As with the previous discussion on uses, it could
be that these responses are deficient in not identifying an
extant decision purpose as a perceived use for accounts but
equally it could be that once again respondents are not aware of
accounting information being a major input to decisions.

The second area of background beliefs discussed was about who
would be the users of church accounts. The list of overall
responses was all quite similar to that proposed in the
literature (see chapter 2) but with the exception of 'creditors'
or 'business' and an emphasis much more like that found in the
actual distribution of accounts identified in chapter 5.1. A
significant number of respondents mention legal requirements but
the bulk of the identified users are connected with management of
the church at one or other level. A number of respondents mention
simply 'the church' or 'church members' as potential users though
in fact these accounts on the whole are not sent to individual
church members.

There are one or two very interesting groups mentioned in the
responses. The 'auditor' is seen as a user by 6.2% of
respondents. This indicates again that some users see the audit
is seen as an end use rather than a verification process.

Another idea which was suggested by respondents was that there
were perceived to be a group of expert users. This included
suggestions such as: 'financial experts' or 'interested members'
or 'memb.erswho understand'. The idea could be interpreted as
meaning 'they are not for me because I'm not an expert' or it
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could also indicate that there is perceived to be a number of
'expert users' in the organisation who do understand and who
would comment on the accounts. If these results do indicate a
belief in an expert user, the evidence is inadequate to suggest
how widespread this belief is and to show how these experts might
be identified.

The question of whether experts exist is an important one with
respoect to churches and other NPOs. If such experts do exist
then perhaps meeting their needs is and area on which policy
makers should be concentrating. However they do not form any
discernible group in the same way that investment analysts do in
the PSO. It is also possible that if financial experts do exist
in churches they are internalised into the organisation by being
asked to become members of committees etc. If no such experts
exist and users are on the whole not capable of scrutinising
accounts then there may be a strong case for an outside expert
to be appointed to scrutinise. Quite obviously some respondents
see the auditors as fulfilling this role.

The penultimate section in chapter 11 looked at who users felt
church property was held in trust for. We saw that of the
decisions given in the questionnaire a majority of respondents
believed property was held in trust for 'present members' and
'future members'. A large minority of 40% of respondents felt
that the property was held in trust for 'God' implying a higher
stewardship ideal. Only small percentages felt that assets were
held for donors and non-members.

The importance of the results from this property trust question
is that it indicates that the respondents who are ~ members
and representatives of members see property as being held in
trust for both themselves and third parties - the other members
and future members particularly. One possible conclusion from
this is that they perceive that they are involved in a trustee
management situation and are not simply managing assets for their
own benefit. One interesting question which might be pursued from
this is whether the agency situation is therefore different from
that operated in the PSO environment.
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The final section in the chapter looked at the results of the
question about perceived sensitivity of information. We saw that
very few people believed that any information in the accounts was
so sensitive that it should not be revealed, even to non-church
members. The main implication of this from a policy view point is
that users did not expect that information needed to be hidden
from them or others by the preparers of information, except
possibly in the area of personal grants (and in a few cases where
there were political grants which might be misunderstood without
a good deal of explanation).
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14.4 Respondents Understanding Of Accounts
It proved difficult to design questions about users understanding
of accounts because the form of accounts was not standard across
the five churches. Questions were therefore asked in two areas:
one about general perception of understanding, the other about
understanding of one or two specific technical issues. Neither of
these was found to give an unequivocal comment about
understanding of 'church accounts but the answers do give a useful
impression of understanding among users.

Overall this impression is that about one third of
respondents found the accounts quite difficult or very difficult
to understand. This percentage varied significantly between
churches with most difficulty reported in MET and COS. We saw
that the level of understanding varied little with the number of
years accounts had been received but appeared to be related to
whether the respondent had accounting qualifications and to
perception about the amount of information in the accounts.

When we move from the results of the general understanding
question to the specific questions about understanding of what a
balance sheet is and what are the differences between R & P and I
& E bases in accounts, we saw a different picture. About 49% of
respondents overall were unsure as to the difference between the
two bases and only 28.4% of respondents gave the 'right' answer
to the balance sheet question. These results conflict with the
perceived understanding results and suggest that the respondents
understand the general nature of the accounting information
contained in the accounts (and probably the way the accounts are
put together) but have little detailed technical knowledge of
accountancy.

Once again it was not possible to draw any more detailed
conclusions from the questionnaire and further research is
indicated in this area but only if it is decided that these users
are important. Any further research would have to'adopt a
methodology which would overcome the differences between
accounts of churches. Two possible ways would be to design tests
for each, single organisation, which would make generalisation
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difficult, or to use experimental accounts which would test
general understanding of accounts rather than understanding of a
spec1fic organisation's accounts.

It would be very easy to suggest that as accounts are perceived
to be understood fairly widely that policy makers need make no
effort to improve understandability but the substantial one third
of respondents include at least some "important" users using the
accounts for committee work and passing on of information to
others and there seems to be an obvious need to improve
understanding for these respondents. Clearly also technical
understanding is at a much lower level and this may indicate a
need for technical clarity in accounts, at least if we deem these
users to be important. Discussion of how this might be undertaken
will be left until after the discussion of changes below.

14.5 Chapges in the Accounts recommended by users
Chapter 13 discussed the two approaches to discovering the
changes which respondents felt should be made in the accounts.
The first of these was an open-ended question about the changes
respondents would like to see in the accounts. The second was to
enquire particularly about changes which have been suggested in
the accounting literature of NPOs and PSOs. Three basic areas
were covered: interest in and use of summary accounts, of budgets
and of half year accounts.

Only 52% of respondents gave responses to the open ended change
question, an indication that these are matters on which many
respondents hold no opinion. 19.9% of respondents replied that
they felt that no changes were needed and so of those responding
only 62% felt that any changes were necessary. The 'no change'
category of replies included those who did not know enough to
comment, some just said 'no comment' and some felt that the
accounts were all right as they are.

The recommendations for change were in two main groups! that
accounts should be more simple and that they should have more
explanation. These are not mutually exclusive ideas. The thrust
of the ideas in the 'more simple' category was that
simplification would make accounts easier to understand _
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especially for non-accountant users. These ideas seemed to intend
that the present information should be put into a form that could
be more easily understood. There were also some replies in this
section indicating that briefer or summary accounts were needed.
These replies indicated both that a simple summary should be
given instead of the present form of accounts and that the
summary should be in addition to present accounts, probably the
differences indicating a different depth of use of accounts. It
was suggested that this request for summary accouDts is very much
in line with information search ideas given in chapter 11 ie
suggesting that an improvement is made in the way accounting
information is presented to non-technical users.

The responses classified in the 'more detail' section contain
some interesting ideas. Respondents wanting 'more explanation'
indicated' that overall commentaries would be useful. These
comments support the results that some respondents find
difficulty in understanding and following what is in the
accounts. A number of respondents also wanted more details than
were presently in the accounts - both in general disclosure and
technical areas. It is perhaps surprising that people want more
information than that already in accounts which apparently
contain so much. A final suggestion here was that there should be
more use of graphical presentation, showing that one problem
facing users is general inability to understand accounting
information.

A few responses fell outside these two broad categories and we
saw responses that presentation might be improved, that common
formats could be adopted, that budgets might be included and
there were a few suggestions on technical matters. On balance
however the conclusions are that accounts should be better
communication documents than they are, simpler to understand and
with more explanation. The fact that few technical issues were
raised is probably a reflection of the lack of accountants in the
sample. These suggestions present a challenge for policymakers.
It is possible that until these communication type problems are
eliminated we will be unable to get clearer statements of use
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from a sample of users of this type.

Turning to the second approach made to identify changes it should
be noted that several qualifying comments were made by some
respondents in addition to the ticks signifying level of interest
and usefulness. These responses were not analysed statistically
but did indicate a strength of feeling that resources should not
be expended on certain changes unless there were definite
advantages.

Summary accounts, in churches not producing them, would be found
useful or very useful by about 60% of respondents. In GCO, which
produced a summary account of sorts in the year in question the
percentage was higher at 65%. In RCC the question was not asked
because the accounts are themselves summary accounts. Similar
though slightly smaller percentages thought summary accounts
interesting or very interesting. This indicates a significant
interest in summary accounts in churches. It is not clear whether
these accounts would be used in addition to or instead of present
accounts.

In RCC the question was asked whether detailed accounts would be
useful in addition to the summary accounts. The results indicate that
only about 21.7% of respondents felt they would be useful or very
useful. This seems to suggest that summary accounts would be
adequate for many respondents without supporting detail but that
there are a minority who would still want the detail if possible.

The RCC results suggest that either the information search
hypothesis is incorrect, because respondents only want summary
accounts anyway, or that it is correct and most respondents will
in practice find no need to look further than the summary
statements. One final comment here is that some respondents,
particularly in MET, felt that the additional expense of summary
statements was a barrier to their preparation.

The area of why summary accounts would be useful is an intersting
area for further research and has only been partly studied so
far. It would be a useful area to pursue as its results will give
preparers an idea of the extent to which summary accounts would
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be adequate to meet user needs. Such research should look
carefully at the information search hypothesis that has been
proposed because if summary accounts are being requested in
response to this then there may be other, possibly less costly,
solutions to the problem of giving users an overall guide to
information in the accounts.

Turning to budgets, the results are again split into two groups:
for churches presenting and not presenting budgets. In those that
did present budgets, 75% of respondents felt that the budgets
were useful or very useful whereas in the churches not presenting
them only 62% thought they might be useful. Whatever the
differences between the two groups it is clear that respondents
did or would find budgets useful and it is possible to
hypothesise that the main reason for this is that budgets reflect
future decision proposals and are therefore to be seriously read.
This matter will be discussed again in chapter 18. Further
research into whether budgets should be produced seems to be
indicated in order to discover the possible uses for them. a
necessary prior step to developing their form and contents.

In RCC detailed budgets were produced and it was found that the
average level of reading was similar to the accounts of the
RCC. These results probably have limited predictive value to
other churches however as the published accounts of the RCC are
dissimilar to other churches in having little detail. In the
absence of detailed accounts, it is possible that the level of
reading of budgets fulfils some of the general information needs
of respondents. As a final point, a much higher percentage of
committee members found budgets useful, a not entirely unexpected
result.

The final change asked about was introduction of interim
accounts. As we saw 65% of respondents felt that these acounts
would not be useful. About 19.2% thought they would be useful or
very useful (although about 32% thought they would be interesting
or very interesting). This question generated most of the
additional comments indicating that on the whole these interim
accounts would be a waste of money. This could be due to the lack
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of use seen for such statements but more likely results from the
fact that interim accounts, in the context of annual grants and
receipts, have little meaning without extensive comment, a point
emphasised in 'chapter 15.

In summary, budgets and summary accounts would appear to be
useful additions to accounting reports but interim accounts would
have little support amongst users. The possible reasons behind
the usefulness seem to indicate in the case of summary accounts
that the improvements are needed to enhance understanding and in
the case of budgets to indicate the direction the church is going
and a feedback to a decision situation.
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Chapter 15 Interviews with 'internal' users of accounting information
15.1 Introduction and Methods used
The questionnaire survey of the recipients of annual accounts
described in the last few chapters included some respondents who
had access to additional information as a result of their
position in the management of their church. It was decided to
interview some of these 'users' in each organisation, except in
GGO where participant observation was used. in order to see what
particular uses they had for accounting information, how this
related to budgeting, planning and decision making and from where
they obtained the accounting information they used. To preserve
anonymity requested by a number of interviewees any remarks
quoted in this chapter are not ascribed. A full list of those
interviewed is given in appendix C.

A major problem of interviewing people in any organisation is
ga1n1ng enough time to see them. Negotiations with members of the
Methodist Church, the first church to be approached for
interviews, indicated that an interview of about 30-45 minutes
would be acceptable to most of those approached and this was the
time requested for all interviews. A number of questions were
drawn up, repeated here as tables 15.1 and 15.2, and these were
used as the basis for discussion rather than as a strict
questionnaire type interview. This semi-structured approach
allowed maximum flexibility in discussions whilst at the same
time ensuring that the key issues were covered.

Virtually all interviews were tape recorded and notes taken from
the tapes, full transcripts being considered too time consuming
and not necessary for the task in hand. Only one interviewee
expressed reservations about the tape recorder being used but
this did not seem to cause any restriction in the amount of
information given in the interview.

The participant observation in GGO took place when the researcher
became the treasurer of the church. The researcher was not
actively involved in the financial decisions of the 1981
financial year, and had little influence over the form and
presentation of the 1981 accounts. As a participant observer,
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information was collected by attending committees and from
informal meetings as well as from archival sources to which the
researcher had access.

15.2 The Questions Asked
Early interviews in churches not included in this study had
suggested that requests for interviews about church accounts were
likely to be passed on to the accountant or treasurer of the
organisation despite being addressed to the secretary. For this
reason two sets of questions were prepared: one for those who
were primarily 'users' of accounting information and one for
those who were primarily 'producers' of accounting information.

The questions attempted to explore the role of accounts inside
the organisation and looked at the following main areas:

1. What financial information is produced in the organisation
and how available is this to users eg annual accounts,
budgets, regular internal reports, users' own information.

2. What uses are there for financial information in the
organisation eg for decision making, control, budgeting.
resource allocation.

3. How much is the financial information understood and used
by users and which information is used.

4. Are there felt needs for accounting information which are
not being met by the organisation? How responsive is the
organisation to pressure for change and from where does
pressure for change usually arise?
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Table 15.1 Interyiew Schedule for receivers and users of ~cc9~nt~
Financial Information Prepared
1. Do annual accounts alone provide sufficient information for

you in your work in the church or do you need additional
information on financial matters as the year progresses? Where
do you obtain most of your information from? Accounts Dept?
Own records?

2. For whom do you think the annual accounts are mainly prepared?
3. How does the budget system work from your point of view? Does

it act merely to guide the boards' or comndttees' expenditure
or to limit it?

What is Financial Information Used for?
4. Is finance ever a big factor in any of the decisions that

either you or your committee make? If so, in what sort of
situations is finance a key factor?

5. What do you think are the main reasons for producing accounts
for the boards and committees and in the church generally?

6a.Do you use accounting information in your own work or in your
committees?

Understandipg and use of accounting Information
6b.Which financial information do you use (eg annual accounts or

more detailed accounts) and how do you use it?
7. Are there any parts of the annual accounts which you do not

use?
8. Do you have any difficulty in understanding any of the

accounting terms used? (Do you understand the terms Balance
Sheet, Receipts and Payments, Income and Expenditure? Do you
know the function of a Balance Sheet?)

9. How expert do you consider yourself in interpreting financial
information? Do you need help from your accounts department or
are you able to interpret the figures yourself?

Pressures for chan~
10.Do you think that an overall summary of the financial position

and movement of funds of the church would be helpful to you
either for your work or for interest?

I1.Are there any changes which you would like to see in the
annual accounts or in the internal accounts or budgets of the
Church? (extra statements, explanations, etc)
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Table 15.2
1. When preparing accounts for the church, who do you have in

mind as the recipients of the accounts and what do you think
the accounts are used for by the different recipients?

2. How does the church's expenditure authorisation and payment
system work? What is the role of the budget in this? How does
the budgeting system work?

3. Do you think that the accounting information which you supply
is used in any decision-making? If so, what sort of decisions
might use the information and how might it be used?

4. Modern accounting theory is stressing the importance of
preparing accounts to meet user needs. How important do you
think this factor has been in arriving at the present form of
accounts in the church? What do you think have been the major
influences in producing accounts in their present format?

5. Are there any factors (eg internal regulations, historical
precedent, legal restrictions, professional standards) which
restrict the freedom which you have to prepare annual (or more
frequent) accounts in the way you would like? If there are
could you indicate some of the most important?

6. Are there any regulations, statutes, historical practices,
accounting standards etc which cause you any difficulty in
preparing accounts eg SSAPs, auditing guidelines etc

7. Do you get any specific requests for financial information
outside that which you supply either on an annual or more
frequent basis? If so what sort of information is requested?

8. When was the form of your annual accounts last changed and
why? 1t a change in the form of the accounts became desirable
now, what procedure would have to be followed? Is there any
regular or ad hoc committee which advises on the form of the
accounts?

9. Would you see any value in producing either a consolidated set
of accounts or abbreviated accounts for the church as a whole?
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Cha~ter 15.3 Results from the interviews15 •• 1 Introduction
The results of the interviews are not reported in detail in order
to preserve confidenitality. This section of the chapter
summarises the main conclusions derived from the interviews in
the four areas identified for questions in the previous section.

15.3.2 Financial Information Produced
There is a wide variety in the actual detailed financial
information produced in the different organisations. There are
four sorts of financial information produced in the churches in
the study: annual accounts, accounts during the year, ad hoc
accounting information and budgeted accounting information.

Annual accounts produced are not widely used"for internal
purposes in the organisation except that they are used in the
budgetary allocation process where budgets are in existence.
Sometimes estimates of the annual accounts are used for this
purpose rather than the actual accounts. In the four larger
church organisations annual accounts are produced for their own
boards and supporters in significantly more detail than those
produced for the church AGM. Further, many interviewees commented
that the information in the annual accounts was not a great deal
of use for their regular work due to lack of detail. Another
problem seemed to be the use accruals basis whereas some managers
needed a comndtment based set of accounts.

The second type of financial information produced is some form of
accounts during the year. Very few of the sections of the
organisations produce formal quarterly or half yearly accounts
though three produce regular computer printout data. Such
information may be used to control expenditure against budget.
However, it is not regarded as extremely useful for internal
control purposes in some org~nisations as income occurs and
spending takes place on an annual basis. If formal interim
accounts are prepared in these circumstances, they need a
substantial amount of interpretation in view of this annual cycle
and this is regarded as unnecessary waste of resources in many
settings. Interim accounts are, perhaps mainly for these reasons,
regarded 'as very expensive in some organisations but seem to be
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produced increasingly more often as computerised systems reduce
this cost.

Ad hoc information is produced for the information of managers of
the organisation as required. This information is available to
all the managers who were interviewed, is produced as needed
rather than on a regular basis and is used for such things as
detailed expenditure control against budget. In some churches
this information did not appear as readily available to users as
producers of information seemed to imply. Part of the reason for
this was physical distance from the information and the honorary
position of some officers which meant that they did not have easy
access to information within office hours.

Finally all churches apart from one produce regular budgetary
information. This information can range on a scale from a formal
vote system representing expenditure limits (cash limits) to a
rather more flexible system where budgets are more like
forecasts. In this latter system resources can be allocated more
freely allowing over and under spending on budgets. Which
particular point on the scale a particular section of a church
was located seemed to depend on the amount of pressure on
resources. Where financial resources exceeded demand for them,
budgets tended to be at the 'forecast' end of the scale whereas
where lack of financial resources severely constrained activity,
budgets became more like a formal vote system.

Where budgets were not produced, financial control was maintained
with reference to previous experience, largely following agreed
formulae, some laid down by regulation. Absence of budgets seemed
to be related to three factors: stability of expenditure
patterns, small size of organisation and adequacy of resources.
Pressure on resources and changes in expenditure patterns have
forced the organisation concerned to adopt budgeting from 1983
onwards.

A further form of accounting information was also reported in one
church and probably also used in others. This is the 'black book'
information where managers keep their own personal record of
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financial information relevant to them. This seems to be kept
because managers were physically separate from the accounting
records rather than for any reason special to NPOs.

15.3.3 Uses made of Fipancial Information
Financial information produced in the churches is used for one of
three purposes: assisting with internal financial allocation
decisons, provision of data about availability of resources and
control of spending against budget.

First financial information is used to assist managers in making
medium term (annual) and long term broad financial allocation
decisions. Many of the activities in the church are contingent
upon finance being available and so financial information is
needed to forecast what resources are likely to become available
and what activities are likely to cost. This is done formally in
the case of churches having budgeting systems or informally where
no such system exists. Such overall allocation decisions are
based on summary projections of future spending and income which
are in turn based on actual figures for spending and income for
past period(s). Individual budgets are the main mechanism by
which,total resources are allocated to various spending areas.

In several churches the budgeting process was reported as being
an extremely useful medium for managers to learn about what was
happening and planned in other areas. This enables them to keep
a balanced view of their work in relation to the whole church.

The budget may also be part of the decision to specify how much
to ask local churches to contribute to funds in future years. It
was stressed that this was not the major deciding factor as it
was felt that there was a limit to the amount which local
churches could raise.

The second major use of financial information is to determine
what financial resources are available from time to time within
an organisation for a particular projected activity. There are
two groups of resources available in the churches: resources
already held by the church for a particular activity and
restricted as to use eg endowment trust funds and restricted
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revenue funds, and resources represented by that part of the
spending budget for the period remaining unallocated. Information
about both of these areas is concerned with short term allocation
decisions.

Finally financial information is used to compare actual spending
and income against budget. In each of the churches finance tended
to be a major constraint on the way the managers undertook
activities. These constraints are represented by the budget and
so careful control of spending against that constraint is an
important use of both budgeted and actual financial information.
This control may be exercised at different levels within the
church although it was almost always exercised between the
accountant and the managers and not at board or committee level
(though one church outside the cases studied did exercise
expenditure control at committee level). On the whole payments
were authorised by only two or three people for each conmittee or
board.

In no cases in the study was financial information used in order
to identify the optimum choice of action in the way that
information may be used in a commercial setting. In all these
churches the financial information produced identified only one
aspect of the decision possibility ie the input cost in financial
terms. Measures of opportunity cost, which relate largely to
alternative outputs, were not obtainable from the financial
figures as output measures in the churches are mainly of a value
judgement nature and not quantifiable in money terms.

15.3.4 UpderstAP9j~&_AP9_~i_Financi'1_J~~~Jio~
From the interviews it was clear that certain types of financial
information are very well understood by the people who use them
if not only because the users must come to terms with the
information in the accounts for their work. The 'income and
spending' statements (or similar) were understood by all the
managers, although a few felt that the measurement basis should
be changed to agree with the way they needed the information. It
was stressed by some interviewees that they did not look at
accounts .outside their own committee.
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In the case of non-accountant users, the balance sheet (where
produced) was much less well understood by interviewees and the
source and application of funds statement was only slightly
understood (though again several churches and some sections of
churches did not have one). Both balance sheet and source and
application of fund statments were regarded as statements for
accountants rather than the managers. In some quarters it was
felt that there needs to be a simplified set of accounts eg an
'idiots guide to finance', and there were a number of interviewees
who felt that even some comudttee members would be helped by
this.

15.3.5 Pressure for change in the accounts
Overall it was felt that very little pressure existed for changes
to be made to the accounts and that such pressure as was brought
to bear did have some effect at least on the form of internal
accounts. Pressure for change in MET, COS, LPL and, since the
date of the study, in GGO is resulting in gradual but significant
change of the annual published accounts in both the format of and
the detail displayed in the accounts. The major sources of
pressure for change are from the auditors and accounts
departments of the churches. There is very little pressure from
users for any sort of change in the annual accounts although
there is some feedback from users, particularly those internal to
the organisation, which may result in some changes longer-term.

The change emanating from the auditors is mainly to bring
accounts in line with current accounting and auditing practice
(largely commercial practice). Interviewees
were asked about the application of accounting standards in the
published accounts of the churches and few of the accountants
interviewed felt that any of the accounting standards were
Constraints on the way they prepare the accounts though they have'
had some problems in deciding whether to implement and if so how
SSAP12, especially concerning building depreciation, and SSAPIO
concerning source and application of fund statements. The actual
implementation of bo~h of these standards varies across the
churches (and aCross sections of churches) in the study with
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particular problems with SSAP12 in situations where assets are
not capitalised.

Changes in the accounts by the accountants in the churches seemed
to be made on a continuing basis with major changes following
closely on a change of accountant or treasurer. Changes from this
source seemed to be to clarify and add to the information
presented. Many of these changes were evidently in response to
perceptions by preparers of what users wanted, though few had
empirical evidence to support their perceptions.

One special area of potential alteration to the accounts was
discussed in all interviews: the consolidation issue. Overall
several interviewees felt that such statements might be useful
but a large majority, particularly of accountants, felt that if a
consolidated statement were prepared it would have little meaning
because of the varied activities and funding which would be
brought together eg trading type activities and spending
activities. Many producers of accounts felt that any
consolidation would be extremely expensive, especially in the
larger organisation, and present additional technical
difficuties of a legal and accounting nature.

Committees are each interested principally in their own resources
and so there is little pressure internally for consolidation.
With a gradual change from individual committee fund raising to
corporate fund raising however there may be pressure to produce
an overall financial statement and as we saw in chapter l~ there
is already some pressure for common patterns of statements in
some churches.

These pressures for change are an interesting area for further
research for two reasons: the area of church accounting is at
present essentially unregulated and subject to influence
primarily from producers and users of accounts; and the area is
one where there are no market forces.

15.4 Conclu~io~
In this chapter we have reviewed the interviews with 'internal'
users of accounts and producers of accounts. We have seen that
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these users make considerably greater use of accounting
information than 'external' users but that the uses of the
information are quite limited, confined largely to simple aspects
of budgeting and control. Many of the decisions made by churches
involve criteria which are non-financial in nature and so little
financial information is used in decision making except to
determine the extent to which financial resources are available.

We have also seen that simple accounts seem to be quite widely
understood, though there is a felt need for simpler accounts in
Some quarters. This is supported by a lack of pressure for change
from users with most of the extant pressure arising from
producers of accounts and auditors.

We shall now move on to the final section in which the major
findings are summarised.
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Chapter 16 Summary and Conclusions
16.1 Introduction

.This study has described the accounting information at present
produced and used in five non-profit religious organisations in
the U.K. The two main aims of the study have been:

1. To provide, through a small number of case studies, a
fairly detailed description of the production and use of
accounting information in these organisations in order to
add to the gereral fund of knowledge about how such
organisations operate.

2. To generate ideas and hypotheses for further research about
the reasons why these organisations produce accounting
information as they do at the present time.

The study has proceeded in four phases: a review of the literature
in the non-profit and information areas; a brief description of
the five sets of accounts; a questionnaire survey of the users of
accounts and a more detailed study, by interview, of internal
users of accounts • The results of each of these four phases of
the research are reported above in parts 1 and 2 with the
literature review in part 1 and the three empirical studies in
part 2.

The study has taken a descriptive approach deliberately to try
to explore the present actual accounting information produced
and its environment rather than identify how the non-profit
sector differs from the profit making sector in this respect, an
approach taken by much of the other literature in the NPO area.
This descriptive approach has yielded a number of interesting
insights concerning the present structure of the accounts, the
present uses made of the accounts ~ recipients and their
underlying beliefs about accounting information currently
produced. Many of these might have been missed had a comparative
study of the churches with the profit seeking sector accounts
been undertaken.

Overall a case study approach has been used and five churches
were selected representing one section of the NPO sector. Though
other areas could have been selected for study, the researcher
had ready access to churches and they have certain unique
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features, notably a lack of ~egulation of accounting reports,
which makes their study especially interesting. On the other hand
churches are not so different from other areas of the NPO sector
eg trade unions, certain parts of local authorities and
charities, to make the conclusions specific only to the churches
area.

This final chapter will bring together the more important
conclusions from the research and particularly give the
directions which further research may take. The chapter is
organised into five sections: a study of accounts, background of
the churches, a study of users and their uses of accounts,

.interviews with internal users and producers of accounts and
finally an overview of the main findings and hypotheses produced.

16.2 Analysis of qpurch.§££Qun!~
When the five sets of accounts to be studied were obtained <as
part of an exercise of collecting a large number of church
accounts) it was realised, even at a first glance, that the
accounts differed in structure, presentation and content and so
it was decided that a framework was needed to guide the
descriptive analysis of the accounts. As no suitable descriptive
frameworks were discovered in the literature a new framework was
felt to be necessary to assist in the analysis. The only
frameworks which were found were analytical ones designed for
accounts in the business or PSO environment and as one of the
underlying intentions of the study was ~ to adopt an analysis
dependent on PSO models, it was necessary to develop a
descriptive framework which is as far &s possible independent of
the organisation framework.

The framework was developed in chapter 6 and comprises four
sections: a description of the accounting reports and constituent
statements; identification of the context of the reports and
appreciation of the purpose of the accounts; and an indication of
the information contained in the reports. The main descriptive
part of this framework is the structural analysis which was found
extremely useful in understanding how the information was
organised in the reports. The other three sections are much more
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value judgement based and the results subject to wider
interpretation. This approach to describing reports might be used
in the PSO environment and further research into its application
in this environment ~ould determine the method's generality and
refine it to remove any NPO bias. It must be said however that
the PSO environment does not at present contain the large number
of statements found in the NPO environment and so this
descriptive approach might be less useful there.

Most.of the discussion on the framework itself took place around
defining and describing the accounting report. particularly the
analysis of structure. Seven possible accounting statement types
were identified: independent. movement. explanation. breakdo~n.
comment. restatement and allocation. These broad categories were
used in chapter 7 to classify the individual statements in the
accounting reports of the churches and tables were prepared
showing the statements reordered so as to group related
statements together. This classification and regrouping of
statements helped not only to explain how the accounting
statements related to each other but also assisted with
understanding how the information in the accounts is grouped. It
was suggested that if accounting reports made this structure
clear then reader comprehension of the overall accounts would
probably improve.

The structural analysis of the five accounting reports revealed
significant variations in the length of reports and their
content. The report with the least number of sections (RCC) was
also the most 'consolidated' with small amounts of detail. The
two reports with the largest number of sections (MET and COS) had
massive amounts of detail but different structures. cos has over
half of its 'movement statements' connected to a single
'independent' statement whilst MET has 'independent' statements
and related movement statements for nearly every individual
committee.

As part of the description of accounts. individual statement
types were discussed in some detail and in particular the
independent statements (balance sheets) and movement statements.
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There were three basic sorts of structure to the independent
statements in the accounting reports: aggregate, consolidated and
mixed. These different types of balance sheet arise because of
the attempt to combine two aspects of assets: their type
(buildings, investments, etc) and their fund grouping (general,
designated, restricted, etc) into a single intelligible
statement. This 'typing' of balance sheets does not seem to have
been identified beforehand in the literature. It was also noted
that the NPO balance sheet which effectively breaks down 'equity'
into funds is in fact a general form of balance sheet and the PSO
balance sheet having only a single 'equity' fund is a specific
implementation of this.

The aggregated and mixed balance sheets are features which are
not found in the profit seeking sector of the economy and further
research could usefully be carried out to see how widespread is
the use of this feature in the NPO sector. There is a clear
indication that this is an area with conceptual implications, eg
what is the purpose of the balance sheet in the NPO, despite
Anthony's (1918) assertion that there are no conceptual issues
connected with the balance sheet in NPOs.

In relation to movement statements we saw that there are many
confusions with the terminology but that basically there are four
types of statement found in the accounts in the study: an 'income
and expenditure' account; a 'receipts and payments account'; a
'fund movement' statement and a 'source and application of funds'
statement. These types of statement however contained various
different measurement bases and varioua different focii and
covered different areas of the organisations concerned. It was
accordingly suggested that movement statements should carry an
explanation of the way in which they are prepared in more detail
than they do at present and that the present names for statements
be used with care.

A large majority of the movement statements in the five churches
were funds statements with their final 'bottom line' relating to
the movement on one (though sometimes more) fund account in the
balance aheet. This structure appears to be fundamental to these
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church accounts and it was suggested that fund accounting,
besides being a historical convention, may occur naturally in
these organisations. The phenomenon may be the result of at
least three factors: the funds may represent functional groups of
activities in the organisation and be useful as such, eg as
decision making units: the funds may assist the organisation with
fund raising (as a building fund, a clergy salary support fund.
etc); and finally there may be no pressure for the adoption of a
corporate image. We noted that the fund structure still exists in
organisations which have central fund raising from congregations,.eg MET and COS. This may be because even here the fund structure
may assist with non-congregational fund raising eg legacies,
endowment gifts and special grants.

The widespread use of fund movement statements
suggests strongly that these are useful and necessary in
accounting and the reporting of financial information in
churches. This leads to a hypothesis that fund statements are a
'naturally occurring phenomenon' in NPOs. Alternatives to this
hypothesis. eg that fund accounts are an historical anachronism.
would need to be tested against this basic hypothesis. Testing
the hypothesis in different parts of the NPO sector, and
controlling for instance for the age of the organisation, would
be useful as it would help establish whether fund accounts were
generally a vital part of NPO accounting.

A key problem in understanding the fund accounts is trying to
identify the measurement basis used. The confusion of terminology
and lack of uniformity means that the movement statements are not
easy to understand as they may be similar to operating statements
(using approximately full accrual convention) or to fund statements
(showing movement of funds) or contain information of both types
in a single statement. It was shown that the measurement basis of
any fund movement statement has to be in terms of the assets
which the fund represents. However when fund movement statements
relate to a prime fund consisting of only cash and current
assets. an operating statement (containing depreciation as a
charge for the use of fixed assets) may be produced as an element
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of a statement provided that another element in the overall
movement statement adjusts the balance from the operating element
(eg operating deficit) to the movement in the fund balance.
Illustrations of this type of statement were found in MET
accounts.

These problems of understanding the measurement basis used would
be solved relatively easily if preparers of financial statements
were to specify the basis in use. It is however doubtful if our
(U.K.) terms of 'Income and Expenditure' and 'Receipts and
Payments' are precise enough terms, especially in view of their
present varied use in practice. It is therefore recommended that
accountants in NPOs should define precisely what a particular
statement is trying to measure instead of using the general terms
currently employed.

Truly consolidated movement statements were only found in RCC
which did not present individual fund movements as part of the
annual accounts. In the other churches fund accounts were shown
separately and an overall picture was difficult to establish
because of the presence of inter-fund movements of funds. These
added complexity to a number of sets of accounts (particularly
COS). Although interfund movements are almost inevitable in an
NPO environment it was suggested that more details of these might
help users understand the relationships, especially in the more
complex situations.

The context of the accounts was in all cases that they were
presented to the AGM of the church in question. In four churches
this was apparently the main context but in only one (GGO) were
the accounts also used for management purposes. It was concluded
that a hypothesis that "the accounts of churches are very
detailed because of their use for management purposes" was not
supported in the majority of the churches but could not be
rejected for NPOs as a whole and would be worthwhile testing in
other situations, particularly with organisational size as one of .
the variables.

It should be noted that the context of the accounts did not place
them in either a fund raising process (except in MET to some
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extent) nor in a budget setting process and this strongly
suggests that their purpose must fall largely into a ste~ardship
context. In this context there is a strong possibility that we
would find little decision use for the accounts, unless
stewardship is itself seen as a decision use. If the accounts are
'mere stewardship' ones then their organisation and focus may
differ from those having a specific decision orientation. Nothing
in the current literature has suggested how 'mere stewardship'
accounts may differ from decision oriented ones and this is a
matter for further debate and discussion. In an earlier chapter
it was suggested that the difference'might merely be in the
extent to which a specific focus for the stateluents Blight be
identified•

The information cont'ent of the accounts was difficult to
determine as this depends very much on users perceptions. It was
suggested however that there are at least seven areas in which
accounts may give information to users~ state of finances,
movement of resources, actual work done by the organisation,
structure of the organisation, comparative information with plans
or previous periods, efficiency effectiveness and economy (the
3E's) and constraints of operation. Information about the first
five of these areas was found in at least some of the reports but
information on the last two was not found.

In addition to the information content proposed above, further
information identified which is of interest in a
Comparative context is sources of funding for the churches. This
information was not easily available from the accounts but
careful analysis revealed four main sources of funds: donations,
obligatory contributions, entrepreneurial receipts and interest
income. This information is a useful insight into the way
churches operate and might be a useful addition to the
information provided for users. Further analysis of donations and
interest into 'live' (ie by current donors) and 'dead' (ie by
legacies) giving as suggested by a number of questionnaire
respondents may be of assistance in particular decision contexts.

This study has only looked at some of the issues with respect
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to funding NPOs. In chapter 2 we saw that the economics of NPOs
helps us understand how public goods are initially funded and in
chapter 8 we saw how the church is actually funded but it is not
clear what arechan.i sm is needed to ensure that a public good will
continue to be funded once it has been initially supplied.

A particular problem here is what happens when a public good. eg
the support of a social worker. is accepted for a period at' time.
Does that funding become accepted into the general pool of
funding or has it to be rejustified each year? One possible
justification for fund accounting is that the ~eparation of
funding that it generates allows funds to be sought specifically
for the particular projects in the fund and that this ensures
that there are regular reviews of the organisation's spending.

Proponents of zero-based budgeting suggest that in NPOs eg local
authorities and other organisations, review of programmes of
spending does not take place automatically and needs to be
engineered. However is this the same in the NPO constrained by
lack of funds? Further research into how projects are funded over
their life cycle would be valuable as it would help us understand
the econcnd cs and politics of the supply of continuing public
goods.

The penultimate section of chapter 8 identified four sources of
working capital for NPOs: unspent accumulated funds, carried
forward balances. reserves (ie designated funds) and uninvested
endowment and restricted funds. These sources of working capital
are significantly different from sources in PSOs. They are
essentially resources contributed for spending but as yet
unspent, whereas in PSOs, working capital is part of contributed
capital.

The management of working capital was seen to be partly managed
through internal banking systems in two churches and by
offsetting overdraft arrangements or a single common bank account
in others. It was also suggested that the opportunity cost of
working capital ought to be shared between affected funds.
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16.3 Background of the churches
In discussing the general organisation of the five churches in
the study we identified several key features of churches. It is
helpful to reiterate these here to remind us of how they vary
from PSOs. The major objectives and function of the churches
studied involve providing services and grants for both inside and
outside the church and performing a legitimising function for
local churches. In addition we saw that the membership of
churches is one of common intent in furthering common objectives
rather than one of common ownership with self interest of owners
being a paramount goal.

There are several results of these two aspects of membership and
objectives. Primarily the membership has a fairly wide role to
play in the actual day to day running of the church with many
honorary otficials and management committee members. Secondly the
wide interests of members belonging to the church is reflected in
wide concerns being dealt with in many committees. These many
areas of work lead to widespread authority and responsibility with
little apparent central control, except over the allocation of
centrally collected resources. Wide areas of responsibility and
function are found in all the churches and appear in each church
as sub-organisations within a general confederation of sub-
organisations in each church.

A further result of these aspects of membership and objectives is
a general impression that the economics of churches follow
closely on the theory suggested in chapter 2. The two aspects of
an interested membership and objectives which are not met by the
existing provision of public goods are the key elements in
Weisbrod'. model (see chapter 2). The variety of different
administrative sections of churches suggest that many public
goods are provided by the church and that the church is an
amalgamation of several public goods provision sub-organisations.

The provision of a number of public goods (eg education, services
for churches) is probably also one of the main reasons why there
are fund accounts in the churches as each public good or group of
public goods is funded separately from its inception. Thus the
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church is a federation of interest areas with fund accounts
existing (or created) for each interest area or group of areas.
This links in closely with the 'naturally occuring phenomenon'
explanation of fund accounting.

The general idea of a federation of interest areas is probably
applicable to all organisations including those in the PSO
sector. However the element uniting the areas of interest in the
PSO area is a common concern for shareholders wealth (tempered by
the problems of the agency relationship between owners and
management) whereas in the NPO it may be a common religious
conviction (in the church) or political conviction (political
parties) or geographical area (local authorities). The agency
problem also arises in NPOs but in the churches sector (and other
parts of the sector) low remuneration of employees tempered by a
recruitment policy which might rely on a commonality of belief
makes the problem of different dimensions. This agency aspect has
not been explored by this study but it is an interesting research
area. '

16.4 Users and their uses of accounts - the questionpaire study
The questionnaire sent to users of accounts explored four areas:
who are users and what uses do they have for accounts, what are
some of their background beliefs about accounts, how well do they
understand accounts and what changes would they like to see in
accounts. The detailed summary of these findings is given in
chapter 14 and here we shall isolate only the more interesting
finding. for discussion.

The profile of users revealed that they were mainly those members
of the church attending the AGM. Their qualifications for
attending were based on their calling (priests and ministers) or
on their election by the local or area church organisation. As a
result the users display a variety of interests in church life
with only a minority having either specific interest in
administration or accounting qualifications. Users were also
found to have multiple 'roles' eg as member ~ local
representative ~ committee member, some undertaking all these
roles at 'once.
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One extremely interesting finding is that no particular group of
users could be identified as 'experts' in the use of accounting
information in a similar way as there may be experts among users
of company accounts such as institutional investors and stock
market analysts. There were however a number of respondents who
suggested under the 'beliefs' section that there were expert
users in existence in the churches and they left comment on the
accounts to them. The absence of an identifiable a group of
experts particularly 'outside' the church administration may be
one of the reasons why there is little pressure for change in
accounts, particularly when in some churches (MET and COS) even
such experts as do exist may attend AGM's only in rotation. It
may also be that such experts as are available are internalised
into the church by being recruited on to committees and thus to
advise the church as internal users of accounting information.
Further investigation into 'expert users' of accounts in the rest
of the NPO sector could be of value to policy makers because if
no expert users are found to exist then perhaps society needs to
create them eg to provide accountants in the Charity
Commissioners' office.

With a group of users who are not expert accountants, who have a
wide interest in church matters and represent a wide variety of
roles it is perhaps not surporising that there is little reported
use for accounts in decision situations. Only 15.3% of
respondents overall reported uses which would be related to
decisions. The main reported use was 'information', reported by
41% of respondents. For the majority of responses in this area it
was not possible to identify either what the information was for
or what information was used, though it was possible to identify
that some users required information about 'state of funds' and
'movement of funds'.

It was suggested that 'information' use could be for monitoring,
personal knowledge or to assist with duties in church. Though
none of these uses is obviously a decision use it is accepted
that for this 'information' group of responses and the 'pass on
to others' and 'AGM' uses, there may be some decision use
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involved in three groups of 'decision circumstances': where
accounting information is only a minor element in the decision,
eg whether to start work in a particular area of pastoral
ministry; where the information is input only to a rare decision,
eg do we renew our support of a 3 year grant?; and where
accounting information is a decision use for only some users eg
the support of work in Scotland. However despite these possible
decision situations for 'information' use this study strongly
suggests a hypothesis that there is a definite 'non-decision' use
for accounts, perhaps in a similar way to our reading of
newspapers. This use is undoubtedly able to alter users
perceptions of the church even though these might not affect any
immediate decision.

If evidence were to support the widespread existence of this non-
decision use for accounts in this environment then for this use
to have a significant impact on the preparation of accounts it
would have to be shown either that such non-decision use could
not be met by accounts prepared for a decision use ~ that no
decision use existed. In the first case, the additional
information (or a different presentation) would have to be
provided as determined by the difference between the non-decision
and decision uses. The situation of having too little information
in decision accounts for the purpose of non-decision users seems
highly unlikely but it is possible that there may need to be a
different presentation of information, a possibility suggested by
the section of responses related to changes in accounts.

In the latter case the non-decision use would have to determine
the whole of the content of the accounts. We have no evidence to
sugggest the relative level of provision of decision as against
non-decision information but again if the decision use demands
significantly more information than non-decision use and no
decision ~se exists ~~ majority ~ users then there may be
significant overprovision of information by providing information
at the decision users level.

Lack of knowledge about the problem makes it difficult to assess
the above discussion. It seems sensible therefore to suggest that
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research needs not only to address the question of whether non-
decision use is significant in the NPO field but also if it
exists what it means in terms of provision of information.
Knowledge of this will assist in the debate about the form of
accounts and level of infomation provision. As far as the
evidence in this study is concerned, there is nothing to suggest
that the information use is not being met by present accounts,
though as we mentioned earlier it is not clear whether the
present accounts are decision or non-decision oriented.

Uses for accounts which related to decision making amounted to
only 15.3% of respondents and this mainly for committee work.
Specific questions about the one major use posited in the
literature, 'giving', failed to confirm a major use of accounts
in the decision, either at a personal or congregational level.
The only decisions which therefore apparently have any use for
the accounting information in the annual accounts are therefore
committee work, for a minority of respondents, and 'giving', for
a small minority of respondents. The use for committee decisions
is properly regarded as an internal decision use and serves to
emphasise that the published accounts may be used internally to
the churches even though the accounts may not be sufficient for
all committee decisions.

A major policy issue which arises from this discussion on uses
for accounts is how to make decisions about what to include in
accounts and how to focus the measurement. Two approaches were
suggested: concentrate on the extant decision uses, eg committee
decisions, and give all users the same information ignoring
possible dysfuntional consequences eg giving excessive
information to marginal users, or hypothesise various decision
uses and prepare accounts on that basis. The evidence from
interviews suggests that this latter approach is the one that is
being followed at present by preparers of accounts asking
themselves 'what information does the local church member need'.
That external accounts are not prepared primarily for committee
use is evidenced by many committee members and managers reporting
having insufficient information in the annual accounts for their
management task.
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The questions about reading of accounts seemed to suggest that
accounts with less sections were better read than those with more
sections. Various reasons for this were suggested including the
fact that reports with more sections have more items of special
interest. The general hypothesis that emerged from this
discussion of reading is that reading of accounts is consistent
with a search pattern: that readers require a reference point, eg
their local church's contribution, that they seek an overall
statement eg of funds or movements, to obtain an overview and
that they look for particular statements of interest eg mission
or education accounts. The questionnaire results cannot be used
to test this hypothesis but the pattern of highly read sections
of accounts is consistent with it.

Further investigation into how people read accounts may provide
insights into how accounts would be best structured, what they
should contain and what uses are being made of accounts in the
'information' mode. In this area the use of observations in
laboratory conditions or protocol analysis would be indicated. As
accounts in the PSO become extended by additional disclosure
requirements this may be of interest in this sector as well.

As final comments on reading we should note that even in the
accounts with many sections, All sections are reported read by
someone and only 2.9% of respondents reported not reading any
sections of the accounts (3.6% didn't reply).

Respondents were asked who they thought the accounts were
prepared for, why they are prepared, who the churches' property
is held for and whether the accounts are 'sensitive' to various
groups. These questions were an attempt to explore some of the
background beliefs of users and a detailed summary of the results
is given in chapter 14. The 'purpose' of the accounts was seen to
be mainly information, stewardship and legal reasons with
planning and control and fund raising being replies by only a
small number of respondents. The accounts are seen very largely
then as .teward.hip/information document. and this correspond.
with the .u.eswhich respondents reported for the accounts. The
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presence of 'legal reasons' responses also indicates an
appreciation by some users of the legal framework under which
the church operates. As far as perceptions of who users are,
most were those connected with the management of the church
either at AGM or committee level. Surprisingly large numbers of
respondents mention 'the church' or 'church members' indicating a
belief that accounts are for all church members and not simply
AGM members. This would be consistent with the stewardship view
of purpose. Expert users were also perceived to be users as was
commented on above.

The 'property' question revealed a belief that property was not
simply held in trust for the users but a whole group of people,
chiefly present and future members. Though there is some room for
debate as to how these answers should be interpreted, it is clear
from them that the trusteeship role of management in churches is
well understood by AGM members.

Understanding of accounts was reported as difficult by only one
third of respondents with most difficulty reported in the
churches with the longest number of sections. Technical
understanding was however less widespread than this as would be
expected amongst a group as described. The suggestion from these
results is that respondents understand the general nature of the
information in the accounts but have little detailed technical
knowledge about accounting.

We noted that it is difficult to measure understanding in these
five churches because the questionnaire was designed for a number
of churches each of whom used different forms of accounts and
different accounting practices. Further research into particular
problems of understanding seems to be necessary particularly as
committee members also seem to have some difficulty with
technical matters. Such research is needed to identify where the
problems of understading are so that either accounting statements
can be improved or education provided for users who require it.

Discussion of the changes suggested lends weight to this need to
improve understanding as there were requests for 'more simple'
accounts and 'more explanations' in accounts. The changes section
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elicited these two responses as part of an open-ended question
about changes. Several more specific questions resulted in
specific suggestions: that summary accounts would be found useful.
probably in addition to present information; that budgets would
be useful. here presumably not to improve understanding but to
aid in evaluation and decision-making; but that interim accounts
would not be useful.

The first suggestion. that summary accounts would be useful.
lends weight to the information search hypothesis identified
earlier and is worthy of further investigation. As summary
accounts together with detailed accounts were only found in one
church. more work would have to be done to identify the form
those summaries might take. Budgets on the other hand seem to be
well read where produced and these would probably be of value.
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16.5 Interviews with internal users
There were four different areas which were covered in the
interviews: financial information produced, uses made of
financial information, understanding of financial information and
pressure for changes in the accounts. Not surprisingly the three
main groups of financial information produced in all the churches
were annual accounts, accounts during the year and ad hoc
accounting information.

We saw that the external annual accounts produced are not widely
used in the organisation but more detailed ones than the external
accounts are produced for use in four of the five churches. As
far as formal interim accounts are concerned, we noted that few
organisations produced these internally although three
organisations produce regular computer printout data on the state
of the accounts but this does not seem to be used very widely.
The explanation for this latter point is that as expenditure
takes place on an annual basis, any interim accounts need
considerable interpretation to give a valid picture of spending.
Ad hoc information was available in all the churches and it
seemed that accountants were willing to provide such information
provided it did not take too much time.

Budgetary information was produced in all but one church 'and the
system of budgeting varies from church to church with some using
a formal 'vote' system and others using budgets mainly as a
guideline. It seems as if the method of budgeting in use depends
on how constrained are the resources of the church concerned.
There was also an indication that budgeting has been introduced
when resources become constrained.

Internally the financial information produced i. used for three
purposes: assisting with internal allocation decisions; provision
of data about availability of resources and control of spending
against budget. The first of these is probably the major use for
financial information because the allocation decisions within the
organisation are made very largely at the budget stage. It must
be remembered however that with fund accounts the initial
allocation of resources to funds may to a large extent determine
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where future resources will be available. This is an area which
was not covered fully in the interviews and is worthy of further
research.

Financial information is also used to determine what financial
resources are available from time to time and this would include
investigating resources already held by the church and also
resources in the budget which had not been allocated. This would
imply use of some sort of system to identify allocations of
budget but commitment or encumbrance accounting does not seem to
be used to record these prior allocations, probably because the
organisations are quite small and can accomplish this with a
memorandum system.

The use of financial information to compare with budget, although
being an important use of information, apparently applies to only
a proportion of the spending of the churches. This is
particularly the case where most of the spending is on an annual
basis eg salaries and grants etc. In no case in any of the
organisations was any of the information used as part of the
decision to identify which course of action should be taken in
terms of optimisation because the end result of actions does not
necessarily have a financial outcome.

It was clear from the interviews that certain types of financial
information, especially regular spending reports, are quite
easily understood by people who use them probably partly because
they come into contact with the information very often. The
balance sheet was less well understood. When a Source and
Application of Funds statement was produced it was apparently not
understood at all by internal users. Both these latter statements
were regarded as 'for accountants' rather than ordinary users.

There was very little pressure for change in the accounts
reported, particularly from users. The only change in recent
years in the accounts has come from auditors who have attempted
to change accounts in line with current accounting standards.
This reinforces the suggestion made in the early chapters that
pressure ,for improvement in accounts of NPO's relates largely to
compliance with standards. None of the accountants interviewed
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however reported that they felt the accounting standards were
constraints on the way they prepared accounts although there were
problems reported in implementing SSAPIO and SSAP12. It seems as
if the suggestions which have come from the changes section of
the questionnaire have not found their way through to the
accountants (or perhaps have not been listened to). One of these
changes, the consolidation issue, was put to the those
interviewed and found little favour as each section was dealing
with its own funds and saw very little reason for a combined
statement to look at the organisation as a whole. This again
emphasises that the churches tend to be federations of small
units rather than"a cohesive unit with a single common aim.
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16.6 Final Overyiew
Introduction
Due to the descriptive nature of this study, it is impossible to
provide a single overall conclusion. Much of the detailed
descriptive elements of the study contain important conclusions.
This final section therefore attempts only to highlight the main
findings and ideas for further research generated by the study.
Some observations about the form of the research and about the
significance of accounting information and NPOs are also provided.

Little descriptive research has been attempted in the accounting
area and so this study is exploratory in nature. The study has
employed three groups of techniques: a descriptive study of
accounts, a questionnaire and a series of interviews. The two
latter teChniques have been used widely in the social sciences
and the present research has little to add to these methods.
However, the description of accounting reports has not been
tackled before using the methodology adopted by the author.

The framework developed for the description of accounts must be
regarded as rudimentary but it is a step in the direction of
being able to describe statements of account which do not conform
to a common model. Outside the NPO field, further analysis of
accounts prepared on a common basis eg comparative funding
ratios, is possible but the variety of presentations of accounts
found in the five churches makes this sort of analytical approach
impossible.

It should be noted that the lack of a common model presented
considerable difficulties in the design of appropriate questions
in the questionnaire, particularly in the area of testing the
level of understanding of accounting statements and this also led
to the suggestion that where there is considerable variety of
statement structures and content, experimental methods are
indicated for future research into understanding.

A number of observations about churches stand out as important.
Most of these stem from the objectives and membership composition
of the churches. We saw that churches have a number of major
objectives and each of these could be regarded as being at the
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'public good' end of the 'public/private goods' scale. Each
church provided a number of these eg legitimizing services, grant
aid, common action, and the supply of these goods was controlled
by separate committees in each church, each committee having a
membership of people chosen largely for their interest in the
specific area. This gives rise to the observation that church
headquarters should be regarded as confederations of
organisations each supplying one or more public goods.

The confederation view may help in understanding why separate
funding of public goods provision is made and why there is little
interest in overall statements of accounting or financing policy.

Amongst the discussions about users were a number of useful
insights into who received church accounts. Recipients on the
whole were church members who attended the AGM and as such were a
very broad cross section of the committed and respected
membership of the churches. The samples replying to the
questionnaire contained few expert users and few people well
trained in accounting. Many had a quite significant commitment to
the local church, in both financial and time giving, but there
was little individual giving to the regional or national
headquarters which they served as representatives and so little
direct financial interest in these organisations.

An important observation is that most AGM members were
representatives of one or more local churches and this is much
more like acting in a trustee capacity, sometimes representing a
number of interests. This leads to the general observation that
there is little direct comparison between these users and the
private shareholder of the PSO, though there may be some parallel
with the institutional investor.

One of the major objectives of the study was to generate ideas
and hypotheses for further research. This final section is
concluded by bringing together fifteen of the more important
findings of the study. These are in no special order of
importance and all are of interest for future research into
accounting in the NPO sector.
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16.6.1 The Project Life Cycle Hypothesis
The theory of the economics of non-profit organisations discussed
in chapter 2 does not yet extend to discussion about how the
funding of the provision of public goods by the NPO sector will
continue once the supply is established. It is conceivable
however that one mechanism for this is that funding of individual
public goods eg overseas mission, is kept separately funded
(using separate fund accounts) to ensure that those people
interested in the area will continually be reminded of it and
strive to fund it. Further research into detailed funding in NPOs
and in particular the 'funding life cycle' in the NPO sector
would provide interesting insights into this.

16.6.2 Information Search Hypothesis
This hypothesis arose from an attempt to understand why the
different sections of the accounts were selected for reading by
users. The hypothesis suggests that the sections read are an
orientation statement, eg level of local church's giving; an
overall movement summary, perhaps to see what areas of interest
there are; and detailed individual statements, probably selected
on the grounds of areas of interest in the church.

Further research into how users read accounts will assist in.structuring accounting reports and presenting them in a way which
will help readera' understanding. This is a particular problem in
the NPO where accounts are necessarily complex and long and which
have no standard pattern. But this may be a problem PSO accounts
will face increasingly in the future as additional disclosure
requirements add to the length and complexity of reports. This
hypothesis is probably suited to testing using an experimental
baaed technique ~uch as protocol analY8is.

16.6.3 The Consolidation Issue (Moyemept Statemepts)
The issue of whether to produce consolidated movement statements
is one which has been aired in the NPO literature as discussed in
chapter 3. Results from this study suggest that consolidated or
summary statements may be an important guide to reading and
overall understanding as they give an overall view of the
organisatlon but that from an internal and decision-making
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viewpoint the accounts of individual sections are still very
important. Only one of the churches produced a consolidated
movement statement and this was not accompanied by more detailed
statements and so it was not possible to test this view further.
Equally it was not clear that the preparerS and many of the
internal users felt that a consolidated set of accounts was
misleading.

If the main problem for which consolidated or summary accounts is
an answer is that of giving users an overview to assist with
further reading then it is possible that there are solutions in
addition to consolidated accounts. Accordingly further
exploration of the need for consolidated accounts is indicated.
If for example users need an overview to direct their reading
then perhaps a single description of the structure of the
accounts would adequately meet the need, This would render
consolidated movement statements unnecessary.

In the acc case the results suggest that many users do not want
more detailed statements and are satisfied with the summary
statements, though a minority would still like more information.
If this latter observation is generally applicable then an
alternative hypothesis may b~ that many users extract useful
information from the consolidated picture to satisfy their needs
and so production of such a statement has some benefit. These two
hypotheses could be usefully tested in an experimental situation.

16.6.4 Accounts AS Models
The observAtion that accounting statements of NPOs Are unlike
those of PSOs was expressed in terms of there being different
models of accounting reports for the two sectors. This idea of
accounting statements as different models is fairly new in the
literature (see Mepham 1980) but it is very useful in that it
helps identify that accounts are representations and abstractions
from reality, may have specific measurement focii and uses and
may need to differ between organisations in order to represent
different underlying organisational structures.

As extern~l financial reports represent at least some of the
economic aspects of organisations they must be contingent on the
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economics of the organisation as well as the physical realities.
Thus this hypothesis leads to the suggestion that some aspects of
contingency theory may affect the form of external reporting as
well as internal reporting.

16.6.5 Balance Sheets
It was suggested that where there is the provision of a variety
of public goods, each with separate funding, by a confederation
of sub units we should expect to find a balance sheet (a
statement listing funds held and related assets) which aggregated
rather than consolidated the assets and funds. A specific
reconciliation of assets and specific funds is found in a large
number of the balance sheets of the churches studied with the
consolidation of assets across funds, especially investments,
being found only rarely.

It was suggested that the aggregated balance sheet eg in LPL and
GGO, is a major feature of church accounting reports and we
hypothesise that this is a natural feature of this environment.
We also saw that this form of balance sheet is a general form
whereas the PSO balance sheet with a single (equity) fund is a
highly specialised form of balance sheet. Further research to
test this hypothesis of a naturally occurring aggregated balance
sheet is needed to see how widespread this is in the NPO field.

16.6.6 Expert Users Hypothesis and Agency Theory
From replies to the questionnaire and interviews if has been
hypothesised that the churches have no easily identifiable expert
users of accounts and it is suggested that other NPOs are
similarly without identifiable expert users. If there are few
expert users in NPOs and the general level of understanding of
accounts by users is poor then possibly there exists a need for a
, .,user commlttee to act as expert users.

The responses to the questionnaire in this study seem to be ,
attributing this role to auditors and other unidentified 'expert
users'. However in practice the auditors do not appear to perform
this 'management audit' role (as is evidenced from their audit
reports) nor do the legal oversight bodies, such as the Inland
Revenue, whose duties are governed by statute. Suggestions that
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the expert role (more recently called 'Value for Money' audit in
the public sector) should be taken over by auditors may be one
solution for the NPO sector as a whole. Another possibility is
that this function is already undertaken in some churches by the
committees set up within the organisation, especially as these
have many 'ordinary' church members sitting on them.

Closely related to this discussion is the suggestion that agency
theory may operate in different ways in certain parts of the NPO
sector. Agency theory in the PSO environment is couched in terms
of the perquisites taken by the managers as being reduction in
the profit available for shareholders. Lack of shareholders in
the NPO means that any perquisites must reduce the provision of
the public good, but how this is policed and who is left with the
residual loss has not yet been explored.

16.6.7 Non-Decision Uses Hypothesis
An extremely important finding has been that users seem to make
use of accounts even though they appear not to relate the
accounts to any decision context. From this, it has been
hypothesised that there is a non-decision use for church
accounts, ie a use for general information about the operation of
an organisation not related to a decision situation. Though this
information may not affect decisions eg to join an organisation
or to give more money to it, it may nevertheless be information
in the information economics sense of the term, in that it alters
or confirms perceptions of users about what the church is doing.
It is of course another question to seek to assign a value to
such information.

More investigation of whether this non-decision use really exists
or whether it is merely a spurious result would be valuable
because if it does exist then we need to explor~ more about it
and its relation to decision use. An alternative hypothesis about
the non-decision use is that the information use discovered is in
fact feeding information into a long-term or an infrequent
decision situation and so only appears to be a non-decision use.

16.6.8 Lack of Decision Use and Accounts Preparation
The literature on accounting has stressed the need for accounting
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information to be prepared for decision-making purposes. If few
extant decision uses exist, as seems to be the case in church
organisations, then it is possible that decision uses may be
hypothesised by preparers of accounts in order to direct
accounting statement preparation. This issue was not addressed by
this study though it seems that many preparers were in fact doing
just this by 'thinking about the man in the pew' when compiling
accounting statements. If there are few extant decision uses then
possibly this is a valid way to pursue the preparation of
accounts. Further research on whether this is in fact what is
happening would be most useful as it will give an idea as to what
preparers perceptions of users needs are.

16.6.9 Fund Accounting: A Naturally Occurring Phenomenon?
A very significant hypothesis is that the existence of fund
accounting in all five of the churches strongly suggests that
fund accounting is a naturally occurring phenomenon, probably in
response to environmental and organisational needs. It has been
suggested that one of the main reasons for fund accounting is
that churches on the whole provide public goods which need to be
funded separately from each other.

If fund accounting is naturally occurring, then rather than
suggesting that it should be removed from accounting reports
(Anthony 1980) it would perhaps be more helpful to specify and
develop accounting models which include fund accounting with a
view to common terminology and treatment (eg CICA 1980 and Bird
and Morgan Jones 1981). Further research into whether fund
accounting is a naturally occurring phenomenon together with
research on the 'funding life cycle' discussed above would be
helpful in understanding how the reporting of fund accounting
information might be improved. Such research would need to be a
longitudinal study and might also incorporate the cross-sectional
approach taken here.

16.6.10 The Extent of Detail in NPO Accoupts
We have noted the context of accounting information of churches
is on the whole alongside the reports to the AGM of the
committees concerned with spending and that the accounting
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information is much more detailed than would be the case in a PSO
of equivalent size. In attempting to explain this latter
observation. it has been suggested that the absence of financial
criteria suitable for evaluating performance of management in
churches means that accounting in the NPO area must give details
of spending and income in order to discharge the stewardship
function. The hypothesis that follows from this is that NPO
accounts are more detailed because of the wider information need
for stewardship and decision making accounts.

An alternative hypothesis to explain the large amount of detail
in accounts is that the accounts are used for internal management
purposes. Though this may be the case in some organisations (eg
GGO) it is clearly not the case in other churches where internal
users were emphatic that detailed external accounts were not
detailed enough for internal management use.

16.6.11 Budgets;A Useful Addition to External Financial Statements
Many of those receiving accounts felt that budgets are (in two
churches) or would be (in three churches) useful and interesting
additions to the financial statements of churches. This finding
leads to the hypothesis that users in other NPO's would find
budgets useful and interesting. Some NPO's. eg local authorities.
already produce abbreviated budgets for ratepayers but there has
been no empirical study of the extent of production of budgets in
the NPO sector nor of the format of any that exist. Any
investigation of budgets should seek to discover for what they
are perceived to be useful and how they are used. Research in
this area would assist preparers of accounts to identify and
assess the costs and benefits of budget preparation.

16.6.12 Budgets: The Key Device for Allocation of Funds
In the interviews with internal users it was observed that the
introduction of central fund raising instead of fund-by-fund
raisin~ of resources brings the necessity for allocation of these
funds. We observed that the key mechanism for this allocation was
at the budgeting stage and this was normally done at a forum
which included representatives of all the interested parties.
Preparation of the budget in these circumstances is therefore
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extremely important to individual officers and workers as they
must obtain the resources they require at this point, although in
most of the churches there seemed to be some flexibility in this.
The hypothesis suggested by this is that the budget is a vitally
important document in NPOs with central fund raising.

16.6.13 Understanding of Accounts
The evidence in the study on understanding is somewhat difficult
to interpret. However it seems as if most users are able to
understand the context of accounts ie the representation of
receipts and payments, but much smaller numbers of users
understand technical issues with even internal users finding
difficulty understanding balance sheets. It was hypothesised that
much of the problem of understanding may be related to the
complex structure of accounting statements and the unclear way in
which the reports are structured.

This hypothesis seemed to be supported by the changes suggested
by some users that explanations and narrative reports be added
and that accounts be made simpler. The absence of a common
accounts format made it impossible to design suitable questions
to test understanding based on the accounts in the study and any
research in this area may be best furthered initially by
resorting to experimental situations.

16.6.14 Pressures for Changes in Accounts
The study has identified that preparers report little pressure
for change in the annual accounting reports as a regular feedback
from users. The questionnaire did however reveal opinions that
accounts ought to be simplified and contain more explanations to
improve understanding. The only changes which have occurred in
the annual accounts of the five churches in recent years seem to
have originated either from pressure by the auditors or from
initiatives on the part of accountants who are suppliers of
information. This gives rise to two distinct hypotheses: first,
that annual accounts of churches are adequately serving such
needs as are present and consequently few cbanges are necessary
and second, that few users feel competent to provide the
necessary feedback information to improve the accounting reports.
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The evidence from the study tends to support the second of these
hypotheses.

However, these suggestions for simplification and explanation do
not seem to have reached the producers of accounting reports and
we must conclude that there is a communication gap. Interviews
with producers suggested that they would be responsive to any
requests for changes and so it is possible that users who put
their suggestions to the producers would be listened to.

It should be noted that the study has highlighted only a few
extant uses for accounts and the annual accounts seem to serve
these needs. We have however concentrated on present uses and not
potential uses. Further research is needed to extend our
knowledge of uses to cover both potential and present needs.

1~.6.15 Measurement Basis
The study of accounting reports revealed a variety of different
measurement bases in use in the various accounts and some
confusion about which basis is in use in particular accounts.
This produced a suggestion that there needs to be some common
agreement on the terms used to describe particular measurement
bases and this entails both recognising and defining bases.

One proposition arose from this discussion that the measurement
basis for a fund as a whole must be related to the assets which
represent that fund. However within a fund it is possible to use
statement elements with different measurement bases. each of
which must be reconciled to the overall fund measurement basis by
a further statement element. Thus an operating statement using a
measurement basis including depreciation may be one element of a
cash based fund movement statement provided that a second
statement element adjusts the first element by adding back the
depreciation.

Though this is not a hypothesis for testing in the strict sense.
this is an area where further research would be useful in the
analytic domain in order to establish some possible app'roaches.
and in the empirical domain to test how far these statements
might be useful in practice. We noted i'nchapter 3 that the
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discussion.about whether to include depreciation in accounts is
related to the measurement basis used in the accounts and this is
in itself related to the type of accounting statement prepared.

And Finally
Perhaps the final impression from the study is that in churches
financial information is not of paramount importance to many
members. Issues such as the stance to be taken on moral issues
such as nuclear weapons and the unemployment situation are
equally or more important than accounting information for most
members. However, the churches still exist within a financial
world and as with other NPO's, be they hospitals, trade unions or
local authorities, they must face the realities of financing
their work and reporting to their members some of the aspects of
this reality. This study has attempted to give some insights into
the nature of information provided and the users and uses
involved in five church headquarters.
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(see chapter 5.1)



UNIVERSiTY OF GLASGOW 67 SOUTHPARK AVENUE

DEPARTMENT OF GLASGOW GI28LE

ACCOUNTANCY Tel. 041·339 8855

Dear Sir,

I am carrying out research for a PhD degree at this university and
have as my research area the accounting process in non-profit
organisations. As I have fairly limited resources I am concentrating
my study on religious organisations at regional and national level
in Britain.

Most of my research effort will be put into case studies of eight
or nine individual organisations but I am anxious to obtain as wide
a range of background information as possible and I wonder if you
would help me with this.

The background information I need at present is to discover what
published financial accounts and statements are produced by
organisations such as yours and to whom the accounts are sent.I
wonder if you could please therefore send me a copy of your
organisation's published accounts for 1980 and also complete and
return the attached questionnaire? If the 1980 accounts are not yet
ready would you please send me them and the completed questionnaire
when they are ready.

I know that some organisations produce simplified versions of their
annual accounts and so I have asked about this in the questionnaire.
If you do not produce any simplified accounts then please ignore
these questions. If you do produce a simplified set of accounts could
I please have a copy?

I do hope that you will be able to assist me with this. I look
forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely

J.K.Ashford
Lavy Research Fellow

A-l



Yes D No o
simplifed

U
i

of accounts

Copies ql I .. II~

Copies lit I I I I I'~

'I I I ,11 , '&.

Computer Codes
Religious Organisations General Survey

1. Does your organisation produce an abbreviated or
set of accounts in addition to the full set?

2. On average for the years 1978-1980 how many sets
have you produced for distribution each year?

Full Sets
Abbreviated Sets

l Would you give below an approximation of how many copies
of your full and abbreviated accounts are sent to each
of the following groups each year: Full Sets Abbreviated Sets

a) Senior staff employees or officers
(eg department heads) Ilfl I I Ilit

b) Trustees, members of governing
boards (excluding a) above) 1(1 I I I I~

c) Representatives to Annual
Meetings (excluding a)&b) above) 1'1 I I I p"

d) Other individual congregation
members not included above III I I I 1101.

e) Local Congregations ~'31 I I I ''''1
f) Your Central Organisation or

headquarters (if any) "'~I I I I I{~

g) Religious organisations other
than your own (~II I I 140

h) Charity Commissioners ~'I I I I It-\.

i) Registrar of Companies 1.11 I • 11'1

j) Inland Revenue ''.!II I I , I I'i

k ) Banks II I ,1,,,,
or lenders of Money

{, I • I I IIQ
1) Other creditors "L I 1'''
m) Press or media 111 ! I 1'l1

n ) Researchers ni, , Il:~

0) General Public 'lql ! I I'3't

p) Employees (excluding a) above) .,
~~ , I I I~

q) Individual Donors (or potential
donors) not included above ~I , I~

r) Beneficiaries (eg receivers of
grants) not included above 1+11 , I{'l,

s) Depositors of money or trust funds ('!II I •• I{~

t) Other groups (Please specify)
'~I I I I I , I~I+

I.~L I ' 1 a I 1'10

A-2
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4. In your opinion which of the groups listed above are
the accounts mainly designed to serve? (please give
up to five groups 1n each case)

Full Accounts Abbreviated Accounts

Computer

Group Name W ~,
Group Name W~'
Group Name w.J

~.\ ,...
Group Name W

~.,,~
Group Name w..J l.i

~I n. n

5. Many commercial organisations prepare regular internal
accounts for their management's use. Does your organisation
have any regular internal accounts prepared

Monthly Yes 0 No D Iu1
Quarterly Yes 0 No 0 U

0 0
A

Half Yearly Yes No U
0 0 '1Other Period Yes No U

1i

6. What is your position in the organisation?

7. What is the name of your organisation?

8~ I am preparing a questionnaire to collect further information
about final accounts preparation and use in religious
organisations. Would your organisation be prepared to assist
me by completing one of these?

Yes 0 Possibly 0 No 0

9. If the answer to the last question is 'yes' or 'possibly' who
is the person who should be contacted?

Thank you very much for completing the questionnaire. Would you
please send it together with a copy of your accounts tOI

J .K.Ashford BA(Econ) ACMA
Lavy Research Fellow
University of Glasgow
Department of Accountancy
67,Southpark Avenue
Glasgow
G12 8LE

A-J
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Appendix BI
Letter and Questionnaire sent to Diocese of Glasgow and Galloway



UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW 67 SOUTHPARK AVENUE

DEPARTMENT OF

ACCOUNTANCY

GLASGOW G 12 HLE

Tel. 041·339 8855

15th January 1982

Dear Fellow Church Member,
As you are probably aware, I am the new Honorary Treasurer of the
Diocese of Glasgow and Galloway, having taken over from Mr George
Simpson in August. I am at present undertaking post graduate
research at Glasgow University into accounting in Churches and i
hope that the Episcopal Church will be able to provide some of the
material I need for my thesis.
I wonder therefore if I may enlist your help? I am trying to find
out something about the people who receive the annual accounts of
the Diocese and what they do with the accounts. In order to do
this I would like each recipient of the aC00unts to complete the
attached questionnaire. Please would you spare a few minutes of
your time and assist me by complet~ng a questionnaire?

Replies to the questionnaires will be kept strictly confidential
and only used in summary form. Would you please answer the questions
as honestly as possible? There are no 'right' or 'wrong' answers
to any of the questions.
I hope that the results of the questionnaire willnot only enable
me to complete part of my research but that they might also assist
the Diocese to understand whether any changes to the accounts may
be usefully made. If you have any questions about the questionnaire
or my research work you may contact me at home (041-942-5644) almost
any evening.
I do hope ~hat you will help me by completing the questionnaire.
Would you please return it to me at the Diocesan Councilor in
the att~ched envelope by February 15th at the latest.

Thank you very much in advance for your help,

With my warm greetings,

Yours sincerely

Ken Ashford
Lavy Research Fellow

Bl-l



UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW
DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTANCY

67, SOUTHPARK AVENUE
GLASGOW G12 6LE

~~~l!j9DD!j!~19! !b~ ~j9S~l~91 §!!l99~!D2 §!!!9~!~
Please would you be as honest as possible when completing this
c ue s t t cnn a i r e , There are no right or wrong answers. The first
three sections of the questionnaire are for everyone to complete
but the last section (D) t s only for those who are members of a
Diocesan Board or Committee. You may need to refer to the 1981
accounts to answer some of the questions.

SECTION A--~-..-- -
1. What is your age? (please ti ck one box)

18-25 t i 26-35 (] 36-45 r i 46-55 (] 56-65 c i ave r6 5 (]

2. What work do you do?

-..------------------------~-----------------------------~
3. Do you have any of the following qualifications? (please tick

boxes of any you have)

'O'levels (J
Oi pl oma (]

'A'levels (or highers) (J HND or HNC (J
First Degree (J Higher Degree(s) (J

4. Do you hold any professional qualifications?

If 'yes' which? (initials will be adequate)

5. Do you have any accounting or bookkeeping
qual ifi cati ons?

If 'yes' which?

Yes/No

-------------
Ye s I No

-----------------------------------------
6. In which partes) of the work of the Episcopal Church are you

most interested?

Hom e Mi ss ion
You t han d Stu de n two r k
Overseas Mission
Church Music
Mothers' Union or Womens' Work
Hospital and Sick visiting
Administration
Sunday School
Christian Education
Other (please specify)

---------~--------------------

(J
(J
n
(]
(J
(J
ri
(J
ri

(J

7. Would you indi cate your (or your family's) approximate giving
to the Episcopal Church each year? <tick one box)

Under£100 (J £100-£250 (] £250-£500 (] £501-£750 (] over£750 (]

8. Approximately how many hours per month do you spend working
for the Episcopal Church? (include congregational, diocesan
and Provincial boards and committees)

Bl-2 Hour s per Month



9. Please indicate which offices you hold in your congregation:
(tick one or more boxes)

None Cl
Rector/Priest in charge Cl
Secretary Cl
Treasurer CJ
L ay re pr e se nt a t i v e

(or alternate) Cl
Ve st ry Membe r Cl
Other (please specify)

10.Please indicate which Diocesan Committees, Councils and Boards
you are a member of: (tick one or more boxes)

None ri
Diocesan Council Cl
Regional Council Cl
Standing Committee Cl
Joint Board [J
Bishopri c Income and

Residence Board CJ
Soc i a l Se r vic e B oa r d Cl
Education Board Cl
Overseas Mission Board [l
Others (please specify)

--------~----------------- Cl
11.Do you hold office as convenor, secretary or treasurer of any

Diocesan Committee, Board or Council?
Ye s/ No

12.Please indicate which Provincial Committees, Councils and
Boards you are a "member of: (ti ck one or more boxes)

None CJ
Representative Church

Coun c i l (l
Others (please specify)

-------------------------- Cl
Cl--------------------------

13.Do you hold office as convenor, secretary or treasurer of any
Provincial Committees, Councils or Boards?

Ye s/ No

Section B-----_.. ..
1. How many years have you received a copy of the annual accounts

of the Diocese (including this year)

1 year [] 2-4 years [] 5-8 years Cl over 8 years [J

2. Huw many people will probably see or read your copy of the
a e co un t s ( inc l udin g you r se l f) ?

B1-3 --------------



3. Please state ,briefly what us e t s ) you make of the Diocesan
Accounts (if any):

-------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------

4. Does the information in the accounts affect the amount of
money you personally give to the Episcopal Church? (tick one box)

Not at all
Only a little
Qui te a lot
Greatly

(J
(J
(J
(J

5. What'is the !,!jD t!Sl9t that influences how much you give to
the Episcopal Church? (tick one box only)

You r inc ome ( J
Local congregational needs (J
How much you can spare Cl
How much the church spends

money in the way you
would like (J

Other (please specify)

CJ
6. Below is a list of all the sections of the Diocesan Accounts.

Would you indicate how thoroughly you read each section
before, during or shortly after the Council meeting? (tick one
box on each line)

1. Fund summary
2. Notes to Accounts
3. Bal ance sh eet
4. General Fund
5. Clergy Stipend Fund
6. Home Mis si 0n Fun d
7. Diocesan Expenses Fund
8. Bursary Fund
9. Bishopric Income and

Residence Fund
10.Emergency Repairs Fund
11.Chaplains Fund
12.Social Workers Fund
13.Sites and Church

Extensi on Fund
14.Loans Fund
15.Retired Clergy

Res i de n ee s Fun d
16 • Ass et she l d for Fun d s
17.list of Congregational

Cont ri but ions

Don ot
read

G lance at or
read bri efly

Read
Th orough ly

CJ
(l
(J
(J
(J
(J
[J
[J

[J
(J
[J
[l

[J
[J

[J
Cl

[J

Cl
CJ
(J
(J
CJ
[J
[J
[l

[J
[J
[J
[J

[J
Cl

C]
[]
(J
[J
[J
[J
[J
[J

CJ
[J
[] .
[l

[J
Cl

[J
[J

[]
Cl

Cl [J
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7. Taking the 1981 accounts, for 19~! R~!R9l!l ~l ~ ID!ID~~!91
S9~DSj! 9! jDgj~jg~~! s.b~!s.bID~ID~S!, do you think they
contain: (tick one box only)

Too much information
A little too much information
The right amount of information
Not quite enough information
Too little information

Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl

8. from past experience (if any) are you likely to refer to the
1981 accounts after the Diocesan Council meeting either
for your personal purposes or for your congregation? (tick
one bo x)

Of ten Cl Occasionally Cl Never n

9. Did your Vestry last year consider the Diocesan Accounts
before deciding on how much quota to pay? (tick one box)

Not at all
Only a little
Ins ome de t ail
In great detail
Don't know

(J
Cl
CJ
CJ
CJ

10. If the Diocese wanted to reduce the size of the accounts
-would you, as an individual church member or as a member of
Council, agree or disagree to the removal of the following
items from the accounts? (note that not all sections are
included in the list below)

Agree to Unconcerned Disagree
Rem oval to Removal

1 • General Ac co unt Cl (J Cl
2. Loans Fund [J (J Cl
3. Investment s Cl CJ CJ
4. Cha pl ai ns Fund CJ CJ (J
5. Aud ito r s r e po r t Cl (J Cl
6. Balance sheet (J CJ Cl
7. list of Congregational

Contributions Cl Cl Cl
8. Clergy Stipend Fund [J [l Cl
9.Notes to a e co unt s Cl CJ Cl
10.Expenses fund [J Cl Cl
11 • Soc i a l Wor ke r' s fun d [] CJ Cl
11. The 1981 Diocesan Accounts contain a summary of movements on
the main fund accounts of the Diocese. 00 you consider t h.i s
summary (or one like it) to be:

Very Usef ul Cl Tick Very Interesting Cl Tick
Useful Cl One Interesting Cl One
Not Useful Cl Box Not Interesting Cl Box

12. On the whole do you fin d th e 1981 Diocesan Accounts: (tick
one box)

Very easy to understand
Quite easy to understand
Quite difficult to understand
Very d iff i c u l t t 0 un de r s tan d

Bl-5
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1. The 1981 Diocesan Accounts are prepared on a Receipts and
Payments basis instead of the alternative Income and
Expenditure basis:

a)Do you understand the difference between these two bases:

Definitely Cl Think I do Cl Not sure Cl No CJ

bUf you definitely understand or think you understand the
difference between the two bases which basis do you think
the Diocese .§.b9~!9 be using in its 1982 Accounts?

Receipts and Payments
Income and Expenditure
Don't Know

Cl
[J
Cl

2. Is the 1981 Diocesan Balance sheet: (tick one box)

A summary of !!1 the assets held by Diocesan
trustees and the funds they relate to
A list of balances from the account books
Something else (if so please specify)

Cl
CJOr

Or

Or --------------------------------------Don't know
CJ
CJ

3. The 1981 Diocesan Accounts show receipts and payments
accurate to the nearest 9~!!!!~. Do you think that a change to
showing the amounts to the nearest 29~!HJ would: (tick one
box per line)

a) imp r ov e cl a ri t y Ye s [J No [J Don't know CJ
b) severely reduce

information content Ye s (J No CJ Don't know CJ
c) be acceptable to

most co un ci l member s Ye s CJ No CJ Don't know CJ

4. The property of the Diocese is held by trustees. For whom do
you believe the property is held in trust for? (tick one or
more boxes)

1. Donors of money or assets CJ
2. The present church membership CJ
3. God (J
4. Future church members CJ
S. Non-church members CJ
6. Others (please specify)

________ : __ : ~ __ : __ ~ :_____ CJ

S. For whom do you think the Diocesan Accounts are mainly
prepared for? (give as many answers as you like)

. ~. - .p. - " ._._ . ,.• ~. .• _. - _._ .. -'•. _. .. '_. ,- _ .. " ~, ~ _- ... _ " •• " ,- -" -,' ••.------------------------------------------------------------
~ .. . ~ ~ . ~ .

6. -Fo;-;hat-~;;asons--or-purpose-;-do-y-Ou-thin-k-a'counts--are
prepared in the Diocese? (give as many answers as you like)

------------------------------------------------------------
. .' -." ..-----------------------------------------------------------~B1-6



7. Do you think that any of the financial
diocesan affairs is so sensitive that
released:

information about
it should not be

1.To a member of a Diocesan Board or Committee Ye 51No

(if the answer is 'yes' please
give an example )---------------------------

2.To ordinary members of the Episcopal Church YeslNo

(if the answer is 'yes' please
giveanexample )------------------------~--

3.To the general public Ye51 No

(if the answer is' yes' pleasegive an example )
8. What would your reaction be if no accounts were prepared and

presented to the annual council meeting?

------------------------------------------------------------
9. If an annual budget were publi shed for the forthcoming year

would you, as an individual or as a council member, find it:

Ve ry Usef u l
Useful
Not Useful

CJ Tick
CJ One
[J Box

Very Interesting
Interesting
Not Interesting

C J Ti c k
CJ One
Cl Box

~
10. If half yearly financial reports were produced in a similar

format to the present annual accounts and circulated to you,
as an individual or as a council member, do you think they
would be:

Very Useful
U sef u l
Not Useful

CJ Tick
CJ One
CJ Box

Very Interesting
Intere sti ng
Not Interesting

Cl Tick
CJ One
Cl Box

11. If a member of your congregation made the following comments
about the 1981 financial position would you agree or
disagree with him (or her):

"The Diocese has plenty
of spare cash for
a rainy day" Agree CJ Disagree [J Don't know CJ

•
"Our quota payments are
far too high for the
needs of the Diocese" Agree CJ Disagree CJ Don't know CJ

12.Please give brief details of any changes you, !J ID jD9j~j9YI!
~by!sbm!m~!!9! IJ I m!!~!!91 S9YDSj!, would like to see in
the accounts of the Diocese. (to improve usefulness, under-
'standing, readability etc)
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Section &------ .. -
Please complete this section of the questionnare 9D!~ if you are
a member of one or more of the following Rj9SS§JO Committees:

Standing Committee
or Joint Board
or Bishopric Income and Residence Board
or Social Service Board
or Education Board
or Overseas Mission Board
or Other Diocesan management Board or Committee

1. Below is a list of all the sections of the 1981 Diocesan
Accounts. Would you indicate how relevant you feel each
section is for your work as a member of the Diocesan
Committees. (tick one box on each line)

Very relevant Partially Not relevant
relevant

1. Fund summary [J [J. [J
2. Not est 0 Ac c0 un t s [] [] [l
3. Balance sheet [] [] []
4. Ge ne ra l Fund [] [] []
S. Clergy Stipend Fund [] [] []
6. Home Mission Fund [l [J [J
7. Diocesan Expenses Fund [] [J [l
8. Bur sa ry Fund [] [J [l
9. Bishopric Income and

Re si de nce Fund [] [] []
10. Emergency Repairs Fund [l [J [l
11.Chaplains Fund [] [l [J
12.Social Workers Fund [] [] [J
13.Sites and Church

Extension Fund [] [] []
14. Loa ns Fund [l [J [J
1S.Retired Clergy

Residences Fund [J [J [J
16.Assets held for Funds [J [J [J
17.List of Congregational

Contributions [J [J [J
2. If the Diocese were to wish to reduce the size of the

accounts would you, !! ! m~!~~! 91 ! Rj9~~!!D~9!!2 9!
~9!mjllsf' agree or di sagree to the removal of the
following items from the accounts? (note that not all
sections are included in the list below)

Agree to Unconcerned Di sag~ee
Removal to Removal

1 • General Ac co unt [] [] Cl
2. Loans Fund [l [J C]
3. Investment s [] [J [l
4. Cha pl ai ns Fund [] [J [l
5. Auditors report [] [J C]
6. Balance sheet [] [J Cl
7. Li st of congregational

Cant ri buti ons Cl [J [J
8. Clergy Stipend Fund [J [J [J
9. Not est 0 ace 0 un t s [] [] []
10.Expenses Fund [] [] []
11.Social Worker's fund [J [J CJ

Bl-~



(
3. Taking the 1981 accounts, do you think they contain for 19JJ!

9Y!R9l~l !l ! m~mg~! 91 !~j9S~l!D ~9mmjll~~ 9! ~9!!9 <tick
one box only)

Too much information
A little too much information
The right amount of information
Not quite enough information
Too little information

[J
[J
[J
[J
[J

4. If an annual budget were prepared for the forthcoming year,
for your wor k il ! m~mg~! 91 ! .Qj9S~l!D~9.mmjll~~9! ~9!!9,
would you find it:

Very Useful
U sef u l
Not Useful

[J Tick
[J One
[J Box

Very Interesting
Interesting
Not Interesting

[J Tick
[J One
[J Box

. 5. If quarterly or half-yearly financial reports were produced
and c i r c u l ate d toy 0 u a s a membe r 0 faD i 0 ce san Commit tee 0 r
Board do you think they would be: <tick one box)

Very Useful
Usef u l
Not Usef ut

C] Tick
CJ One
CJ Box

Very Interesting
Interesting
Not Interesting

C] Tick
C] One
[J Box

6. Please give brief details of any changes you would like to see
in the a c co un t sin 0 r de r to ass i sty 0 u i n you r wo r k a s a
member of a Diocesan Committee or Board.

Thank you very much for completing the questionnaire. Please
would you return it to me at the Diocesan Council meeting or to
the Diocesan Office or in the enclosed stamped addres-sed envelope
to:

Mr J.K.Ashford
23, Ru s sell Dr i v e,
Bearsden,
Glasgow,
G61 3 BB

If you have any questions about the questionnaire or about my
research work you can contact me almost any evening at home on
041-942-5644.

Bl-9



Appendix B2
Letter and Questionnaire sent to Representatiye Church Council



UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW 67 SOUTHPARK AVENUE

DEPARTMENT OF

ACCOUNTANCY

GLASGOW G 12 8LE

Tel. 041·339 8855

Extension 501

May 1982

23 Russell DriveBearsdenGlasgow
G61 3BB

Dear Fellow Church Member,
As many of you will know, I am the honorary treasurer of the Diocese of Glasgowand Galloway. My full-time work is as a post-graduate researcher at theUniversity of Glasgow where I am undertaking research into accounting inchurches in the United Kingdom. I am hoping that the Episcopal Church willbe able to provide me with some of the material I need for my study and so Iwonder if I may enlist your help?
At present I am trying to find out something about the people who receive theannual accounts of the Representative Church Council (in the 'Blue Book') andwhat they do with them. To do this I would like each recipient of the accountsto complete the attached questionnaire. Please would you spare a few minutes ofyour time and assist me by completing the questionnaire? Replies to thequestionnaire will be kept confidential and used only in summary form in mythesis.
Members of the RCC from the Diocese of Glasgow and Galloway will already havereceived a copy of a similar questionnaire for that Diocese. I am very gratefulto all those who replied to that questionnaire, the results of which are veryinteresting and useful. I wonder however if I could prevail on you to alsocomplete this questionnaire? It is not exactly the same and it is about adifferent set of accounts.
I hope that the results of this study will enable me to complete a good part ofmy research. I will give a copy of the results to the RCC and will have alimited number of copies available for anyone who would like to see one. If youhave any questions about my research please do not hesitate to contact me atmy home address (given above).
I hope you are able to find time to complete the questionnaire. Would youplease return the completed questionnaire to me by June 30th at the latest inthe enclosed FREEPOST, envelope.
Thank you very much in advance for your help.
With my wanm greetings,
Yours sincerely

~~
Ken Ashford
Lavy Research Fellow



UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOtlDEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTANCY
Questionnaire !Qr recipients ~ Representatiye Church Council Accounts

The first three sections of the questionnaire are for everyone to complete butthe last section (D) is only for those who are members of a Provincial or RCCBoard or Committee. You may need to refer to the 1981 accounts in the 'BlueBook' to answer some of the questions. Please be as honest as possible whenfilling in the answers. There are no 'right' or 'wrong' answers to any of the
questions.
SECTION A
1. Which Diocese are you a member of?
2. What is your age? (please tick one box)

18-25 [] 26-35 [] 36-45 [] 46-55 [] 56-65 [] over65 [ ]
3. What work do you do?

4. Do you have anyany you have)
'O'levels []Diploma []

of the following qualifications? (please tick boxes of

'A'levels (or highers) [ ] HND or HNC [ ]First Degree [] Higher Degree(s) [ ],
5. Do you hold any professional qualifications?(Clergymen should answer 'yes' to this question)

If 'yes't which? (initials will be adequate) _
6. Do you have any accounting or bookkeepingqualifications?

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes (] No [ ]
If 'yes' which? _

7. In which partes) of the work of the Episcopal Church generally are you mostinterested? (Tick one or more boxes)
Heme MissionYouth and Student workOverseas MissionChurch MusicMothers' Union or Women's WorkHospital and Sick visiting

[]
f ~[]
[][]

AdministrationSunday SchoolChristian Education
WorshipOther {please specify)

[]
~ ~
[ ]

---------- [ ]
8. Would you indicate your (or your family's) approximate giving to theEpiscopal Church each year? (tick one box)

Under £100 [] £101-£250 [] £251-£500 [] £501-£750 [ ] over £750 [ ]
9. Approximately how many hours per month do you spend working for theEpiscopal Church? (Please complete one box only)
If you are a full-time If you are a part-timechurch-worker: church-worker:
[_] Hours per Month [__ ] Hours per Month

If you work for the churchonly in your spare-time:
[_] Hours per Month

10.Please indicate which offices you hold in your congregation: (tick one ormore boxes)
,None
Rector or Prie'st in chargeSecretaryTrE;asurerLay Representative{or alternate)

LayElectorVestrY MemberLay ReaderOther (please specify)

[]
f ~
[]



11.Please indicate which Diocesan Committees, Councils and Boards you are amember of: (tick one or more boxes)
None [ ]Regional Chapter/Council· [_]Diocesan Council [ ]Executive/Standing Cttee [ ]Joint Board [ ]Education Board [ ]

Overseas Mission Board . [ ]Social Service Board [ ]Other Boards, Councils orCommittees(please specify)
--------- [ ]

12.00 you hold office as convenor, secretary or treasurer of any DiocesanCommittee, Board or Council? Yes [ ] No [ ]
13.Please indicate which Provincial or RCC Committees, Boards and sub-committees you are a member of: (tick one or more boxes)

NoneRepresentative Church CouncilExecutive CommitteeCentral Joint BoardBoard of EducationOverseas Mission Board

[ ] Social Service Board
~ ~ Others (please specify)

f ~[]

[]

----------- [ ]

---------- [ ]
14.00 you hold office as convenor, secretary or treasurer of any ProvincialCommittees or Boards? Yes [] No' [ ]
Section .a
1. How many years have you received a copy of the RCC 'Blue Book' (whichcontains the annual accounts)?
This year only [] 2-4 years [] 5-8 years [] over 8 years [ ]

2. How many people will probably see or read your copy of the Blue Book jnorder .tQ .lQQk atn accounts(including yourself)? []
3. Please state briefly what usef s) you make of the RCC 'Blue Book' Accounts(if any):

4. Does the information in the RCC accounts affect the amount of money youpersonally give to the Episcopal Church? (tick one box only)
Not at allOnly a littleQuite a lotGreatly

5. What is the ~ factor that influences how much you give to the EpiscopalChurch? (tick one box only)
Your income [ ]Local congregational needs [ ]How much you can spare [ ]How much the church spendsmoney the way you would like []Other (please specify)

[]
6. On the whole do you find the accounts in the appendices to the ExecutiveCommittee's report in the 1981 RCC 'Blue Book': (tick one box)

Very easy to understandQuite easy to understandQuite difficult to understandVery difficult to understandB2-3

f ~[]
[]



7. Below is a list of all the sections of the RCC 'Blue Book' Accounts. Wouldyou indicate how thoroughly you read each section? (tick one box on eachline) --
Donot Glance Read ReadRead at Briefly Thoroughly

1. Provincial Revenue Account (p20) [] [] [] []
2. Pension Fund (p20) [] [] [] []
3. Provincial Balance sheet (p21) [] [] [] []
4. Provincial Auditors' report (p21) [] [] [] []
5. Quota Contributionsby Diocese (A~PX 3) (p22) [] [] [ ] [ ]
6. Unit Trust Poo Balance Sheet(p23) [] [] [] []
7. Unit Trust Pool Income [] [] [ ] []and Expenditure Account (p24)8. Unit Trust Pool Audit Report (p24) [] [] [] []
9. Unit Trust Pool Valuation (p25) [] [] [] []
lO.Scan Accounts (p26) [] [] [] []
11.Summary of statistics (p60-71) [] [] [] [ ]for ymn: Diocese12.Summary of statistics (p60-71) [ ] [] [ ] [ ]for other Dioceses13.Abstract of Statistics (p72) [] [] [] []

.8. Taking the 1981 RCC 'Blue Book', accounts as listed above, for ~ purposesM .a member .Qf ~ ~ .QJ: M..an individual church member, do you think theycontain: (tick one box only)
Too much informationA little too much informationThe right amount of informationNot quite enough informationToo little information

[]
[]
[]
f ~

9. From past experience (if any) how often are you likely to refer to the 1981'Blue Book' accounts after the RCC meeting for each of the followingpurposes? (Please tick one box on each line.)

PersonallyFor CongregationFor DioceseFor Province/RCC

NotApplicable[]
[]
[]
[]

Refer to Refer toOften Occasionally
[ ] [ ]

~ ~ ~ ~.
[ ] [ ]

NeverRefer to[]
~ ~[]

10.Did your Vestry last year consider the RCC 'Blue Book' Accounts beforedeciding on how much provincial (or diocesan) quota to pay? (tick one box)
Not at all [ ]Only a little [ ]]In sane detail [
In ~reat detail [ ]]
DonTt know [

11.Details of each central board's finances are given in that board's annualreport in the Blue Book. For ~ purposes ~ oS member.Q! W ~.Q.L M.inindividual church member, do you think that these financ1al details provide:
Too much informationA little too much informationThe right amount of informationNot quite enough informationToo little information

12.Which of the following is your main source of information about the financesof the .R.C.C.?(tick one box only)
Church publications (Congregational, Diocesan, Provincial) [ ]The annual 'Blue Book' published accounts [ ]Verbal reports at annual Regional or Diocesan meetings [ ]Reports at RCC committee or board meetings [ ]Other source (please specifY)
___________________ B_24______ [ ]



Section C
1. The RCC 1981 Provincial Revenue Account (appendix I) is prepared on aReceipts and Payments basis instead of the al ternative Income andExpenditure basis:

a)Do you understand the difference between these two bases:
Definitely [] Think I do [] Not sure [ ] No [ ]

b)If you definitely understand or think you understand thedifference between the two bases which basis do you thinkthe RCC should be using in its 1982 Accounts?
Receipts and PaymentsIncome and ExpenditureDon't Know

[][]
[]

2. Taken together, are the 1981 Provincial and Unit Trust Pool Balance Sheets(appendix II and appendix IV): (tick one box)
1.A summary of Rll the assets held by RCCtrustees and the funds they relate to? ([]Or 2.A list of balances from the account books? ]Or 3.Something else? (if so please specify)

(]
Or 4.Don't know [ ]

3. The property of the RCC is held by trustees. For whom do you believe theproperty is held in trust? (tick one or more boxes)
1. Donors of money or assets [ ]2. The present church membership []
3. God [ ]]4. Future church members [5. Non-church members [ ]6. Others (please specify)

[]
4. For whom do you think the RCC 'Blue Book' Accounts are mainly prepared?(give as many answers as you like)

5. For what reasons or purposes do you think the RCC 'Blue Book' accounts areprepared? (give as many answers as you like)

6. Do you think that any of the financial information about RCC or Provincialaffairs is so confidential that it should not be released :
1.To a member of an RCC Board or Committee(if the answer is 'yes'please give an example
2.To ordinary members of the Episcopal Church(if the answer is 'yes'please giveanexample
3.To the general public. (if the answer is 'yes'please give an example

Yes [ ] No [ ]
)

Yes [ ] No [ ]
)

Yes [ ] No [ ]
)
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-----------------------

1. Annual budget figures are published for the forthcoming year at the end ofeach board's annual report. Would you indicate in the boxes below which ofthese you read for personal, congregational or Diocesan purposes? (tick onebox on each line)
Donot Glance Read ReadRead at Briefly Thoroughly1. Quota Allocation (~9)
t I []

t I Il2. 1982 Diocesan Quotas p10)
~ ~3. Clergy Stipend Fund Grants(p28)

4. Harne Mission Fund Grants (P2~
~ ~ f ~ f ~ ~ ~5. Joint Board Budget (p3 9)6. Theological College Budget(p44-5)
f ~

[]
~ ~ ~ ~1. Board of Education Budget (p50) []

8. Overseas Mission Bd BUdget~p54) f ~
[]

f ~ f ~9. Social Service Bd Budget p59) []
8. Do you find the budgets which you read to be:

Very Useful [ ] Tick Very Interesting [ ] TickUseful [ ~ One Interesting
f 1 OneNot Useful [ Box Not Interesting Box

9.If half-year accounts were prepared in a similar form to the present annualaccounts and sent to you ~ _g member.2! ~ RCC.21:aa an individual churchmember, do you think they would be:
Very UsefulUsefulNot Useful

[ ] Tick[ ] One[ ] Box
Very InterestingInterestingNot Interesting

[ ] Tick[ ] One( ] Box
10.The 198' RCC 'Blue Book' Accounts are a summary of movements on the mainfund accounts of the RCC. Would you find the reporting of the detailed !J.mQ.accounts which go to into this summary:

Very UsefulUsefulNot Useful
Don't Know

[ ] Tick
f ~ ~~[ ] Here

Very InterestingInterestingNot Interesting
Don't Know

[ ] Tick
~ ~ ~~[ ] Here

'1.If a member of your congregation made the following comments about the 1981RCC financial position would you agree or disagree with him (or her):
"The RCC has ample reservesto meet any unexpected butnecessary expenditures."

Agree [ ]Disagree [ ]Don't know [J
"Our Central quota payments Agreeare allowing the RCC to Disagreebuild up excessive reserves." Don't know

12.Please give brief details of any changes you, ~ An individual church member
..Q.L M.s ~ember.Qf ~ ill would like to see in the 'Blue Book' accounts ofthe RCC: to improve usefulness, understanding, re~dability etc)

[]
f ~

Section ~
Please complete this next section of the questionnare ~ if you are a memberof one or more of the following ~ Committees or Sub-committees:

Executive Committee or sub-committeesor Central Joint Board or sub-committeeso~ Board of Educationor Overseas Mission Board
or Social Service Board or sub-committeesor Other RCC or Provincial Board or Committee
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1. Below is a list of all the sections of the RCC 'Blue Book' Accounts. Wouldyou indicate how relevant you feel each section of the accounts is to yourwork on a Provincial or RCC Board or Committee? (tick one box on each line)
NotA Little Quite VeryRelevant Relevant Relevant Relevant

1. Provincial Revenue Account (p20) [[l2. Pension Fund (p20) [3. Provincial Balance sheet (p21)4. Provincial Auditors' report (p21) []5. Quota Contributionsby Diocese (Appx 3) (p22) []6. Unit Trust Pool Balance Sheet(p23) []1. Unit Trust Pool Income .and Expenditure Account (p24) []8. Unit Trust Pool Audit Report (p24) []9. Unit Trust Pool Valuation (p25) []10.Scan Accounts (p26) []11.Summary of statisticsfor lQYr Diocese (p60-11) []12.Summary of statisticsfor other Dioceses (p60-71) []13.Abstract of Statistics (p72) []

~l[]
f ~
[]
[]
[]
[ J
[ ]

~l[]
f ~
[ ]

~ ~[]
[ ]

f ~

[]
~ ~[]

f ~
[ J[]
[ ]
[]
[ ]

f ~
2. From past experience (if any) how often are you likely to refer to the 1981'Blue Book' accounts !Qr ~ RCC committee Qr board ~? (Please tick onebox) Often [J Occasionally [] Never []
3. For your purposes as a member of an RCC Board or Commi ttee, do you thinkthat the accounts, together with the related information in the boardreports of the 1981 RCC 'Blue Book', contain (tick one box only)

Too much informationA little too much informationThe right amount of informationNot quite enough information
Too little information

[]
[]
~ ~
[ J

4. For your work as a member of an RCC Board, do you find the budgets which areprepared for .Y.QY.L board(s) or committee(s) and published in the 'Blue Book'
to be:

Very UsefulUsefulNot Useful
[ ] Tick[ ] One
[ ] Box

Very InterestingInterestingNot Interesting
[ ] Tick[ ] One[ ] Box

5. Forl.0ur work as a member of an RCC Board, do you think that if quarterly orhal -yearly accounts were prepared for your commi ttee(s) they would be:
Very UsefulUsefulNot Useful
Don't Know

[ ] Tick[ ] One[ ] Box
[ J Here

Very InterestingInterestingNot Interesting
Don't Know

[ ] Tick[ ] One[ ] Box[ ] Here
6. Please give brief details of any changes you would like to see in the 'BlueBook' accounts in order to assist you in your work as a member of an RCCCommittee or Board.

Thank you !!Xy much for completing the.questionnaire. Please would you returnit to me at the RCC meeting or in theenclosed FREEPOST envelope to:

NO STAMP IS REIJUIRED B2-7
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Appendix B3
Letter and Questionnaire sent to Diocese of Liyerpool



UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW

DEPARTMENT OF

ACCOUNTANCY

May 1982

67 SOUTHPARK AVENUE

GLASGOW G 12!iLL

Tel. 041-339 8855

EXfen.ion 501

23 Russell DriveBearsdenGlasgow
G61 3BB

Dear Fellow Church Member,
I am a post-graduate researcher at the University of Glasgow undertakingresearch into accounting in churches in the United Kingdom. I am a member ofthe Anglican Church and have spent six years overseas as a missionaryaccountant. Whilst overseas my family and I were link missionaries to a churchin St.Helens and we hope that Liverpool Diocese may be able to provide me withsome of the material I need for my study.
I wonder if I may enlist your help? I am trying to find out something about thepeople who receive the annual accounts of the Diocese and what they do withthe accounts. To do this I would like each recipient of the accounts tocomplete the attached questionnaire. Please would you spare a few minutes ofyour time and assist me by completing the questionnaire?
Replies to the questionnaire will be kept confidential and used only in summaryform. Would you please answer the questions as honestly as possible? There areno 'right' or 'wrong' answers to any of the questions.
I hope that the results of this study will not only enable me to complete partof my research but that they may also be of assistance to the Diocese who willbe given a copy of the results. If you have any questions about my researchplease do not hesitate to contact me at my home address (given above).
I hope you are able to find time to complete the questionnaire. Would youplease return the completed questionnaire to me by June 15th at the latest inthe enclosed FREEPOST envelope (which does not need a stamp).
Thank you very much in advance for your help.
With my warm greetings,
Yours sincerely

~~Ken AshfordLavy Research Fellow

----------"" B3-1
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UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOWDEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTANCYQuestionnaire!QL~ Diocese ~ Liyerpool
The first three sections of the questionnaire are for everyone to complete butthe last section (D) is only for those who are members of a Diocesan Board orCommittee. You may need to refer to the 1981 accounts to answer some of thequestions.
Section A
1. What is your age? (please tick one box)

18-25 [] 26-35 [] 36-45 [] 46-55 [] 56-65 [] over65 [ ]
2. What work do you do?

3. Do you have any of the following qualifications? (please tick boxes of anyyou have) .
'0'levels [ ]Diploma [] 'A'levels [] HND or HNC [ ]First Degree [] Higher Degree(s) [ ]

4. Do you hold any professional qualifications?(Clergymen should answer 'yes'to this question)
If 'yes' which? _

5. Do you have any accounting or bookkeepingqualifications?
If 'yes' which? _

6. Would you indicate your (or your family's) approximate giving to the Churcheach year? (tick one box)

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Under £100 [] £101-£250 [] £251-£500 [] £501-£750 [] over £750 [ ]
7. Approximately how many hours per month do you spend working for the Church?(Please complete one box only) .
If you are a full-timechurch-worker:
[ ] Hours per Month

If you are a part-timechurch-worker:
[__ ] Hours per Month

If you work for the churchonly in your spare time:
[__ ] Hours per Month

8. Please indicate which offices you hold in your parish:(tick one or more
boxes)

NoneRector,Vicar,Priest in charge, etcCurateSecretary to PCCTreasurer to PCC

[]
[]
~ ~(]

Deanery Synod RepPCC MemberLay Reader'Other (please specify)

[ ][]
[ ]

(]
9. Are you the chairmanl secretary or treasurerof any Diocesan Comm ttee, Board or Council? Yes [ ] No [ ]
10.Please indicate which Diocesan Commi ttees, Councils and Boards you are amember of: (tick one or more boxes)

NoneBishop's CouncilDiocesan Synod'Deanery SynodBoard of FinancePastoral CommitteeBoard of Mission andSOCial Responsibility

[]
[]
~ ~[][]
[]

B3-2

Board of EducationBoard of MinistryOverseas MiSSion BoardOthers (please specify)

[][][]

--------- [ ]

--------- [ ]



".Please indicate which General Synod or Central Board of Finance Committees,
Councils and Boards you are a member of: (tick one or more boxes)
None
General Synod

[ ]

[]
Others (please specify)

Central Board of Finance []
--------- [ ]

--------- [ ]
12.Are you the chairman, secretary or treasurer of anyGeneral Synod or CBF Committees, Councils or Boards? Yes [ ] No [ ]
13.In which partes) of the work of the Church generally are you most

interested? (tick one or more boxes)
Mission in the UK [ ]Youth and Student work [ ]
Overseas Mission [ ]Church Music [ ]Womens' Work (including MU) [[]Hospital and Sick visiting ]

AdministrationSunday SchoolChristian EducationWorshipOther (please specify)

[][]
[]
[ 1

------------[ ]

Section a
1. How many years have you received a copy of the annual accounts of the

Diocese {including this year)
This year only [1 2-4 years [] 5-8 years [] over 8 years []

2. How many people will probably see or read your
copy of the accounts (including yourself)? [-----]

3. Please state briefly what use(s) you make of the Diocesan Accounts (if
any):(give as many uses as you like)

4. Does the information in the accounts affect the amount of money you
personally give to the Church? (tick one box)

Not at allOnly a littleQuite a lotGreatly

[ 1
[ 1[]
[ ]

5. What is the m.s1n ~ that influences how much you give to the Church?
(tick one box only) .

Your income [ ]]Local congregational needs [
How much you can spare . [ ]How much the church spends moneyin the way you would like [ ]Other (please specify)

[]
6. Which of the following is your main source of information about the financesof the Diocese? (tick one box only)

Church publications (Diocesan, Parish, National)The annual published accountsVerbal reports at annual Diocesanor Deanery meetings
Reports at Diocesan management ccmnittee meetingsOther source (please specify)

[]
[ 1

[ ]

BJ-J



7. Below is a list of all the sections of the Diocesan Accounts. Would youindicate how thoroughly you read each section? (tick one box on each line)Do not Glance Read Readread at briefly thoroughly1. DBF Audit Report [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]2. Income and Expenditure Acct [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]3. Notes on Accounting Policies [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]4. DBF Balance Sheet [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]5. Source & Appn.of Funds Statement [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]6. Other Boards Balance Sheet [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]7 ••Other Boards Accounts Notes [ ] [,] [ ] [ ]8 Parsonages Admin Account [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]9. Parsonages Repairs Account [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]10.Pastoral Account [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]11.Publications Account [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]12.Laurence House Operating Acct [] [ ] [ ] [ ]13.Accredited Lay Ministry Acct [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]14.Retired Clergy etc Account [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]15.Widows and Dependant's Fund [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
16.Board of E~ucation [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]17.Board of Mlnistry [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]18.Board of Mission & Social Resp, [] [ ] [ ] [ ]19.Board for Social Welfare [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]20.Stipends Fund [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]. 21.Thanksgiving Fund Accts (2 pages)[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]22.Building Account [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]23.Quota Payments and Offerings [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]24.Church House Accounts (2 pages) [] [ ] [ ] [ ]
8. Taking the 1981 accounts, for lQYL purposes ~ ~ member Q! Diocesan Synod,Board Q! finance QC An individual church member, do you think they contain:(tick one box only): Too much information [ ]A little too much information [ ]The right amount of information [ ]Not quite enough information [ ]Too little information [ ]
9. From past experience (if any) how often are you likely to refer to the 1981accounts for each of the following purposes? (tick one box on each line)

Not Refer to Refer to NeverApplicable Often Occasionally Refer toPersonally [] [] []
~ ~For Parish [] [] []For Diocesan Management [] [] [] []Committee or BoardFor Diocesan Synod/DBF [] [] [] []

lO.The 1981 Diocesan Accounts do not contain an overall summary of movements onthe many fund accounts of the Diocese. Do you think that an overall summaryof all the fund accounts would be:

Very UsefulUsefulNot UsefulDon't know

[] Tick[ ] One[] Box
[ ] Here

Very InterestingInterestingNot InterestingDon't Know

[] Tick[ ] One[] Box[ ] Here
11.On the whole do you find the 1981 Diocesan Accounts: (tick one box)

Very easy to understand [ ]Quite easy to understand [ ]Quite difficult to understand [ ]Very difficult to understand [ ]
12.The 1981 Accounts contain a Sources and Application of Funds Statementwhich is included as a requirement of the Companies Acts. For your purposes

as an individual or member of Synod or DBF, do you think that this Statementis: .
Very_ Useful [ ] Tick Very Interesting [J] TickUseful [ ] One Interesting [OneNot Useful [ J Box Not Interesting [J Box

BJ-4



13.Did your PCC last year consider the Diocesan Accounts before deciding on howmuch quota to pay? (tick one box)
Not at allOnly a littleIn sane detailIn great detailDon't know

[]
[]
~ ~[]

Section ~
1. The 1981 Diocesan Accounts are prepared on an Income and Expenditure basisinstead of the alternative Receipts and Payments basis:

a)Do you understand the difference between these two bases:
Definitely [] Think I do [] Not sure [] No [ ]

b)If you defini tely understand or think you understand thedifference between the two bases which basis do you think the Dioceseshould be using in its ~ Accounts?
Receipts and PaymentsIncome and ExpenditureDon't Know

[]
f ~

2. Are the 1981 Diocesan Balance Sheets, taken all together,: (tick one box)
Summaries of sll the assets held by Diocesantrustees and the funds they relate to [ ]Or Lists of balances from the account books [ ]Or Something else (if so please specify)

[]
Or Don't know [ ]

3. The property of the Diocese is held by trustees. For whom do you believe theproperty is held in trust? (tick one or more boxes)
1. Donors of money or assets [ ]2. The present church membership []3. God [ ]4. Future church members [ ]5. Non-church members [ ]6. Others (please specify)

[]
4. For whom do you think the annual Diocesan Accounts are mainly prepared?(give as many answers as you like)

5. For what reasons or purposes do you think annual accounts are prepared inthe Diocese? (give as many answers as you like)

6. The 1981 Accounts do not contain details of Stipend Quota paid by parishes.As the Stipend quota is greater than the Administration Quota do you thinkthat details of the stipend quota should be included in the annual accounts?
Yes [ ] No [ ] Don't Know [ ]

7. The Diocesan Board of Finance annual budget for the forthcoming year ispublished at the front of the 1981 accounts. Do you, as an individual or asa (Deanery or Diocesan) synod member, find it:
Very Useful [ ] Tick Very InterestingUseful [J One Interesting
Not Useful [] Box BJ-.5 Not Interesting

[]
f ~

TickOne
Box



8.If half-yearly financial reports were produced in a similar format to thepresent annual accounts and circulated to you, as an individual or as a(Deanery or Diocesan) synod member, do you think they would be:
Very UsefulUsefulNot Useful

[ ] Tick[] One[ ] Box
Very InterestingInterestingNot Interesting

[ ] Tick[] One[ ] Box
9.Do you think that any of the financial information about diocesan affairs isso sensitive that it should not be released :

1.To a member of a Diocesan Board or Committee(if the answer 1s 'yes'please give an example
2.To ordinary members of the Church(if the answer is 'yes'please giveanexample
3.To the general public(if the answer is 'yes'please give an example

Yes [ ] No [ ]

-------------------)
Yes [ ] No [ ]

------------------)
Yes [ ] No [ 1

-------------------)
10.If a member of your congregation made the following comments about the 1981Diocesan financial position would you agree or disagree with him (or her):

"The Diocese has amplereserves to meet anyunexpected expenditures"
"Our administrative quota paymentsare allowing the Diocese to buildup excessive reserves"

Agree [ ]Disagree []. Don't know [ ]
Agree [ ]
Disagree []Don't know [ ]

11.Please give brief details of any changes you, ~ ~ individual church member
.Qr, ~ .s member .Qi Synod, would like to see in the accounts of the Diocese:

Section 12
Please complete this next section of the questionnare ~ if you are a memberof one or more of the following Diocesan Committees:

Diocesan Board of Financeor Bishop's Councilor Pastoral Committeeor Board of Ministry

or Board of Mission and Social Responsibilityor Board of Educationor Other Diocesan management Boardor Ccmnittee
1. Taking the 1981 accounts, do you think they contain for Y.QYr. purposes aa amember sr a Diocesan Committee .2l: Board (tick one box only)

Too much informationA little too much informationThe right amount of informationNot quite enough informationToo little information
2. Does l!.DY. of the Boards or committees of which you are a member produce abudget for the forthcoming year for use by the committee or Board?

Yes [] No [ ]3. Please answer either question 3a) or 3b):
3a) If ~ of the Boards or Committees of which you are a member produces abudget for the forthcoming year, do you find, for your work as a memberof that committee, the budget(s) to be:

Very UsefulUsefulNot Useful
[ ] Tick[] One[ B1_tox

Very InterestingInterestingNot Interesting
[] Tick
~ ~ ~~



3b) If ~ of the Boards or Committees of which you are a member producesa budget for the forthcoming year, if a budget were to be prepared,would you find it, for your work as a committee member:
Very UsefulUsefulNot Useful

[ ] Tick[ ] One[ ] Box
Very InterestingInterestingNot Interesting

[ ] Tick[] One[ ] Box
4. Below is a list of all the sections of the 1981 Diocesan Accounts. Would youindicate how relevant you feel each section is !Qr: .Y.Q.Yl: liQl:k aa a member Q(.a Diocesan Board Qt Committee? (tick one box on each line)Not A little Quite VeryRelevant Relevant Relevant Relevant1. Audit Report [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]2. Income and Expenditure Acct [ ] [ ] [ ] [ 1
3. Notes on Accounting Policies [[ ]1 [[ ]] [[ ] [ ]4. DBF Balance Sheet ] [ ]5. Source & Appn of Funds Statement [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]6. Other Boards Balance Sheet [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
70.Other Boards Accounts Notes [[] [ ] [ ] [ ]8 Parsonages Admin Account ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
9. Parsonages Repairs Account [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]10.Pastoral Account [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
11.Publications Account [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]12.Laurence House Operating Acct [] [ ] [ ] [ ]
13.Accredited Lay Ministry Acct [[]] [ ] [ ] [ ]14.Retired Clergy Etc Account. [ ] [ ] [ ]15.Widows and Dependant's Fund [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]l6.Board of Education [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]17.Board of Ministry [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]l8.Board of Mission & Social Resp. [] [ ] [ ] [ ]19.Board for Social Welfare [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]20.Stipends Fund [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]21.Thanksgiving Fund Accts (2 pages)[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]22.Building Account [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]23.Quota Payments and Offerings [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]24.Church House Accounts (2 pages) [] [ ] [ ] [ ]
5. Do ~ of the Boards or committees of which you are a member produce 'part-year' accounts to show the current posi tion during the year for use by thecommittee or Board?
6. Please answer either question 6a) or 6b):

6a) If .any of the Boards or Committees of which you are a member produces'part-year' accounts, do you find the accounts, for your work on aDiocesan Board or Committee to be:

Yes [] No [ ]

Very UsefulUsefulNot Useful
[]
~ ~

TickOneBox
Very InterestingInterestingNot Interesting

[]
f ~

TickOneBox
6b) If ~ of the Boards or Committees of which you are a member produces'part-year' accounts, if such accounts were to be prepared you wouldfind them for your work as a Committee or Board member:

Very UsefulUsefulNot Useful
[ ] Tick[ ] One[ ] Box

Very Interesting
InterestingNot Interesting

[] Tick
[ ] One
[1 Box

7. Please give brief details of any changes you would like to see in theaccounts in order to assist you in your work as a member of a DiocesanCommittee or Board:

Thank you very much for completing thequestionnaire. Please would you returnit to me in the envelope to:
(NO STAMP IS R~UIRED) B3-7
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Appendix B4
Letter and Questionnaire sent to Church of Scotland



UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW

DEPARTMENT OF

ACCOUNTANCY

67 SOUTHPARK AVENUE

GLASGOW G128LE

Tel. 041-339 8855

23 Russell DriveBearsden
GlasgON
G61 3BB

October 1982
Dear Church Member,
I am a post-graduate researcher at the University of Glasgow Undertakingresearch into accounting in churches in the United Kingdom. I am a member ofthe Episcopal Church and have spent six years overseas as a missionary
accountant. My family and I are now living in Scotland and we hope that theChurch of Scotland may be able to provide me with some of the material I need
for my study.
I wonder if you would help me? I am trying to find out something about thepeople who receive (or have access to) the General Treasurer's Abstract ofAccounts of the Church of Scotland and what they do with the accounts ifanything. To do this I would like those who attend the General ASSEm biy tocomplete the attached questionnaire. I know that there are many pressures onyou but please would you spare some of your time and assist me by canpleting
the questionnaire?
I am aware that not everyone who attends the General Assembly takes a copy ofthe Abstract of Accounts and also that not everyone who takes them reads themfully _ but I am interested in all who have access to the accounts however much
they read (or understand) them so please don't think that lack of reading orunderstanding means that your answer will not be interesting and useful.
Replies to the questionnaire will be kept confidential and used only in summaryform. Would you please answer the questions as honestly as possible. There are
no 'right' or 'wrong' answers to any of the questions.
I have already had a chance to talk with some of the staff at 121 George Streetabout the accounts they use and I hope that the questionnaire results will help
to further my understanding of the use of accounts in the Church as a whole. Ifyou have any questions about my research please do not hesitate to contact me
at my hane address (given above).
I hope you are able to find time to complete the questionnaire. Would youplease return the completed questionnaire to me by November 30th at the latest
in the enclosed FREEPOST envelope (No stamp is required).
Thank you very much in advance for your help.
With my wann greetings,

YZSfl;e~elY
KenA~Lavy Research Fellow

B4-1



UNIVERSITY OF GLASGCMDEPARTMENT· OF ACCOUNTANCY
Questionnaire 1Q£~ Chyrch Q( Scotland

The first three sections of the questionnaire are for everyone to complete butthe last section (D) is only for those who are members of a Central Church ofScotland Board or Canmi ttee. If you have it, you may need to refer to the 1981General Treasurer's Abstract of Accounts to answer some of the questions.
SECTION A
1. What is your age? (please tick one box)
18-25 [] 26-35 [] 36-45 [] 46-55 [] 56-65 [] over65 [ ]
2. What work do you do?

3. Do you have any of the following qualifications? (please tick boxes ofany you have)
'O'levels [ ]Diplana [] 'A'levels (or highers) [ ] HND or HNC [ ]First Degree [ ] Higher Degree(s) [ ]

4. Do you hold any professional Qualifications?(Ministers should answer 'Yesl to this question)
If 'yes' which? _

5. Do you have any accounting or bookkeepingqualifications?

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ] No [ ]
If 'yes' which? _

@ In which partes) of the work of the Church are you most interested?(tick one or more boxes) Administration [ ]Sunday School [ ]Christian Education [ ]Worship [ ]Other (please specify)

Home MissionYouth and Student workForeign MissionChurch MusicWanens' WorkHospital and Sick visiting

[]
f ~[][][] []

7. Would you indicate your (or your family'S) approximate giving to the Church- of Scotland each year? (tick one box)
Under £100 [] £101-£250 [] £251-£500 [] £501-£750 [ ] over £750 [ ]
8. Approximately how many hours per month do you spend working for the Church?(please complete one box only)

If you are a part-time If you work for the churchchurch worker: only in your spare-time:
[_] Hours per Month [_] Hours per Month

If you are a full-timechurch worker:
[ ] Hours per Month
9. Please indicate which offices you hold in your congregation and Presbytery:(tick one or more boxes in each category)

CongregationMinisterRuling ElderSession ClerkSession TreasurerRoll Keeper .Member of CongregationalBoard (or equivalent)Other (please specify)

[][]
[]
~ ~

[]

[]B4-2

PresbyteryModeratorPres~tery ClerkConvenor of CommitteeOthers (please specify)

[ ][][]

[ ]

[ ]
[]



10.Would you please give the names of those Church of Scotland AssemblyCanmittees and Boards of which you are a member (if any):

11.Do you hold office as convenor, vice-convenor,secretary, clerk or treasurer of any CentralChurch of Scotland Committees or Boards?
Section 1l
1. Did you collect at the General Assembly or did you otherwise obtain acopy of the General Treasurer's Abstract of Accounts for 1981?

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ] No [ ]
2. If you did NOT obtain a copy of the 1981 Abstract what was the reason?

IF YOO DID NOT HAVE A COPYOF mE GEliERAL TREASURER'SACCWNTS FOR 1981
PLEASE LEAVE·mE InST OF nus SECTION AND GO ON TO SECTION C (PAGE 4)

3. For how many years have you received a copy of the Annual Abstract ofAccounts of the Church of Scotland? (include this year)
1 year [] 2-4 years [] 5-8 years [] over 8 years [ ]

4. Below is a list of all the sections of the Abstract of Accounts. Would youindicate how thoroughly you read each section? (tick one box on each line)Do not Glance Read ReadPage read . at briefly Thoroughly1. Notes on the Accounts 1 [ ] [ ] [] . []2. Maintenance of the Ministry 2- 3 [] [ ] [ ] [ ]
3. Ministry Endowment Section 45-_56 [[] [ ] [ ] [ ]4. Retirement Scheme .. ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
5. Housing and Loan Fund for__ R~ct.M1n~ters &Ji.1.g_Qws 6- 7 ~~ [ j U U
~: ~~~o~is~~rch Extension t-9-t -f---~- f ~ f ~
8. Foreign Mission 10-11 [] [ ] [ ] [ ]9. Colonial & Continental Chchs 11-12 [] [ J [ ] [ ]
t~~~£~M~~ l~---.-+..i---f-l----f-~-- ~1
12.Christman Aid 15 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]13.Board of Education 16-1b [] [ ] [ ] [ ]
~I~~:~!~A1~::niv::~ion-lr--f~---~-l_-lj---~l
11.Diaconate Board· 19-20 [] [ ] [ ] [ ]18.Chaplains to HH Forces 20 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]19.General Actninistration 21-22 [] Ll [ ] [ ]
~~~g~:~asfiigai-rid-auCJgfit ~~25-- t-f f1---f-~ -r-~22.Law 25 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]23.Personnel 26 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]24.Educat1on 26-21 [] [ ] [ ] [ ]
~g:~i~~:·~~~l~ursary-Fwids--~---·--f-·~-·--r-i--- --t-~ (.~
21.Special Trusts . 28 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]28.Congregational Funds 28 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]29.Consolidated Summary 29-30 [] [ ] [ ] [ ]
~~:~g~f~~~~·-~f-~~t.~ri£p;fbs--~~:~~--- f·i -- ---1- ~- --- ~-1·---~-~
32.Source of Funds 35 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]33,Analys1s of Admin.Expenses 35 [ ] [ 1 [ ] [ ]34.Ch. of S. Trust Alcs 36-40 [] [ ] [ ] [ ]35.Ch. of S. General Trustees 41-44 [1 [ ] [ ] ~ ~~~:g;~E~~~~b~~~~~n:i~~~~--ftt~r··_.~r-·- ~r-····-~-.~---- t - j
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5. How many people will probably see or read your copy of the Abstract ofAccounts (including yourself'? . [ ]
6. Please state briefly what use(s), if any, you make of the Abstract of Accounts:

7. Does the infonnation in the annual Abstract of Accounts affect the amount ofmoney you personally give to the Church? (tick one box)
Not at allOnly a littleQuite a lotGreatly

8. For your purposes as .a member J2! ~ General Assembly m:M .an in~iVidyalchurch mFber, do you think the 1981 Abstract Accounts contain: tick onebox only Too much information [ ]A little too much information [ ]The right amount of information [ ]Not quite enough information [ ]
Too little infonnation [ ]

9. The 1981 Abstract of Accounts does not contain .an overall symmary of,incomeand expenditure of the central activities of the Church of Scotlan~ Wouldyou find an overall s\.lllmaryto be:
Very Useful [ ] TickUseful [ ] OneNot Useful [] BoxDon't Know [ ] Only

Very InterestingInterestingNot InterestingDon't Know

[] Tick[ ] One[ ] .Box[ ] Only
10.0n the whole do you find the 1981 Abstract of Accounts: (tick one box)

Very easy to understandQuite easy to understandQuite difficult to understandVery difficult to understand

[ ]

f ~[]
11.There is no statement called 'Balance Sheet' in pages 1-30 (sections I to

IV) of the Abstract. Which statement in sections I to IV of the Abstract 1smost similar to a balance sheet? (if you are unsure then please say so):

12.The 1981 Abstract of Accounts is prepared mainly on a Receipts and Paymentsbasis instead of the alternative Income and Expenditure basis:
a)Do you understand the difference between these two bases:

Defini tely [] Think I do [] Not sure, [] No [ ]
, '

b)If you definitely understand or think you understand the difference
between the two bases which basis do you think the Church of Scotland
should be using 1n 1ts 1982 Aocounts?

Receipts and PaymentsIncome and ExpenditureDon't Know

[][][]
13.Is the 'Consolidated Summary of Revenue and Capital Funds' (pages 29-30:Section IV of the Abstract of Accounts): (tick one box)

A s\.ll1llaryof .sll. the assets held by Churchof Scotland trustees and the funds they relate to? [ ]Or SAlist of balances fran the account books [ ]Or anething else (if so please specify)

Or Don't know B4-4



Section ~
1. What is the m.nn factor that influences how much you give to the Church ofScotland? (tick one box only)

Your income [ lLocal congregational needs [[
How much you can spare
HGl much the church spends money in theway you woUld like [ ]Other (please specify)

[]
2. From past experience (if any) are you likely to refer to your own, orsomeone else's, copy of the Annual Abstract of Accounts for any of thefollowing purposes? (tick one box on each line)

PurposePersonallyFor CongregationFor Kirk SessionFor Presbytery

NotApplicable
~ ~[]
[ ]

Refer to Refer toOften Occasionally
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]

NeverRefer to[]
[]
[](]

3. Did your Congregation or Kirk Session last year consider any part of theAbstract of Accounts before deciding on how much MiSSion and Service orChurch and Ministry contribution to pay? (tick one box) .
Not at allOnly a littleIn sane detailIn zreat detail
Demit know

[]
[ ]
[ ]

f ~
4. Which of the following is your perso~al main source of information about thefinances of the Church of Scotland? tick ~ box only)

1. Church publications (Pres~tery, Congregation, National) [[]2. The Annual Abstract of Accounts ]3. Finance details in the Annual Reports to the General Assanbly [[]4. Verbal reports at Congregation Pres~tery or Synod meetings ]5. Reports at Central Committee or Board meetings [ ]6. Other source (please specify)
(]

5. The property of the Church is held by trustees. For whom do you believe theproperty is held in trust? (tick one or more boxes)
1. Donors of money or assets [ ]2. The present church membership []3. God [ ]4. Future church members [ ]5. Non-church members [ ]6. Others (please specify)

[]
6. For ~ do you think the Abstract of Accounts is mainly prepared? (give asmany answers as you like) .

7. For Hbak rr,asons~ purpose~ do you think the Abstract of Accounts is.prepared? give as many answers as you like)

B4-.5



8. Do you think that any financial information about Church of Scotland
affairs is so sensitive that it should not be released :

1.To a member of a Central Board or Committee Yes [ ] No [ ]
(if the answer is 'yes' pleasegive an exanple ),

2.To ordinary members of the Church of Scotland Yes [ ] No [ ]
(if the answer is 'yes' please

giveanexam ple

3.To the general public Yes [ ] No [ ]
(if the answer is 'yes' please

give an exanple )

9. Would you please indicate whether you read the ~lUDmarybudgets contained in
the Annual Reports to Assembly (pages 71 and 72 .aru1 whether you find these
useful:

Do not read [] Tick
Glace At [] One
Read briefly [] Box
Read thoroughly [] Only

10.If detailed budgets for the forthcoming year were published by the Church
would you, oM.s.n individual .Qt oM .s member .Q.( General Assemblv, find these
budgets to be:

Very Useful
Useful
Not Useful
Don't Know

Find very useful
Find useful
Do not find useful
Don't Know

[]
f ~
[ ]

Tick
One
Box
Only.

Very Interesting
Interesting
Not Interesting
Don't Know

[ ][]
[]
[ ]

Tick
One
Box
Only

[] Tick

f ~ ggi
[ ] Only

11.If half-yearly accounts were to be published similar to the Annual Abstract,
would YOur~ M individual .Qt ~ oS member .Q.( General Assembly, find these
half year y accounts to be: .

Very Useful [] Tick Very Interesting
Useful [] One Interesting
Not Useful [] Box Not Interesting
Don't Know [ ] Only Don't Know

[] Tick
[ ] .One
[ ]] Box
[ Only

12.If a member of your congregation made the following comments about the 1981
financial position of the Church would you agree or disagree with him (or
her)? .

"The Church has anple Agree [ ]
reserves to meet any necessary D!sagree []
but unexpected expendi tures. " Don't Know[ ]

"Our contributions to central Agree [ ]
funds are all~ing the Ohurchto Disagree []
build up excessive reserves." Don't Know[ ]

13.Please give brief details of any changes you, M.an individual church member
Q[M oS m~ber .21: General Assembly would like to see in the Abstract of
Accounts. to improve usefulness, understanding, read-ability etc)

Section 1l
Please complete this section of the questionnaire .2DlY. if you are a member of
one or more of the General Assembly Central Committees .Qt Boards.

1. Taking the 1981 Abstract of Accounts, do you think it contains for .lQ.W::.
purp~ses ~.a member .Q.(.a General Assembly Committee .21: Board (tick one box

. only . .
Too much infonnation [ ]
A little too much infonnation [ ]
The right anount of infonnation [ ]
Not quIte enough information [ ]
Too little infonnation [ ]
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2. Do.am. of the Boards or Committees of which you are a member produce for use
by the comm ittee or board:
1. a detailed budget for the forthcoming year?
2. a more detailed set of annual accounts thanis contained in the Treasurer's Abstract?3. one or more statements of the financialposition part-way through the financial year?

Yes [] No [ ]
Yes [] No [ ]
Yes [] No [ ]

3. If l!m. of the Boards or Canmittees of which you are a member produces abudget, detailed annual accounts or accounts during the year, would youindica'te:
a) how useful you find each of these statements?:

Very Useful Not NotUseful Useful Applicable
1. Detailed Budgets [] [] [] []
2. Detailed Annual Accounts f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~3. Accounts during the year
b) how interesting you find each of these statements?:

Very Interest Not NotInteresting -ing Interesting Applicable1. Detailed Budgets [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]2. Detailed Annual Accounts [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
3. Accounts during the year [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

4. If any of the Boards or Canmittees of which you are a member ~ mt.produces a budget, detailed annual accounts or accounts during the year,would you indicate:
a) how useful do you think you would find each of these statements if theywere produced?: Very Useful Not Not

Useful Useful Applicable
[] [] [] []
[] [] [] []
[] [] [] []

1. Detailed Budgets2. Detailed Annual Accounts3. Accounts during the year

1. Detail ed Budgets2. Detailed Annual Accounts3. Accounts during the year

b) how interesting do you think you would find each of these statements ifthey were produced?: Very Interest Not NotInteresting -ing Interesting Applicable
[] [] [] L]

f ~ f ~ f ~ f ~
5. Please give brief details of any changes you would like to see in any of theaccounts or budgets of the Church which you receive in order to assist youin your work as a member of a Central Corilmittee or Board.

Thank you very much for completing thequestionnaire. P.lease would you returnit to me in the envelope to:
(NO STAMP IS RBJUIRED)

Hr J.K.Ashford
FREEPOSTBearsdenGlasgCM G61 1SR

(Phone O~1-942-5644)
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UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW 67 SOUTHPARK AVENUE

DEPARTMENT OF

ACCOUNTANCY

GLASGOW G 12 8lE

Tel. 041·339 885S

E:Jcttruloll 501

Novanber 1982
Dear Church Manber,
I am a post-graduate researcher at the University of Glasgow undertakingresearch into accounting in churches in the United Kingdom. I am a m anber ofthe Anglican Church and have spent six years overseas as a missionaryaccountant. My family and I are now living in Scotland and we hope that theMethodist Church may be able to provide me with some of the material I need formy study.

23 Russell DriveBearsdenGlasgCM
G61 3BB

I wonder if you would help me? I am trying to find out something about thepeople who receive the Agenda of the Methodist Conference and how far they readand understand the accounts contained in the Agenda. To do this I would likethose who are members of Conference to complete the attached questionnaire. Iam aware that not everyone reads or understands the accounts fully I but I aminterested in all who receive the Conference Agenda however much they read orunderstand the accounts so please don't think that lack of reading orunderstanding means that your answer will not be interesting and useful.
I know that there are many pressures on you but please would you spare some ofyour time and assist me by completing the questionnaire? Replies to thequestionnaire will be kept confidential and used only in summary form. Wouldyou please answer the questions as honestly as possible? There are no 'right'or 'wrong' answers to any of the questions.
I have already had a chance to talk with some of the staff in the Divisions ofthe.Methodist Church and the questionnaire results will help my understandingof the wider use of accounts in the Churc~ If you have any questions about myresearch please do not hesitate to contact me at my horne address (given above).
I hope you are able to find time to complete the questionnaire. Would youplease return the completed questionnaire to me by December 15th at the latestin the enclosed FREEPOST envelope (No stamp is required).
Thank you very much in advance for your help.
With my wann greetings,
Yours sincerely

~~
Ken AshfordLavy Research Fellow
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UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOti
DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTANCY

Questionnaire!Qt~ Methodist Church
The first three sections of the questionnaire are for everyone to complete butthe last section (D) is only for those who are members of a Central Board orCommittee. You may need to refer to the 1981 accounts in the Conference Agendato answer some of the questions.
SECTION A
1. What is your age? (please tick one box)
18-25 [ ] 26-35 [ ] 36-45 [ ] 46-55 [ ] 56-65 [ ] over65 [ ]
2. What work do you do?

3. Do you have any of the following qualifications? (please tick boxes of anyyou have)
'0' levels [ ]Diplana [] 'A'levels (or higbers) [ ]First Degree [ ]

HND or HNC [ ]Higher Degree(s) [ ]
4. Do you hold any professional qualifications? (Ministers should answer 'Yes'

to this question)
If 'yes' which? _ Yes [] No [ ]

5. Do you have an~ accounting or bookkeepingqualifications? Yes [ ] No [ ]
If 'yes' which? _

6. In which partes) of the work of the Methodist Church are you most interested?
(tick one or more boxes) AdninistrationSunday SchoolChristian Education

WorshipOther (please specify)

Hane MissionYouth and Student work
Overseas Mission<llurch MusicWanens' WorkHospital and Sick visiting

~ ~

f ~[][]

[ ][]
[ ]
[]

[]
.7. Would you indicate your (or your family'S) approximate giving to theMethodist Church each year? (tick one box) .

Under£'IOO [] £101-£250 [] £251-£500 [] £501-£750 [] over£750 [ ]
8. Approximately how many hours per month do you spend working for theMethodist Church? (please complete one box only)~-----------------~If you are a full-time If you are a part-time If you work for the churchchurch worker: church worker: only in your spare-time:[_] Hours per Month [_J Hours per Month [_] Hours per Month
9. Please indicate which offices you hold in your church, circuit or district:

(tick one or more boxes)
CircuitSuperintendent []Elected Church Rep [ ]Ex-officio Chch Rep[ ]Secretary [ ]

[]
[]

12istrictChainnanSecretaryTreasurer
Other

[]
f ~

ChurchMinisterLay PreacherSecretaryTreasurerCommittee Cbairman.Other
[ ]

-----[ ]

-----[ ]
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10.Please indicate which Central Church Committees, Councils and Boards you area member of:

11.Do you hold office as chairman,secretary or treasurer of any Central ChurchCommittee, Board or Council? Yes [] No [ ]Section .a
1. How many years have you received a copy of the Conference Agenda, whichincludes the annual accounts of the Methodist Church? (including this year)

1 year [] 2-4 years [ ] 5-8 years [ ] over 8 years [ ]
2. In the last four years, have you ever received a set of the detailedaccounts produced by any of the Divisions in addition to the accounts in theConference Agenda? Yes [] No [ ]
3. How many people (including yourself) will probably see or read your copy of

the Conference Agenda .in order .tQ ~ .ill .2r.~ .2! ..t.ru: accounts ?
(-----]

4. Please state briefly what uses (if any) you make of any of the accounts ofthe Methodist Church: (either those in the Conference Agenda or detailedaccounts of individual Divisions)

5. Does the information found in.any of the accounts of the Methodist Churchaffect the amount of money you personally give to the Methodist Church?(tick one box) . Not at all [ ]Only a little [ ]Quite a lot [ ]Greatly [ ]
6. What is the 11lil1.n ~ that influences how much you give to the work of theMethodist Church? (tick one box only)

Your incaneLocal church needsHow much you can spareHC7.tlmuch the church spends money in theway you would likeOther (please specify)

[]
f ~
[]

[]
7. Taking the 1981 accounts in the Conference Agenda, for ~ purposes ~~

member.21: conferenceo.2r..aAan individual church member, do you think theycontain: (tick one x only)
Too mUch informationA little too much infonnationThe right anount of infonnationNot guite enough infonnationToo little information

[ ][]
(]
~ ~

8. From past experience (if any) how often are you likely to refer to the 1981accounts in the Conference Agenda for each of the following purposes (tickone box on each line) Not Refer to Refer to NeverApplicable Often Occasionally Refer to
~~~SO~~~~h f ~ f ~ f ~ ff ~~For Circuit [] . [] [ ]
For District [ ] [ ] [ ]For Central Committee or Board [] [ ] [ ] [ ]. B5-J



~. Below is a list of most of the sections of the Methodist Church Accounts inthe 1982 Conference Agenda. Would you indicate how thoroughly you read eachsection (tick one box on each line)Agenda Do not· Glance Read ReadPages read at briefly ThoroughlyDivision ~~ Responsibility1. Divisional Accounts
2. Hanes for the Aged3. WId Devt Action Fund4. Relief Fund5. Methodist Relief Fund
6. Fund for Hunan Need~ Mission Pivision
7. Hane Mission Fund8. London Mission Fund9. Methodist Press ServiceDivision ~ Education ~ Youth10.Divisional Accounts11.Managing Trustees Account12.Westminster ColI Estate13.Southlands College Estate14.Meth Residential Schools15.International Houses
05erseas Division~.Overseas Division
proEerty Division Accounts17. ivisional Accounts18.~ru District No.3019.Methodisn in Scotland20.Methodist ChUrch Purposes21.Archives and HistoryPivision ~ Finance22.M M Retirement Fund23. -ditto-24.Divisional Accounts
25.Wld Meth Cncl BritiSh Ctte26.Methodist Publishing Hse
]iy Q! Ministries27.Divisional Accounts28.Wesley Deaconesses Order
29.General Purposes Fund30.Connexional Advance Fund31.European Relations Cttee
32.National Children's Home33.Ecumenical Committee

84- 86
f57- 8990- 9293- 9494- 96
97- 98

101-102104-105
129
157-163164165166167168-169
185-191
210-212
213214-215218-219222-223
228-229241-243237-240

[]
[]
[]
[][][]

f ~[]
f ~
~ ~

f ~
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[ ]
[]
[]

252-253 []255-256 []
282-286 []287 [ ]
302-304 []316 [ ]
320 [ ]
336-346 []351-352 []

[]
f ~[][]
[ J

f l[]
[]
[]
~ ~

~ ~

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[ J[]
[]
[]
[][]
[]

[]
~ ~[][]
[]

[]
[][]
[]
[][]

f ~[]
f ~
~ ~

f ~
[ ]
[]
[]
[][]
[]
[]
t ~
[]
[]
[]
[]
[][][][][]

10.Did your Church last year consider any of the Methodist Church Accountsbefore deciding on how much Mission and Service Fund or any othercontribution to Central Funds to pay? (tick one box only)
Not at allOnly a littleIn sane detailIn great detailDon't know

f ~
t ~
f ~
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
t ~
[][]
[][]
[][]
[][][]

12.The 1981 Methodist ChUrch Accounts do not contain an overall summary of'movements on all the main Divisions accounts of the Methodist Church. Wouldyou find a s\.lllmaryto be:
Very Useful [ ] Tick Very Interesting [] Tick
Useful [[]] 0BoneX Interesting [[]] 0BoneXNot Useful Not InterestingDon't Know [ ] Only Don't Know [ ] Only

13.On the whole do you find the 1981 accounts in the 1982 Conference Agenda:(tick one box)
Very easy to understandQuite easy to understandQuite difficult to understandVery difficult to understand
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14.Which of the following is your personal main source of information about thefinances of the Methodist Church?(tick one box only) .
1. Church Publications (National, district, local church) [ ]2. Divisonal Infonnation Leanets [ ]3. Detailed accounts from one or more Divisions [ ]
4. The annual accounts in the Conference Agenda [ ]5. Verbal reports at the Conference, district,synod or local church meetings [ ]6. Reports at Central committee or board meetings [ ]7. Other source (please specify)

[]
.section ~
1. Most of the accounts of the Methodist Church for 1981 are prepared on an

Income and Expenditure basis instead of the alternative Receipts and Paymentsbasis:
a)Do you understand the difference between these two bases:

Definitely [] Think I do [] Not sure [] No [ ]
b)If you definitely understand or think you understand the differencebetween the two bases which basis do you think the Methodist Churchshould be using in its 1982 Accounts?

Receipts and PaymentsIncane and Expendi ture
Don't Know

[][][]
2. There are a nuaber of balance sheets in the 1982 Conference ~enda. Taken alltogether, do you think the balance sheets are: (tick one box)

Summaries of sll the assets held by Methodist ChUrch. trustees and the funds they relate to [ ]Or Lists of balances fran the account books [ ]Or Something else (if so please specify)

Or Don't know []
[ ]

3. In the accounts of several Divisions there is a Source and Application ofFunds Statement:
a) Do you understand what information this

statement contains?

b) Did you read .SIOC of the Source and
Application of Funds Statements inany of the Division's Accounts?

c) Do you find the Funds Statement:

Definitely []Think I do [ ]Not sure f ~No
Yes []No []

Very Useful []Useful
~ ~Not UsefulDon't KnCM []

4. For l:l.llga do you think the annual Methodist Church Accounts are mainlyprepared? (give as many answers as you like)

5. For.H1:litreasons ,QC purposes do you think annual accounts are prepared in theMethOdist Church? (give as many answers as you like)



6. The property of the Methodist Church is held by trustees. For whom do youbelieve the property is held in trust? (tick one or more boxes)
1. Donors of money or assets [ ]2. The present church membership []
3. God [ ]4. Future church members [ ]
5. Non-church members [ J
6. Others (please specify)

[]
1. Do you think that any of the financial infonnation about Methodist C1urchaffairs is so sensitive that it should not be released

1.To a member of a Central Board or Committee(if the answer is 'yes' pleasegive an example
2.To ordinary members of the Methodist C1urch·(if the answer is 'yes' pleasegive an example
3.To the general public.(if the answer is 'yes' please

give an example
8. If detailed Divisional budgets for the forthcoming year were published aspart of the Conference Agenda would you, aa an individual .QJ:. ~ .a. conference

member, find them:

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Yes [ ] No [ ]

Very Useful [] Tick Very Interesting [] TickUseful f ~ One Interesting [] OneNot Useful Box Not Interesting [ ] BoxDon't Knorw [] Only Don't Know [] Only
9. If half-yearly financial reports were produced in a similar format to thepresent annual accounts and circulated to you, M.sn individual .QC. M .a-conference member, do you think they woUld be:

Very Useful f ~ Tick Very Interesting [] TickUseful One Interesting [] OneNot Useful [] Box Not Interesting [] BoxDon't Know [] Only Don't Know [] Only
10.If a member of your local church made the following comments about the 1981financial position would you agree or disagree with him (or her):

"The Methodist Cllurch has anplereserves to meet any necessarybut unexpected expenditures"
"Our contributions to centralfunds are allQiing the Cllurchto build up excessive reserves"

Agree [ ]Disagree []Don't know [ ]
Mree [ ]
Do~fr:~ f ~

11.Please give brief details of any changes you, ~.an individual church member
.QC. M .a member .Q.( confereO(~~, would like to see in the accounts of theMethodist Cllurch. (to improve usefulness, understanding, read-ability etc)
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Section ]
Please complete this section of the questionnaire .2Dll if you are a member ofone or more Central Methodist Churcb boards, committees or sub-committees.
1. Taking the 1981 accounts, do you think they contain for ~ purposes .M .amember .Q!.a Central Committee .QI: Board (tick one box only)

Too much informationA little too much infonnationThe right amount of informationNot quite enough infonnationToo little information
2. Does.am. of the Boards or Committees of which you are a member produce foruse by the committee or board:

1. a detailed budget for the forthcoming year?2. a more detailed set of annual accounts thanis contained in the Conference Agenda?3. one or more statements of the financialposition part-way through the financial year?

Yes [] No [ ]
Yes [] No [ ]
Yes [] No [ ]

3. If .mlY. of the Boards or Committees of which you are a member produces abudget, detailed annual accounts or accounts during the year, would youindicate, for your committee or board work:
a) How useful you find each of these statements:

1. Detailed Budgets
2. Detailed Annual Accounts3. Accounts auring the year

VeryUseful[]
f ~

[]
f ~

Useful NotUseful[]
f ~

NotApplicable[]
f ~

b) How interesting you find each of these statements:
Very Interest Not NotInteresting -ing Interesting Applicable
[] [J [] .[]

f~ f~ f~ f~
1. Detailed Budgets2. Detailed Annual Accounts3. Accounts auring the year

lI. If any of the Boards or Committees of which you are a member ~ llQtproduces a budget, detailed annual accounts or accounts during the year,would you indicate, for your committee or board work :
a) How useful do you think you would find each of these statements if they

were produced? Very UsefulUseful[]
[][]

1. Detailed Budgets
2. Detail ed Annual Accounts3. Accounts during the year

[]
~ ~ ..

NotUseful[]
f ~

NotApplicable[][][]
b) How interesting do you think you would find each of these statements if

they were produced?

1. Detail ed Budgets
2. Detailed Annual Accounts3. Accounts during the year

Very Interest Not NotInteresting -ing Interesting Applicable
[] [] [] []

f ~ f ~ f ~ ~ ~
5. Please give brief detaUs of any changes you would like to see in the any ofthe accounts or budgets of the Church in order to assist you in your work asa member of a Central Committee or Board.

Thank you very much for completing thequestionnaire. Please would you returnit to me in the envelope to:
(NO STAMP IS REQUIRED) B5-7
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Appendix C

Preliminary Interviews with Accountants in Churches
Lt Col P F Hawkins, Chief Accountant, Salvation Army Headquarters
Hr L Naish, Accountant, Society of Friends
Mr J W D McIntyre, Secretary, Central Board of Finance of the

Church of England
Mr T Ramsay, Accountant, Central Board of Finance of the

Church of England
Mr D Dunderdale, Secretary, Blackburn Diocesan Board of Finance
Hr F Cullen, Accountant, Archdiocese of Glasgow (Roman Catholic)
Hr M Sams, Finance Secretary, Anglican Consultative Council
Rev G Braund, Secretary, Anglican Consultative Council

Interviews in the five churches in the Study
Methodist Church
Rev D R Farrow, Secretary, Division of Finance
Hr M M Copnell, Divisional Accountant, Division of Finance
Hr C J Chalkley, Accountant, Overseas Division
Rev A W Mosley, General Secretary, Overseas Division
Rev T T Rowe, General Secretary, Division of Ministries
Rev D A Brown, General Secretary, Division of Education & Youth
Hr B J Sharp, Accountant, Division of Education & Youth
Rev G M Burt, General Secretary, Div of Social Responsibility
Hr J R Ware, Accountant, Home Mission Division
Rev R E Fennell, Assistant General Secretary, Property Division
Hr D Lindsay, Hon Treasurer, Division of Social Responsibility

Church of Scotland
Rev G Elliott, Secretary, Stewardship & Budget Committee
Mr B Cannon, Secretary, Dept Publicity & Publications
Mr D F Ross, Deputy General Treasurer, General Treasurer's Dept
Hr D Dennis, Accountant, Committee of Social Responsibility
Hr G N D Smart, Finance Officer, Overseas Council
Rev Dr I B Doyle, Secretary, Home Department
Hr G Reid, Assistant Treasurer, General Treasurers Dept
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Appendix C

Representatiye Church Council
Hr 1 D Stuart, Secretary and Treasurer
Hr M D Patterson, Deputy Secretary
Hr K W Dodgson, Treasurer, Diocese of Argyll and the Isles

(Note additional informal interviews were held with a number
of Glasgow Diocesan representatives on Boards)

Diocese of Liyerpool
Hr D H Orman, Secretary to the Board of Finance
Rev Canon C E Corbett, Canon Treasurer, Liverpool Cathedral
Rev Canon 0 J Yandell, Secretary to the Diocesan Board of Education
Rev P Goodrich, Secretary to the Board of Ministry
Rev G A Ripley, Clergy Training Officer

Diocese of Glasgow and GallOWay
*Rt Rev D Rawcliffe, Bishop
*Rev Canon D Reid, Synod Clerk and Convenor of the Joint Board
*Mr F Fox, Convenor of Bishopric Income and Residence Board

(Note the Researcher was Hon. Treasurer of the Diocese during1982 and 1983)
Note * indicates continuing interviews as participant observer
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Progrille Appendix

f'rogr~ Hstin9§ !ru: !!l! gU! in!!! !nd !~nd~n!I!rgg!:~ y~ ill
iD!!!!! £~!ng gf ~at~ frQ! g!:!~!!g!!!J!!!~

These progralleS are in fact one proqral whichhas been split into twa parts
for cOllpliation purposes. The overall progra_ has tlO distinct functionsl

1) to allow the collection of data in a fori suitable for SPSS,the
statistical packagefor the social sciences, which is the packaqeused
either in the backgroundJob for. or its conversational equivalent, SCSS,
for the statistical analysis of the questionnaire data;

2) to allow the collection of the 'open-ended' responses e·~pectedfrotl
certain of the questions in the questionnaires. This collection was done
at the saMe tile as the statistical collection to enable coding to be
kept in broad agreellent betweenthe tIC files and to save tile by having
initial coding done on a single pass through the data.

The first function of the proqra..e was developed for the pilot study and the
second function following experience of that study. The proqraae is written
for i licrocoaputer and takes account of ClasgowUniversity's "icrotrans
proqralle allowing transfer of data fraa a licrocOlputer to a lainfra.e
lachine. The proqrillE has TlOJ'lally been run under cOlplied I1BASIC to increase
the speed over the interpreted version.

This is si.ply il short prograue to allClI the aEndient of raw data files
created under the first part of the Dl proqralile above.

5 cort'IOO STf<OCTFILEHME$
10 OH ~(J( GOTO 3OOOO:RESET
15 Dn, OORYTCfOST(SO) ,DESC$(2S0) ,COl.REFCODE(25(» ,COLSWIDE(25(»,

(f00JEST~n(250) ,DEFAULTAHSWERt(250)
16 DIn CASEDETAILS$(14,10);REn FOR LIME 4200 OHWARDS
17 DIn nuLTIREADFILE$(lO),SHORTAH$(SO)
LO PRINT CHR$( 12) "IIf1JT FOR OUESTIIl+IAIRE"
40 GOSUtc 13000:REn LOAD STU FILE
50 REf' 1'(f' LML I9lJ
60 PRINT QRS(2) "I~ FtJ< STROC'nJ<E FILE "FlLEHAltE$:PRIHT:PRIHT
80 PRINT "OPERATI()4S AVAILABLEARE;"
90 F1UHT " (1) OPEN HEW DATAAHD I'IULTIf'LE OOICE FILES AND ADD RECrf:OS"

100 PRIHT " (2) ADDMTA AND ItJLTlf'LE CHOICE RECORDS"
110 PRINT .. (3) aKATAHATE ItILTIPLE CHOICE DATA FILES"
120 PRINT" (4) READ AN SPSS DATAFILE"
130 PRINT" (5) READ A ItILTIPLE CHOICE FILE"
135 PRINT" (6) CtJfJERT A DltW"<Y ItILTIPLE CHOICE FILE TO AN ASCII FILE"
140 PRINT .. (7) ArIEHD ENTRIES IN A ItJLTIPLE OOlCE FILE"
145 PRINT .. (9) EXIT"
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150 PRINT "WHICH ?";:COSUB 35000:F'f<INT:A=VAL(QE$)
160 IF 1\=1 COTO 1000 ELSE IF A=2 COTO 2000 ELSE IF A=3 COTO 26000 ELSE IF A=A\

COTO 4000 ELSE IF A=5 COTO 1~ ELSE IF A=6 GOTO20000 ELSE IF A:.7 THEN
CHAIN "DIIWIDM" ELSE IF A=9 T~ SYSTEM

210 PRINT "5(J\f<Y f'ROGRM t()'[ YET W<lnEN" :GOTO 80
1000 PRINT ~(12) "OPEN HEWFILE"
1020 PRIHT "FILES ALREADY IH EXISTAt«:E ME:"
10..0 FILES ".,QRE"
1050 PRINT: PRINT
1070 PRINT "PLEASE GIVE FILE HAI1E (EXCLUDING' .lJ.:E' )";:COSUII 34500:f'RINT:

READFIL~S=QES
, 1080 IF READFILEHAI'tE$="-l" OR READFILEHAI'IE$=CIf{$(V) GOTO 10
1085 IF READFILEHME$="" GOTO 1070
1090 READFILDIAI'1ES=LEFU(READFI1.EHMU ,8)+" .Qf<E"
1100 PRINT "FIIDME WILL BE "READFlLEHAI'IE$
1105 PRINT "FILE ";:FILES READFILEHAME$
1106 PRINT ~S(7)"ALREADY EXISTS. DO YOU WMf TO OVEl\~lTE ?(Y/H) ";:GOSUB

34500:PRINT:IF LEFTS(llES,1>=''Y'' OR LEFT$(QE$,l)="y" COTO 1110 ELSE
GOTO 1070

1107 ffdNT "DOES HOT EXIST. (PENIHG FILE."
1110 lf'EN "0" ,£1,READFlLEHME$
1120 PRINT tl,FlLEHAMES
1130 COSUB 10000
1140 PRINT "ALL "N-l" CASES tilW WRinEH TO DISK"
1150 CLOSE £1
1160 GOTO 60
2000 N=l
2010 PRINT ~(12) "THIS PROGRAM WILL ADDRECORDS TO EXISTING FILES"
2030 PRINT "PLEASE EHSlJ<E THAT I'\ILTIPLE COOICE FILES ARE Ili THE LOGGEDDISK"
2040 PRINT "FILES ()I DISK ARE:"
2050 FILES " •• ORE":PRINT
2060 PRINT "DATA FILE TO BE USED It.IST It£WDE '.ORE"·
2070 PRINT "PLEASE GIVE HAI'IE OF FILE TO BE ADDEDTO ";:GOSUII 34500:PRINT:

READFIL~$=QE$
2080 IF RICHT$(READFl1.ElW'lE$,4)O" ,QRE" GOTO2060
2090 F=L&I( READFIIJlW1ES )
2100 FlLEROO~$=LEFT$(READFI~E$,(F-4»
2110 BACKlfFILEHAtmS=F1LEROOTNAI'IE$+".BAK"
2120 NAI'IEREADFlLEHAftES AS BAC~FILEHME$
2130 (fEN "I" ,t2,I«l<lIF'FILEHAI'IE$
2140 (PEN "0",£1 ,READFILEHAI'IES
2150 PRINT "f'l.EASE WAIT FOR REC(J(J)S TO BE READ TO HEW FILE"
2160 F'f<IHT "CASE BEING READ IS:",
2162 IHPUTt2,CAS£HEAJ)IIQ
21b4 PRINT "HEADING";
2166 f'RINTU ,CASEHEADIHG$
2170 Itfl'UT£2,CASEDETAILSS
2180 CASEBEIHGREAD$=RIGHT$(CASEDETAILS$,l)
2190 IF CASEBEIIQEAD$="l" THEN N=H+l
2200 PRINT H;CASEBEIHGREAD$;
2210 PRIHT£l,CASEDETAILS$
2220 IF EOF(2) GOTO 2240
2230 COTO 2170
2240 CLOSE £2
2250 GOSUB 10000
2260 PRINT "ALL "N-l" CASES .r<llTEH TO FILE"
2270 CLOSE U



2VS KILL BACK\.PFILF.HME$
. 2280 GOTO 60

4000 PRIHT CHR$(12);
4010 PRINT "THIS SUll-f'ROCRAI'! WILL READ A FILE"
4020 PRINT "FILES ~ DISK ARE:"
4030 FILES " •• ORE"
4040 PRINT
4050 PRINT "WHICH FILE 00 YOUWISH TO READ (PLEASE EXCLUDE 'GRE') ";:GOSUll

34S00:PRINT:READFILEHAME$=OE$
4060 READFILFilME$=F<EADFILEtWIE$+" .ORE"
4070 (fEN "I" ,£2,F<EADFILENt'tIE$
4075 INPUTt2,FILEHF.AD$
4080 PRINT "AT Y-IICH RECORD 00 lOO WISH TO BEGIH ?";:GOSUB 35000:PRINT:

BEGIHRECORD=VAL(QE$)
. 4100 VARIABLES=O:CARD=O:HEADIHG=O
4110 HF.ADltD()=HEADIHGt«l+1
4120 COLREF=COLREFCODE(HEADINCHO):HEADDESCR$=DESC$(HEADIHGHO):

WIDTHOFVARBLE=COLSWIDE(HEADIHGHO)
4130 VARIABLES=VARIABLES+1
4140 IF COLREF=80 THENCARD=CARD+1:PRINT CARD
4150 IF HEADDESCR$<)"EHOCARD" G010 4110
4160 ~="
4170 LlHECOUNT=O
4180 PRINT "RECOODS WILL BE PRINTED ~ THE PRINTER"
4190 PRIHT "IS THE PRINTEr< SWITCHED OH ";:GOSUli 34500:PRINT
4200 IF LEFT$(QU,1>="N" 00 LEFT$(QE$,l):"n" GOTO 4190
4210 LIHECOUHT=0:ROWCOUHT=1
4220 REI'! "II READ 14 CASES HI_
4230 FIJ( 1=1 TO 14
4240 J=1
4250 IF IIf1JT])()IE$="YES" TH&! CASEDETAILS$(I,J)=SP$
42M IF IHP\JT~E$='''tES'' G010 4290
4270 IIfllT£2, CASEDETAILS$U,J)
4280 IF EOF(2) THEN IHPUTDOHE$="YES"
4290 J=Jt1
4300 IF J{ =CMD THEN GOTO 4250
4310 R(lr[()I)IT=f\'OIillIJ(T+1 :IF RIl£OOO(BEGItf<ECIlij) TH£H I=1:GOTO 4240
4330 NEXT I
4340 RE" "" PRINT CASES LINE BY LINE "tt
4350 HEADIIQK)=O
4360 CURf\'CARD=1
4370 HEADIHCNO=HEADIHGHOtl
4380 COLREF=COLREFCODE(HEADIHGtI):HEADDESCRS=DESC$(HEADIHGHO);

, WIDTHOFVARBLE=COLSWIDE(HEADIHCHO)
4390 IlUIT = CCUIT+1
4400 F1UHTLINE$= LEFT$( HEADDESCRt ,10)
4410 PRIHTLIHE$=PRIHTLlHE$+"
4420 PRIHTLIHE$:LEFT$(PRIHTLlHE$,lO)
4430 roo J:1 TO 14
4440 ADDVARIABLE$="ID$ (CASEDETAILS$ (J ,CUf\KARD) ,COl.REF ,WIDTHOFVARIlLE)
4450 ADDVARIABLE$='" "+ADDIJARIABLE$
4460 PRIHTLlHE$=F~IHTLlHE$+RIGHT$(ADDVARIABLE$/5)
4470 HEXT J
4480 LPRIHT PRIHTLlHE$;LINECOUHT=LIHECOUHT+l
4490 PRIHTLINE~="" ;ADDVARIAIlLE~=''''
4500 IF LI~T( )55 GOTO4520
4510 LPRIHT CHR$(12);:LlHECOUHT=O
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4520 IF COLREF=80 THEN ClJ<RCMD=CURRCARD+l
4530 IF CURf<CARD=CARD+lAND ItfUTDIlIE$:"YES" COlO 4570
4540 IF CURRCARD(:CARD THEN COTO 4370
4550 LPRINT CHR$(12);:LlHECOUHT:O
4560 COTO4230
4570 COTO 60
10000 REM ************************** ·IHF\rr ROUTINE FOR QUESTIONNAIRE
10005 PRINT Qm(12);:CASEDETAILS$: ....
10010 PRINT "ItI'UT FOR QUEST1~IRE"
10020 IF N:O THEN H=l
10030 PRINT "CASE tU'IlIFI< "N
10040 PRINT "PLEASE IHPUT f(J( EACH LINE THE C(J{RECT RESf'OHSE"
10050 PRINT"IF Yoo MKE AN EI\f<OR PLEASE TYPE '-1' ON 'Uf1.lT' REQUEST"
10060 IF CMD = 0 THEN CARD = 1
10070 HEADI~HO=HEADIHGI()+l
10080 COLREF=COLREFCOD£(HEADIHGKl) ;HEADDESC~=DE5C$(HEADIHGHO);

WIDTHOFVAR&L£=COLSWIDE(HEADIHCHO);
OPEHEHDEDOUEST$=QPENOU£STARRAY$(HEADINCHO);
DEFAULT$=DEFAULTAHSW~1(HEADIHGNO)

10085 IF COLREF:O THEN F1UHT "SORRY Mr<E IS rtI ERROR IH THE '. STU' FILE.":
CLOSE:EHD

10090 RE" PRINT WIDTHOFVARDLEtCOLREFtHEADDE~1,OPEHEHDEDOUEST$,DEFAUlT$
10095 R~ ***.****************************** Check for special columns
10100 IF COl.REF = 80 THEH casus ll000:REM WOO IlITLAST COUf1HS AND PUT CARD

OH FILE
10110 IF HEADDESCR$="ENDCARD"COTO 10430
10120 IF COLREr = 80 THEN CARD = CARD +1
10130 IF COLREF = 80 THEM COTO lOO70;REM ~EGIH NEXT LIKE
10135 IF SKlP$:"YES" COTO 10150
10140 IF OPENENI)EDOUESUO .... nmN GOSUB 15000:R£" CHECK Fm OPEN ENDED QUESTION
10150 OPEHEHDEOOUEST$:· .. •
10152 REM ********************************** CHECK FOR SKIP ~~IHE
10154 IF HEADD~=STARTSKIf'$ AND SJ(IPFLAG$:"(l"" THEN SKIf'$="YES" :F1UHT SKIP$
10156 IF HEADDESCR$=STOf'Sl<IP$ TH&I SKIP$= .... :SKIPFLAG$= ....
10160 HEXTCOL~=WlDTHOFVARBLEtCOLREF
10170 GOTO 10200:REM START OF IHPUT ROUTINE
10180 f'RUIT Ctf<t(7)"SORRY lI'<OHG LFJIGTH; StWLD liE "WIDTHOrvAABLE" CHARil£TERS;

REItf'UT"
10200 f'RINT "CARD="CARD;
10210 PRINT TABUO)"BECIN COL="COLREF;
10220 f'RIHT TAII(24)"DICITS AVAIL:"WIDOOlVARDLE;
10230 PRINT TAB(4O)"."HEADDESCR$;
10231 ~ ********************************** AUTO INPUT ROUTINES
10232 IF CARD()1 AND COLREF=l THEN THISl~$=CHURCH$;f~IHT TAB(6O)THISI1En$;

COTO 10390
10234 IF CARD()1 AND COLREP=2 THEN THISI~$:IDEHTIF$;PRIHT TAB(60)THlSIT~;

GOTO 10390 i
10236 IF SKlf'$:"YES" 1HDI THISITa.$:DEFAULT$~f'RIHT TA£t(60)THlSlTE1'I$;

THISIT£III'=RIGHT$(THISlmts,WIDnmvARBLE): COTO 10390
10239 IF HQTOAlJT{fOST>O THEN THISITEM=EHTR'iTti'OST(COLREF-(STARTCOLREF-Uh

THISIT~:STR$(THISImt):THISITEM$=RICHT$(THlSITEM$,1):f'RINT TAB(6O)
THISI1'FJt$;HOTOAUTOPOST=NOTOAUTOPOST-l: COlO 10m

10240 IF HEADDESCR$<)"ALPHACODE" COlO 10290
10245 REM ************************************ ALF~ CODE SCREEN INPUT
10250 f'RIHT TAlI(54)"ALPHA ";:GOSUB 34SOO;nnSITEI'I$=QE$
10255 THISITEM:" "+THISITEM$
10260 IF COLREFOl COTO 1(.1270 E1.SE IF THISITEM$:CtI<$(27l OR THISITEM$= "-1"
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THEN GOTO 10460
10270 IF THISlTEM=" -1" Goro 12000
10280 GOTO 10330
10290 R~ ************************************ HUnERIC SCREEN INPUT
10295 PRINT TAII(54)"VAWE ?,,;:GOSUlt 3SOOO:THISlTEI1$:GE$
10300 IF COLREF01 GOTO 10310 ELSE IF THISITEm=CIiR$(2]) OR THISITErt$="-l"

GOTOI0460
10310 IF THISITErI$="-1" OR THISITEPI$:CHR$(27) GOTO 12000
10320 IF THISITEM= THEN THISITEM:DEFAULTS:F'RIHT DEFAULTS;
10325 IF DEFAULTS= AND THISITEI'I$= ....THEH PRIHT C!f<$(7) :GOTO 10290
10330 IF tEN (THISlTEM$»(WIDTHOFVARBLEt1) GOTO 10180
10340 THISITEPI$: RIGHT$(THISITEM$,(LEN(THISITEPI$»)
10350 THISITEM=" "tTHISITEM
10360 THISITEM=RIGHfS(THISITEM,WIDTHOFVARBLE)
10370 PRINT TABOO)" 0.1<, ?";:GOSUlI 34500
10380 IF LEFT$(QUt!): "N" OR LEFT$(QE$,l)="n" COTO 10200
10385 REM *********************************** UPDATECASEDETAILS
10390 CASEDETAILS$ = CASEDETAILSStTHISITEM
10395 ~ *********************************** SELECT 1<EY VARIABLES
10400 IF CARD=l AHD HEADDESCR$:"IDOO" THEN IDHOI:VAL<THISITErt$)
10405 IF CARD:l ANDCOUREF=l THEN CHURCHS:THISITEM$
10410 IF CARD:1 AHD COLREF=2 THEN IDEHTIF$=THISITEPI$
10415 IF HEADDESCR$:"SKIPFLAG" ANDVAL(THISITa'!$)=1 THEN SKIPFLAG$:"(tf':PRINT

SJ(IPFLAG$
10418 REPI *********************************** EHD OF VARIABLE
10420 COTO 10070
10425 REM *********************************** END OF CASE ~~INE
10430 N = Nt1:CARD=0:THISlTEI1$= .... :CASEDETAILS$: .... :CHURCH$=.... :lDEHTIF$= ....
10440 HEADINGNO=O
10450 GOTO 10030
10455 REPI *********************************** END OF INPUT ROUTINE
10460 PRINT:PRINT "ARE THERE ANY I'IlJ<E CASES ?";:GOSUB 34500
10470 IF LEFT$«lU,l)= "N" OR tEFT$(QES,l)="Il" THEN COTO 10500
10480 HEADIHCHO=O
10490 GOTO 10030
10500 RETURN
11000 REPI *********************************** SUBROUTINE FOR CARD ID
11010 MISSCO~=COUREF-HEXTCOLUftH
11020 CARDREF$=STR$(CARD)
-11030 CARDREF$=RIGHT$(CARDREF$,l)
11040 IF "ISSCOt~=O GOTO 11080
11050 FCR 1=1 TO MISSCOWtlS
11060 CARDREF$=" ..tCARDREF$
11070 NEXT
11080 CASEDETAILS$=CASEDETAILS$tCARDREF$
11090 PRINT CASEDETAILS$
11100 PRINT £l,CASEDETAILS$
11110 CASEDETAILS$:""
11120 CARDREF$:"":PlISSCO~:O
11130 RETURN
12000 REM ************************11111****11 Ef\1U( MEND ROUTINE
12010 PRINT "YOO HAVE INDICATED THAT AN ~'OR IS Pf<ESEHT.PLEASE INDICATE FROI'I"
12020 PRINT "lrIiIOI COLlItI YOOWISH TO REIHPUT 1",: GOSUB35000 :F'RINT:

ERRORCOLUMH=VAL(OE$)
12025 IF ERRORCOL~<1 THEN PRINT CHRS(7) :COTO 12020
12030 PRINT "THIS PlEANSTHAT COLI.tINS 1 TO "ERRORCOLUMH-l" ARE CORRECT,"
12040 PRINT "IS THIS RIGHT ?";:GOSUB 345OO:f'RINT
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12050 IF LEFTS(OES,l)="H" OR LEFT$(OES,U="n" GOTO 12010
12060 CASEDETAILS$ = LEFT$(CASEDETAILS$,ERRORCOL~-1)
12070 CARDCHECK=1
12080 HEADIHCHO=O
12090 IF CAROCHECI=CARD COTO 12140
12100 HEADIt«;I{)=HEAD IHGHO+,1
12110 COLREF=COUREFCODE(HEADIHGHO)
12120 IF COLREF=80 THEN CARDCHECl=CARDCHECl+1
12130 COTO 12090
12140 HEADIHCHO=HEADIHCI{)+1
12150 COLREF=COLREFCODE(HEADINCHO)
12160 IF COLREF= Ef<f<OI\'COL~ GOTO 10080:RFJt HF.ADIIQIO FOUND
12170 GOTO 12140
13000 RE" ********************************** INPUT ST~~RE DETAILS
13005 IF STRUCTFILEHME$( r'" GOlO 13080
13010 PRINT "PLEASE GIVE THE HArlE OF THE FILE WHICH COHTAIHS THE STf\'UCTURE

DETAILS"
13020 PRINT "STROCTlJ<E FILES AVAILABLE ARE:"
13030 PRINT:F'RINT
13040 FILES "*.STU"
13050 PRIHT:F'RIHT:GOTO 13060
13055 PRINT "SORRY TWIT FILE ISN'T THERE TRY AGAIN"
13060 PRINT "twI£ OF STRIJC'nf<E FILE (EXCLUDE' .STU') ?",:COSUB 34500:PRIHT:

STRUCTFI~ES=OE$
13065 IF RIGHT$(STh'UCTFILEHAI1E$,4)=" .STU" GOTO 13080
13070 STROCTFILEHMU=STRUCTFILENAI'IEf+" .STU"
13080 IJ'EH "I" ,£2,STROCTFILEHME$
13090 Uf'llT£2,FlLENAI'IU ,HEOTY,STARTSI<IP$ ,STOf'SI<lf'$
13100 ABBREVt=LEFT$(FI~,,3)
13110 FOR 1=1 TO HEaTY
13120 IHPUT£2,DESC$(I),COLREFCODE(I),COLSWIDE(I),OPEHOUESTARRAYS(I),

DEFAULTAHSWER$(I)
13130 REP! PlnNT (f'EHOOESTARRAn(1) ,DEFAULTAHSWERS(1)
13140 NEXT I
13150 CLOSE £2
13160 R~
15000 REI'! ******************************** RANDOI'! ACCESS FOR DATA IWUT
15005 HOTOAUTOPOST=VAL(LEFT$(OPEHEHDEDOUESTS,2»:

(f'EHEHDEOOUEST$=I'UD$«(J'EHENDEOOUESTS,3) :STARTCOLREF=COLREF
15008 FtR 1=1 TO 2O:EHTRYl(f'OST(1)=1:HEXT I
15010 PRINT Df<S(7) "ItILTICHOICE QUESTION OH "OPDlEHDEOOUEST$:GOTO 15020
15015 PRINT "SORRY A I'IAXIIUI OF 50 ANSWERSARE POSSIBLE"
15020 PRINT "OOW MHY ANSWERS TO THE OOESTIOH ?",:GOSUB 35000:PRINT:

HOOFAHSWERS=VAL«(}E$)
15025 IF HOOFANSWERS)50 COTO 15015
15030 PRIMT" O.K. ?",:COSlJ[I 34500:PRINT
15040 IF LEFT$«(}ES,l)="N" m LEFTt(GES,l)="n" COTO 15020
15045 IF ImFAHSWERS:O THEN COTO 15260
15050 OPEM "R" ,£3,If'EHEHDEDOOEST$ ,52
15055 FIELD £3,4 AS At,2 AS 8$,2 AS C$,40 AS D$,3 AS SS,1 AS F$
15060 FIRSTRECORDX=IHT«(LOF(3)-1)'128/52)+1)
15002 IF Flf<STREC(J'{J)l(=O M'H FIRSTREC!l<Dl=1
15064 GET£3,FIRSTRECORDX:REft PRINT FIRSTRECORDX,F$
15065 IF NEXTRECORDl=O THEM HEXTRECORDI=1
15066 IF F$="Y" THEN FlI'<STRE~DX=FIRSTR£CORDX+l :COTO 15064
150b8 NEXTRECt:RDX=FIRSTRECtJ<DX
15075 PRINT:PRIHT "RECORD NO "HEX'I'RECmDX" IDENT HO "IDHOX
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15080 FOR 1=1 TO ~FAHSWEf\'S
15082 GOTO 15090
15085 PRINT "SOORYONLY "NOTOAUTOPOST"ANSWERSARE POSSIBLE"
15090 PRINT "WHATIS THE CODE FOR ANSWER"1;:COSUIt 35000;PRINT:Sf'SSCODU=QU
15092 IF SPSSCODE$="-1" OR SPSSCODU=Df<$(V) THEN COTO 15093 ELSE GOlO 15100
15093 PRINT"OO YOUWISH TO (1)REIIf'llT CCRRECTCODE '
15095 PRINT" ffi (2)EXIT THIS I'IODE",:GOSUB 3S000:PRINT
15097 IF QE$:"1" THENPRINT "STAAT AGAIH":F(J( K=1 TO 20:ENTRYTOf'QST(K):1:

NEXT K:GOTO 15080
15098 IF OE$="2" GOTO 15250
15099 COTO 15093
15100 SPSSCODE=VAUSPSSCODU) :PRINT SF'SSCODE;
15105 PRINT" O.K.?";:GOSUIt 34500:PRINT
15110 IF LEFT~(QE$,1):"N" OR LEFT$(QE$,l):"n" GOTO15090
15115 IF HOTOAUTOPOST)OANDSPSSCODE)NOTOAUTOPOSTGOTO 15085
15120 IF NOTOAUTOf'OST=OGOTO 15130:REM IF HO AUT(f'OSlS POSSIBLE THEN ASK FOR

ANSWERS OHLY
15125 EHTRYTrJ'OST(SPSSCODE):2
15130 PRINT "AHSWER "I" IS WHAT?";:COSUB 345OO;PRIHT:LONGAN$:QE$
15135 IF LIJ.GAN$:.... THEN L~AH$:.. ..
15140 REPEAT=lHT(LEN(LOHGAH$)+39)/40)
15145 FOR J=1 TO REPEAT
15150 SHORTAH$(J)="lD$(LONGAH$,(1+4O*(J-1»,40)
15155 REM PRINT SHORTAH$(J);
15160 LSET A$="Kl$(IDNOX):LSET D$="KI$(I):LSET C$="KI$(J);

LSET D$=SHORTA~(J)
15190 LSET S$=l'Il(l$(SPSSCODE) :LSET F$:"Y"
15210 PUT t3,NEXTRECORD7.
15220 NEXTRECORD%=NEXTRECORDX+l
15230 NEXT J
15240 NEXT1
15241 GOTO 15250
15250 CLOSE £3
15260 RETlf<H
16000 REM ****************************** READRANDO" ACCESS DATAFILE
16020 PRINT "THIS f'f<OGRM WILL READA ItILTIPLE CHOICE ANSWER FILE."
16030 PRINT "PLEASE WULD YOU GIVE THE HArlEOF THE FILE TO DE READ

IHCWDIK; '.lIIN'"
16040 PRINT "FILES AVAILABLEFOR READINGARE:":FILES "1I.I<IN":f'RIHT
16050 PRINT "WHICH ?";:GOSUB 34500:F'RIHT:I'IULTIREAD$=QE$
16060 IF RIGHT$(I'IJLTlREAD$,4)O" .BIN" COTO 16030
16070 IJ'EH "R",£3,PftJLTIR~ ,52
16080 FIELD £3,4 AS A$,2 AS B$,2 AS C$,4O AS D$,3 AS 5$,1 AS F$
16085 PRINT LOF(3)
16090 CODEX:1
1~100 PRINT "CODE SORT IDEHT ANSWER DESCRIPTI().I"
16110 CET £3,CODE%
16120 IF F$( )"Y" GOTO 16220
16130 IF CVI(C$):1 THEN PRINT ELSE IF CVI(C$»l GOTO 16190
16150 PRINT USING ..££££ ",CODEX,
16160 PRINT USING" ££ ";CVl(S$);
16170 PRINT USING ..££££ ";CVI<A$);
16180 PRINT USING" ££ .. ;CVl( s.) ;
16190 PRINT TAB(ZS)D$
16200 CODEX=CODE%+ 1
16210 GOTO 16110
16220 PRINT: PRIHT "END OF FILE'"
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16230 PRINT "PRESS (REnIRH) TO REMH TO MIN !'!EMU";:COSUB 34500
16240 CLOSE
16250 GOlO 60
20000 PRINT OR$(12) "THIS SUII-mlCRAI'I WIU W4Va;:T A BIHAR't RAHDOI'IFILE

PREPAREDOH 'DATAItf'T'"
20020 PRINT "IHlO AN ASCII OW<ACTERSEwntTIAL FILE"
20030 PRINT "FILES \RiICH ARE C()IVEI\1AElLEARE:"
20040 FILES " •• IIIN":PRIHT
20050 PRINT "PLEASE GIVE THE HME OF THE FILE YOU WISH TO CONVERTEXCLUDING

•• IIIH"·
20060 GOSUB 34500: PRINT:STARTFILE$:QE$
20070 IF RIGHT$(STARTFILU ,4):" .BIN" GOTO 20075 ELSE

STARTFILE$=STARTFILE$+".BIN" .
20075 PRINT "THE HArlE OF THE FILE WILL BE "STAf\1'FILE$ " O.K. ?";:GOSUB 34500:

PRIHl
20076 IF LEFT$(QE$,l):"H" OR LEFU(QE$,l):"n" GOTO20050
20080 PRINT "THE FILE WILL BE Il<ITTEH TO A FILE WI~ A SUFFIX '.ASC'"
20090 PRINT "THE FOLLOWING' .ASC.' FILES ARE OH DISK:"
20100 FILES " •• ASC":PRIHl
20110 PRINT "PLEASE GIVE A HArlE FOR 'tOUR COtfJmTED FILE EXCLUDING •• ASC'"
20120 GOSUB 34500:f'RIHT:HEWFILE$:QE$
20130 IF RIGHT$(HEWFILE$,4):'".ASC" COTO20150 ELSE HEWFILE$:HEWFILE$+".ASC"
20140 PRINT "THE twlE OF THE FILE WILL liE "HEWFILU" O.K.? ";:COSUB 34SOO:Ff.:IHT
20145 IF LEFT$(QE$,l):"H" OR LEFT$(QE$,l):"n" GOTO 20110
20150 IJ'EM "R",O ,STARTFILE$ ,52
20160 FIELD £3,4 AS A$,2 AS B$,2 AS C$,4O AS DS,3 AS S$11 AS F$
20170 IJ'EH "0" ,£1,NEWFILE$
20180 CODEX:1
20185 f'RINT "Il<ITING RECORD"
20190 GET £3,COD£%
20195 IF F${ )"Y" COTO20225
20196 IF CVI(C$»1 GOTO20208
20199 PRINT£1, :PRINT£1 ,AflllREV$" ";
20200 PRINT t1 ,USIt«i"\ \-";RIGHU«" "+STR$(CVl(A$») ,3);
20201 PRINT £1 ,usnt"" ";RICHU«STR$(CVHB$»),1);

RIGHT$( (" "+STh1(CVl(S$») ,2);
20202 PRINT £1,USING"" ";RICHT$( (" "+STr<$(CVl(C$») ,2);
20206 PRINT £1 ,DS;
20210 PRINT CODEX;
20215 CODEX:CODE%+1
20220 GOlD 20190
20225 f'RINT "THAT 15 THE ENDOF THE FILE. BYE"
20226 CLOSE
20227 GOTO 50
26000 REI'! ********************************* CtKATAHATE DATAFILES
26020 PRINT Ctf<$(2)"THIS F'ROGRAPI WILL READ UP TO TEN I'lILTlf'LE CHOICE ANSWER

FILES" .
26030 f'RINT "AND CONCATAHATETHE FILES INTO A SINGLE FILE"
26040 PRINT "THE FILES WHICHC~ BE aKATAHATED ARE AS FOUOWS:
26050 FILES " •• BIH":PRIHl
26055 PRINT "PLEASE WJLD YOU GIVE THE tMS OF THE FILES TO BE READ IHCWDING

, .[lIN'"
26056 PRINT "TO END ItflJT PLEASE TYPE (f<ETlJRH)"
26060 roo 1:1 TO 10
26063 GOTO26065
26064 PRINT "SQRR't THE MAttEItJST END IN •• BIN'"
26065 PRINT "?";:GOSU[I 34500:PRIHT:I'IlILTlREADFlLE$(I)=QE$
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26Ob6 IF ItILTIREADFILE'(l):· ..• GOTO26100
26070 IF RIGHT'(MULTIREADFlLE$( 1) ,4H)" tBIH" GOTO26064
26075 FILES PlULTIREADFILU(l);f'RIHT "IS THERE";GOTO 26080
26078 PRINT "IS HOT THFI<E, PLEASE REINPUT A COORECTHAI'IE";GOTO 26065
260M HEXT
26085 GOTO26100
26090 PRINT "SORr<YMIT IS AN II«llRRECT FILE HAI'IE PLEASE f<EUftIT"
26100 PRINT "WOOLDYOU tu. PLEASE GIVE THE NAME OF THE OUTPUTFILE ;?";
26110 GOSUB34500:PRINT:OUTPUTFILE$:QE$
26180 PRINT "CHECKING WTPUT FILE"
26190 FILES OUTf'UTFlLE$ .
26200 PRINT "THAT FILE ALREADYEXISTS, SHALL 1 OVERWRITE? (Y/N)";:GOSUB 34S00;

PRINT
26205 IF QEt="H" GOTO26100
26210 PRINT "!FENI'" FILES"
26220 OP~ "R",£3 ,OUTPUTFILE$ ,52
26230 FIELD £3,4 AS A3$,2 AS 83$,2 AS Clt,40 AS Dlt,3 AS 53$,1 AS F3S
26235 OUTCODEX=l
26240 FOR 1=1 TO 10
26245 ltalDEl:l
26250 IF ItILTlREADFILE$(l)= .... GOTO 26500
26255 PRINT "READING FILE "I'IIJLTIREADFlLE$(l)
26260 If'EN "R" ,£2,ItJLTlREADFILES( 1) ,52
26270 FIELD £2,4 AS A2$,2 AS B2$,2 AS C2$,40 AS D2$,3 AS 52$,1 AS F2$
26280 PRINT "READING RECORD;";
26300 GET £2,IHCODEl
26305 IF rnO"Y" COTO26420
26306 IF D2$=" " THEN PRINT Ctf($(7)

CVHA2$)" "CVI(B2$)" "CVHC2$)" "D2$" "CVI<S2$)" DELETE ?(YIH)";:
GOSlIB 345OO;PRINT;IF LEFT$(OE$,l)="Y" 00 LEFT$(OE$,l)="y" THEN
IHCODE7.=IHCODE7.+1:GOTO26300

26310 PRINT USING ..££££ ";CVl(A2$);
26320 ~ FILL [cUFFERAND \f\ITE TO FILE
26330 LSET AJ$=A2$:LSET B3$=B2$;LSET C3$=C2$;L5ET Dlt=D2$;LSET 53$=52$;

LSET F3$=rn
26390 M £3 ,MCODEl
26400 IHCODEX=IHCODE7.+1:0UTC0DEX=0UTC0DEX+1
26410 GOTO 26300
26420 PRINT;CLOSE£2
2h450 HEXT
26500 PRINT "THAT IS THE END OFM LAST FILE";CLOSE£3
26700 COTO60.

30000 Rf)I *********************************11**** ERR(J( ROJTINES
30010 IF £RR=53 AND ERL=26190 THEN RE~E 26210
30015 IF ERR=64 AND ERL=26190 THEN RESUI'IE26090
30020 IF Efd"<=53AND ERL=26075 THEN REStIIE 26078
30030 IF ERR=53 AND ERL= 4030 THEN RESlmE 4040
30040 IF £RR=53 AND ERL= 1040 THEN REm 1050
30045 IF £RR=53 AND ERL= 1105 THEN RE5~ 1107
30050 IF ERR=53 AND ERL= 2050 THEN RESIJtE 2060
30055 IF ERR=53 AND ERL=26050 THEN RESUI'IE26055
30060 IF £RR=53 AND ERL=20150 THEN R£!DIE 20160
30065 IF ERR=53 AND ERL=20100 THEN RESUI'IE20110
30070 IF £RR=58 AND ERL=2120 THEN lILL BACKUPFIL~E':R~E 2120
30200 PRINT "AN ERRCf<t«l "ERR" HAS BEEN DETECTEDAT LINE "ERL
30210 CLOSE:EHD
34500 OSTRINGS=.... :REI'I ItflIT SUBROOTINEF(J( ALf'HA STRINGS (HQ ESCtf'E (f1I~)
. ~·9



34510'OE$=INPUT$(1):IF OE$=CHR$(13) GOlO 34550 ELSE IF OE$=CHR$(127) OR
QE$=~(8) GOTO34520 ELSE If QE$=CIf($l27) GOTO 34510

34515 PRINT OE$;:IF DE$:"," THEN DE$="-":GOTO 34530 ELSE GOTO34530
34520 IF L&I(OSTRI~$)=O GOlD 34510 ELSE PRINT CHR$(8)" "Qf<$(8);:

OSTRI~$:LEFT$(QSTRIHG$,(LEH(OSTRI~$)-1»:GDTO 34510
34530 OSTRING$:OSTRIHG$+OE$:COTO 34510
34550 GE$=QSTRING$:RETURH
35000 OSTRING.= .... :REI'I INPUT SUliROUTIHE FOR t{JI'IERIC STRINGS
35010 OE'=IHPUT'(l):IF OE$=CIf($(13) GOTO35050 ELSE IF OE$=CHR'(127) OR

OE'=CHR$(8) GOTO35020 '
35014 PRINT QE';:IF QE$=" ... II< QE$="_" GOTO 35030 ELSE IF ASC(QE$»47 AND

ASC(QE$)(58 GOTO35030
35016 IF OE$=";" THEN QE$=.... :PRINT CIf($(8)" "CHRS(8);:GOTO 35010 ELSE PRINT

Of<'(7) CHR$(8)" "CIfl(8);: GOTO35020
35020 IF LEH(QSTRING')=O GOTO35010 ELSE PRINT 1lf.'$(8)" "CHR$(8);:

OSTRING$=LEFT$(OSTRING$,(LEH(QSTRIHG$)-1»:GOTO 35010
35030 QSTRI~$=OSTRING$+GE$:GOTD 35010
35050 OE$=OSTRING$:RETURH
36000 OSTRIHC$=.... :RE1'I IHf'UT SUBRruTIHE FIJ< A SINGLE CHAf<f£TER
36010 OE$=IHPUT$(1):PRIHT OE$;:If QE$=0iR$(13) THEN OE$=·..·:GDTD 36050 ELSE

IF OE$=CHR$(127) OR QE$=CHR$(8) COlO 36010
36015 IF GE$="," THEN PRINT QR$(7) ;:GOTO 3b010
36050 PRINT:RETtJ<H

25000 Rat ************************************* RAHOO'I ACCESS Al'lEHDI1EHT
25005 rotOI STROCTFILEHArm$
25010 PRINT CHR$(12):fILES "*.BItf·:PRINT
25020 PRINT "THIS f'ROGRAI'I WILL READ A ItILTIF'l.E CHOICE ANSWERFILE ..
25030 PRINT "AND ALL()I Al'lEHDMEHT Of THE FIELDS"
25040 PRINT "PLEASE WOULD'100 GIVE THE HAI'IE OF THE FILE TO BE READ EXCWDII«;

• .BIH"·
25060 GOSUB 34500:PRINT:rtULTIREAD$=QE$
25070 IF RIGHT$(I'ft.ILTIREADS,4)=· .. BIH" GOTO 25074 ELSE

I'lILTlREAD$=ItlLTIREAD$.".BIH"
25074 PRINT "THE FILE TO ItE READ WILL BE "rtULTIREAD$" 0.1. ?";:GOSUlI 34500:

PRINT
25076 IF LEFT$UlEt,l)="H" OR LEFT$(OE$,l):"n" GOTO 25040
25080 (fEN "R",£3,1tIL TIREAM ,52 .
25090 FIELD £3,4 AS A$,2 AS BS,2 AS C$,40 AS Di,3 AS 5$,1 AS F$
25100 PRINT "YIll I1UST CHOOSETHE RECORD YOU WISH TO AI'IEHD BY REFEROCE TO THE

CODE"
25110 PRINT "AT THE LEFT HAND OF THE SCREEN"
25120 PRINT "00 YOU WANTTO (1 )CHOOSE A RECORDTO MEND
25130 PRINT .. (Z)SEE THE NEXT 5 REaJ<DS"
25140 f'RINT " (3)EXIT"
25150 CD~ 35OOO:PRIHT:FUHCTIOH=VAL(QE$):IF FUNCTION:1 GOTD25160 ELSE IF

FUHCTIOH=2 COTO 25620 ELSE IF FlKTIOO=3 GOTO 25770 ELSE COlO 25150
25160 PRINT "PLEASE IIfllT THE CODE OF THE RECOOD~IOt YOU WAHl TO ArlEHD"
25170 GOSUli 35000:CODE7.=VAL(QE$):PRINT" 0.1. ?";:GOSUB 34500:f>RINT:IF

LEFT$(QE. ,l):"H" ~ LEFT$(OU ,l)="n" COTO 25170
25180 GET £3,CODEl
25190 PRINT "CODE IDEHT ANSWER S(J(f DESCRIPTI~

FILL"
25200 PRINT" (1) (2) (3) (4)

(5)"
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25210 PRINT USIt«; "££££ ";CODEX,
25220 PRINT USIt«; "££££ ";CVI<A$);
25230 IDEHT=CVItA$)
25240 PRINT USlt«; " ££ ";CVHII$);
25250 AHSWER=CVI(D$)
25260 PRINT USING" ££ ",CVl(SS);
25270 SOO=CVJ(S$)
25280 PRINT TAB(3O)DS,:PRINT TAB(78)F$
25290 DE$=DS:Fl$=FS
25300 PRINT "WHICH COLIJ'tI DO YOUWISH TO MEND ?",:COSUB 35000:PRINT:

MEHDCOL=VAL(QE$) .
25310 OH MEHDCOL GOTO25400 ,25440 ,25320,25480 ,25360
25320 PRINT "PRESEHT SORT CODE 15 "CVUS$)
25330 PRINT "REVISED CODE IS WHAT?",:GOSUB 350oo:PRINT:SORT=VAL(QE$)
25340 PRINT Sll\'Y" 15 THATO.K. ?",:G05UII 34500:F1UHT:lF LEFT$((}E$,U="N"

GOTO 25320
25350 GOTO 25530
25360 PRINT "PRESENT FILL CODE IS "FS
25370 PRINT "REVISED FILL CODE IS ~T ?",:GOSUB 34500:PRINT:F1$=QES
25380 PRINT Fl$" IS THATO.K. ?";:GOSUB 345OO:PRINT:IF LEFT$(QES,U="H"

com 25320
25390 GOTO 25530
25400 PRINT "PRESENT IDENT CODE IS "CVHAt)
25410 PRINT "REVISED !DENT CODE IS WPAT?";:GOSUB 35000:PRIHT:IDENT=VALU}E$)
25420 PRINT IDoo " 15 THATO.K. ?";:GOSUB 34500:PRINT:IF LEFT$(OU,l)="H"

GOTO 25400
25430 GOTO 25530
25440 PRINT "PRESENT ANSWER t() 15 "CVI<B$)
25450 PRINT "REVISED ANSWER NO IS \fiAT ?",:GOSUB 35000:PRINT:ANSWER=VAL<OE$)
25460 PRINT ANSWER" IS TtV\T O.K. '?";:GOSUB 34500:PRINT:IF LEFT$(OE$,l)="H"

GOTO25440
25470 GOTO 25530
25480 PRINT "PRESENT DESCRIPTIOH IS "0$
25490 PRINT "REVISED CODE IS ti\T ?";:GOSUB 34500:PRINT:DES=OE$
25500 DE$=LEFT$(DE$,4O)
25510 PRINT DES" IS THAT O.K. ?",:GOS1JB 34500:PRINT:IF LEFTS(QE$,l)="N"

GOTO 25480
25520 GOTO25530
25530 PRINT "AHY !mE MEHDI1&ITS ?",:GOSUB 34500:PRINT:IF LEFT$(QE$,1):"Y"

. GOTO 25300
25540 RErI FILL ltUFFEf< AND 'l<lTE TO FILE
25550 LSET A$=KKI$(IDENT):LSET II$=KKI$(ANSWER):LSET C$=C$:LSET D$=DE$
25560 LSET S$=KKI$(SQRT):LSET F$=Fl$
25610 PUT £3,CODEX
25620 IF CODEX=OTHENCODEX=1
25630 LASTCODEX=CODEX
25640 PRINT "CODE IDEHT AH5wER SOOT DESCRIPTION
25650 GET £3,CODEX
25660 IF F$O"Y" GOTO25760
25670 IF CVHC$)=1 THEN PRINT
25680 PRINT USII«i "££t£ ",CODEX,
25690 PRINT lISIt«; "£t££ ",CVHA$);
25700 PRINT USIt«; " ££ ",CVl(II$)l
25710 PRINT lISIt«;" ££ ",CVl(S$);
25720 PRINT TAB(3O)O$ TAB(n)F$
25730 CODEl=CODEX+l
25740 IF CODEX-LASiCODEX=5 GOTO 25120
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25750 GOTO25650
'rJ760 PRINT: PRINT "£HO OF FILE":GOTO 25120
25nO CLOSE£3
'rJ780 CHAIN "DI"
34500 OSTRlt-t$: .... :REPI Itf1.IT SUBRWfIHE FIJ< ALf'HA STRUIGS (NO ESCAPE (fTI~)
34510 DE$=IHPUT$(l):IF QE$=CHR$(13) GOTO34550 ELSE IF OE'=CHR$(127) OR

DE$=~1(S) GOTO34520 ELSE IF OE$:C~1(27) COTO3~510
34515 PRINT OE$;:IF OE$="," THe-! DE$="-";COTO 3~53O ELSE COTO34530
34520 IF LEHtQSTRI~$)=O GOTO34510 ELSE f'RINT CHr.:$(S)" "C~$(8);:

QSTRIHC':LEFT$(QSTRI~', (LEH(QSTIUt«;$)-l» :GOTO3~510
34530 OSTRIHC$=QSTRIHCt+OE$:GOTO3~510
34550 OE$:QSTRIHG$:RETURN
35000 OSTRIHG$:.... :RErI Itf1.IT SU8ROOTIHEFORHUl'lERICSTRINGS
35010 OE$=IHPUT$(l);IF OE$=CHR'(lJ) COlO 35050 ELSE IF 0E$=CHR$(127) OR

QE$:CHR$(8) COTO35020
35014 PRINT DE$; :IF OE$=... " II< OE$="-" COTO35030 ELSE IF ASC(QU»47 AHD

ASC(OE$)(58 COTO35030
35016 IF OE$:"," THENQE$=·..·:f'RINT ~$(8) .. "CHRf(S) ;:GOTO 35010 ELSE

PRINT Df<$(7) emi(8)" "CHR'(S);: COTO35020
35020 IF LEN(QSTRIHC$)=OCOTO35010 ELSE f'RINT CHF:$(8)" "CHR$(S);:

OSTRIHG$=LEFT$(QSTRIHG$,(LEH(OSTRIHG$)-l»:GOTO 35010
35030 OSTRIHG$=QSTRI~$+OE$:GOTO35010 .
35050 OE$=QSTRIHG$:REMH

10 DI" CASEDETAIL$(255),DESC$(255),COUREFX(255),COLSWIDEX(255),
Of'EHOUEST$(255),DEFAULT$(255),~D~~AYS(2S5),ALTER$(255)

15 LASTLIHE$:~1(27)+CHR$(S9)+CHR$(51)tC~1(32);NEXTLASTLINE$:CHR$(27)+
CHRS(89)+CHR$(50)+CHR$(32)16 Sf1: .. . _

"
20 tJTm-GOTO 30000
30 F~IHT "This prograawill allow sequential iIIeYldaent of it sequential file"
40 PRINT "lhich is structured on a given' .snJ' file"
50 PRINT "The files ivailable on disc A; are: ..
60 FILES "A;*.*":PRINT
70 PRINT "The files ivai lable on disc 8: are: "
80 FILES HB:*.*":PRIHT
90 PRINT "Please give the naae of the structure file you .iII be usinq "
95 PRIHT "in the fora 'Drive' colon 'Filenale' '.STU' ";
100 INPUT; STUFILE$:Itf1.JT" 0.1<. ",OES
lOS IF RIGHT$(snJFILE$,4)O" .STU" 1liEH PRINT CIf($(]):GOTO 90
110 IF LEFT$(QE$,1)="H" OR LEFT$(OE$,1)="n" GOTO90
120 PRINT "The fi le"; :FILES STUFlLE$:F'RINT His thel'e."
130 PRINT "Please give the naIlE! of the file you "ish to _od "
140 PRINT "in the fora 'Drive' colon 'Filenale' stop 'Type' "
150 INPUT; READFILE$:IHPUT" O.K. ",OE$
160 IF LEFT$(QE$,1>:"N" OR LEFT$(QE$,l)="n" GOTO130
170 PRINT "The file ";:FILES READFILE$:ffdHT "is there."
180 PRINT "Please give the naMe of the file in which you ,ish to put the

aaended data"
190 PRINT "in the fora 'Drive' colon 'Filenue' stop 'Type' "
200 Itf'UT; IiRITEFILE$:Itf1.JT .. 0.1. ",OE$
210 IF LEFT$(QE$,l):"H" OR LEFT$(OE$,l):"n" GOTO180
~ PRINT "The file ";:FILES '.UTEFILE$:PRIHT "is there. Do you ,ish to

Dve1'lrite?(y/H)",:ItfUT OE.
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225 IF LEFT$(QE$,U="H" OR LEFT$(Q£$,1)="n" GOTD 180
500 R~*****************************IHPUT STU DETAILS
510 <f'EN "1",£1 ,STUFILE$
520 CAAD=O
530 INPUT £1,HEADING$,HEOTYX,FILL1$,FILL2$
540 f(J< 1%= 1 TO HEOTYX
550 IHPUT £l,DESC$(IX),COLREFl(IX),COLSWIDE%(IX),OPEHOUEST$(IX),DEFAULT$(IX)
560 IF COLREFX<IX)=80 THEN CARD=CAADtl
570 NEXT
580 PRINT CARD" cards Ii II be used"
590 CLOSE£l
600 OPEN 'T',£1 ,READFILE$
605 Itf'UT £1,OORCHt
610 (liEN "D" ,£2,WRITEFILE$
615 PRINT £2,CHURCHt

1000 REn ******************************START OF INPUT/~EHD ROUTINE
1010 IHPUTDOHE:-l
1020 FOR 1=1 .TO CARD
1030 IF Itf'UTI)(tIE)O GOTO 1600
1040 INPUT £1,CASEDETAIL$(I)
1050 IF EOF(l) THEN IHPUTI)()IE=1
1060 NEXT
1062 IX:l
1065 ~ THlSCMDX=l TO CARD
1070 FOR JX:l TO 801075 REn PRINT COLREFl(IX),COLSWIDEI(IX):PRINT CASEDETAIL$(THISCARDX)
1080 ~DARRAY$(Il)="ID$(CASEDETAIL$(THISCARDX),COLREFl(IX),COLSWIDEX(I%»
1085 REI'I PRINT Al'lEHDARRAYS<IX)
1090 AL~( IX)=....
1095 IF COLREFX(Il)=80 THEN JX=l:IX=Iltl:GOTQ 1105
1098 IX=IXtl
1100 NEXT JX
1105 NEXT THISCARDI
1110 STAR1'VARI=1
1200 REI'I ***************************** START OF PRIHTOUT LOOP
1210 PRINT CHR$(12)
1215 VARIABLEX=STARTVAI\'X
1220 fOR HTA8=l TO 65 STEP 16
1230 Fm VTAB= 1 TO 18
1240 PRINT CHR$(27) CHR$(89) C~(31tVTAB) CHR$(31tHTAB);
1250 IF VARIAIlLEX)HEDTYl GOTO 1350
1260 PfdHT USING "£££";VARIA81.EX;:PRIHT USING'" \-";

LEFT$(DESC$(VARIABLEX},S);
1270 PRINT USING '" v ;MEHDtY<RAY$(VARIABLE7.) ;:f'RIHTUSING "!";

ALTER$(VARIABLEX)
1280 VARIABLE%=VARIABLEXt1
1290 HEXT VTAII
1300 NEXT HTAB
1350 PRINT HEXTLASTLIHE$SPt:PRIHT LASTLIHE$" Which variable do you Ant to

illend? (RETURHfor ne·/.t screen)";
1360 INPUT; AI'IEHDHQX:Uf'llT" O.X, ";QE$
1370 IF LEFT$(QE$,l)="H" II< LEFT$(QE$,l)="n" COTD 1350
1380 IF MEHDHOl=O THEN STAR1VARl=(VARIAIILE%) :IF STARTVARX)HEGTYX GOTO 1500

ELSE GOTO 1200
1400 PRINT HEXTLASTLIHE$ SP$;f1UHT LASTLIHE$ "For variable "DESC$(ArlENDHOX)"

what is new value?";:Itf>UT QE$
1410 HEWVALUE$=Sf'ACU(6) :RSET HEWAWE$=QE$;HEWAWU=RICHT$(HEWVALUE$,
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'. COLSWID£t(AI1EHDtm»
1420 Al.TER$(AI'IEHDHO%)=.....
1430 PRINT HEXTLASTLlHEf;:PRIHT SP$:PRIHt LASTLIHE$"The new value for

variable "DESCS(AI'IEHl)I()X)" is "HEWVAUJU" is this O.K. ";:Ufut QE.
1440 IF LEFT$WE$,l>="H" OR LEFT$(OES,1)="n" COTO1400 ELSE

~Y$(AI'IEHDHOX)=HEWVALUES
1450 spos%=AMEHDHO%-9O*(lHT«~EHDHO%-1)/90»:HTAB=1+16.(lHT«SF~%-1)/la»:

VTAB=SPOSX-1&.IHT«SPQS7.-1)/18)
1460 PRINT Df<$(V) CIi<$(89) CHRS(31+VTA&) 0f<S(31+HTAD);
1470 PRIHT USING "£££";AI'IENDHO%;:PRIHTUSING ..\ \-";

LEFT$(DESC$(AMEHDHOX),5);
14&0 PRINT USIIf:i "\ \" ;Al'lDlDl*RAY$(AI1ENDIfJX); :PRIHT USING "!";

AI.TER$ (AI'IEHDI()X)

1490 COTO1350
1500 PRINT HEXnASTtINE$ SPS:F1UNT LASnIHES "Are aMendJaents to this case

cOIIplete?";:IIf'UT QE$
1505 IF LEFT$(QE$,l)="H" OR LEFTS((lE$,1)="n" ntEH STARTVAR%=1: COtO 1200
1510 1%=1
1520 IF COLf<EF'X<II)=60 ANDCOLREF%(lX-1){)79 ntEN

CAPX=COLREF%(IX)-OOLREFX(IX-l)-1:f'RINT£2,SPACES(GAPX);
1530 PRINT £2,AI'IEHDAI\f(AY$<IX);
1533 IF COLREFX<II)=80 THEN PRIHT£2,
1540 II=Ilt1:IF II}HEQTYI COTO1560
1550 COTO 1520
1560 COTO 1000
1600 PRINT "THAT IS THE END OF THE FILE. CLOSING FILES."
1610 RESET
1620 PRINT "BYE"
1630 END
30000 IF Ef<R=53AND ERL=120 MH PRINT" is not there. Please reinput. ":

REStJ1E 90
30010 IF Ef<R=64AND ERL=12OTHEN PRINT" is a bad filenaMe. Please reinput.":

RESlIIE 90
30020 IF Ef<R=53AND ERL=170 ntEN PRINT" is not there. Please reinput. ":

REStJtE130
30030 IF ~'R=64 AMDERL=170 ntEN PRINT" is a bad filenaae. Please reinput.":

REStJm130
30040 IF Ef<R=53AMDERL=220 ntEN PRINT " is not there'" :REStJI'IE500
30050 IF Ef<R=64ANDERL=220 THEN PRIHT II is a bad filenallE!. Pleasereinput. ":

RESlJtE 180
30060 PRINT ERR,F.RL
30070 CLOSE
300&0 RESET
30100 END
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Appendix E C'anbined Data File: Reconciliation of variables to soorce data files

This table relates the variable names of questioonaire responses in
each of the five questionnaires to those in the caWi.ned data file.
'Card Positioos' of the variables in the fiDal data file are also
given.

Soorce Data File: Diocese of Repsnt:'ve Diocese of Chlrch of ~odi.st
Glasgow Chch Cod Liverpool Scotlal¥i <hurch

C'.albined file ' Card' Swrce File Variable Nane
Variable NaDe ColllIllS

caaca 1 aRJRQI QIDRQl CHllRQI aruRQI QllJRQl
!DENT 2-4 IDJNI IDJNI IDJNI IDINI IDINI
ICE 5 N3E N3E N3E N3E N3E
WCIU{ 6-8 W(E{ WRK W(E{ WOOl< WmK
QUAL 9 QUAL QUAL QUAL QUAL QUAL
R«I' 10 PROF PROF mOF lR(F PROF
NXr. 11 Nn N.rJ: sx: N.rJ: NXr
Grvm; , 12 G1VOO GlVOO GlVOO GlVOO GlVnG
lIlJRSBaX 13 }DJRSBOX lDJRSBOX lDJRSB(]l{ 'IIlJRSBOX HWRSB(]l{
HWRS 14-16 lDlRS HWRS HWRS HWRS HWRS
lNmSr1TO lNlRSr1TO lNmSI1 TO lNlRSTl TO lNlRST1 TO lNlRST1 TO
IN'mST9 17-25 INmS'19 INmS'19 INmS'19 INmS'19 IN'mST9

lNmSrlO 26 lNmSI10 INmSTIO INmSl'10 INmS'l'10
IN'mSTl1 27 INmST10 IN'lBSrll INmSIll INmSIll INmSTll
QIQ:FF 28-30 QN;(I'F <XlJJ<FF <XlJJ<FF QH;(D' QH;(FF

IBEN:EF 31-33 NWIJFF ~
Rm<FF 34-36 RIDCFF RKn'F RRn'F ~
CFNl'OFF 37-39 CENIOFF Cmt'QFF CFNrOFF CENIOFF CJiNIOFF
RB.:nJ.t t.Q...43 RGX)M R.1iXX)M RBXX»of ~
C&ll'COf 44-Itl CENl'Olf CENrQJoI CENl'Olf CJNICX)f CJm<X».f
YEARs 47 YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS
POOJ.u 48-49 PFDH.E PEDR.E PmR.E PmR.E PEDH.E
USm, TO USEi. TO USEl TO USEi.TO usm TO usm TO
USELO ~59 USElO USElO USElO USElO USElO
PRa;lVE 60 PrulJlVE mg;lVE PrulJIVE PR$lVE PRSGlVE
lNFCEl 61 lNFCEl INFCEI. INFCEI. INFCEI. lNFCEl
~E2 62 lNFCE2 lNFCE2 lNFCE2 lNFtE2 lNFtE2
lNFCm 63 nocm nocm lNFCm lNFCm 1NFCE3
~E1+ 64 lNFCE1+ lNFCE1+ ImtE1+ lNFtE1+ INFest
lNFcE5 65 lNFCES lNFCES lNFCES lNFCES lNFCE5
lNFclti 66 lNFCE6 lNFCE6 1NFC1ti 1NFC1!) INFeI!)
~ 67 lNFMI.'Nl 1NFHJ.'Nl INFMI.'Nl 1NFHJ.'Nl
~ 68 lNFMJ.'N2 00MrN2 lNIOO.'N2 lNFHrN4
Im'MI.'N3 69 lNFMl'N3 lNFHrN3 ~ INFMrN5
~ 70 lNFML'N4 Hl1I.'N4 lNFMrN5 lNFln.'N)

lNFHrNS 71 lNFMl'N3
~ 72 lNFHJ.'N2
~ 73 lNFMrNS lNFMrN5 lNFHI.'R) INFMJ:N7
~ 74 lmln'N3
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AppeDdix E

Source Data File Diocese of RE4>snt've Diocese of Qrurch of Methodist
GlasgOii Chell CDcl Livel'JX>Ol Scotland Qwrell

Qmbined file 'Card' Source File Variable Nane
Variable Nane ~llllllB

lNFMrN9 75 NO Rm.Y NO Rm.Y NO REPLY NO REPLY
RFADl TO RFADl TO RFADl TO READ! TO READ! TO RFADl TO
READ!3 5-17 READ13 READ13 RFAD13 READ13 RFAD13

. RFADl4 TO READ14 TO - READ14 TO RFAD14 TO RFAD14 TO
READ17 18-21 READ17 READ17 READ17 READ17 .

RFADl8 'IO RFAD18 TO RFAD18 'IO READ!8 TO
READ24 22-28 BFAD24 RFAD24 RFAD24

READ25 TO READ25 TO READ25 TO
READ33 29-37 RFAIl33 B.F.AD33

READ34 'IO RFAD34 TO -
RFAD37 38-4l RFAD37

USIAND 45 USIAND USIAND usrAND usrAND usrAND
<XNrAlN 46 amAIN coo:AlN coo:AlN CXNrAIN cx:NIAlN
REFERrOl (pmg) 47 m'ERl'O lUFFRrol lUFFRrol lUFmrol lUFERrOl
REFmrOl( CHQi) 48 REFJm'02 RmXOO2 RF»llr02 REnm.'02
mFXl'03(ARFA) 49 mmot. mmr03
RFFERr04(RlGN) j) Rl!DXr03 REnm'04
lUFFBT05(Cmr) 51 lUFERT04 lUFOO03 mmTOS
uxnDl 52 I1XXlDl uxnKli UXX3ll UXWli UXWli
USEIDMM 53 USESMt USESMf USESMt USEaJl+t USESntf
lNl'SU!ot1 54 lNl'SU!ot1 lNl'SU!ot1 INl'SU!ot1 lNl'SU!ot1 lNl'SU!ot1
USEHFYR 55 USIm'YR USEHFYR. USIm'YR USaIFYR USIm'YR
INnIFYR 56 INlllFYR lNlllFYR nmIFYR nmIFYR nmIFYR
DIFFRI 57 DIFFlU DIFHU DIFFRI DIFFRI DIFFRI
WlUIACCr 58 WlIlWX!r WHC.lWn www:x:r wwwx:r wwwx:r
BSHEEr 59 BSHmr BSHFEr BSHmr BSHmr BSHEEr
llUPrYl TO PROOYl TO PR<PrY1 'IO PROPrY! 'IO lROPrY! TO PROPIYl TO
PROP1'Y6 ~5 PROlTi6 PROlTi6 FROlTi6 molTi6 PROPrY6

. USElU TO USElU TO USFlU TO USER! TO USElU TO USHU TO
USEB;.?O 5-24 USEB20 USER20 USm20 USEB20 USEB20

RJRPCSl 'IO RJRPml 'IO ~ 'IO RJRPCSl 'IO RJRP(l)l TO RJRPml TO
RJRPOOl1 25-35 RJRPaU 1 ~ FURPall1 PlIUUU1 P\JlllOOl1 PURPOOl1

USEEGr 36 USFHmG'I USalGr USEEGr USEEGr USEEGr
1NrBG'I 37 INrAteGr INmGI INl'BGI INrBGl' INmG'I
SmSl'Vm TO SFNSl'VEl 'IO SFNS'lVu' TO SFNSl'VE1 'IO SFNSTVE1 'IO SFNS1VE1 'IO
SFNS'M3 ~ SFNS'M3 SlNS'M3 SJm'M3 SmS'M3 SlNS'M3

BAINl 41 RAlNl RAINl RAlNl RAINl RAINl
BAIN2 42 RAlNl BAINl RAINl. MINl MINi
QWl:;E1 TO QWl;E1 TO <lWGE1 TO QWGE1 TO QWGE1 TO QWGE1 TO
QiIOOE11 43-53 aWGE1l ClWGE11 mooE11 QWGU,1 QWGE11

QUARr 54 QUt\BT QUART QUART QUARr QUIIR'!
srnACl'SC 55-()() STDACrSC srDt\CrSc SI'Dt\Cl'SC srDtt.Cl'SC srDACl'SC
(;(HWM 61-64 cc:HWM (;(HSUM aHWM aJo6&1M aJo6WM
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